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Preface: 

This thesis presents a comparative anaiysis of the pharmaceutical manufacturer's duty to 
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expectations imposai by law, in order to enhance public health and to avoid liability 

claims. 
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Phannazeutische Industrie 

Produkthaftungsgesetz (Product Liability Act) 
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Part 1 : Geman Law 

A. Pharmaceutical Product Liability for the breach of Instruction- 
and Warning duties 

1. The Liability System for pharmaceutical Products 

The law of product liability in Gemany is, rougJdy speaking, divided into two major 

categories: the liability based on fault (verschulciensabhüngrge Hajhg) and iiabiiity 

independent of fauit (verschuldennnubh6ngrge Haftung). Fault liabiiity is regulated by 

the German delict or ton law (~elikrsrecht'), $8 823 ff. of the German Civil Code 

(Bürgerliches Gesenbuch - BGB), and embraces liability for intentional conduct 

(vor~&Ziches Verhalten) or negligence (Fahrfüssigkeit). 

The law goveming liability independent of fault in the field of pharmaceutical product 

liability law manifests itself through the product related rkk2 or absolute3 liability 

1 In German law the t e m  Delikt and uneriaubre Handlung (unlawful conduct) are used synon~mousiy. 
They may be -lated by the English tem "tort" or the Scottish term --delict". keeping in mind that ton 
liability in the traditional meaning of the common law embraces more remedies: Klaus Vieweg, 
Introduction to Gennan Law. ed. by Werner F. Ebke & Matthew W. Finkin (London: Kluwer Law 
International. 1996) at 197: hereafier cired as Vieweg in: Ebke/ Finkin- 
" The distinction between strict and rkk liability is adopted on purpose. because Geman Iiability law. as 
far as it is independent of faulf is regulated in special Iaws. which presents different types of no-fault 
liability laws. 
By way of clarification: 

Verschuldensunabh~ngige H a m g  (Iiability independent of fault) (= strict liability), e.g., 
ProdukthafiG, ensues fiom the objectively unlawfùl conduct of the tordeasor, le.. according to the 
regdations of the ProdukthafiG Iiability is irnposed only for objectively foreseeable, recognizable and 
avoidable product defects (objective breach of a duty of care) - therefore no liability in the case of 
development defects. 
Gefghrdungshaftung (= risk liabüity), which aiso belongs to the category of verschuldensunabhingiger 
Hafmng relates to a Gef"ahrdungstarbesrand (a dangerous factual circumstance) independently of any 
Sorgfal~~pflichtve~sto~ (breach of the duty of care).This means that according to traditionai 
understanding liability is irnposed even for injuries and damage caused by mere accident and chance, 
which typicaily occur in connection with the creation or operation of particular sources of peril, such as 
the operation of dangerous machines, motor vehicles or uains and also by producing pharmaceutid 
products which create chemicai reactions. Therefore under this category development defects are 



(produktbezogene Gef;ihrdungshu~/h) provided by 49 84 fK of the Phamaceutical 

Products Liability Act (AmreimitteIgesetr - H G ) .  The subject of this paper comprises 

both the manufacturer's delictuai or tortious liabiiity for negligence (deiiktsrechtiiche 

FahrlEssigkeitshafing) and the product related risk Iiability for damages caused by 

pharmaceutid products. Both liability concepts compete equaiiy and c d a t i v e l y  with 

each other, in other words, they present concurrent or conflicting bases of claim 

(Ansprtlchskonkunenz)- This means that they are triggered by different conditions, have 

different legal liability consequences and have to be judged independently according to 

their essential content (Inholt) and the procedures they involve (~twclisetmn~)? Within 

the r e a h  of fault-independent liability law a third source of product liability regulations 

is provided b y the Product Liability Act (Produktha ftungsgesetz - ProdhufiG), which lays 

down strict liability niles for defective products. This strict liability according to the 

Product Liability Act stands besides and is supplemented by the fault based delict product 

liability law following out of $8 823 f f  BGB? However, the Product Liability Act does 

not appIy to cases of liability for phannaceutical products falling under the liability 

regulation of 5 84 AM&. This is because 8 84 AMG is a special regulation ranking in 

included, Roughly speaking Gefahrdungshajhng is a sprcial consuuct within the whole concept of 
verschuldellsunabliangrger Hafiung, refemng partial1y to other conditions and liabiiity consequences. 

This term could be considered as the generic term for both, risk and smct liability. 
' Hans Josef Kullmann, **Namng des phannuzeuischen Uinternehrners fi nichr wîrksarne Anneimittel " 
119831 Pharma Recht 196 at 196. 
5 15 II ProdhafiG; Kullmann in: Hans Josef Kullmann & Bernhard Pfister, Prodwenrenharg (Berlin: 

Erich Schmidt Verlag, 42. Liefenxng ApriUL998) Kza 3612 1 at 4a: herafier cited as Kullmann in: 
Kullmann/ Pfister- 

Zj 15 I ProdhjiG, which essentially corresponds to Ij 84 AMG in wording: 
if, as a result of the administration of a pharrnaceutical product intended for human use which 
was distributed to the consumer within the purview of rhis law and which is subject to 
compulsory marketing authorization or is exempted by orciinance h m  compulsory marketing 
authorization, somebody is killed, his body or his heaith injwed, the regulations of the 
Product Liability Act must not be applied- 



priority to - in the sense ofexcluding - the Product Liability Act Therefore the Product 

Liability Act does not fall within the direct s=.up~ oiiiiis paper but wïIl corne into 

consideration when the discussion turns to liability for those products, such as breast 

implants, which, according to Canadian law, are phmafeuticai products but in Gennan 

law f d  outside the regulations of its Pharmaceutical Products Act, becaw they are not 

drugs within the scope of 5 2 AMG'.' TO summarize, then, phamiaceutical product 

liability may arise as tort liabüity under 1 823 I, If BGB, as weii as rislr Liability imposed 

by the Pharmaceutical Products Act. 

II. Product liability based on tortious negligence liability 

1. Liability under 823 1 BO8 

Liability for defective or hazardous products, the so-called manufacturer's product 
liability (P roduzentenha fmng) or product Liability (Produkrha fmng) was developed out of 
the tortious negligence liability (delikrsrechtlichen Fahrl&sïgkeitshaf~1ng) according to 8 
823 i BGB. 

5 823 1 BGB provides: 
A person who, intentionally or negligently, and unlawfully injures the life, body, 
health, liberty, property or any other right of another person is bound to compensate 
him for any damage arising therefr~rn.'~ 

7 5 2 M G  provides the definition of drugs under the Pharmaceutical Products Act. 
Since the enforcement of the Medizinprodukfegeseçi, human implants are no longer considered to be drugs 

in the scope of § 2 M G .  The Product Liability Act provides liability for those products only, which are not 
included in the Iiability regulations of the Pharmaceutical Product Law, such as animai drugs and 
homeopathic dmgs, Waiter Rolland, ""Zur Sondemelhng des Arzneimittefherstellers im System des 
Produkrhafingsrechrs" in: Fesfschr@ fùr Werner Lorenz, ed. by Bemhard Pfister & Michael R Will 
(Tübingen: I.C.B. Mohr-Paul Siebeck, 199 1) 193 at 199: hereafier cited as Festscchnftfiir Lorenz. The same 
is m e  about so-called Defekturameimitrel, which are pharmaceutical products, chat are mass-produced in 
advanced by the pharmacist. Furthemore the Product Liability Act applies to cases, where pharmeuticai 
products, by way of an exception, cause damage to things; Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, K a  3612 at 2- 

Roman nurnbers after codes, e.g., § 823 1, Xi BGB, in German law writhg stands for cheu subsections, 
such as here subsection 1 and 2. 
'O For an English transIation of the German Civil Code see Simon L. Goren, " n e  Gennan Civil Code*' 
(Littleton, Colorado: Rothman & Co.,1994) at 3 ff 



For an action to be based on 823 1 BGB, certain quiremen& have to be met, There 

must be an interference with one of the enumerated nghts or interests or any "other right", 

the so-caiied absolute rim. Since a tort daim supposes the defendant's responsibility, 

either an action or a nodeasance is necessary. Fuahermore a causal connection between 

the tortfeasor's action or nodeasance and the violation of the right or interest is required. 

The absolute right must have been injureci uniawfiilly and culpably. Lastly, a 

compensable detriment (emetzbarer S c h d n )  and a causal connection between the 

interference with the absolute right and the damage suffered, are required, as weii as 

details concemïng the type, content, and extent of the compensable detriment. The 

plaintiff s claim hsis to show and prove al1 these elements. 

Tort remedies consist of restitution in kind (NatwulhersteIIung) and compensation for 

rnaterial damages (Schadensersatz), as well as compensation for non-material damages 

(Schmenensgeld). In this lies the essential importance of the fault based negiigence 

liability as opposed to the no-fault Iiability regulations, e-g., those under the 

Pharmaceutical Products Act, which in general do not provide compensation for non- 

rnaterial damages. This explains also why a lot of product liability cases have been 

decided on the ground of fauit liability according to 823 BGB, even though the elements 

of a special code providing for risk or strict liability would also have been met. 

However, typically in product liability cases it is - so to Say - not the direct conduct of the 

tortfeasor against another person's interest under 8 823 1 BGB that is the center of gravity 

conceming the action the manufacturer is accused of; it is rather the consequence of 

distributhg a defective manufactured product that has to be seen as the violation of the 



injured party's "absolute right", as mentioned above. It is a condition for claiming 

damages based on 8 823 1 BGB in product liability cases (i-e., that a ma~1ufacturer in 

connection with producing or distrïbuting products wiii be liable to an injured person 

under delict law) that the violation can be shown of a so-called legal obligation to 

maintain safety ( " Verkhrssichemngspfrich t ") incumbent on hirn. ' ' This means that in 

product liability cases the action or nonfeasance of the manufacturer requires speciai 

consideration in its application to violations of the "Verkehrssicherrcng~pflicht". The 

term " Verkehrssichemngsp/licht " is not easy to translate; but its meaning c m  be 

summarized by saying that whoever, by his activity or through his property, establishes in 

everyday life a source of potential danger which is likely to affect the interests and rights 

of others, is obliged to ensure their protection against the nsks thus created by him." The 

general Iegal obligation to maintain safety, which could be considered as a fàirly accurate 

translation for the term *' Verkehrssichemngsp flichl " (out of consideration for others), is 

based on the idea that anyone who creates sources of peril is obliged to take precautions 

for the protection of third parties.'3 This is based on the idea that creating an antecedently 

dangerous or potentially dangerous activity or state of &airs should give rise to a duty of 

care, which translates the term c'Sorafattspflicht". To explain this in other words: 

everybody has the legal duty of care (*'Sor&faitspjlchlir ' 3  to avoid, avert or not to create 

dangers for other's interests presented by his conduct. This is called the legal duty to 

' ' 5 1 Enrscheidungen des Bundesgenchrrhof in Zivifsachen (decisiom of the Federai Supreme Court in civil 
matters) 9 1 at 105 -"Hühne~est" (Yowl-pest"): heratier cited as BG= 
'' B. S. Markesinis. A Comparaiive Introduction To The German Law o/T'm. 2nd e d  (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1990) at 64. 
l3 H k  ïl~ornas in: Otto Palandt, Bürgeriches Geseabuch, 51% ed.(Miinchen: C.H. Beck'sche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung) $823 para. 58 at 9 19: herafter cited as Thomas in: Palandt, BGB. 



maintain ni4 15 d e t y  ( " Verkhrssichenuagspjricht ) . In this n, 

"Verkehrssichemngspflichteny' are to some extent comparable with the "duty of care" in 

the Canadian law of negligence. In the context of tortious negligence Liabiiity the courts 

have developed these "Verkehrssichungsp/lichten" to define more specincaily the 

reproachable conduct - whether an action or omission, both are open to c~nsideration~~ - 
which the tortfeasor is accusai of and which makes a person liable according to 5 823 1 

BGB. 

This means in the area of product liabilityy that the product manufacturer who produces 

and seils goods and thereby enters into an activity that is generally capable of causing 

danger to the public, e-g., if the product is defective - has a general legal duty not to b ~ g  

ont0 the market products which cary avoidabie nsk of danger or of causing damage. The 

manufacturer who produces unsafe or defective products and brings them ont0 the 

market, violates his "Verkehrssichemngspflicht " and is liable towards everybody who 

suffers damage or injury in heaith or property. Therefore one major focus of product 

liabiiity cases is the product defect, which in pharmaceuticai product liability means the 

'' Or "Verkehrspfricht ", which is a mere or cornprehensive expression connoting a duty owed to the person 
or to persons generalIy. 
lS h n e  Fahrenhorst, "IRFrrukrionspflichr des HersteZIers eines Kintertees - BGHZ 116, 60 " [1994] 
Juristische Schulung 288 at 289: hereafier cited as JUS. 

E-g., concerning the manufacninr's duty to instruct or duty to wam the action could be illustrateci by the 
distribution of a product with false instructions and the omission could be discemeci in an insufficient 
instruction given to the consumer, Fahrenhorst, 119941 JUS at 289. For m e r  detzils on the distinction 
between the breach of a "Verkehrssichemngspflichr" by conduct or omission and the starting position that 
both is possible, aiso KulImann in: KuIlmann/ Pfister, Ka. 1515 at 4 f; Emin Deutsch 
'bEntwickiungstendenzen des Schaàemrecha in Recheprechung und W~i~senschar [ 1967 Juristische 
Schulung 152 at 157. 



reaiization of a dnig's inhefent danger.'' The pharmaceutical pcoduct risk typically 

reaiizes itself by excess, side-effect, interaction or inefficacy or ineffe~tiveness.'~ 

Courts and scholars have identified a number of duties in regard to possible product 

defects, that are usually subdivided into different categories concerning design, 

manufacturing, instruction, monitoring, and recall. 

2. The manufacturer's duties of care imposed by case law, the 
categories of product liability or defect types 

Depending on the different stages, eom developing, manufacnuing and marketing of a 

product, the defect may be of a different type. The individual product defect is classically 

defined and disthguished by the following categories: 

a. Defects in design (Konstruktionsfehler) 

Deflnition: a defect in design exists, when a product through its constr~ction'~ or 

technique conceptionx gets a characteristic or quality which makes it, in regard to its 

17 Erwin Deutsch. Medizinrecht, 3d ed. (Berlin: Springer, 1997) at 603 para 909. 
l8 While the first three alternatives are aIready containeci undet the liability imposed by 4 84 AMG, the zero- 
effect of a drug does not fa11 under this provision, even though the AMG regulatiow in general (inter alia) 
aim for eficacy or effectiveness of dnigs, so that conceming this the delict law product Iiability regulations 
have to be resorted to. This issue will be described in detail below. 
'' This refen, e-g., in the case of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, beverages, processed food, etc., to the 
responsibility for the development of a safe recipe, which cornes prior to the manufacturing process; for 
fiirther detailed explanation, Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, ffi 1520 at 7 ff.; in the context of 
pharmaceutical products the term "recipe-defect9* was suggested rather than "designdefect" by Ernst von 
Caemmerer, "contribution to speech h m  Ewin Deutsch "'Die klinlsche F o d u n g  am Menschen im 
arnerikanischen und intemationalen Recht" Cl9873 Kdsruher Forum 11 ff." Cl9871 Karlsniher Forum 21 
at 21. 
'O This refers to the development of technical products, which ought to be consuucted according to the 
present state of technologically possible safety, including most recent scientific knowledge and empirical 
expenence; BGH [1952] Versicherungsrecht 357 at 358 - "Rungenverschlut " (''stakd stanchion lock"): 
he&r cited as VersR; BGH [1956] VersR 625 at 626 - "KOrussell" ( " m q  go round"); BGH [1960] 



promiseci or intended use, deficient or u d e  for ordinary use ( b e s t i m m u n g s g ~ e r  

Gebrmrch), e-g., shapedged or poisowus top2', an easily inflammable evening dress or 

wig, or a motor-vehicle without brakes? 

Typically product defects in design are due to a defect at the conception stage of the 

product. Therefore design defects normaliy affect the entire production series, because the 

product, due to its conception pnor to its manufacturing process, fdls short of a 

reasonable technical standard or scientific knowledge available that could have been 

expected according to the state of the an" This includes background research as well as 

the product's planning. 

Regarding phamiaceuticai products this means that the drug during 6'development''24 

receives a "construction" that does not meet the required duty of care regarding efficacy, 

effectiveness, side-effects and interaction with other products. The defect c m  be due to a 

deficient examination of the drug or to non or insufficient consideration of availabie 

VersR IO95 at 1096 - "Kühlanlage" ("refigeraang-plant"). For firrther detailed explanation see Kullmann 
in: Kullmann/ Pfuter, Kza, 1520 at IO ff. 
" Kullmann in: Kullmannf Pfister, Kza. 1520 at 16 f. 
11 - Christoph Landscheidt, Dus neue Produkrhofnrngsrecizt, 2nd ed. (Berlin: Verlag neue Wirtschafts-Brïefe, 
1992) at 48 f. 

Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, Kza. 1520 at 8 K; Fahrenhorst, 119941 JUS at 289; for English 
explanations sec. S. M. Waddams. Producrc Liabiiig 3" ed. (Scarbomugh: Canwell. 1993) at 39, with 
M e r  examples in foomote 143, 
" For the sake of clarification: in pharmaceutical product liability the terni b'developrnent defcct" is used 
whereas in this context in general product Iiability the more technical t e m  "Konrrukn'orufehier" (design 
defect) is used, whcrcas the socalled development defect by definition describes defects that werc 
unavoidable - Le., not due to someone's fault - and therefore does not impose liability on the manufacturer 
(which will be explained hereafitr). 



Literature; eg., contrast-products which provoke severe late conseque11ces~ or a toxicity 

caused by the interaction of an active agent wiîh the solvating agent? 

Nevertheless, design defects have to be distinguished fkom so-caiied development defects 

(Entwicklungsfehler). These are, by dennition, subsequently discovered defects thaî were 

unknown when the product, meeting the standard prevailing at the-time, was first put on 

the market; es&, a pesticide developed to protect apple trees h m  apple scab. Over the 

years th4: pesticide ceased to be effective against a particuiar fungus which had developed 

a resistarice against the product and made it useless: such a development nobody couid 

have predicted, with the scientific knowledge available at the tirne the product was first 

put on the market? 

Such development defects are not ordinarily considered to be attributable to the 

manufacturer. Therefore he is not liable for development defects under the provision of 9 

823 1 BGB, because he was not at fault. In contrast to that, as we shall see, a 

pharmaceutical manufacturer cannot in this way entirely escape liability for development 

defects in phmaceutical products. According to the  special provisions in the 

Pharmaceutical Products Act ($ 84 AMG), which provide for nsk liability, he ais0 has to 

carry the risk of unforeseeable subsequently discovered development defects. 

" 20 BGUZ 6 I at 62 - "Thoro~usr", a radioactive contrast-product, which had b e n  used for arteriography 
of the patient's leg artery and caused liver cintiosis; BGH Cl96 11 VersR at 8 10; KG [1975] VersR 75 at 
427. 
'6 See reference by Deutsch, at 604 para 910, f'tnote 75: mixture of Sulfaniiarnid with Diathylenglykol, 
which caused 105 deaths in 1939. 
'' 80 BGHZ 186 at 190 - "ApfeIscIrorf' 'Derosai'" ("apple scab r3. 



b. Defects in manufacture (Fabrikationsfehler) 

Definition: in these cases the planning and method of construction in itself is perfitly 

sound, but during production occasionally individual products occur which deviate 

randornly fiom the intended standard - usually in production h e  manufacture - and these 

are called manufachlring defects." 

Here the manufacturer did not intend to produce the product as it left his hands, but for 

some reason, usually the negiigence of an employee or an inadquate system of 

production or inspection, the manufacturer's intention was not carried out.2g 

Typically the product contains something which ought not to be there, or something is 

absent that was supposed to be present, which then leads to an unsafe or even dangerou 

usage; e.g., a mouse in a Coca-cola bottle. 

Accordingiy, a defect in manufacture in the context of phmaceutical products typicaiiy 

refers to pureness, cleanness, composition or nsk of contamination; e.g., the wrong 

mixture of a phamaceuticai product, use of chemically impure substances. (e-g., because 

the machines were not properiy cleaned) or a vaccination that carries active viruses afier 

being bottled into bacterially impure containers30. 

The breach of the duty of care in this case, just a s  in that of design defects, lies mainiy 

withh the scope of the manufacturer's organization and control. However, the 

manufacturer may escape liability for defects classified as so-called "runaways" 

104 BGHZ 323 at 323 K - "Limonaden/lache " ("sofidrink bottle'); Landscheidt, at 49; Kulimann ui: 
Kulhann/ Pfiter, Kza. 1520 at 28 ff. 
" Fahrenhorst, 119941 JUS at 289; for an English exphnation see, Waddams, at 38. 



(''Atl~reI;s&')~ which are uoavoidable defects in manufacture that accidentally occur, even 

though the manufacturer himself has met the expated du@ of tare? 

c. Instruction defects (Insbuktionshhler) 

Definition: the defect in this case is a lack of instructions or the giWig of insufficient 

w h g ,  depending on the kind of danger inherent in the product 's use." 

The product itself is not defective after it leaves the manufacturer's business, but the 

properly manufactured and non-defective product can cause harm when it is not properly 

used as ordinarily intended: e-g., weapoos or hydrochlonc acid. The danger lies in its very 

nature and is unavoidabie. But damages can be avoided, or the risk of damages can be 

reduced, if the product is appropriately and carefiilly used. In this regard the manufâcturer 

has an obiigation to avert the danger and owes a duty to try to ensure that the product is 

only used in a safe way, a duty discharged by giving an adequate waming about inherent 

dangers, with sufficient instruction for the hannless use of the pr~duct.'~ Whether and :O 

what extent the manufacturer has a duty to wam or instruct in the actua! case depends on 

the extent to which the average user can be expected to use the product without nsk; or if 

the manufacturer, due to the special features of the product and in view of the pm- 

'O 5 1 BGHZ91 at 91 K - "fowl-pest". 
3'  Thomas in: Palandt, BGB $ 823 para 205 at 943; Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza. 1520 at 28; 
Fahrenhorst, Cl9941 JUS at 290. 
" Landscheidt, at 50; Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, ffi 1520 at 33 flF. 
33 BGH [1960] VersR 342 at 243 - "Klebemiuef " ("glue adhensive"); NJW 1987,372,373 = VersR 1987, 
102 at 103 - "Veninkungsspray"; Fahrenhorst, Cl9941 JUS at 290 referring to BGHNJW 1992,560 at 560 
ff.; Walter Rolland ''Produkrhafingsrecht" ( K G k  Bundesanzeiger, 1990) para 32 at 332. 



asswlled knowledge of an average user, has to expect that specific concrete dangers might 

O C C ~ ~ . ~  

In this connection the manufacturer has to take into account thaî, in relation to certain 

products, the required knowledge and sicdi for their safe use cannot generaily be 

presupposed. Accordingiy he aiso has to consider that the product wiii not always be 

properly used. His obligation to aven danger is also extended to dangers arising h m  

improper uses which are reasonably foreseeabIe and not far-fetched or remote, The 

manufacturer also has to consider other user modes, as fat as these are not beyond normal 

pre-vision, because he cannot rely on the assurnption that his product will be used 

exclusively by experts for professional use. There is a limit, however, when it cornes to 

an intentional "ab-''use by clear misuse not in accordance with the contemplated user 

purpose. jS 

In this context a distinction is commonly made between the duty to give adequate user 

instructions, and the duty to warn about inherent hazards of the product. 

aa. Instruction for appropriate and ordinary use, compliant with 
the intended use of a product (Anwendungswarnung). 

User instructions regarding the appropnate and ordinary use of a product, compliant with 

the intended usage (Anwendungswarnung) are, for example, necessary for cornplex or 

complicated or extraordinary work tools and m a c h e r y  

Y BGH [ 19661 VersR 542 at 543 - "Fachleute " ("experts"); BGH [i 9751 Betriebs-Berater 103 f at 1032: 
hereafier cited as BB = BGH Neue Juristische Wochenschrifi Cl9751 1827 at f 829 - "Spannhpplung ": 



This is the case, e-g., where an apparatus is intended to be usai in combination with 

others or with other supplies. Then the manufacturer has to give inter alin the necessary 

instruction about the possible resuits of combinations with other equiprnent." 

However, in generai, eveqbdy  has to consider for himself how best to use a product, if 

its handling does not seem to require expert knowiedge. Where simple tools of daily 

usage are invoIved - such as scissors, light buibs, kitchen knives - the manufacturer is not 

obligat~d to give instructions for adequate usage. Any knowledge that can be assumed on 

grounds of general life experience does not need to be made subject to a user instruction 

or e~~lanation.~'  

bb. Adequate informationa about those rbks inherent in the 
product's use, of which the manufacturer is aware. 

A typical example for adequate information about inherent rïsks of a product would be 

the side-effects of pharmaceuticd products. 

hereafier cited as NJW; 99 BGHZ 167 at 178 - "Honda ": BGHC19861 NJW 1863 at 1864 - 
"iSberrollerbügel" ("rotl-bar"); 116 BGHZ 61 at 67 = BGH [1992] NJW 560 at 56 1. 
35 Rolland, at 333 para 32. 
36 99 BGIIZ 167 at 172 - "Honda". 
"BGH [1975] BB 1031 at1032 = BHG [1975] NJW 1827 at 1829 - "Spannkupplung": Rolland, at 333 
para 32. 
3S The difference between information and instructions or warnings is: e.g.. in the case of phannaceutical 
products "information" is the generic tenn for side-effects, interaction, etc., whereas ''instructions" are 
directions given to explain the safe use of the product. 



cc. Sufficiently explicit waming of consequences 

A waming cornes into question when dangerous consequences may be anticipated as 

arising h m  the product's intended use, e-g., inflammable glue.39 

A warning has also to be considered, if a product only threatens cenain people and 

suggests dangerous consequences as a result, e-g., warnings to store or keep this product 

out of children's reach. 

Other possible consequential wamings relate to the effects of other forms of reaxmbly 

foreseeable (mis-) use, excluding intentional abuse; e-g., a warning about the risk of 

explosion presented by the mixture of two violently incompatible drain-cleaning 

compounds. * 
However the duty to wam ends in cases where obvious dangers are necessarily incidentai 

to improper use of product. 

Finally it needs to be kept in mind that an existing defect in design or manufacture cannot 

be wiped away by giving the consumer notice of iî, because the instruction duty is not a 

device for decreasing die required security standard.41 This means the manufacturer 

" As in Lambert v. Lutopler Chemicak Co. Ltd [1972] S.C.R 569,25 DLX (3*) 121. 
a As in Srnithson et al. v. Smkem Chernids LTD. et al. (1985) 34 C.C.L.T. 195; cl9861 L W.W.R 145,43 
Sask R 1 (Q.B.) 
" Rolland, at 334 para. 33. 



cannot escape liability for omitting reasonably expectable, danger-averting marpures 

simply by giving a ~ a r n i n ~ ? ~  

d. Development defects (Entwicklungsfehler): 

Definition: typically, in these cases the product will have been manufactured in 

accordance with the technologicai knowledge and standard of science of its tune and will 

ako have been of an adequate standard when it was put on the market; but subsequently 

acquired information reveais its potentially harmful effects." For example, a 

pharmaceutical product may fail certain persons, rneaning either that it "doesn't work" in 

the sense of being ineffective, or it does actual ham. Ets dangerousness rnight be realized 

only through changes brought about by the influence of external circumstances, 

environmental circumstances for instance? 

The category of development defects describes defects that are neither foreseeable nor 

avoidable at the time of manufacture cr distribution, because the manufacturer was not 

able to produce a better product given the state of the art at that time. While in the 

beginning of product distribution the product defect or pharmaceutical product risk was 

either non-existent or not recognizable, it now becomes reality. The decisive difference 

fiom those categories mentioned above lies in the ccircumstance that the product later 

becomes classifiable as defective, because subsequent developments in the state of the art 

now show the product to be defective. In other words the product is subsequently 

KuIimann in: Kuiirnand Pfister, Kza. 1520 at 34. 
j3 Markesinis, at 8 1. 



considered to be defmtive as a result of additionai technologicai and scientific knowledge 

that did not exist before; eeg, emerging awareness that ceriain substances in piastic toys 

are toxic, or tooth decay caused by sweetened herbal tea for children - "Baby-Bottle- 

~~ndrorne'". Examples for phamaceutical products would be the discovery that 

thalidomide used by pregnant women caused malformation in their babie8, or that breast 

implants rupture after a certain the4'. 

The question is, whether the manufacturer is liable for the fmt case that discloses the 

development defect of his product. In other words, does he have to carry this 

development risk, or can he use the defëct in development as a defense? 

In generd, German product liability law does not impose liability on manufacturers for 

damages that are due to dangers that were not known or recognizable according to the 

standard of science and technique at the time of d i s t r i b ~ t i o n ~ ~  because case law on this 

matter agrees that the manufacturer is not at fault under the provision of 5 823 BGB. 

Following this principle, Gerrnan product liability Iaw has excluded development defects 

Çom the categories of possible defect that make a manufacturer suictly liable for damages 

caused by his products under the Product Liability Act. 49 The reason for this has been the 

belief that making manufacturers carry such a nsk couid hinder technological progress. 

To make them strictly tiable for such risks would also run counter to the rationale for 

CI Deutsch, at 604 para 9 13. 
" 1 16 BGHZ 6 1 tT - "Kindenee I" ("cnildren's tea i'3. 

LG Aachen 119711 Juristenzeining 507 at 507 K - "Confergan" ("Thaiidornide"): hereafier cited as JZ; 
Landscheidt, at 5 1. 
47 Holk  v. Dow Coming Corp. CI9951 27 C.C.L.T. (2d) 1 at 19. 
* Hans Iosef Kulimann, Produkrhafiungsgesetz, znd cd (Berlin: Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1997) at 54-57. 
49 $ 1 II Nr. 5 Pn,&FG; Kullrnann, at 54; Landscheidt, at 50 f 



imposing such a strict Liability in the fim place, because one of the jusiifications for 

imposing strict Liability on the manufaçturer is his ability to detect and avoid the defax" 

Therefore the manufàcturer as a generai rule does not carry these 50-cded development 

risks and generally does not have to compensate for damages caused by a development 

defect, as they simply do not expose hirn to iiabiïity in a lawsuit. Therefore classification 

of a detèct as development defmt serves as a defense for the manufacturer in a lawsuit? 

The law of pharmaceutical products is the leading exception in this respect, as the 

"development defect" argument is not available to the defense. This is because under the 

Phannaceutical Products Act (AMG), which imposes risk iiability for pharmaceutical 

products, the manufacturer is liable irrespective of whether damage caused by his product 

is the result of defective design, manufacture, labeliing or even development defect~.'~ 

The inclusion of development defects into the liability categories, which means that the 

manufacturer has to carry the risk of later discovery of such defects, is what makes the 

risk liability for phannaceutical products so exceptional. With this, the most important 

area of development risk occurrence is regulated by speciai Iaw, because outside of this 

Markesinis, at 8 1. 
The defense hereby admittecf resembles the "state of the art" defense recognized in Amencan law, but it 

c a ~ o t  be qudified as exactly the same, because it does not exclude al1 kinds of development defects, o d y  
those potential risks and dangers that could not Corn an objective point of view possibly b e n  recognized by 
anybody. Whereas if the dangers were known, but could not be eliminated or conmlled by a better design 
or construction due to the scientific and technical standard during the tirne of rnanufacniring - so-called 
"developmental gaps", the legal exclusion fiom liability does not apply; Kullmann, at 54; for firther details, 
such as the terms "scientific and technical standard", the distinction between the objective possibility of 
recognizing the development defect, and the subjective blame imputed to the manufacturer at fault, referring 
only to the provisions of 5 823 BGB, also see at 55-57. * 84 AMG; Kuiimann, at 159; Landscheidt, at 5 1; for an English explanation see Markesinis, at 8 1. 



area of chernical and phannaceutical products the relevance of development defats is 

seen as rather 

Concemùig other product liability cases, however, (meaning, other than pharmaceuticals) 

the retention of the state of art defease in the Geman product Liability law only helps the 

manufacturer to escape liability, when he can contend that he could not have known or 

done better, because the relevant scientific or technicd knowledge now revealed was not 

available at the tirne of product distribution. After the fkst incident, though, if the 

manufacturer can reasonably be expected a c W y  to become aware of such recently 

revealed knowledge, he cannot be exculpated any longer, if he fails to respond 

appropriately." Also the "development nsk" defense does not absolve a manufxturer 

fiom continuously observing his product to become aware of such development defbcts. 

This obligation also includes and creates multiple additional duties.*' 

After the manufacturer becomes aware (or ought to become aware) of the development 

defect or the potential harmful consequences of his product, he is required as a matter of 

legal obligation to fulfill M e r  safety precautions (precautionary measures), namely to 

warn consumers or even withdraw the product fiom the market. 

" Landscheidt, at 5 1. 
Kullmann, at 55 f. 

'* E.g., duty to warn OC d l  the pmduct, sec following chapters f. and g.; Markesinis, at 8 1. 



However, development defccts have to be distinguished h m  subseqwnt improvements, 

that have been made at a later tirne? h In case the product cannot be wnsidered as 

defectve if it is merely not up-to-date. An example would be safkty technology that f& 

short compared with newer products; e-g, a safety device that could be installecl on 

existing products, such as seat be~ts." 

e. Monitoring duty (PmduMbeobachtungspflkhi): 

Definition: the Monitoring duty means the obligation continuously to observe and control 

the product after it has been put on the market in light of the new standard and changes in 

science and the technological knowledge of the tirne, so as to discover hitherto unknown 

development defects which will then generate various other obligations; e-g., observation 

and monitoring of the effectiveness of a pesticide used to protect apple trees fiom apple 

 cab.^' 

The existence of so-called post-marketing duties is based on the idea that the 

manufacturer's duties do not end after the product is on the market.sg The monitoring 

duty includes the permanent quality control of distributed products and also a duty to 

keep an eye on various other products that are likely to cause dangers in combination with 

one's own product60; e.g., dangerous mixtures of housecleanhg products. This kind of 

56 Landscheidt, at 5 1, also for an English explanation Waddams, at 4446. 
57 Example used by Landscheidt, at 5 1. 

80 BGM 199 a 202 K - b b A p f i ~ ~ h ~ $ U  'Benomyi'" ("applc scab Ii"). 
59 Deutsch qualifies this due as a sub-category of the Verehrspfricht (generai duty owed to the public). 

99 BGIIZ 167 at 172 - "Ho& "t 



obligation is well known in pharmaceutical product law as the duty to observe the 

pharmaceutical product with regard to its main and side-efkcts, its interaction with other 

drugs or the iike for evidence of contra indications. If side-effets are reported other than 

those that were expected, the package insert and expert infoxmation ought to wam about 

i t f  This subsequent duty to wam applies to newly realized contra-indications as well as 

to hazardous interacti0ns.6~ 

It follows fiom the foregoing that the manufachver does not have to carry the 

development risk until it becomes aware or ought to become aware of a defect, Le., in 

non-pharmaceutical cases, this means also that the pst-marketing duty is limited to an 

ongoing monitoring duty. 

In German law the Federal Supreme Court has even extended the manufacturer's post- 

marketing duties concerning its own product to the performance of component parts, by 

finding a manufacturer of motorcycles liable for not warning the consumer about the nsk 

of destabilization when appiying to the motorcycle some extra equipment produced by 

ano ther manufacturer. 63 

'' If the danger exists, that the phamiaçeutical pmduct will be clandestiaely tarnpered wifh a duty might 
even be imposed to pack the product in a way that a dangernus dealing with it will be impossible or at least 
will be recognizable as such, Deutsch, at 605 para. 914 referrïng to Ilsroth v. Johnson & Johnson 700 
F-Supp. 151 (1989). 
" Deutsch, at 605 para 914. This is because the pharmaceutical entrepreneur who dismiutes 
pharmaceutical products is legaily obligated (§ 11 1 Nr. 7 and 8 1 1  a 1 Nr. 7 M G ,  also under 8 823 1, II 
BGB) to give the corresponding information in package inserts and expert information. 
63 99 BGHZ 167 at 172 - "Hondrrn. 



As some instructionai defects only become recognkable d e r  distribution of the product 

and possible misapplication by the consumer, a product monitoring duty c m  also mise in 

so far as dangers are concaneci which result h m  newly perceived inadequacies in 

recornmended user applications or other instructions given.6J 

f. Reactive duty to warnq: 

As a corollary to his monitorÏng duty the manidâcturer has - as already considered above - 
a duty :O warn the consumer about the subsequently discovered defects or inherent nsks 

of his product or the potential hamiful consequences that c m  be caused by using it in 

combination with other products. Under certain circumstances he may be even obliged to 

Uistnict the public (in the TV news or press) not to use his product any more? 

g. Duty to recall (Rückrufpfllchten): 

Where the duty to warn the consumer or the public, about certain dangers in connection 

with the product would be considered inadequate or unreasonable as a means of 

preventing the expected damage likely to be caused by the product, the manufacturer's 

duty can become a duty to recall or withdraw the product fiom the market. 

6;' Kullmann in: Kullmand Pfister, ffi 1520 at 43. 
Dieter Hart: in Hart et ai., Das Recht des Anneimiftelmorktes (Baden-Baden: Nomos Verlagsgesellschafi, 

1988) at 15 1, 154, who distinguishes between the instruction and waming duty before and with distribution 
of the product and those arising after, out of monito~g and observing the product- 
66 Kuîlrna~ in: Kdimann/ Pfister, Kza 1520 at 49; for an English exphnation, see Waddams, at 45. 



Again, we must distinguish the situation that arises out of subsequent developments in the 

state of the art 60x11 that where a subsequent improvement concerning the product is 

discovered, such as a safety device that could be installeci on existing products!7 For 

instance, the installation of seat belts in cars has become a general practice to meet 

requirements in safety standards at the present thne. This raises the question, whether 

subsequent hprovements impose on the manufacturer a positive duty to a d 8  That will 

probably depend on the @ity of the danger that could possibly be reduced in reIation to 

the effort that cm reasonably be expected nom the manufacturer- Here we obviously have 

to make distinctions in ternis of hprovements between additional safety devices and 

those that are serious attempts to avoid inherent dangers of the product. 

3. Liability for breach of protective law, 823 11 BGB 

Product Iiability may aiso arise as tort Iiability under $ 823 II BGB. 

S 823 II BGB provides: 

The same obligation is imposed upon a person. who infringed breaches a statutory 
provision intended for the protection of others. If. according to the provisions of the 
statute, an infkhgernent is possible even without fault, the duty to make 
compensation arises oniy in the event of fault. 

Under this provision, a person who breaches a protective Iaw (Schurzgeserz), which is 

intended for the protection of others, is liable for any damage arising from the 

infringement. The term bbSchutzgeseh" mainly refers to statutes whether part of public, 

criminal or private laws, govemmentai decrees, local by-laws, or food and dnrgs 

67 Landscheidt, at 51; for an English explanation, see Waddams, at 45. 
68 Question raised by Waddams, at 45. 



regulations." The law in question must have been 'ïntended for the protection of othersy7. 

Whether or not the particular plaintiff is included within the protective ambit of the 

violated statute depends upon its interpmation in light of the legislative intedo The 

statute must have been designed to protect the victim as an individuai, or as part of 

certain groups of individuals, rather than as a member of the public at large. In addition, 

the statute must have been designed to prevent the type of damage d e r e d  by the victim. 

The creation of an individuai cl* must appear meaningfbl, sensible and tolerable in 

Iight of the whole system of liability." In a c l b  based on 823 II BGB the plaintiff has 

to prove the negligent or intentional violation of a protective law, and the causal 

connection between the violation and the damage. 8 823 II BGB also requires the 

defendant's fault - just as is required under 8 823 1 BGB - in violating a protective law. 

Liability under § 823 iI BGB may overlap with liability under 5 823 1 BGB or some other 

provisions wittun or outside the Civil Code (e-g., liabiiity under Pharmaceutical Products 

Act (Amzeimittelgeserz-AMG)). Howevcr this does not mean that the requirements of 

Iiability are the same in ai1 cases. For example, 4 823 II BGB can be more favorable to the 

pIaintiff in two respects. First, whereas @ 823 I BGB does not provide for compensation 

for purely pecuniary damages, such compensation may be awarded under 5 823 II BGB i f  

the statute violated covers pure economic loss. Secondly, although liability under 4 823 II 

BGB is based on fault, case law in the Federal Supreme Court has also recognized an 

alleviating mechanism (Beweiserleichtemngen) for proof of fault with the help of the 

prima-facie rule (Anrcheinrbeweis) and has even reversed the burden of proof and placed 

Thomas in: Palandt, BGB $823 para. 140 at 932. 
'O Thomas in: Paland& BGB 5 823 para. 141 at 932 f. 



it on the defendant, if the objective violation of the paciicular protective statutory d u e  by 

its ternis is clearly e~tablished.~' In this case, faut will be pmumed unless the defendant 

can disprove it7= (e-g., by proving that the violation of the protective law was 

unavoidable) so that in this situation basing the c l a h  on @ 823 II BGB can be more 

favourable to the plaintiff than basing it on 9 823 1 BGB. 

8 823 II BGB cornes into play concerning product lïabiiity cases, to the extent that a 

protective law exists covering a particular product, usuaily a risk-inherent one." The 

Pharmaceutical Products Act, especially $ 5 AMG - the prohibition against marketing 

unsafe or precarious dmgs - has been recognized as a protective law withîn the meanhg 

of 8 823 II BGB.'~ 

Similarly, we can classi@ as "protective laws" the prohibition in respect of substandard 

quaiity or misleading designations of drugs in 8 AMG, as well as regulations about the 

labelling of pharmaceuticais in 5 10 AMG, the package inserts in 8 1 1  A M G , ~ ~  and the 

expert information in 9 L la AMG. The same is tme of § 1 AMG, which lays down the 

intention of the Pharmaceutical Products Act to guarantee safety concerns arising out of 

the trade in dmgs in connection with those regulations referrïng to the law of marketing 

authorization, which intend to ensure the quality and efficacy of pharmaceuticals.77 Just 

as 5 5 AMG is supposed to ensure the supply of safe pharmaceuticals, these regulations 

71 66 BGHZ 388 at 390. 
" Thomas in: Palandt, BGB 5 823 para 174 at 937. 
BGH NJW 1968,1279 at 128 1; 5 1 BGHZ 9 1 at 103 f. - "fowl pesty'; Thomas in: Palandt, BGB 5 823 

para. 203 at 943. 
74 Thomas h: Paiandt, BGB § 823 para. 203 at 943. 
75 BGH NJW 1991, US1 at 2351; Thomas in: Palandt, BGB $823 para 145 at 933, para 203 at 943; 
Kuilmann, [1983] Pharma Recht at 198, 



are supposed to guarantee the supply of effective pharmaceuticak Like 8 5 AMG these 

regdations are designeci for the protection, at least inter alia, of the ultimate consumer of 

pharmaceuticais. The purpose of the regdations is: (1) to make possible a therapeutic 

treatment by bringing effective pharmaceutical products onto the market, and (2) to avoid 

at the same time any protraction of the siclmess, or the possibiiîty that it wili not be 

treated in a therapeuticaily efficient manner, or indeed not treated at ail.'* 

4. Causation 

The major problems the plaintiff faces in product liability cases based on 5 823 1 BGB are 

to show and prove the causal connection. The duty to compensate for damages requires 

that the damage was caused by the event that created the obiigation to provide for 

compensation. The tortfeasor's conduct needs to be shown to be causal to the ~Iarna~e.'~ 

Therefore the plaintiff according to German liability law has to show and prove causal 

connections on different Ievels. First, that the defendant's conduct has caused his 

'' See detailed explanation fiom Kullmmn, Cl9831 Pharma Recht at 198 f. 
7-7 Hart in: Hart et al., at 156. 
* Kullmann, [L983] Pharma Recht at 198 F.; Hart in: Hart et al.. at 157. Insofar as Iiability for 
pharmaceutical products under the provision of 823 II BGB can even be considered in cases, where injury 
is caused to a person, because a hypotheticaily possible, effective and eficient therapy with dmgs fkiled by 
treating a sickness with an ineffective and inefficient product In this case the damage would be caused by 
the pharmaceutical manufacturer's breach of the duty, following from the protecuve purpose of the 
particular provision under the Phannaceutical Products Act, to produce only efficient dnigs and would 
therefore fail within the ambit of the protective law. However, liability for inefficient products could only be 
imposed on the pharmaceutical rnanufâcturer if the non-treamient due to the inefficacy of the product 
caused avoidable damage, Le.. in cases where a person is aiready injured or sick, if "fùrthei' damage, in the 
sense of not being cured because the product is useless, due to the inefficient product that prevented 
effective therapy, could have been avoided by treaunent with an efficient product If the pharmaceuticai 
product is useless because a higher dosage would have been required, or for any other reason not resulting 
from the dmgs ingredients, an instxuction defect is considerable. The question, if ineffective dmgs can lead 
to the pharmaceutical-manufacturer's liability, wili be discussed later. 

HeLmuf Heinnchs: in Palandt, BGB Vorbem v. (prcliminiuy remark prior to) # 249 para  54 at 252: 
h e d r  cited as Heidchs: in Palandt 



violation of or interference with the pla inws  "absolute nght" or interest pmtected by 4 

823 1 BGB (Rechtsgutverlemng); this is the causation that gïves nse to tiability, the so- 

cded causai comection consîïtuîbg actionabiliîy (hafhurgsbegi.iurrienender 

~urechnwtgszusarnmenhan~)? This is systemically an acNal part of liability law and not 

the law of damagedl in the case of a product liability claim, strïctiy speaking a causal 

comection needs to be shown in two different perspectives, namely between the 

product's defect and the breach of the manufacturer's required duty of car$' and also 

between the product's defect or the instruction defect and the violation of the plaintiffs 

"absolute rightf3. Additionally, Gennan iaw draws a distinction between this causal 

connection just discussed and a second connection, which is rather considered as part of 

the law of damages: a causai connection between the liability reason (violation or 

interference with the piaintiffs "absolute right") and the damage suffered or 

restitutionable detriment, the so-called causal connection completing liability 

( h n f n n g s a ~ h d e r  ~urechnun~s~urornmenhan~)!~ The purpose of analyzing 

causation is to eiiminate ail those events fiom m e r  consideration that were not caused 

For an explanation in English see Vieweg in: Ebkd Finkin, at 105. 
Heinrichs in Palandt, BGB Vorbem. v. 9 249 para 55 at 252. 
The causai connection between the breach of a duty of care and the product defect in general only plays a 

minor roIe in product fiability processes. as this part belongs to the area of exonerating evidence, which is 
on the manufhcturer, according to the "fowl pest" decision at least in cases of design and manutàcturïng 
defects, because the product defect nonnally has its origin within the manufàcturer's business organization 
and risk 
83 Regarding this aspect of causation the product liability case law jurisdistion has developed special 
principles concerning the burden of proof in cases of instruction defects in cornparison with others. This 
will be discussed later in the appropriate context. 
" For an explanation in English see Vieweg in: Ebke/ Finkia at 205. In G e m  law both causal 
connections can overlap in the individual case, e-g., when a defective erected house collapses, in the 
owner's (customer's) daim under "psiriver Vemagsver!emng '" (positive breach of contract for work) his 
bodily injury belongs to the causal connection completing liability, whereas the possible liability clah to be 
considered under $8 823, 847 BGB or the body injury of a visitor (not party to the conaact for work) 



by the proceeding in question, or by the event, and therefore cannot be considend as its 

consequence. 

Within these causal co~mections the Gennan law of torts applies a two-stage in- to 

problems of causation. The fint stage asks whether the defendant's conduct played some 

role in bringing about the plaintifYs injury. As a possible cause in this sense is 

considered: each conduct in view of the ha f ing~be~ndende  Kausaiitat and each 

violation of a protected interest, which camiot be ignorcd dess the result in question - 

i-e., violation of interests or damage - would disappear in view of the ha/nuigsausfiIIe~de 

~ a u s a ~ i t ü t . ~ ~  This means, causation in fact is assumed, if a part of the defendant's 

conduct has been a conditio-sine-qua-non of the plaintiffs injury, whkh basicaiiy 

corresponds to the "but-for" test in common law jurisdiction, Le., if the ham would not 

have occurred "'but for" the conduct of the defendant ~'A?~uivolenz -the~ry")'~. 

However, the "'A4uiva[ens -theoW test is not alone sufficient to assess causation. 

Therefore the second inquiry checks which of the numerous conditions in the harm will 

also be treated as its legal cause. This question of causation in law applies the theory of 

adequate cause ("~d@uanzrheorie'~~). As to this two-stage approach, no hdarnentai 

concerns the causal co~ec t ion  constituting actionabiiity; H e i ~ c h s  in: Palandt, BGB Vorbem. v. 4 249 
para. 56 at 252. 

Kullmann ùi: Kullmand Pfister, Kza. 1525 atl. 
86 Heinrichç in: Palandt, BGB Vorbem. v. $ 249 para 57 at 252; for an English explanation see Vieweg in: 
Ebke/ Finkin, at 206. 
87 What is at issue, in both the jurisdiction and the scholarly Iiterature, is weather the question of adequate 
cause cm still be considered relevant in product Iiability cases. The newer tendency is to require, bcyond 
anaiysis of the adequacy of causation, if the damage occuned is still within the range of the protective 
purpose of the breached law (Lehre vom Schuanveck der Nom),  Kulimann Ui: Kullmad Pfister. ka. 
1525 at 3-5. 



differences exist between Gennan and the Cansdian law.'' Umder the th- of adequate 

causation, causaîion in law is excluded if the damage is not an adeqyate consequeme of 

the torûeasor's conduct. An event is regarded as an adequate cause if it has materially 

increased the objective possibiiity of a consequence of the kind that actually came about. 

In order to determine this, aU circumstances recognizable by an expert at the time the 

event occurred and, in addition, al1 circumstances known to the originator of the 

condition at the time of its entry have to be taken mto considdon- In contras& the 

Anglo-Canadiau doctrine of remoteness of damage requïres the damage to be foreseeable 

to a reasonabie person. However, German, English and Canadian courts can arrive at the 

same conclusion simply by narrowing or widening the scope of what is regarded as 

foreseeable or ~ d e ~ u a t e . ~ ~  

Because almost every course of events, however abnomal, may be foreseeable for the 

"optimal" observer, the theory of adequate cause, just as the "but-for" test, does not 

sufice as a corrective device for limiting the very extensive scope of liability Hence the 

theory of adequate cause is combined witb a more normative theory of causation, the so- 

called scope-of-the-rule theory (Lehre vorn Schun~wck der ~orm?,  which is supposed 

to exclude damage which is too remote. This theory poses the question: whether the 

damage still lies within the scope of consequences, which were meant to be compensated 

under the particular law in question, or which it was meant to prevent Consequently, 

damage cannot be recovered if hann caused by the tordeasor is not within the ambit of 

" Vieweg in: Ebkd Finkin, at 206. 
89 Vieweg in: Ebkd Finkin, at 206. 
" Heinricbs in: Paiandt, BGB Vorbem. v. g 249 para. 62 at 253. 



the protection aimed at by the d e  in question (Schutrnveck der ~ o r n ) ~ ' .  This applies 

where the harm is not the rnischief which the statute was designed to prevent, or if it has 

not corne about in an udawfiil manner, also known as the connection of udawfülness 

(Rech~.&gkeitsttcsammenhang). 

The view point of the 'hile's (protection) purpose" (Nonnzweckgedanke) serves the 

purpose of a general restriction of liability under 5 823 BGB, which provides a f&y 

compiehensive protection regardhg those objective rights legaliy protected by it. 

Therefore even the application of the scope-of-the-de theory can actuaUy lead to a 

restriction of liability only in a few cases. But as those cases do exist, in the case of 

compensation daims based on 8 823 1 BGB, it generally has to be examinecl, whether the 

damaging event's consequences fdl within the ambit of protection aimed at by the rule in 

question. However, as far as a delictuai legal duty to aven danger exists and is not met, 

the damage resulting fiom that, as a general mle, lies within the scope of protection 

provided by 8 823 1 B G B . ~ ~  

9' For detailed explanation, see Kullmann in: Kullmanni Pfister Kza. 1525 at 4 K 
91 An example of the exclusion of compensation by use of this theory is provided in a decision where the 
Federal Supreme Court held that the defense costs incurred by the victim of a traffic accident in criminal 
proceedings related to this accident could not be covered under 8 823 1 BGB. The court opined that these 
costs had nothing to do with the personal injury and property damage suffered through the accident, but 
arose h m  the victim's king suspected of commitang a crirnind offence and fiom the decision of the 
prosecuting authority to institute proceedings against him, The Coun held that the risk of becoming 
involved in criminal proceedings and having to spend money in defending oneself was a general risk that 
aff'ected every citizen and that it was not a risk the law intended to avert by the protection of hedth and 
property provided by 8 823 BGB; example given by Vieweg in: Ebke/ Finkin, at 206 f. refening to 27 
BGHZ 137 at 140 fE 
93 But there are exceptions to this principle especially in the field of product Iiability law, eVg, above al1 the 
breach of the duty to give instructions or wam, Kullmann in: Kuilmand Pfister, Kza 1525 at 4 f.; this will 
be dealt with later. 



5. Fault 

Furthemore the plaintB has to show and prove the defendant's fault. The tortfiasor is 

responsible in Gennan delict law for intentionid conduct as weU as negiigence. The focus 

here is upon the product defect caused by the manufacturer's negligence, as one can 

ordiniuiiy pmceed on the assumption that the pharmaceutical manufacturer will not 

intentionally breach the consumer's property and safety interests (~nte~~tütsinrererse) .~~ 

According to 1 276 I S. 2 BGB "a person who does not exercise the required ordinary care 

acts negligently". This means that the law first of al1 requKes an objective standard of 

care, the so-called "extemai" or objective duty of care ( "aut$ere '' or objekrive ~orgfol?~), 

assessed in relation to the abstract standard expected from an ordinary person in the same 

situation. In general this standard demands that everybody act in accordance with the 

standard of his category of people96 in the same profession or ageqgroup?' If the violation 

of " Verkehrssichenulgspfrichten " (the duty of care) in product liability cases is at issue, 

the standard or conduct required by the duties coincides with the standard described 

above, because the scope of the "Verkehrssicheningspflich~en " is govemed by a duty of 

care measured according to $ 276 I S. 2 BGB. This means that if the 

94 Kullmann, [1983] Pharma Recht at 197, 
95 in the case of violation the tenn "objektiver Pflichtvenofl " or just bbPflichtwriiigkeir" (conduct O bjectiveiy 
contrary to the required duty) is used. This is one side - the extemai besides the intemai - of ' ' fk~l t"~ if the 
tordeasor's negligence stands in question. It aiso corresponds with the violating conduct, in the case of 
product liability cases the breach of the duty of c m ,  which is "indicated" by way of the objective 
defectiveness of the product. Ham Josef KuiLmann, "Die neuere h6chmchterliche Rechrirprechung rur 
delibischen WarenhersteIlerhafing" [1981] Wertpapier-Mitteilungen 1322 at 1330: hereafter cited as 
WM. 
% Erwin Deutsch, "Gmnclmechanisrnen der Hamng nach deutschem Rechf' [1968] Juristenztitung 72 1 at 
723. 
'' Kullmann in: Kullmann/Pfster, Kza t 525 at 18. 



"Verkehrssicherungspflichten " are complied with, then at the srime time the objective 

standard of care required by 5 276 1 S. 2 BGB is met as  weli. 

Should it be the contrary, that a violation of the "VenGehrssichertcngspflichten " has been 

established, one then needs to inquire if the tortfeasor has also not met the required so- 

8 99 caiied "internai" or subjective duty of care ("innere" or subjektive ~orgfu~rirpflich? ). 

That is because fault in German delict law is conditionai upon the todeasor's personal 

responsibility for his conduct; ie. it needs to be question&, Î f  he cm h m  a subjective 

perspective be blamed for his conduct. This means that to estabtish fault one needs to 

look at the particular person, to find out if under consideration of his duty of care he 

could have foreseen or recognized that a precautionary action was required fiom him. 

This is so, even though in a lot of cases a conclusion might be drawn fiom the fact that 

the manufacturer has objectively violated his duty of care, which possibly also suggests 

the violation of his subjective duty of care. 

The distinction between the objective and subjective duty of care is of great importance in 

product liability cases when, for example, according to the standard of the scientific and 

technicai knowledge of the time when the product was distributed, it would have already 

objectively been recognizable that a product was defective; but in 

manufacturer cannot be heid responsible or cannot be blamed for 

the individual case the 

that because, fiom the 

Here there is much talk about the "inner" or "subjective" side of the conduct. which refers to the ability or 
possibility of the tortfeasor to recognize the appropriate conduct in each individual case. The question here 
is, can the Pfichfwr'dngkeit be imputai to the tortfitasor? This side of negligence is what actuaily constitutes 
Ve~schulden ( fault).Hart in: Hart et al., at 152; Ham Josef Kullmann, "Die Rechrsprechung des BGH zum 
ProdrtkrhaFsplichtrecht in den Jahren 1995 - 1997" [ 19973 Neue Juristische Wochenschrifi 1746 at 1753: 
hereafier cited as NJW. 
99 Kullmann in: Kuilmann/Pfister, Kza. 1525 at18. 



subjective point of view, this standard of experience or howledge was for whatever 

reason not recognizable for or known by him. 

In contrast to the explanations conceming the condition of fault given above, under 8 823 

iI BGB, the plaintiff is only required to show the defendant's fault in the sense of 

adverting to his violation of the protective law. In contrast to the situation under 5 823 1 

BGB the manufàcturer's fault in regard to 8 823 II BGB in general is not requid to d a t e  

,100 to the concrete violation of the "absolute right' . 

6. The onus or burden of proof 

Generally in German law everybody who asserts a claim seeking compensation in a law 

suit, has to be able to prove al1 the elements constituting the liability of the other party. 

This means in product liability cases that the plaintiff has to prove that the product or the 

instruction about the product's use was objectively defective, that the manufacturer has 

brought the product into public circulation with the defect or with defective or 

insufficient instruction, and that the defect caused the damage. Furthemore the court has 

to be persuaded that the manufacturer has at least negligently breached its duty of care 

and therefore has culpably caused the damage thaî has actuaily o~curred.'~~ In this context 

it is especiaiiy important to determine which party to the law suit has the burden of proof 

for each fact, which corresponds with the legal obligation: here provided by 5 823 1 BGB, 

as mentioned above. This is because whenever certain façts cannot be ciarified in the 

'00 BGH [IWS] VersR 504 at SOS; BGH [1971] VenR 239 at 241 = [iSVl]NJW 459 at 461. 
'OL Kuilrnann in: Kullmann/P&ter, Kra 1526 at 2, 



legal proceedings or an aiiegation cannot be proven, Le., if the basic facts for 

consideration as evidence cannot be unambiguously determined, the court needs to be 

aware of whether the buden of p m f  rests with the plaintiff or with the defendant: in 

other words, which of them has to cany the rïsk of ~1~rovab i l i t y ' ? '~~  This is decisive 

because, in an unprovaMe situation, that will be the party who loses the case. 

In the field of pruduct liabüity the jurisprudence of the Federal Supreme Court has 

developed several alleviating mechanisms in favour of the injured party- The task of proof 

has been made easier for him fkom several perspectives. 

Ofien the courts corne to help with the so-called primo-facie evidence nile 

( "Anrcheinsbeweis '3. However, this is only possible if the question of evidence concerns 

a typical course of events, which upon consideration of general principles founded on 

expenence, whether ordinary human experience or cornmon scientific experience, tends 

afknatively to show a product defect or a causai connection and therefore fuily justifies 

the judge7s conviction to impose responsibility to the full extent.Io3 It is then on the 

defendant manufacturer to show facts that are sufficient to raise seriously the possibility 

of another interpretation of events. In this way the prima-fucie evidence would be 

rebutted (erschütiert) and the injured party would be required to give full evidence. 

However, even though the prima-facie rule is applied to the different stages of giving 

proof wherever possible, such as in showing that the product was defective and that the 

defect arose out of the manufacturer's business and that it caused the injury wtiich 

'O2 Kuiimann in: Kullmann/Pfister, Kza. 1526 at 2. 



resulted in the damage claimed, it is still difficult for a plaintiff to prove his claim for 

other reasons. These cannot be expiained here in every detail because the actual product 

defect is not the major focus of this paper. The relevant problems thaî arise specificatly 

out of the manufacturer's instruction duty and his duty to wam wül be discussed at each 

point where they need to be considered. ' " 

For proof of the manufacturer's f d t  caused by its negligence, the injured party has, 

according to the explmations given above, to prove the breach of the "extemal" as well 

as the "internai" duty of tare.'** ûriginally the case law jurisprudence - as with the 

situation of proving a defect and causation - came to help here as well, with the prima- 

facie rule. Subsequent case iaw, however, bas improved the plaintiffs position by 

revening the burden of proof for the manufacturer's fault, Le., the breach of his interna1 

and extemal duties of care, provided the plaintiff on his part is able to prove that the 

damaging event was caused by an objective product defect that already existed when it 

Ieft the manufaçturer's business.'" The precondition for this reversal of the burden of 

proof is that the plaintiff proves to the satisfaction of the court that the product was 

defective at the tirne of distribution, Le., that it contained a manufacturùig or design 

defect which caused his da~na~e . '~ '  Then it is on the defendant manufacturer to prove that 

'O3 KuIhann in: KullmanniPfister, Kza 1526 at 3. 
104 See chapter IV., S., "The Burden of Proof'. 
'Os 80 BGHZ 186 at 196 f. - "apple-scab I" - refening to 5 1 BGHZ 9 1 at 104 K -%owl pest". In the fim 
instance unclearness existed in licerature, if the reversal of the burden of proof onIy refemd to the 
"subjective" side of the entire acnial facts or if it also referred to the "extemal" duty of care and with that 
wouId incIude the "'objective" conduct, contrary to the required duty. With the ' '~pk-scab i" decision. the 
Court made expmsively clear that it referred to both sides (Pfichhvr'drigkeit and Verschuiden). 
'" 80 BGHZ 186 at 196 - "appie-scab i" referring to 59 BGHZ 303 at 309. origidly dettnrijned in 5 L 
BGHZ 9 1 at IO5 %owl pest". 
'O7 Ku1han.n in: Kuilmand Pfister, ffi 1526 at 24. 



it did not breach its duty of case, because it is a duty not to produce and dismiiute 

hazardous or defective prod~~ts.i08 This is because the mdiicturer is better able to 

provide evidence of the course of events that happeneci in its scope of risk and 

organization during the period of manufacturing. It is easîer for him to explain and prove 

the facts and details that may possibly have caused the defect and that might not be due to 

his fault as, for exarnple an unavoidable development defecf that was unforeseeable 

according to the standard of technicd and scientific lcnowledge of the the. If the 

manufacturer is not able to give evidence as to the cause of the defect, the cause for this 

undernonstrability rests in the range of his business nsk. Therefore it is appropriate and 

reasonabie that he has to cany the risk of undemonstrabiiity of his absence of fault. These 

principles for reversing the burden of proof concerning the manufacturer's fault in regard 

to manufacturing and design defects, developed by the Federal Supreme Court thugh 

case law, have their origin in the so-called "fowl pest" case, which will be explained in its 

important aspects, in the following sectionlog. 

7. Unlawfulness (Rechtswidrigkeït) 

$ 823 1 BGB fiirther requires the "absolute tight" to have been injured rechtswidrig 

(uniawfbily). The traditional view, which is the classicd one still prevailing with the 

courts and most scholars, is that the mere violation of one of the rights or interests 

enumerated in 9 823 1 BGB estabiishes a presurnption of unlawfiilness. According to this 

'O8 Rolland, at 375. 
'O9 See. under ïII. 



view, unlawfbhess depends on the harmful resuit (~r#ol~swrecht)).''~ Consequently, in 

principle when the provisions of the octus reu~ are materiaiized (Tatbestandsmüiigkeil) 

the unlawfulness is indicated" ' However, unlawfùiness can be excludeci under certain 

circumstances that establish a ground of justification- Examples of such a legaUy 

recognized defënse (Rechtfertz*gungsgnrnd) are self-defense (Notwehr) $ 227 BGB, Le., 

an action taken in order to repel an actuai unlawful act upon oneself or another person, 

also Notstand (urgent necessity) § 228 and 8 904 BGB and consent ( ~ i n w i ~ i i g u n ~ ) ? ~  

III. Case law developing product liability based on the delict law 
of negligence 

1. The "fowl pest" case ("HühnerpestgP-Fall) 

With the so-called "fowl pest" case the Fedeml Supreme Court rendered what has 

regarding various respects becorne a landmark decision in the judicial development of 

product liability. 

The plaintiff, who ran a poultry f m ,  had her chickens vaccinated against fowl Pest by a 

veterinarian. A few days later, fowl pest broke out. More han 4000 chickens died and 

over 100 had to be slaughtered. The plahtiff claimed compensation for the damage nom 

"O A newer approach defines uniawfuIness by looking at the conduct itself (H~ndlungsrrnrecht) ins& of 
the resuit of the conduct.. According to this, the defendant's conduct is only unlawful if it has either fkiled to 
mesure up to the standard of conduct imposed by a particular imperative rule applicable to the occasion in 
question (Verhaitemnom) or if it has violated the general duty of care (allgemeine Sorg4aifipflicht) 
imposed upon al1 persons to take care not to injure others, Thomas in: Palandr, BGB 823 pam 33 at 9 15. 
"' Exceptions are inter d i a  the violation of some of the additional provisions, such as "right of an 
established and operathg business" ("Recht am eingenchteten und ausgeübten Gewerbebemeb") and 
''general right to pnvacy" ("allgemeines Perx6nlichkeitsrechf"), because in this case it needs to be 
positively established, if the damage causing conduct for itself has violated societal conventions 
(geseltschafllicher Rücksichmahme), Thomas in: Palandi, BGB $ 823 paras. 33 f. at 9 15 f. 



the defendant vaccine manufàcnuing Company, whose vaccine had been used by the 

veterinarian. This he had acquired in bottles h m  the defeadant When a few days later 

the veterhuian inoculated the chickens on another fm, fowl pest broke out there as 

well. The same happened at about the same time to three other poultry breeders who had 

had theY chickens inoculated with the defendant company's vaccine h m  the same batch. 

An examination of the botües revealed that the vaccine contained bacterial impurities and 

active viruses thst had not been sutnciently immunized and that some bottles were not 

sterile. 

The defendant company disputed the assertion that the outbreak of the fowl pest was to be 

traced to the use of its vaccine or that the defective sterility of the bottles used by it was 

or could have been the cause. The defendant also suppiied evidence tending to exonerate 

it fiom liability for its staff. 

Until 1968, product liability claims under 8 823 1 BGB failed in most cases, because the 

plaintiffs could not prove the defendants' fault. To support the idea of consumer 

protection, scholars had developed several contractual and quasi-contractual theories to 

make the manufacturers of defective goods liable to the ultimate consumer, although a 

direct contract between the manufacturer and the ultimate consumer usually does not 

exist.'13 However the Federal Supreme Court did not recognize these approaches, as in 

principle the only person who can c i a h  compensation for damage under a contract is the 

one who is a party to the contract, to whom the damage occurred in fact and who, in law, 

IL' Vieweg in: Ebkd Finkin, at 207. 
113 For an overview of  m e r  details see 5 1 BGHZ 9 1 at 93 ff. - "fowl-pt". 



has to bear that loss or d a ~ n a ~ e . " ~  The court aiso came to the conclusion that the 

principles which under exceptional circumsbnces sometimes aUow a thùd person, who is 

not a party to the contract, to daim contractuai compensation for suffered loss aud 

damages, do not usually apply in the relationship between the manufacturer and the 

ultimate consumererL" The court stated that if damage occurs to a third Party, the 

tortfeasor can be held liable to him - apart h m  certain exceptions - only in delict.'16 

FuRhmore the decision in the Yowl pen" case is of far-reaching Importance, because it 

was the first product liability case to apply a new alleviahg mechanism 

(Bewekerleichtemngen) that the courts had recognized for the production of evidence 

favouring the plaintiff of a defendant's liabiliw namely the reversal of the general 

principle of the burden of proof concerning the manufacturer's fault.' l7 

As mentioned above, the difficulty with 8 823 1 BGB in product liability cases was that 

the ultimate consumer (Le., the plaintin) had to prove the manufacturer's fault. This was 

dificuit because a product defect generally arises out of activities inside the 

manufacturer's business, which are dificuit for the plaintiff to access for documentation. 

To get around this problem the courts for a long Ume heiped the injured party by 

contenting themselves with proof of a chah of causation which, according to human 

experience, would tend to indicate an organizational fault (Orgonisutionnterschulden) by 

the manufacturer in the production process. This invocation of a prima-fucie d e  

(Anrcheinsbeweis) did not markedly improve the piaintiff s situation, since all too often 

' "51  BGWZ91 at93. 
' '' 5 1 BGHZ 9 1 at 93 fE, for m e r  ex planation of these approaches in English language see Markesinis, at 
71-76. 

51 B G N Z ~ ~  at 93. 



the owner of a business was able to show that the defact in the product might have ban 

caused in a way that did not point to his faut, evidence which generaiiy relied on 

activities inside his business which were difficult for the injured party to disprove. Thus, 

in most cases îhe plaintïffwas not able to prove the manufacturer's fault because he could 

not know what exactly had happened durîng the manufacturing process. Consequently, 

the Federal Supreme Court came to the conclusion that, when damage has arisen within 

the range of the manufacturer's business risks, he cannot be regarded as exonerated 

merely hecause he points out that the defect in the product might have arisen without any 

organizational fault of his; he mut, on the contrary, supply positive and complete 

evidence that the defect in the product is not due to his fa~ l t . "~  This means that al1 that 

the plaintiff has to prove in product liabiiity cases is that the defendant's product was 

defective when it left his place of business and that the defect caused the plaintifYs 

injury. Although the decision did not introduce strict liability for defective products, the 

reversa1 of the burden of proof extends the scope of liability for fault under § 823 1 BGB 

in such a way that, in practice, it is not very different from strict liability-' '' 
Based on this decision the courtç have continuously developed the different categones of 

product defects shown above. 

lL7 51 BGIIZ91 at 105 ff. 
''' 51 B G I . I Z ~ ~  at 104 f. 
' l9 Vieweg ui: EbkeEinkin, at 2 18. 



2. The principles found in the decisionlm 

The BGHcame to the conclusion that the vaccine supplieci by the defendant company was 

defective and caused the disease in the chickens. The court dso found the defendant 

company liable under 8 823 1 and II BGB and laid down the following prhciple for 

product liability cases"' : 

If anyone when using an industnai product for its declareci purpose suffers injury in 
one of the lepl  interests protected by 5 823 1 BGB, through the defective 
manufacture of the product, it is for the manufacturer to explain the antecedent 
course of events that caused the defect and thereby to show that he was not to blame 
for it, 

In this way the court explains that it is beyond dispute that even in "product liability" the 

injured party must prove that the darnage was caused by a defect in the product. In the 

view of the court the plaintiff had therefore to prove that the fowl Pest broke out arnong 

its chickens because the vaccine originated with the defendant company and contained 

active viwes when delivered. As a result that proof was considered by the court - in 

concurrence with the fmdings of the Court of Appeal - to have been provided. in so doing 

the court basically followed the explmations in an expert's opinion, according to which 

the contamination of the bottles by bactena probably caused a reactivation of the virus. 

The expert had also declared it highiy probable that the bacteria had found their way into 

the bottles at the tirne of manual pouring of the vaccine fiom the large containers into the 

bottles, and had even held it possible that the contamination of the vaccine was caused by 

"O 5 1 BGHZ 91 at 102 fE 
"' 51 BGHZ 9 1 at 102. 



''human erroi' on the part of one of the petsons employai by the defadant company in 

bottiing the vaccine. '" 

With regard to the defendant's fault the court declareci the folIowing:'* 

3. ... It is indeed correct that the Court of A p p d  considered no fault of the 
defendant company itseif to have been proved. It rather acceptai only that it was 
probably an employee who was to blame for the damage- The liability of the 
defendant company, cannot, as we have seen, be estabfished by applying the law of 
contract, as set out in 5 278 BGB, That does not, however, necessitate sending the 
dispute back to the judge of fact- For it wouId still be for the defendant company to 
exonerate itself even if the plaintiff can oniy base h a  claim on § 823 BGB. 
aa. This resuits already fiom the fact, that the plaintifl?~ claim for compensation is 
also baseci on § 823 II BGB. For the defendant company, by delivering the 
dangerous bott1es of vaccine, infigeci a protective enactment. This vaccine, a 
pharmaceuticai product within the meaning of the Pharmaceutical Products Act of 
16 May 196 L (8 3 ï I ï  AMG)'< was capable of producing in the chickens injurious, 
even fatal, effects. 4 6 AMG'" prohibits the putting of such vaccines into 
circulation. This provision . . .constitutes an enactment for the protection of 
endangered human beings or animals. If, however, an infringement of a protective 
enactment is proved, it is presumed îo be the result of fault. The a g e r  therefore 
must produce and prove facts suffïcient to disprove his fault. The owner of a 
business (or the manufacturer) did not produce that proof so long as a possible 
cause, fdling within the scope of his responsibility and which mi& point to fault, 
remained unelucidated. 
bb. This rule governing the burden of proof would, however, also apply if the 
plaintiff could base a claim for damages only on subsection I of tj 823 BGB. in that 
case also it would be for the defendant to exonerate himseif. It is true that the 
injwed party who relies on 5 823 I BGB wiil have to allege and if necessa.  will 
have to prove not only the causal connection between his damage and the conduct of 
the tortfeasor, but also bis fault However, the possibility of proving the subjective 
conditions depends appreciably on how far the injured party can elucidate the details 
of the objective course of events. That is however especiaily difficult when it relates 
to antecedent events which played a part in the business during (the process of) 
manufactu~g the product. The courts for a long time came to the help of the 
injured party by contenting themselves with proof of a chah of causation , which, 
according to human experience, indicates an organizational fault of the 
manufacturer. Al1 the same, one cannot stop at this point in considering claims for 
damages (Schadensersatzansprüche) for "product liability". Al1 too often the owner 

'= 51 B G H . 9 1  at 102 f. 
123 5 1 BGHZ 9  1 at 103 @ English translation bas& on Markesinis, case 27 at 35 1 ff- 
"' Now 5 2 1, § 4 IV AMG. 
'" Now g 5 AMG. 



of a business can show that the defect in the pro&ct might have been caused in a 
way that does not point to his fault - evidence which generaiiy relies on activities in 
his business and which is difficult for the injured party to disprove. In consequence, 
when damage has arisen within the range of the manufàcturer's business risks, he 
cannot be regmieci as exonerated merely because he points out that the defect in the 
product mi& have arîsen without any organktional fault of his; he must, on the 
contrary, supply positive and complete evidence that the defect in the product is not 
due to his huit, Tbis is required in the area of ''pprodct iiability" in order to protect 
the interests of the injured party - whether ultimate consumer (Endabnehuer), user, 
or third party; on the o h  han4 the inte~ests of the producer d o w  him to demand 
that he may prove bis lack of fault (Nachweis seiner Schuldlosigkeit). 

This d e  of evidence indeed only operates as soon as the injured party has proved 
that his iiamage fdls within the scope of the manufacturer's organization and risks, 
in that it was d e d  forth by the existence of an objective defect (Mangel) or a 
situation which did not meet the required duty of care (Zustand der 
Verkehrswidrigkeit)- This proof is required of the injured party even when he sues 
the author of the damage for breach of protective and subsidiary duties arising fiom 
a contract or the negotiations for one (citations omitted). It is the same, if he claims 
against the product manufacturer for breach of bis duty of care- However, once he 
has provided this evidence, the product manufacturer is better able to explain the 
facts or to bear the consequences of king unable to give proof of his own 
explanations. He sweys  the field of production, determines and organizes the 
manufacturing process and the control of d e i i v e ~ g  the f i s h e d  products. The size 
of the business, its compiicated, interlocked, departmentaiized organization, its 
involved technicai, chernical, or biologicai processes and the like make it practically 
impossible for the injured party to ascertain or resolve the cause of the defect. He is 
therefore unable to lay the facts before the judge in such a way that he cm decide 
with certainty whether the management is to be blamed for failing or whether it is a 
case of a mistake in manufacture for which a workman is at fadt, or a single 
breakdown (so-called "AusreiBer") that may happen at sny t h e ,  or a defect in 
development that was unforeseeable in the existing state of technology or science. 
But if the cause of unexplainability lies within the scope/ area of the manufacturer, 
it is also w i t b  the sphere of his nsk In this case it is appropriate and expected of 
him that the risk of not being able to prove his innocence should lie with him. 

Such mles of evidence have always k e n  recognized by the jurisprudence in 
contractual or quasi-contractual relations of a special legal character between 
injured party (creditor) and author of cJamage (debtor). There is no obvious reason 
that can be given why this rule of proof should not also apply to liability cases that 
are to be decided according to the law of delict, if the reasons the d e  is based upon 
also apply in this case. In certain contexts 5 831 BGB already imposes on the 
employer the proof of exoneration - the similar applies to liability cases according to 
48 832,833,834 BGB, and above al1 to fi§ 836 ff. Here, it is true, the law requires a 
person damaged through the collapse of a building to prove that the damage was " 
the consequence of defective erection or insufficient maintenance", but lays on the 
possessor etc. the burden of proving that he had done everything to avoid the/ any 
dangers that could mise in relation to his building. The reversai of the burden of 
proof directeci in these provisions does not always proceed from a presumption of 
fault in the tortfeasor. It rests rather in the main on the thought that the todeasor is 
in a better position than the injured party to throw light on the events relevant to the 
charge of negligence, so that it is just to impose on him the risk of k i n g  unable to 



do s a  The Senate has already in its judgment of 1 April 1953 (VI ZR 77/52) 
indicated thaî the plaintiff cannot be requlled to prove, which as a rule would be au 
almost impossible task, that the damage causing thing carne into circulation through 
the fauIt of the owner of a business or his agents. Above dl, the Senate has already 
in its judgment of 17 October 1967 (VI ZR 70/66) declared that it is for the 
manufacturer to exonerate himseK, if the injured party can give no details about the 
specific management's culpable breaches of duty, The modern development of 
production, involving persons and machines that are hard to identifi. at a subsequent 
stage and rests on finishing capable of king inspected and controlled only by 
specialists, demands a development of the law of evidence in the direction already 
indicated in 5 836 BGB . .-. 

But in this connection - as with the recognized shifting of the burden of proof for 
positive breaches of contract (positive Vertragsverfetzungen) - it always depends on 
the interests at stake in the respective case group under consideration- The question 
whether the assumption of the risk of proof can be imputed in the case of the owner 
of a smaii business, where the manufachiring process can be easily surveyed and 
examineci (family and one-man business, agricultural producers, and the me), need 
net be considered here. in cases of the present kind it is in any case for the 
manufacturer to exonerate himself. 

In the 'Towl pest" case the defendant Company was not able to fumish that pmof of 

exoneration. 

With this decision the "fowl pest" case became the leading case effecting a reversal of the 

burden of proof in the case of manufacturing defects. According to the reasoning of the 

court the manufacturer must prove that he is not at fault, if a person or a thing suffers 

injury or damage because of his defectiveiy manufactured product. In this case the injured 

party needs only to prove that his damage was due to an objective defeçt (objekriver 

Mangel) or to conditions that do not meet the required standard of care (Zusrand cier 

Verkehrswidrigkeit), by virtue of matiers lying within the manufacturer's ambit of 

organization and risk (Organisations- und Gefhrenbereich des fferste~~lers). 

'" Collfirmed by the Federal Suprew Court in 80 BGHZ 186 at 196 - bbapple scab I". 



Subsequent case-law ha9 extended the application ofthese principles to cases of defative 

desigd2' However, regardhg instruction defects, the principles for revershg the burden 

of proof have not been found applicable to the same extent as h a ,  for different reasons. 

The special situation for the burden of proof apportionment in question, in the field of 

instruction defects, will be explained later, regarding instruction and waming duties of the 

pharmaceutical manufacturer. 

IV. Case law concerning instruction and warning duties in the 
field of pharmaceutical product liability (and cognate areas) 

The starting point for the foilowing analysis is not a defect in the product itself. At this 

point we wiIl look rather at dangers that &se out of using a product that is only safe 

when used with due regard to the instructions or wamings provided. The focus lies on 

pharmaceutical products and the manufacturer's duty of care concerning his instructionai 

duties and his duty to warn about any risks inherent in his product's use. in Germany this 

field of pharmaceuticai product liability is also based on case law and has been developed 

during recent years out of the product liability jurisprudence discussed above. However 

the first case in this line does not really belong to the civil law product liability 

jurisprudence at ail, because it was decided by a criminal court on the occasion of a 

criminai proceeding against the rnanufacturers responsibIe for thalidomide products. 



1. The starting point: the '6Con&rgan'p-Thalidomide case 

The first case dealing with the phannaceutical manufacturer's duty to give instructions 

about the inherent nsks of a pharmaceutical product and his duty to wam was the 

Contergan-Thalidomide-case decided by the Provincial Court of Aachen (uuidgenèht 

Aachen). Considering the pharmaceutical manufacturer's duties, the decision laid speciai 

emphasis upon the degree of suspicion of hazardous side-effects, regarding 

phannaceuticai products which should give rise to a mandatory reaction on the part of the 

phannaceutical manufacturer, to prevent senous danger to human heaith. 

a. Facts and substantive background 

Contergan is the trade-mark of Thalidomide. The sleeping drug Contergan was developed 

and manufactured by the German pharmaceutical Company Chemie-Grünenthal, put on 

the market in Germany in 1957 and swiftly distributed throughout the world under 

different names. Shonly after that it tumed out that Thalidomide probably caused severe 

side-effects in ceriain consumers. Ln particular, cases of nerve damage were reported. 

Later, in 1 96 1 it \vas suspected to cause malformation, when several mothers gave birth 

to babies missing ears, legs, arms, or other lirnbs, afier having taken the dnig during 

certain months of their pregnancies. As a result al1 thalidomide containhg products were 

taken off the market. On 27" May 1968 a criminal case in the Provincial Court of 

Aachen was launched against seven leading staf f  members of Chemie-Grünenthal, which 

was put to an end by the court's order to stay the proceedings on 16& Decernber 1970. 

Even though the case was dealt with in criminai proceedings the court's ruhg is of high 

importance for the civil liability of phannaceuticai manufacturers in product Liability 



cases even to the present the. It is the fïrst German decision that elaborated upon the 

concept of care in this specific case of danger-carrying conduct and laid down in d e t d  

the commandments for appropriate action during the time of drug distribution, The 

court's explmations refmed to the pharmaceutical manufacturers ' duties of care, 

especiaiiy conceming their duty to disclose information and their duty to warn physicians 

and consuners. 

b. The decision'*' of the Provincial Court of Aachen (Landgericht 
Aachen) 

The court's findings paid special attention to the pharmaceutical manufacturer's 

obligation to give full disclonire (Oflenbamngspjliht) conceming Qngerous side-effects 

of his products. 

Here the court raised the question: "How is a proper and conscientious pharmaceutical 

manufacturer expected to react, if he receives information which raises the suspicion that 

harmfûl side-effects are being caused by the products he distributed?" Therefore the court 

stated in detail, precisely when - Le., under which circwnstances - the pharmaceuticd 

manufacturer has to take action afier receiving such information; and following that, 

which steps he has to take. 

The court took for granted, that the pharmaceutical manufacturer in generai has an 

obligation to give full disclosure, if he is aware of hamiful effeîts of his product. This 

This decision was made by order of the coun to say the proceedings (EimteiZungsbeschlyB des LG 
Auchen v. 18-12-1970) in a criminal procedure against the responsible collaborators of the German 
p harmaceutical Company C hernie-GxiinenthaI. 



would foilow out of the paiient's right of ~e~determination, his right to decide whether 

he wants to agree to an interference with his health or bodily integtity. 

The court drew a p a d e l  to the physician's obligation to give full disdosure to his 
patients following h m  the same principle. 

The court pointed out that this right is not only engaged when the h-1 side-effats of 

a pharmaceutical product have been scientifically proved. If there are just and reasonable 

grounds for suspicion (ouf Gmnd eines enist nr nehmenden Verdùchts) that it has to be 

feared hat a drug also causes health &mages, the consumer fin& himself in a position 

where he has to make a decision, whether he wants to risk an interference with bis body's 

integrity or not. This right of the consumer to make a decision results in a corresponding 

obligation in the phannaceutical manufacturer to give full dis~losure."~ 

Accordhg to the court's reasoning, the pharmaceutical manufacturer has a duty to protect 

the consumer on the ground of the specific nature of his products. During legai 

proceedings in the "Conrergan" case, the expert witnesses explained with virtuaily 

complete consistency that no pharmaceutical product is without any unwanted harmfùl 

side-effects. Al1 are, in Anglo-American legal terminology, %navoidabiy unsafe 

produ~ts"L30. Therefore the phamaceutical manufacturer would, besides the benefits of 

his product, also create a certain source of danger. in the court's opinion a sufficient 

consumer protection would not be guaranteed if the manufacturer would only take steps 

'" Observation: The duty to inform according to generai pmduct liability law might start eadier lhan undet 
the provisions of the Pharmaceutical Products Act. Under @ 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG, above al1 things, the 
consumer ought to be informed about risks that are known h m  testing records or about which a certain 
awareness in medical science exists: Deutsch, at 604 para 9 12. 

Waddams, at 43; also Kuiimann in: Kullmad Pfister, k a .  3800 at 5. 



when the h a r d  side-effixts are evident, or ifa suspicion about hamiful effects has been 

scientifically proved. The court heid that the manufacturer has to take appropriate actions 

as soon as the suspicion is supported by several serious reports (aufwnd eutes durch 

mehrere emst zu nehrnende Meldungen verstaerkrer Verdacht be~teht). '~' This is because 

definite proof of the hamifui quaiity of a phamaceutical product can often only be 

furnished d e r  a fairly long tirne, if indeed at dl. Were the manufacturer allowed to wait 

until that tirne, the consumer's protection as a result would depend on if and how fast the 

evidence of the harmfiil effect can be shown. Under consideration of the consumer's 

legitimate interests, the court was of the view that the phamiaceutical manufacturer has to 

carry the nsk of demonstrability, or persuasion (Nach weisbarkeit) of responsibiiity for the 

potentially harmfÙ1 effects of his product during the time of abeyance. According to the 

court's opinion there can be no doubt that the consumer's interests, not to expose his 

health to damages caused by taking a dmg, have pnority over the manufacturer's interests 

in performing an unrestricted distribution of his product. To this extent health is 

considered to be the more highly vaiued interest? 

This suggested reallocation of risks to the disadvantage of the manufacturer takes into 

account that the phamaceutical manufacturer is better able than the consumer to realize 

the risks involved. The consumer, who is not idormed of possible side-efEects of a 

producf does not know about the risks he might be exposed to when t a b g  the cimg. 

Therefore he has no chance to protect himself against possible health injuries. The 

13' LG Aachen [1971] JZ 507 at 5 16. 
13* LG Aachen [1971] JZ 507 at 515. 



manufacturer, on the other hand, is able to tecognke a considerable part of the side- 

effects through carefid examination of the product's substance and is able to restrict the 

intendeci use of the drug h m  the begbing, in such a way that the consumet will 

normally not be exposed to special risks ~ a t e r . ' ~ ~  

In this way the court admits to the fact that sometimes the side-effects of phannaceutical 

products are not recognizable by examination during the experimentai and clmical 

phases, because they become revealed oniy after the product has been widely used by 

people. But in this case aiso, the court is of the view that the phannaceutical 

manufacturer's risk is still lower than the consumer's. This is for the following reasons: 

the manufacturer, who takes appropriate action in response to possible dangers when his 

product is subsequently suspected to have hamiful side-effects, might only risk a 

reduction in distribution and sales for the time being. The restriction took place for a good 

reason, if it tums out that the suspicion was correct. And even if the suspicion tum out to 

be wrong, the manufacturer oniy has tc cope with temporary loss. The consumer on the 

other hand might have already suffered lasting health darnages when the product in fact 

generated the suspected side-effets, before they could be considered scientifically 

proved. ' " 

'33 LG Aachen Cl97 11 JZ 507 at 5 15 f 
13' LG Aachen Cl9711 JZ 507 at 5 15 f In this context the court considered that even if the physician's 
therapy could be negatively influenced when warning against a product that caused concerns in the 
consumer, it would not be justified to lave the consumer unaware of possible side-effects. The cowt 
pointed out that t h e  might be possible exceptions to the general obligation of the manufacturer to give hl1 
disclosure to the consumer in the case of a prescription dntg, provided that the physician will be hlly 
inforneci about existing suspicion of side-effects and ail the comected questions, so his control would be 
guaranteed. But as far as over-the-counter dmgs are concemcd, which can be taken without a physician's 
recommendation and control, the court expressed that the manufacturer cannot l ave  the consmer without 
the required information. 



In conclusion the court explained that it cannot in general be conclusively established 

when exactly the phamiaceuticai rnanufaçturer has to become active after receiving 

lmowledge of side-effects of his product However, according to the nature of the 

situation there would be no generai, valid set of requirements for each single case because 

different factors have to be taken into account- As such the court had regard to the 

foilowing: the senousness of the suspected heaith damage, whether the symptoms will 

ease off fast or slowly, or be indicated as therapy resistant or ineversible, as weU as the 

frequency of their occmence and, last but not least, the therapeutic importance of the 

h g *  

Considering these factors, the nsk apportionment to the debit of the manufacturer and the 

protective interests of the consumer, the pharmaceutical manufacturer always has to take 

steps when the consumer's protection cails for it. '-'' 

Which protective measures the pharmaceutical manufacturer has to take, if his product is 

suspected of having side-effects. depends according to the court conclusively on how the 

protection of the consumer can be realized most effectiveiy. As measures worthy of 

consideration, which directly serve the consumer's protection, the court mentions 

essentially the following: a sufficient instruction of physicians and consumers, the 

introduction of a prescription requirement, and the product's withdrawal nom the market. 

Which of these will be required in particular, will be dependent on the circumstances of 



each case and as mentioned before, it wül be dependent on different cntaia, such as 

serïousness, fkquency and the prospects for recovery. 

The court stresses that the giving of instructions to the consumer is absolutely necessary 

in the case of over-the-counter dnigs, because in the absence of a physician's control the 

required consumer's protection and his right to make a decision as to whether he wants to 

take the dmg or not, cm only be guaranteed if he on his part is uif~rmed. '~~ 

The physician necessarily neeb to be informed about possibly hamifui dangers of a 

product, in the case of prescription drugs, to be able to perfom his control fûnction.13' 

Also, he takes responsibility for the prescription of a dni& and he is also on his part 

obliged to give full disclonire to his patient.138 

In addition, independently of any warnings given to the consumer, the physician also 

needs to be instructed about possible side-effects of over-the-counter drugs. Otherwise 

there would be the possibility that the patient rnight follow the instructions of his 

confidential physician disregardhg warnings of the - for the patient - anonymous 

pharmaceutical manufacturer. Or he might follow the instructions of the manufacturer, 

ignoring his physician's advice, which would jeopardize the applied therapy.13g 

Following this, the court discussed requirements concerning the contents and fom of an 

adequate instruction or warning. The court proceeded as follows: first the pharmaceutical 

13' LG Aachen Cl9711 JZ 507 at 5 16. 
13' LG ~achen cl9711 JZ 507 at 516 f: 
13' LG Aachen [1971] JZ 507 at 515- 



manufacturer has to point out the risks involved in the product's use, in a way that is 

clear and unequivocal and understandable to lay-people, so thai the phpician and the 

consumer will be in a position where they can decide, if and for how long they want to 

risk the use of the dnig. I f  hdeed the manufacturer does not think it preferable actuaiiy to 

withdraw the product fkom the market, he has to provide another safe method for 

avoiding the damage. Finally the information needs to be fiee of misleading statements 

and additions which downplay the risks, because this wouid jeopardize their pmtective 

purpose. ' " 

As far as the form of the instruction is concerned, the waming in the package insert is 

required to be made recognizable in some sîdchg way. Moreover, it has to be made 

certain through a special package design; for instance by changing the color, or even 

better by an explicit notice or waming (Hinweis), so that any change in the package insert 

will be brought to one's attention. This is especially necessary if the drug in question is a 

long-texm usage drug, because the especiaily endangered long-term dnig users, according 

to experience, do not read the package insert again with every new purchase. In addition 

physicians, considering the large amount of drugs that are available, and are not able to 

follow each modification of a package insert, have to be informed by an unequivocally 

marked revised form of the basic prospectus of expert information; and also through one, 

or if necessary more, information notes (Informationsschreiben). These notes have to be 

clearly disringuishable fiom advertising brochures, folders or leaflets, because otherwise 

'39 LG Aachen Cl9711 JZ 507 at 517. 
'40 LG Aachen [1971] JZ 507 at 517. 



there wouid be a risk that they WU be t b w n  out umoticed. It is easy to imagine, for 

instance, an enclosed letter which would stand out by reason of its special color or a 

particular imprint, for example: "Important Information about Side-effêcts! Please 

Note!". 14' 

2. Contents and scope of the waming 

The case law available in the field of pharmaceutical product Liability is notably smailer 

than in the area of other products. But there is case law, especidy in regard to 

pharmaceuticd products as well as in closely related fields such as food or pesticides, 

which has constantly M e r  developed and ïmproved the law of phmaceuticd product 

liability jurisprudence to favour the consumer's protection. These cases will be presented 

here in more detail than the numerous cases that deal more generally with the non- 

pharmaceutical manufacturer's duty to wam. 

a. The ""Estil" case'" 

The "Estil" case, decided by the Federd Supreme Court (Bnndesgerichtshof - BGH), also 

deals with the pharmaceutical manufacturer's obligation to inform, it refers to an 

instruction defect. 

It confirrns at the highest court level the legd principle of the pharmaceutical 

manufacturer's duty to give instructions and to wam about his product, which had already 

14' LGhchen [1971] JZ 507 at SO7,Sl7. 
IJ2 BGH CL9721 Neue luristische Wochenschrift 2217 K: heraftcr cited as: NJW. Translation based on B. S. 
Markesinis, at 362 f. 



been stated by the Provincial Court of Aachen in the "Contergara "-Thalidomide case. It 

also detemiines the contents and scope of this duty. 

aa. Facts and substantive background 

"Estil" was the name of an anesthetic behg employed for short-term narcoses in 

hospitals as well as in general practice, which was to be administered intravenously only. 

On 12 October 1961 the plaintiff, a fariner's d e  bom in 1920, went to a hospital for 

minor gynecological surgery to be carrieci out by its director. In preparation for it, and to 

induce brief anesthesia, Dr. M, his assistant, injected "EstiI", produced by the defendant, 

in the bend of the plaintiffs Ieft m. Accidentally the anesthetic was injected hto an 

artery. This led to a serious disturbance of the plaintiffs circulation and necessitated, 

fmaily, the amputation of her upper m. 

Beginning in August 1960, "Esril" had been subject to clinical tests in severai hospitals. 

Already during this period an accidental injection into a patient's artery had resulted in 

the amputation of the rïght arm. Despite this incident "Estil" was put on the market for 

sale on 1 April 1961, after it had been registered with the Senator for Heaith in Berlin, 

The package insert attached contained in its section for "contra-indications" the followhg 

sentence, pointed out in bold type: "Intra-arterial injection must be avoided with 

certainty." This same instruction was also given in the expert information for physicians. 

Mer the accident involving the plaintiff in this case, i.e., after 12 October 1961, the 

waming attached to the package was augmented twice. It appears that it was only afler 16 

October 1961 - Le., &er the incident involving the plaintiff - thaî the defendant 

recommended for the first t h e  in the package inseris that injections be made in the lower 



arm for preference, and that at fïrst only 1/2 ccm. as an experimental dose be use& but 

even then the defendant had not mentioned the nature of the possible danger. This was 

done only in the third version, when called upon by the authorities, h m  January 1962 

onwards. On 9 Feb- 1962 the defendant withdrew "Estil" h m  sale, by which the  a 

number of such accidents had occmed, most of them involving the Ioss of an a m .  Such 

incidents totalled at least eighteen, of which nine had happened before the plaintiff's 

accident in this case. Besides in some cases of prolonged “EstiZ "-narcosis, kidneys 

suffereti damage, in one case with fatal effixt. 

The plaintiff claimed damages fiom the defendant. The Court of First instance rejected 

the claim, but the Court of Appeai allowed it. A second appeal by the defendant to the 

Federal Supreme Court was unsuccessfùl. 

bb. The decision of the Federal Supreme Court 
(Bundesgerichtshof) 

The Federai Supreme Court confïnned the decision of the Court of Appeal in holding the 

defendant to be liable in delict ($ 823 1 B G B ) ' ~ ~ ,  because he caused the loss of the 

plaintifYs arm by having culpably violated his public duty of care in his capacity as a 

pharmaceutical manufacturer. While the Court of Appeal reached this view primarily by 

finding that there had been a lack of sufncient clinical tests before "Estif" was put on the 

market, the Federal Supreme Court aftirmed the Court of Appeal's hdings on the ground 

1 4 ~  Obsewalion: The manuficturer's liability in this case is only based on 8 823 1 BGB. Obviously that is, 
because the Pharmaceuticai Products Act of 196 1, w hich could have been considered as a protcctive law in 
the sense of 5 823 II BGB, was not in force, when the events of this case occurred. In addition a m n  
might be the fact that the Pharmaceutical Products Act of 1961 did not provide regdations concerning the 
duty of the pbarmaceutical manufacturer to disclose information about his products. 



of insufncient information conceming the dangerous nature of the medicamexdU In the 

court's opinion the defendant had violated its public duty of care, i-e., the duty to inform, 

as a manufacturer of pharmaceuticai products, by failing to indicate openly in the package 

insert and the medical prospectus the absolute arterial intolerance of 'Estil", which the 

manufacturer knew to be truc.'" The Courts held against the defendant, above d, thaî he 

was content to include a general waming in a notice included in the package and in the 

prospectus sent to physicians without having indicd in any way the serious, possibly 

irreparable, comequences of a misdirection of the injection hto the artery, although he 

was weli aware of them. in the Court's opinion, there was ail the more reason to do so 

because, according to the unanimous opinion expressed in specialist medical circles, an 

accidental intra-arterial injection could not be avoided with certainty, especiaily if 

administered in the bend of the a m .  The danger inherent in particular in the bend of the 

ami in this respect could not have escaped the attention of the research deparûnent of the 

defendant's enterprise, directed as it was by a medically qualified penon. 

Further the Federai Supreme Court agreed with the Court of Appeal that, if the defendant 

had, according to his duty, drawn the attention of every medical person to the existing 

risk in such a forcible manner fiom the beginning, or at least after a Congress of 

Anesthetists held on the 8 October 196 1 where the "Estil" incidents were discussed, Dr. 

M. would have avoided the bend of the piaintiff s arm. And if he had approached the 

artery nevertheless, he would have noticed it at any rate while making an experimental 

preliminary injection. Thus the incident would have been avoided. 

'* ~ ~ ~ [ 1 9 7 2 ]  NJW 2217 at 2218 ff. 
'" ~ ~ ~ [ 1 9 7 2 f  NW 2217 at 2219 f. 



(1) The duty to wam: general principles 

In the hrther course of this decision the BGH laid down the foilowing principles: '" 

That it had been recognized for a long t h e  by the practice of the courts that it is the duty 

of the manufacturer, the violation of which may render him liable to third parties for any 

ensuing damages, to give an effective wamuig of specific dangers emanating fiom a 

product brought on the market. Moreover the requüements are especiaiIy strict for 

providing information about possible dangers connecteci with phannaceutical pmducts. 

And M e r ,  that in the face of this principle any consideration of the manufacturer's 

interest in promoting sales is excludd 

Especially focusing on a situation where a medical practitioner is involved in the product 

application, as here, with an anesthetic, the BGH pointed out the manufacturer's 

obligation towards the physician as follows: The medical practitioner ought to be 

informed of the full extent of the risk in selecting the particular pharmaceutical product, 

because only in this way will he be warned particularly to use the utmost care and 

induced to abandon its use entirely in case of doubt. 

1.46 BGH [1972] NJW 2217 at 2220 f.; It may be worthy of note: By laying down these principles, which are 
still valid until the present time, the BGH did not directly refer to the legal statements of the LG Aachen in 
the "Conzergan**-Thalidomide case, concenllng the phamiaceutical manufacturer's duty of care towards 
physicians and consumers Instead the BGH made refercnce to an article of Hans Helmut Giinter, 
"So~aI~spflichten bei NeuenwWung und Vemieb phannuzeuttkcher Prhîparate " [1972] Neue 
Juristische Wochenschrift 309 at 309 ff.: hereafter cited as NJW, which basically summarizes the principles 
found in the "Contergan'*-midomide decision- 



SeIf-evidenity, the manufacturer has a duty of care towards the public to fully S o m  

physicians, who are supposeci to use the product, of its specific danger and to wam îhem 

against i t  Especiaily, if it is conceded that the continued marketing of a hazardous 

phannaceutical product can stiii be justifieci having regard to its special advantages, it is 

necessary to acquaint the medical profession clearly and explicitly with any known 

grievous risk connecteci with usage of the product Only thus wiii a medical practitioner 

be able comctly to balance the risk, which is iuvolved to a greater or lesser degree in the 

use of every pharmaceutical product, against the benefit hoped for on the part of the 

patient in the individual case; and only thus c m  the practitioner, if necessary, give proper 

advice to the patient in making up his mind. '*' 

The BGH assessed also: That the pharxnaceutical maaufxturer cannot be exonerated fiom 

this obligation by referring to alternative methods or practiceslM, which might carry for 

other reasons an even higher risk or quota of incidents. The old medical maxim, primariiy 

not to create more h m ,  militates a g d t  the acceptance a priori of a certain quota of 

incidents. Instead every recognizable source of danger - especially, however, one which is 

already well known - must be elimiaated in dealings with patients, be they diagnostic, 

anesthetic or therapeutic, if and in so far as it can be reasonably avoided; this applies even 

if actual danger is o d y  expected to materialize in relatively few instances. 

Even under consideration of the fact that the duty to avoid danger is primarily incumbent 

upon the physician who, subject to agreement with the patient, detemines the treatment, 

14' BGH 119721 NJW 2217,2220 f. - bLEstif'. 
'48 in thiS case, e-g., o k r  anesthetic methods. 



it would not correspond with the reahties of modem pharmaceutid speciaiization a, 

impose this duty upon him alone. Here the responsibility, and with it the manufâcturer's 

duty of care, iacreases to the extent to which production of the pharmaceutid product is 

based on development which cannot be repeated easiiy or even be understood by the 

medical practitioner. It is also enlarged, above d, where the manuf'acturer himselt; 

through intensive advertising among the medical profession, seeks and achieves influence 

over a choice Ui fiivour of his product and no other.'" 

Furthemore the BGH held that it can not be conceded to the pharmaceutical 

manufacturer that he can rely on publications in medical joumals to provide the medicai 

profession with infionnation about his products. This reasoning reflects due consideration 

of the view-point that general medical practitioners, who were mainly concemed with 

using the product in this case, do not ail read specialized publications regularly. 

Additionally, these publications might not properly be regarded as entirely unbiased and 

objective, insofar as they are supported and promoted according to an alleged custom by 

the manufacturers themselves. Therefore the reliance on available literature cannot be 

allowed as excusing a failure in the giving of usage instructions.'" 

149 BGH El9721 NJW 22 17 at 2220. 
''O ~ ~ ~ [ 1 9 7 2 ]  NJW 2217 at 2221. 



(2) Self-evident forms of misuse 

Finally the BGH explaineci its opinion on the question, whether a dmg manufacturer can 

only be held liable for the application of its product in accordance with its intended, 

appropriate and ordtoary use. The BGH argued as follows: 

This is ody  correct in so far as an intentional misapplication (e-g., oral instead of 

extemaf, as directed) is at issue. In such circumstances the occurrence of an unforeseen 

conduct may break the chah of causation. However, even to that extent the manufacturer 

is not exempt fiom giving appropriate waming, as the case may be, against likely, self- 

evident fonns of misuse (naheliegender Mi,ûbrauch), e.g., by a clear notice "fior extemai 

use". The duty to give notice is al1 the more important where it is necessary to prevent not 

an intentional but a negligent misapplication, if this possibility is not totally remote and is 

bond  to have surprisingly severe consequences. The question as to whether the medicai 

practitioner also acted negligently remains helevant as long as the manufacturer is to be 

blamed specifically for not having forestalled such mistakes of the medical attendant 

which are not beyond expectation. According to general opinion'5', the fact that another 

person has also caused the illegal act does not exonerate the tortfeasor either altogether or 

in part. ' '' 

"' in support of this opinion the court refend to 6 840 1 BGB. which provides: Yf severai penons arc side 
by side responsible for the damage arising fiom a deiict, they are Iiable, as joint debtors." 
'" BGH Cl9721 NJW 2217 at 2221. 



cc. Summarizing results: The duty to wam after the "&W 
decision 

The phannaceuticai manufacturer under delict lawl" thus has a duty to wam die 

consumer about possible dangers emanating k m  his pharmaceuticd products. Regarding 

phannaceutical products the requirements of disclosure, information and wâming are 

especialIy strict. The required conditions that he has to meet in view of his duty can be 

summarized under the following headings: 

(1). The addressee of the warning 

Considering the "Contergon" and the "Estil" decisions in context, it is obvious that the 

main focus lies in the protection of consumem. This goal will be achieved best, if the 

patient is fuliy infonned about any risk and dangerous consequences involveci in taking a 

phannaceutical product, so allowing him to make a deliberate decision whether to use a 

product or not. Because it is safe to assume that the idormational supenority regarding 

his products will most likely be with the pharmaceuticai rnan~facturer'~~, in general, he is 

obligated to inforni and wam both the patient-consumer, e.g., in the package insert, as 

well as the medicai practitioner, e.g., in learned journais and other expert media'" This 

'" Observation: It is important to d u e ,  that the delict law requirements demanded for sufficient user 
instructions can be more extensive in the sense of saicter than those provided under the Pharmaceutical 
Products Act -e.g., § 10,s 1 1, 9 1 1 a M G ;  in other words: a package insert examined and approvcd by the 
federal health office c m  be insufflcient according to delict law Iiabiiity provisions, Hart in: Hart et al., at 
151. 
'" ~ ~ ~ a c h e n  [L971] 507 at 515. 
lSs Karljosef Fr- "Annterkung (cornmentary) BON [ 19721 NJW at 22 17 fK - "Ektil*- (1 9721 Ncue 
Juristische Wochenschrift 22 17 at 22 18: hercaftcr cited as NJW; LG Aachen [L 97 11 JZ 507 at 5 15 E Recent 
case law jwisprudence of the Federai Suprmie Court, considering instruction duties in product liabiiity 
cases, even admits the last ptoduct seller who gives the prcxiuct to the conswier into the group of possible 
addressees of instructions and warnings besides the uitïmate consumer, BGH [LW%] NJW at 2905; Ham 



is based on the idea of pmviding the consumer with his own source of necessary 

information, but also the prescribing physician who, in fulnllment with his own du@ to 

give fùii disdosure to his patient, can only pass on whaî he was informed about 

Depending on the situaîion, however, the duty towards one or the other addressee might 

be investeci with more importance. For example in regard to "over the counter dnigs", 

which can be used without an experts' advice, control and supervision, especialiy the 

instruction and waming of the patient and consumer is necessarily of paramount 

~oncern"~, whereas in relation to other products, such as vaccines or the local anesthetic 

Estii, which are never actuaily sold to the patient and consumer directly but used and 

applied by the physician only, more emphasis is put on the requirement that the physician 

be idonneci, instructed and warned. This is because the concept follows the ideal 

assumption, that the physician would pass the necessary information on to his patient. 

Consequently, the circumstances of each case determine how the phannaceutical 

manufacturer will best and most adequately arrange to meet his obligation, to irnpart the 

necessary information about the risks and dangerous consequences involved for the 

consumer in using his product- 

Josef Kullmann, "Die Rechtsprechung des BGHnun Produkrkafipflichtrechr in den Jahren 1997,' 19927' 
Cl9991 Neue Juristische Wochenschrifi 96 at 98. 
LG ~ a c h e n  [1971] 507 at 516. 



(2). Fonnal requirements 

Thus far, the Federal Supreme Court has basicaiiy confineci the forma1 conditions for a 

waming to the summarizing tenn "~lear" '~~,  e-g., by a clear labelhg 'Tor externai use 

~ n l y " . ' ~ ~  A more detailed, objectively justiciable, or concrete, term was not available up 

to that tirne.'" However, cornmentaries in the legai periodicals on the occasion o f  this 

decision aiso insist that instructions and warnings have to be attacbed to the product 

itself, if necessaryL*, because the manufacturer cannot rely on the product user (here the 

medical practitioner) actually taking notice of the expert publications in t h e .  Xt aiso 

rnight be necessary to place the waming directly on the drug container iE in cases of 

products designed for repeated use, it has to be expected that it will be applied by 

different users. Afier dl, the manufacturer cannot assume that the package insert will 

always be given dong with the product. 16' 

(3). Material or substantive requirements 

Regarding contents or substance, the Federal Supreme Court demands that instructions, 

by giving clear designation of specific dangers, must unequivocally and obviously idonn 

the consumer of the fùll extent of the known risks involved in using the particular 

Is7 BHG [1972] NJW 2217 at 2221; this general observation was su11 even expressed by Friedrich Grafvon 
Westphalen, "fmmkri011spfrichten des WarenhersteIZers im Lebensmirtelbereich - Zum "Baby-Bortle- 
Syndrom " ", [ 19941 Betriebs-Berater (Beilage 18) 1 at 3: hereafier cited as BB. 
'" BHG Cl9721 NJW 22 17 at 222 1. 
Is9 SSUnilar critical observation by Grafvon Westphalm, [1994] BB (Beilage 18) at 4. 
lM The same had already k e n  decided in the d'Fuflboden-KlebemitteI" (''flwr covering adhesive") decision 
of the BGH [ 19601 VersR 842 at 843. 
16' Schmidt-Saizer, b%nmerhng (commentary): BGH 119721 NJW 2217 ff. - bbfitif"' Cl9721 Neue 
Juristische Wochenschrifi 22 19 at 22 19: herafier cited as NJW. 



product, including any imminent exîraordixmy consequenced6' This means according to 

scholarly opinion, that instructions must be clear, sufficient, complete and appmpriately 

detailed (substantiiert). In this connection it was suggested that it might not be mou& 

only to refer to the danger. If necessas. the instructions have to S o m  how the product 

can be used without dangers and to speci@ what kinds of preventatîve measures need to 

be taken and which modes of use have to be avoided'". Al1 this applies regardiess of how 

many people are expected to be negativety affecteci by using the product. if human bodily 

integrity or health is at nsk, i.e., even if reactions have to be expected only in a few 

sensitive people. '" 
in this context the Court made clear that in case of a neglected warning the manufacturer 

cannot be exonerated by relying on publications in expert joumals because generai 

experience shows that physicians do not always read them. 

Finally it was pointed out that the pharmaceutical maoufacturer's materid obligations 

even include the duty to warn adequately about self-evident foms of misuse. 

b. Self-evident forrns of misuse such as excessive use, 
overdose: the "asthma spray" case 

Following the course of extending the pharmaceutical manufacturer's duty to warn even 

about dangers arising out of self-evident foms of misuse, as detennined in the "Estif" 

decision, the Federal Supreme Court has had another opportunity to discuss this issue in 

detail, in a M e r  decision involving a pharmaceutical product. 

BGH [1972] NJW 22 17 at 2220 E 
'63 Schmidt-SaIzer, CI9721 NJW 22 19 at 2219. 



aa. The facts 

Throughout his many years of chronic illness, a 24-year-old asthma patient had reguiarly 

been using the defendant-manufacturer's asthma spray "Ahpent Dosier-Aerosol " to ease 

his breathing. The package insert contained user-uiformation that roughiy speaking 

uistructed the patient in case of a threatening or acute asthma-attack Grst to use only one 

aerosoi puE but it afiowed in particularly serious situations a second and third pu& 

always after a five minute break. The patient was advised to ieave at least two hours 

between the next inhalation of another one to three puEs. Dliring his last asthma-attack 

the patient used the product ofien because he could not feel any relief. The exact amount 

is not known. It rnight have been fifty or more at intervals of a few seconds. He died in 

the course of this attack. 

bb. The Court's decision 

On the occasion of the plaintiffs appeai the Federal Supreme Court held that the damage 

claim of the surviving dependents was in principie justified under the provisions of $ 823 

1 BGB,'~' for the manufacturer's breach of his duty of care. The Court confirmed or 

repeated the "Estil"- decision, reasoning that in the fiamework of his delict law 

obligation to wam the consumer about possible dangers emanating nom his products, the 

1 64 Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, Kza. 1520 at 37. 
16' With the "la.srhma spray" decision the Fedenl Supreme Court for the fmt t he  comprehensively and in 
detail commented on pharmaceutical pmduct liability in virtue of the Pharmaceutical Proâucts Act, here in 
particulac tj 84 S .  1 i. Km.(in connection with) S .  2 Nr. 2 M G ,  Envin Deutsch, "Anmerkungzu 
(commenmy on): 106 BGHZ 273 fE - ';4hpenr Dosier-Aerosol" ( "asthma spray")" [1989] Juristenzeitung 



phannaceutical manufacturer is also obligaîed to wam about the iimits of the pduct 's  

use and the dangers arising out of self-evident fom of misuse, which do not lie whoiiy 

outside of the product's intended piUpose.L66 This extended duty to wam is of great 

importance in the field of phmaceutical products.167 According to the Court's fiadings 

the pharmaceutical manufacturer has to c d  the patient's attention to risks of a clear and 

manifest over-dosage. Here the Court held that the user instruction was insufficient and 

therefore defdve,  because it âid not indicate the allowed maximum &iiy dosage and 

did not stress strongly enough the senous heaith risks arising out of a large overdose. 

Concerning the phmaceutical manufacturer's extended duty to wam, the Court reasoned 

as f ~ l l o w s : ~ ~ ~  In cases where senous dangers to body and Iife are likely to occur, caused 

by too high a dosage or - as in the case of an aerosol - caused by too &quent use in the 

course of only a single attack, the pharmaceutical manufacturer does not meet the 

required obligations concemhg user-information in conespondence with the knowledge 

of medical science, if he only includes the basic details required of any phmaceutical 

product. In this case the user-information must rather contain also an indication about 

maximum daily dosage and, circumstances requirïng, additionally a waming, if on the 

grounds of research or other reliable data, health injuries to consumers have to be feared 

in the absence of timely warning. The pharmaceutical manufacturer has to include al1 

warnings that are necessary. This includes also the requued reference to dangers arising 

out of the dmg's application, above al1 warnings of dangers known to medicine and 

855 at 855: hereafkr cited as JZ. in the fùrther course of its reasoning though, the Court also reflected upon 
the c i h  on the grounds of 823 1 BGB- 

106 BGHZ273 at 283 - "asthma spray*: 
Hart in: Hart et al., at 152. 



arising h m  immediate not fm fetched, extraordinary and improper use inconipatiile with 

the intended purpose (besrirnmungsw~*&ger Fehlgebruuch) of the ordinarily harmtess 

drug, e.g., wamings as to the application depending on the product's nature and 

consequences of improper use (Anwendungs- und Folgemamung). This is of particuiar 

importance in the case of Nks arising out of improper use of pharmaceutical pducts ,  

because application mistakes are the most fiequent cause of pharmaceutical injuries. It is 

the pharxnaceuticai mcmufacturer's unalterabte obligation to obtain aiî necessary d 

relevant uiformation about the meanhg and nature of pharmafeuticais, their limits and 

dangers attending their appiication, and to convey this in appropnate form to the 

consumer, in light of the latest findings in medical science. Risks that are WEely to arise 

out of irnproper use and over-doses of drugs have always to be pointeci out by the 

pharmaceutical manufacturer, if and insofa. as it cannot be expected that these risks are 

already known to each patient. This duty is not in any case limited to dangers that occur 

fkom accidentally improper use or fiom carelessness resulting in an overdose. Rather it 

extends to any improper use which the phannaceutical manufacturer should reasonably 

anticipate. That said, it has to be admitted that where phannaceuticals are concemed there 

is no obligation in general to wani about dangers occurring fiom excessive use or misuse, 

that has to be considered as unreasonable. However, in the context of pharmaceutical 

products that are intended - such as "Alupent Dosier-AerosoP' in asthma attacks - to be 

applied by the patient even in dramatic situations, waniings against possible Li& 

threatening dangers arising h m  excessive use are also required. In the case of h g  use 

'" 106 BGHZ 273 at 278 ff., - "asthma spmy " 



during an attack, the patient is in generai powerfully motivated by the urge to release 

himself h m  anxietia of such an attack as soon as possible. Additionally it has to be 

taken into consideration that in the case of a medium of presentation such as a spray, the 

threshold of inhibition in such situations of exigency is mticeably lower in cornparison to 

taking tablets or capsules. As the patient for these reasons will tend to put aside fears 

about any dangers of the phaceut ica l  product and its over-use, they have to be 

impressed upon him at least through a user-information inseif if not Ïudeed through 

labelling on the package. To this end, it would have been enough in this case to wam 

clearly that to exceed the directed dose could present significant dangers for the patient. 

In conclusion the Court stated that the manufacturer is not automaticdy exonerated h m  

his delict law duty to wam, if certain research results about danger or health damages do 

not yet exist at the tirne of distribution, because according to the kdings in the 

"Contergan "-Thalidomide decision, the manufacturer is, at leart when people's health or 

bodily integrity is threatened by his product, already obliged to give warnings, when on 

the grounds of reasonable and probable, though not necessariiy overwheiming, suspicion 

there is reason to fear that health injuries could ari~e.'~'  

Finally, the pharmaceutical manufacturer's duty to warn about obviously foreseeable, 

self-evident forms of misuse - as descnbed above - might mise out of different areas of 

his responsibility. On the one hand such a duty arises out of the responsibility to instruct 

and wam the consumer, if on the grounds of actuai knowledge, experience or research 



results he has reaoon to suspect his product being dangerous in reasonably forseeable 

ways of usage at the time of distribution. On the other hand this duty rnight materialize 

dso in light of subsequently received knowledge following his obligation of constantiy 

monitoring his distributecl products, regarding their dangerous effects resuiting from 

certain ways of application. That would be so even if there was no such reason for 

suspicion in the beginning, but such reason revealed itself later.'" In the latter case the 

duty to wam is a reactive obligation resuiting fiom the obligation to take danger-averting 

measures, if the observation or monitoring of the product reveais certain safety nsks."' 

c. Lhits of the duty to warn 

aa. The "sniffing" case 

The Federal Supreme Court has also had the oppormnity to define limits for instruction 

and warning duties under delict law in the field of product liability. 

ln the so-called "sniffing" case'", the Federal Supreme Court had to decide if the 

manufacturer of a cryogen which was also used for the purpose of cleaning refigerating 

machines, was obligated to wam the user about dangers arising out of intentional misuse 

of the product as a medium for intoxication. The occasion was the death of a 15-yearsld 

boy who had been working Ui his father's business and inhaled the vapours of the 

cryogen, which he had first poured into a g l a s  Aithough this case lies outside the direct 

16' 1 O6 BGHZ 273 at 283- "asthma spray ': LG Aachen [l97 11 JZ 507 at 5 15 f. - "Confegan "; Güntcr, 
[1972] NJW 309 at 3 12; 80 BGHZ 186 at 192 - "appie-scab r'. 

Hart in: Hart et al., at 152. 
17' Kuihann, [1991] NJW at 1749 t, referring to 163 Entscheidungen des Reichsgerichts in Z ivilsachen 2 1 
at 26: hereaftcr cited as RGz 



scope of pharmaceutical products, it illusirates the bounds of misse  where the 

manufacturer's duty to wam is c o n c d  We can in this way proceed on the assimiption 

that these principles also apply in cases of pharmaceutical products. 

The Court held th& generaliy the manufacturer's obligation to give instruction and 

waming in regard to product dangers only exists in relation to the ordinary use of the 

product as broadiy ~onstnied!~ Even though the Court had considered in this connection 

in the "Estil" case, that this duty might also in special c~umstances include the duty to 

wam about obviously self-evident forms of misuse, and had m e r  reflected upon such 

an "improper" use as "oral instead of extemal use", or intra-arterial instead of intra- 

venous application, such abuses had stili been within the framework of the intended 

purpose of the product use, Le., as a medicine. But it is exady the duties of specific 

instruction and waming about a product that must, as the Federal Supreme Court pointed 

ou& corne to an end as a rule, where the use of the potentially harmfùl product, has 

nothing to do with the intended product's purpose at a11.I'~ This is because the 

manufacturer's obligation to wam is oniy aimed at the intended purpose of the product. In 

other words, the waming requirements reach only so far as the bounds of the product's 

generally expectable and intended use.17' The manufacturer does not have to consider 

usage that is intentionally contrary to or incompatible with its intended purpose 

(vorsütrlich bestimmungswidriger Gebrauch) . 

'" BGH [l98 11 NJW 25 IQ at 25 14 ff. 
BGH [I 9871 VersR 102 at 103 - " Vemmnkungsspray", where the Federal Supreme Court pointed out that 

the cause of dangers also depends on the mamer in which the product will be normally used. 
'74 BGHNW 1981,2514 at 2515. 
17* Confirmed by 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 65 - "children's tca 1 *'. 



bb. The "apple scab" case I ("ApWschorf" -FaII I -'Derosai') 

In the "apple scab" case, the Federal Supreme Court had to consider the wamuig issue in 

connection with a pesticide which had lost its efficacy against fiingus developing on apple 

trees. The Court marked two absolute Iimits in regard to the manufacturer's obligation 

These observations are of general importance and therefore valid for all products 

including the distribution of pharmacdcai prod~cts.176 The Court marked out the 

h e w o r k  in which the manufacturer's duty to warn can arise. According to the Court's 

opinion the manufacturer is not allowed to stand idly by untii seriously damaging events 

have occumed, before taking countemeasutes. A danger does not have to have 

manifested itself in fact in order to generate duties of defensive reaction. On the other 

hand not every remotely existing possibility of danger gives nse to duties of care and 

duties to wam.17' It is indeed a chailenging issue to decide when the duty to wam sets in. 

This moment, as well as the contents and scope of a warning, are essentially detemined 

by the respective interests at risk and are above ail dependent on the dimension or degree 

of peri1.'78 Therefore the decision clarified two fiuther principles: referring to the well 

known pronouncements of the "Contergan Thalidomide case, the Court confimied that 

the manufacturer, at least when people's health or b d y  integrity is threatened by his 

product, is already obliged to give wamings, when on the grounds of a reasonable and 

'76 Ham hsef Kullmann, "Die Bedeuncng der "ApfiLsckof'-L/rreile des Bundesgerichtshofes fir die 
Phanna-Industie9* [ 19821 PharmaRecht 6 at 7. 
ln 80 BGHZ 186 at 19 1 - "apple scab Y. 

80 BGWZ 186 at 191 f. 



probable, though not n e c e s d y  overwhelming, suspicion, there is reason to fear that 

health injuries could arise. 17' 

In contrast to that, the Court referred to property damage to illustrate the distinctions 

governing the determination of the exact moment for a warning requirement as foilows: if 

there are only proprietary damages to be feared, the requirements both of timing and 

scope of warning are not equally as strict In this case it might be aiiowable, that the 

manufacturer, before giving a waming, confine his efforts to fiirther examination in 

laboratories, testing plants, etc. and to intensive monitoring regardhg his product's 

efficiency in practice. This would be so, even if the danger has already "intensified", but 

where it is still open to doubt, whether and under what cucumstances it wiii become 

acute. That is so, at least when it cm reasonably be expected that he will still be able to 

take sufficient counter measures early enough. ' 'O 

d. lneffectiveness or ineffkacy of products: "apple scab" cases 

In the ''Apple scab" cases the Federai Supreme Court had to address the M e r  question, 

beyond when, if or indeed whether a manufacturer of plant-protective agents has a duty to 

wam the consumer about ineffectiveness (Unwirksamkeit) or inefficacy 

(Wirkwigsiosigkei) of his product. In these casesla' farmers had claimed compensation 

'" 80 BGM 1 86 at 192, original LG Aachen [197 11 JZ 507 at 5 15 f - "Contergan" 
80 BGIjlZ 186 at 192. 

18' The Federal Suprcme Coun actuaily decided four "apple-scab" cases on 1 7d M u î h  198 1. but only IWO 

were published, one of which was the "apple-scab r' decision referring to the hgiciddpesticide 
"Derosal", 80 BGHZ 186 fK, the other one was the "apple-scab Tr' decision refemng to the 
firngicideipesticide '*Benomyl ", 80 BGHZ 199 ff. Both o f  these decisions deal with the question whether a 
Inanufkturer has in generai a duty to wani the consumer about the ineffectiveness or inefficacy of his 



ficorn the manufkturers of so-caiied systemic fimgicides made to fight the apple scab 

hgus. Under the provision of 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 A M G ' ~ ~  the pharmaceutical manufacturer 

was not liable if his product was ineffective (un~irksarn).'~~ Nevertheles, something 

might be done to establish liability by recourse to $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 M G ,  as it semes a 

different area of In combinaîion with regulaîions about labelhg (8 10 

AMG), package inserts (8 L 1  MG) and expert information ($ lla AMG), the 

requkements provided by 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG can also be met if a phmaceutid 

produci under correct ordinary use is not effective and the user dies or sufTers severe pain 

or M e r  health damage as a result of, egi, a dosage instruction, that was indicated too 

low or did not refer to likely interaction with other products that resulted in such 

ineffectiveness. However, as mentioned above, the Phamiaceuticai Products Act does not 

provide a complete system or comprehensive scheme of liability regulation conceming 

pharmaceutical manufacturers. The special liability regulation 8 84 AMG is only a further 

ground for liability over and above the general delict law liability provided by 823 

BGB, because both liability systems compete side-by-side with each other as concurrent 

claims. The 'Apple scab" decisions dealt with the conditions of liability under $ 823 1 

BGB if a product was ineffective. Therefore the principles found in that decision are also 

product. Howevtr they put emphasis on slightly different issues, such as the duw to wam ("apple scab 1 
'Derosal"') and the duty constantly to monitor the effectiveness or eficacy of a product once it has been 
put on the market ("apple scab II 'Benomyf"'). 
IR' 9 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G  only pmvides for Iiability, as it will be explained later, if the pharmaceutical 
product under correct ordinary use has hannfti effects. Only unwanted side-effects are so considered (9 4 
XIII RMG), but not the fkiluf-e to achieve the expected successfbi treatment- 
Ig3 Hans Josef Kullmann, "Wafiung des Phannazeurischen Cliitemehmers f i t  nicht wihame Ameimitte~ 
[1983] PharmaRecht 196 at 200; Erwin Deutsch, Ameimitzelrechit im Hafingssystem" [1979] 
Versichemgsrecht 685 at 686: hereafkr cited as VersR 
184 § 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG allows damages claimed, if the h m  has occurred as a result of labelling, expert 
information or instxuction for use not compiyuig with the knowledge available in medicd science- 



importaot for the pharmafeutical manufacturerYs liability for uieffive dmgd8* 

Furthexmore the decisions also contain generai explanations of liability under deiict Iaw 

which are important for the pharmaceutical manufacturer's Liability, if his product has 

dangerous sideeffccts and the injureci person happens to claim compensation which 

exceeds the pecuniary damage limits of the Pharmaceutical Products  AC^,^'^ or claimg 

nonmaterial damages which are not provided under the Pharmaceuticai Products Act. 

It is actually quite ciifficuit to hold a manufacturer liable at al1 under 8 823 1 BGB for 

ineffective products. However, this is of special interest here, in relation to the duty to 

warn. It is open to debate whether an ineffective product could as a matter of logic 

possibly have caused the damage, or indeed prior to that the danger of which the 

manufacturer would have been obliged to warn. One of the courts on the lower level 

questioned, for example, whether 8 823 1 BGB would at d l  establish a generai duty to 

protect the interests of the consumer from dangers not arising fkom the manufacturer's 

own conduct, but fiom extemal agencies.la7 Take for example the dangers that 

materiaiized in the ''apple scab" cases. These did not have their origh in the 

manufacturer's conduct but rather in the domain of the fmers, because the dangerous 

h g u s  that developed the apple scab already existed in the famiers' apple trees. 

Obviously the court answered in the negative conceming the manufacturerYs legal duty to 

avert dangers, following fkom the protective purpose of 823 1 BGB, in cases where the 

"' Kul- cl9821 PharmaRecht 6 at 6: the heading of his article is calleci in translation " n e  
signz~cance of the "apple scab " decisions of the Federal Supreme Court for the phannaceu~cd Industry "; 
Kulimann, 119831 PharmaRecht 196 at 200. 

88 1 Nr. 1 AMG: a limit of 1 million Deutschmarks, if a person is injwd or k i l l d  



primary cause for the damage caused had its ongin in the sphere of the injurwi party and 

where the damage wodd not be prevented by reason of the Uiefficacy or inefficiency 

( Wirkungslosigkeit) of a product manufactureci by the defendant 

The Federal Supreme Court did not agree. In the Court's opinion tiability under the 

provisions of 8 823 1 BGB is not imposed at the outset, because the products did not cause 

the scab to happen. But it is imposed on the ground that it tumed out to be ineffective to 

fight or avert the damaging fiingus. In this connection the Court cerrainly admitted that 

the consumer's or user's interest in availing himself of the product's suitability for its 

intended use (GebrauchstaugIichkeit) itself must be basicaily reserved to the law of 

contracts, whereas delict law liability mainiy senres the purpose of protecting the safety 

interests of the consumer for things akeady in his possession. Therefore disappointed 

expectations referrùig only to the defcctive product itself will be compensated solely 

through contract law, by way of warranties or guarantees. However, if the intended 

purpose for using the product consists exclusively in protecting the interests listed in $ 

823 1 BGB, as explicitiy mentioned by the Federal Supreme Court regarding property or 

indeed life and health, then also the use expectations, created by the manufacturer by 

putting his product on the market, might be secured for the sake of the panicular interest 

according to general delict law principles, of course bounded by the limits of reasonable 

possibilities and expectations. In such cases the manufacturer is always then obligated to 

meet the securïty expectations of the user and to make sure that the product user does not 

See Kulbann, [1982] PharmaRecht 6 at 6, referring to the decision made by the LG Hmburg in this 
case. 



suffer disadvantages, if in view of those expectations he deters the consumer h m  using 

other more effective competing products or h m  taking any other measures to protect the 

endangered interest. 

This jurisprudence also applies to phannaceutical products'88, designed to prevent the 

outbreak or aggravation of sic hi esse^,'^^ for example vaccines and even 

contraceptives190. However, the ineffectiveness of the product alone is not enough to 

make the manufacturer liable. A patient who has not found the desired protection by 

using a pharmaceutical product is not eligible for compensation, if the natural course of 

his sickness could have not been arrested by any other available means. But if another 

medication exists, which would have prevented the outbreak or exacerbation of a sickness 

or the development of pregnancy, there is a possibility for the phannaceuticai 

manufacturer to be held liable. A regular pre-condition to liability under 8 823 1 BGB is 

therefore that the penon concemed would have been able to prevent the damaging course 

of events otherwise, and that this was left undone as a result of the manufacturer's 

conduct, which induced him to reiy on the fitness of the particular product for its intended 

purpose.'g' It is then irrelevant to consider on which grounds the ineffectiveness was 

based. Examples would be that the dmg did not have any therapeutic utility or effect, if its 

efficacy was time-limited but no expky date made reference to this; if the sickness- 

18' Kulimann, [1983] P h m a  Recht 196 at 196; Erwin Deutsch, ';4meimittelschaden: 
Gefahrdungshafing, VerschuldeniFha$mg, Staatshafing*' in: Fes t sc i in~f i  Karl Larenz, ed. by Claus- 
Wilhelm Canaris & Uwe Diederichsen (Miinchen: CH- Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung 1983) 1 f l at 115. 
118. 
IS9 80 B G t n  186 at 189 - "apple scab I"; Deutsch, [1979] VersR 685 at 686. 
lgO The Federal Supreme Coun, for example. considen a preg~ncy against the wornan's will as acnial 
bodily harm: BGH CI9801 VersR 558 at 559- 



causing genn or virus has developed a rPsistance a g a h i  the product in the meantime; or, 

if the cause was a deficient instruction about possible interactions with other food or dmg 

products that might result in i n e f f i ~ a c ~ . ' ~ ~  Anyway, the conditions were met in the 

present case, because fsilaiers could have prevented the damage caused by the apple scab 

by using another product, to which the fimgus was not resistant, or could at least have 

used it in altemation with the manufacturers' products, if the defendant manufachuers 

had only instructed them a c ~ o r d i n g i ~ ~ ' ~ ~  It was not in this instance decided whethet the 

consumer's disappointecf expectations would probably aiso trigger damage claims, if a 

product was not able to remove already occuned damage or to cure the sickness, e-g., a 

painkiller that does not relieve the pain or an intended blood pressure lowering p d u c t  

does not fulfil its purpose.'94 But as the Court explicitly emphasized, the groundE of such 

a delict law liability are the general public's use and safety expectations iospired by the 

product, conceming the integrity protection of their interest when exposed to the product. 

As a matter of fact such liability can never arise, if the manufacturer refers on packages or 

package inserts to the information that a certain failure percentage has to be expected in 

using the pmduct, a s  for example with contraceptives, and then this risk materializes 

iater. ' 95 

In conclusion and by way of clarification, the pharmaceutical manufacturer's liability for 

ineffective drugs can be considered as withlli the context and scope of this thesis under 

19' 80 BGHZ 186 at 190; Kullmam, [1981]WM 1322 at 1323. 
'" Kullmann, [1983] Pharma Recht 196 at 198. 
'93 80 BGHZ 186 at 190. 
'% Kdixnann, [1982] PharmaRecht 6 at 6, Kullmann [1983] Phamakcht 196 at 196. 
19' ~ullmann, Cl98 11 WM 1322 at 1323. 



the issue of his responsibiiity to instruct and warn the consumer accordingly, if on the 

grounds of actual knowledge, experience or research results the manufacturer has reason 

to suspect that his product may be ineffective at the time of distribution. On the other 

hand, the maaufacturer also has a reactive duty to warn under his obligation of constantiy 

monitoring his distnIbuted products with regard to their inefficacy, even if there was no 

such reason for suspicion at the time when he Grst put his product on the market. 

e. Monitoring duty, duty continuously to observe the product 
and duty to warn as a reactive obligation; "appleacab" case 
Il (fBenomy/3 

The product monitoring or observing duty, and corresponding reactive duties, are also 

important manufacturers' duties, in the field of product liability. They also apply in the 

field of pharmaceutical product liability conceming the safety of a h g ' s  use.L96 

in this context we have to look at the "apple-scab" cases again, as these have confinned 

the establishment of the manufacturers' duty in the area of product monitoring and 

reactive duties. The monitoring du& is also a *' ~erkehrssicherun~s~fricht p''97 (duty of 

care) conceming product manufacturing, which cornes into play in relation to the 

rnanufacturers' duty to warn, because the duty to warn can mise as a consequential duty, 

i-e., as one possible reaction to the monitoring duty. This therefore influences its contents 

'% Hart in: Hart et al., at 153 f. 
19' 80 BGHZ 199 at 202, "apple-scab II"-; Hans Josef Kullmann, "Die Rechtsprechung des BGHnun 
ProdukthaJiungspfrich~echr in den Jahren 1994 - 1996' [1996] Neue iuristische Wochenschrifi 18 at 2 1: 
bereafier cited as NJW- 



and scope, if the product observation reveds risla in a product's usage relating to 

dangerous side-effects of pharmaceuticai products. 

sa. The duty of monitoring the product 

It has been recognked for a long time that the manufacturer's duties to ensure safety do 

not end with release of the product for di~tribution.'~' The " ~ e i c ~ i s ~ e r i c h t " ~ ~ ~  had aiready 

decided that the manufacturer who becomes aware of possible dangerous effects of his 

products after distribution is obliged to do everything that c m  reasonably be expected 

f?om him, in the circumstances of the particular case, to avert them.'w In the c6apple-scab" 

decision II, "Benmqvl ", the Federal Supreme Court fully and explicitly commented upon 

this problem and explained that it could not be left just as the "Reichsgericht " had left i t  

According to the Federai Supreme Court the manufafnirer must not rely on receiving 

knowledge about such dangers more or less by chance. Rather he is obligated to put in 

place the necessary measures to get infoïmed about the practical proof of eficiency or of 

satisfactory everyday use of his product'O'. This duty not only exists under contract law, 

but also under delict law, because the requirements in this context could not sensibly be 

of any lower standard. Therefore the manufacturer would also be obligated to the public, 

especially concerning m a s  produced and mass distributed products, to observe that these 

products may have as yet -own harmfil attributes and characteristics. He must dso 

19' Friedrich Graf von Westphalen. "'New Gesichrspunkre Fr die Produzentenha@ng" [LW 11 Betriebs- 
Berater 152 at 156; Kullrnaan, Cl9811 WM 1322 at 1324. 
'" RG (Supreme Court of the Ge- Reich). 
'00 163 RGZ 21 at 26; RG [1940] DR 1293 at 1293. 
'O' Refening to BGH [1970] BB 1414 at 1415. 



inforni himself about other dangerou situations created by related consequences of his 

product's use?02 The F e d d  Supreme Court was ref-g to ai l  products that are 

mechanically manufactured in large amounts. This of course also includes most 

pharmaceutical products.'03 In this case the manufacturer has to act in confodty with, 

and continuousiy follow, the ongoing developments in science and technoiogy in the 

relevant field According to the Federal Supreme Court's finai remarks on this issue, this 

includes, for companies distributhg theV products ail over the world, the pursuance of 

results brought to Light during scientific congresses and expert coIioquia, as well as 

analyses of the entire expert literature? 

By way of conclusion, the following annotations or addenda have to be made in the 

context of the regulations of the Pharmaceutical Products Act. "* 
According to 8 29 M G  the phamiaceutical entrepreneur in the framework of the 

pharmaceutical post marketing control (Nachmarktkontrolle) is obliged to notify the 

competent federd higher authority forthwith of any changes occurring in the particular 

documents submitted puauant to $8 22 to 24 AMG for receiving marketing authorization 

for his product Furthemore he has imrnediately to report any case of suspected side- 

effect or interaction with other products that c m  be detrimental to health, which have 

become known to him, as well as giving notification of any fiequent or serious abuse 

observed in an individual case, if this can directly or indirectly jeopardize human health, 

'O2 80 BGIIZ 199 at 202 and now estaMished case law, 99 BGHZ 167 at 17 1 fK - "Hotada **. 
'O3 Kullmann, il9821 PharmaRecht 6 at 8. 
'w 80 BGHZ 199 at 203 - "appk scab II"; Kullmann in: Kullmuuil Pfister, Kza 1520 at 5 1; Kullmann 
[1981] WM 1322 at 1325. 
'OS See analysis by Hart in: Hart et ai., at 153 f 



unies the information is unnecessary in light of fuxther provisions or exceptions. In this 

regard the product monitoring duty is the £ht step triggering liability law 

(hafhngsrecchlliche Vo~stufe)). This meaas the product monitoring duty arhing out of 

delict law is at the same time the civiI law based liability condition arïsing out of the 

administrative or public law concept estabiishing a duty to notifjc Due to the risk to the 

most iaportant interests- those in life, heaith and body -, the high possible scope of 

damage, the possible multitude of uijured people and the immense public interest in 

protectiag the public from safety-risks posed by pharmaceuticals, or in preserving the 

safêty of pharmaceuticds, delict law imposes high demands on the manufacturer by strict, 

comprehensive product monito~g-duties- The implementation of this obligation requires 

corresponding mechanisms to fumish and assess the necessary information. The liability 

law obligation following the product monitoring duty partially runs parallel with Iegal 

p harmaceutical organizational duties, such as to appoint a commissioner for the graduated 

plan according to 5 63 a AMG, who is responsibie for collection, assessrnent of emerging 

pharmaceutical product nsks as they are notified. and for coordination of necessary 

measures. In this cmtext an important role is also played by the experts referred to in $$ 

75 and 76 RMG as risk annomcer or adviser. lnsofar as the Pharmaceuticai Products Act 

provides legal provisions (Vorgaben, in the sense of legal requirements) regarding the 

business organization, this makes it easier to meet the liability Iaw's organization duties 

following the product m o n i t o ~ g  d u 5  The product monitoring duty though does not 

mean only the collection of risks of which knowledge has arisen elsewhere, but that 

independent product monitoring has to be organized by the manufacturer. This inciudes, 

besides the examination of patients ' , phannacists and physicians ' information, the 



inspection of the relevant national and international expert Literature and corresponding 

expert colZoquia, as well as the inclusion of information about clinical experiments into 

liability law; post-marketing control. 

bb. The duty to wam as a reaction of the monitoring duty 

The manufacturer who leams about product related securïty deficits by active or passive 

product m o n i t o ~ g  is obligated to react appropriately and promptly,'06 if necessary, 

to take the necessary danger averting mea~ures'~' which cm reasonably be e~~ected-~O* 

Reactive duties, as a consequence of evident development defects through product 

monitoring, a ise  as soon as there is reason to suspect unjustifiable, unwanted 

pharmaceutical effeçts. in this case the manufacturer has the obligation, sounding in legai 

liability, to take security precautions, depending on the situation and circumstances of the 

particular case, either through wamings (Le., his secondary instruction d~ty)"~ ,  restriction 

of indication, or recalling the ph-aceutical product from the 

'O6 KuIimann, Cl9961 N W  18 at 2 1 refemng to BGH [1994] NJW at 3349 K - '%remÜbemachrrngsgerü~ 
("oxygen conml apparatus/ respirator"). 
'O7 This obligation has long been recognized by litigation: 163 RGZ 21 at 26. 
" Kullmann. (1 9961 NJW 18 at 2 1 refemng to BGH [1994] NJW at 3349 ff. -"oxygen conml appanw/ 
respiratof'. 
'O9 80 BGIIZ 199 at 203 ff. - "apple scab IP: where the defendant wu found not to have objectively 
breached his reactive duty to warn. as the progressive ineffectiveness of the fiingicide c a d  by the 
developed resistance of the thgus was neither known nor obviously foreseeable or predictable at the cime 
of distribution. 
''O Hart in: Hart et al., at 154. 



f. Extended aspects concerning responsibilities of 
manufacturers: children's tea or uBaby-BotUeSyndrome" 
cases ("Kindertee" -F€We) 

The most ment decisions of the Federal Suprexne Court dealing hdamentally with the 

instruction duties of manufacturers, hciuding their duties to wam and to observe their 

products or their monitoring duty under the provision of 8 823 BGB, concem cases that 

are in Anglo-Arnerican jurisprudence known under the term c%aby-~ottle-~ yndmmey'211. 

The £ k t  case decided by the Federai Supme Court in Gemiany in 1991 is lmown as the 

"Milupu" cas$", named after the name of the company - Milupa A G  - manufacturing 

carbohydrate or ccsugar"-containing instant tea for ~hildren."~ Some of these products had 

since 1982 been licensed as pharmaceutical teas as we1La4 The cases decided later, in 

1994"' and 1 99sX6, were more genedly called children's tea ( "Kindertee '3  cases"', 

O bviously because de fendant-manu factu rers" O ther than the Milupa AG Company were 

also involved. 

aa. Facts 

The factual background concems the severe damage to children's miik-teeth, followed by 

tooth-decay and gum-infection or even damage to the mature or permanent teeth, caused 

'" 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 66 - "children's tea I" (also called "Milupu" case). 
"' 12 November 199 1,116 BGNZ at 60 fK = BGH NJW 1992,560 K; see also OLG Franldurt (second 
instance) appeal decision fiom 11 December 1990, in- Axe1 Sander, ArzneimiffeIrechf, 
Entscheidungssarnrnfung m m  Arzneimitrehecht (K6ln: Veriag W .  Kohlhammer, 14. Lieferung Jud1996) g 
84 AMG case Nr. 5: hereafter cited as Sander; and OLG Frankfùrt. another appeal decision fiom 18 Match 
1993, Sander, § 84 AMG case Nr. 5 b. 
"' Grafvon Westphalen. [1994] BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 2. 
'14 See facû of BGH [1995] NJW 1286 at 1286 - "children's tea HI". 
''' 1 1 January 1994, BGH Cl9941 VersR 439 tT. - bbchiidren's tea ET'. 
"6 3 1 January 1995. BGH [1995] NJW 1286 K - "chilâren's tea RI". 
217 BGH [1995] NJW 1286 at 1287; Graf von Westphalen, Cl9941 BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 3. 



by cavity-causing bacteria a f k  long-tenn consumption of carbohydrate based children's 

teas. Such damage is caused by continuously sucLing out of specially developed nursing 

bottles, whose modem orthodontie shapeà moutbpieces (orthdontic nipples) wodd 

direct the thin liquid Stream directly behind the upper fiont teeth. In al1 cases the plaintfi 

had claimed to have continuously consumed the instant children teas and sometimes 

additionally other 'csugar"-containing fiuit or vegetable juices out of the bottles. Some of 

these bonles were also distributexi by the tea menufacturing companies, for soothing 

children to sleep during the &y and in wakeful periods during the night. 

In September 1981 first scientific dental research results were published trachg the 

incidence of rnilk-tooth caries to children's tea products for babies and infants? who 

continuously sucked it: the so-called baby-bottle-syndrome. At the t h e  of the "Miiupa " 

case, the "Miiupa -chikiren's herbal tea-drink'' ("Miipo-Kindertee-Krautertee- 

Getrank") had been on the market since 1975 without any warning. On the label around 

the tea container it said, among other things: "Miiupa-children S tea is mild and Iight and 

provides for satisfaction and an zrndishrrbed night S rest ". After November 198 1 though, 

the Miiupa AG added to the label within the preparation instructions among other things 

the following text: ''Hoid on to bottle and do not Ieave with the child as sucking bonle; 

fiequent or continuou washing around the teeth. e.g., before going to sleep. can came 

caries". After December 1982 this text was removed fiom the preparation instructions 

and placed under the headhg "Importunt Notice " ( " Wichtiger Hinweis '3. It was also 

'" E.g. Alete or Ndé, s a  Graf von WesqMen, [1994] BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 18. 



bordered in black, just Ure the idiorxnaiïon about the content capacity and the ingredients 

provided fkther down on the label."g 

A published brochure addresseci to mothers h m  November 1981 containeci sirnilar 

instructions, among other advice concerning the soothulg of the cbild and its hi& liquid 

n d  The instruction, mentioned above, was printed withh a graphicdy ill-conceiveci 

text flow. Comspondingly, this was also mie of leaflets or pamphlets (MerkbIamer) 

circulaid fiom 17 Decembet L9817 in which the eye was fkst b w n  to the drinic's 

attribut: as an approved thirst killer. Also shown in a fhmed box were the sugar contents 

of different druiks, such as Coke and fhit  juices. According to this, only the unsweetened 

apple juice showed a lower concentration. Orîginaily, different instant tea powders, after 

appropriate dilution, contained a sugar portion of Ca. 9.6 %, f i e r  1982 the "'Milupu - 
children's herbal tea-drink" contained a sugar content of 3.7 %, whereas the common 

orange juice contained a sugar concentration of ca. 9.4 % and grape juice of ca. 16.55 %. 

The federai heaith office ( "Bundesgesundheitsumt Berlin, had ordered by a decree 

of 15 A p d  1985"' a waming for carbohydrate-containhg children's teas reading as 

follows: "Notice! (Hinweis!) The prepared tea contains subsrunces. which allow the 

growth of tooth decay-generating bacteria. The growth of such bacteria is especia& 

indicnted if the tea preparation will be given Jiequen- and over long perio& of time. 

Therefore the tea prepration should on& be served on a short-rem basis and on& as 

219 Added was also the sentence: "AEer the nrghtiy dental care generaliy nothing sweet should be eaten or 
drunk " and under the preparation instructions it was printed " This tea is &ciently sweetened- Additiowf 
sweetening not necessaty", BGH Cl9951 NJW 1286 at 1286 - "children's tea III". " (BAG), now: Bundeimtitutfur AmneUniftel und Medizirproduhe (B/ArM). 
-' Bundesgesefzblatt (Feded Heaith Gazette) [1985] at 189: hercaftcr cited as BGBI. 



directed Its use in baby-bonles while putting chikaen tu sleep shouid be strict& 

avor'ded!" But this waming, giving a more detailed disclosure about the fùnctiod 

connection between consuming the tea out of the particular botties and the resultant tooth 

damage, was never put into effect Instead, another waming, ordered by the federal heaith 

office on i January 1987, was published, after the manufacturers concerned had 

negotiated with the federai health office. It used the foiiowing text: "Important Notice! 

The zen contains carbohy&ates. which afier émergence of thefnJt reeth, and especiuIly 

usedfiequent[v and over longperiodr. can cause caria  Therefore do not Ieme chilken 

with drïnking bonle as a pacifier substirute, and switch over as ear[v as possible to mps. 

Do not give before going to bed. " 

ln the third instance the Federal Supreme Court confirmed the decision of the regional 

appeal court awarding compensation and non-pecuniaxy damages for the plaintiff in the 

"Milupa" case, concerning the caries damage to a child's upper incisors. Regarding 

fùrther compensation claimed, the case was dismissed." Besides the Federai Supreme 

a lot of Iower instance courts dealt with the phenornenon of the "Baby-Bottle- 

Syndrome". In contrast, concerning the waming as of December 1982, the claims against 

the MiZupa A G  were dismissed nearly without exception.z4 In this way the courts have 

-" 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 66 - "children's tea Y. 
See above: "children tea" cases I,11 and III. 

224 E-g.,: OLG Hamm, decision fiom 31 March 1993, [1993] Neue Juïstische Wochenschrifl - 
Rechtsprechungsreport 989 E: hercafter cited as NJW-Rit; OLG Frankfirrt , decision fiom 19 Aprii 1995, 
Cl9961 VersR at 861 f.; for M e r  decisions see Graf von Westphalen, CI9941 BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 2, 
footnote 4. 



q d e d  the December 1982 warning as d c i e n t  under the provision of 5 823 1 BGB? 

The same d t s  were found, accorduigly, in two later decisions of the Federai Supreme 

court"6 

bb. The principles confimed and specified in the decisions 

The decisions basicaiiy confirm the jurisprudence shown above, but also expiain severai 

issues which were also discussed earlier. Therefore the principles found in these decisions 

are not necessarily new,-' in the sense that they consider issues that would make the 

existing concept of Iiability stricter for the manufacturer's instruction duties. But they do 

supplement the original principles in Iight of marketing developments concerning product 

distribution in more recent years. As well, an ever-hcreasing consumer consciousness has 

been followed b y an improved understanding of consurners ' protection regarding mas-  

produced goods. Therefore these cases need to be considered, not as mere repetitions but 

as timely legal adjustments, e-g., concerning the influence of advertisements on 

consurners' attitudes to product selectron and use. They are also of special importance 

regarding the questions of causation and fault, e.g., conceming the manufaçturer's own 

responsibility (Eigenverantworrlichkeit) for examination and researc h duties before 

With the exception of the decision found by the OLG Frankfirrt ftom 17 December 1993 - At.: 26 U 271 
92 -, in which the court found for the plaintiff in his claim against the Milupa AG, see Graf von Westphalen, 
[1994] BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 2. 
"6 See above: "chiidren's tea" cases ii and iü, 
227 The issues arc rather CO be considered as extcnded aspects conceming the manufacturer's 
responsibilities. Especiaily impormnt are two issues which emerged in the course of the "childtcn's 
teaY*dec&ions, namely, the duty to make plain to the consumer the tùnctional c o ~ e c t i o n  between the 
danger's otigin and the possibility of injury, and the manufacturer's own responsibiIity to take the initiative 
in testing their products before and afkr putting them on the market. 



product distribution. The principles for ailocation of the burden of proof, which have 

been more clearly specified, wilI be discussed in detail in the following section. 

(1). Formal requirements or conditions of warnings 

(a). The case-law 

(aa). The Federal Supreme Court 

It seems that the Federai Supreme Court continues to confine the fornial conditions of a 

warnhg to the summarizing t em ' 'c~ear" .~~~ According to this case law, this requirement 

is not met if, for example, important wamings about a product's inherent dangers and 

their incidences are hidden arnongst the detailed "small print" on application and dosage 

instructions and advertisement~,~~ 

Additiondly the Federal Supreme Court emphasizes that the manufacturer has to make 

sure that wamuigs are attached to the product's container. Accordingly he has to make 

sure that necessary warnings will not be given oniy in loose-ieaf fom, and so be prone to 

being easily 10st."~ 

In another context the Federal Supreme Court describes the requirement of a 'ccleai' 

instruction or waming with the general statement that the Court's jurisprudence has 

demanded on different occasions that manufacturers, under the rubric of a clear indication 

Graf von Westpbalen, [1994] BB (Beilagc 18) 1 at 3 tT. 
116 BGHZ60 at 68 - "children's tea Y; 99 BGHZ 167 at 18 1 = BGH 119873 NJW 1009 at 1012 - 

"Honda *', with reference to BGH [1960] VersR 842 at 843 - "Fufloden-KlebemitteI ". 
BGH [ 19601 VersR 842 at 843 - '4Fu$?hden-K7ebeminel" ("floor covering adhesive"). 



of a product's specific dangers and consequences, have to provide an unambiguous, 

unequivocal (eindewig), meanin@ (sinnvoll) and UOmistaLable (unmipverstündlich) 

notice of the fbii extent of the risks involved and the product's ïnherent side-effects. This 

must be done in the user instructions enclosed in the package provided to the uitimate 

con~umer.~' The appropriate standard of explicitness is expresseci by the ternis 

unequivocal and obvious (sinnfalig)). a"? 

This skows that it depends on the circumstances of each particular case, whether the 

formal contents or conditions of the wamuig are itemized sufficiently to be Wear", as 

describeci. In this way a definite, objectively provable itemization of the forma1 warning 

duties can not be defnitively laid 

The "MiZupa " decision nom 12 November 199 1 is on al1 fours with this jurisprudence. 

This decision also picks up the point that important instructions or wamings about 

product dangers and their avoidance have to be designed "clearly". Conceming the 

warnings given in November 198 1 and December 198 1, the Federal Supreme Court found 

them insufficiently clear and lacking prominence, because they had been given within the 

fkme of the instructions for preparation, without especially pointing them out as 

warnings? Also insufficient in the Court's view was the waming given in the brochures 

fkom 30 November 1981, because it was printed withia a graphically ill-designed text 

23' BGH [l986] NJW 1863 at 1864 - "ijberrollbügef " ("roll bar?'); observation: these findings aiready 
include substantive issues, but they sometimes overlap with forma1 matten, depending on the point of 
consideration. 
32 BGH 119721 NJW 2217 at 2220 f. - "Estil". 
"3 Graf von Westphalen, Cl9941 BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 4. 
'34 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 68 - bbchildren*s tea Y. 



flow and therefore at least the consumer familiar with the product could not be expected 

to realize the significance of the words or their character as a warning. The same applied, 

according to the Court's findings, to the notices, leaflets or pamphlets circulateci h m  17 

December 198 1, because also as a result of its inconspicuous or unobtrusive (unaufta22ig) 

design - both fkom a graphic and printing perspective - it was not weii devised to corne to 

the notice of casual consumers, familiar with the product.?3s Finally it was decided th& 

the December 1982 warning, within the Iabel's text flow, euen though bIack bordered and 

under the heading "Imponanr Notice! ", was stiU not good enough. The Court expressly 

lefi the point undecided, whether the warnïng - deemed to be short in verbal explicimess 

and clarity in relation to the waming demanded by the federai health office - could have 

been considered sufficient to satisw the formal requirements to wards new  consumer^.^^ 

But as regards consumers familiar with the product, the Court pointed out that for them in 

any case the warning did not signal such a significant change that the product user would 

have felt obligated once again to examine the entire package text closely, as the graphical 

design and the colour-layout had stayed the same. The less so, considering the fact, that 

the defendant-manufacturer also distnbuted the bottle, which did not provide a 

corresponding wamhg, even though it was usable for any other liq~ids.'37 

The Court's decision fiom 1994 - "children's tea" II - does not go any M e r  in 

developing this general, forma1 approach, that a warning of consequences ought to be 

735 116 BGHZ 60 at 69. 
116 BGHZ 60 at 70 - "chiidren's tea r'; BGH [lWS] NJW 1286 at 1287 - "children's tea W. 

"' 116 BGHZ6O at69 f 



"clear"?' In wntrast to that the Court afnrms in its 1995 decision - "children 's feu " III -, 

that the waming as of 12/1982 does meet the required conditions towards consumers 

using the product for the first t i ~ n e . ~ ~  

(bb). Arguments of the Federal Constitutional Court 
(~undesverisssungsgerich~~ 

The Federal Constituîional COUR, in an order denyiag leave for a h e ~ t r i n ~ , ~ ~ '  confïrmed 

the principles found in the Federal Supreme Court's jurisprudence concerning the 

manufacturers' duty to wam in the "children's tea" decisions, finding the waming of 

ID1982 in its contents and design quite sufficient-" To begin with, the Federai 

Constitutional Court explicitly held, as consistent with sound constitutionai law, that 

litigation conducted at the highest court level in civil matters poses distinctly higher 

requirements, depending on the measwe of the danger and may make higher demands 

regarding the design of warnings, if dangers to health and life are to be feared. The Court, 

addressing the warning's design, agreed with such a graduated differentiation depending 

upon the extent of the danger. This reflection was deduced from the assumption that the 

consumer would most lilcely not even take notice of a waming conceming especiaily 

BGH [1994] VersR 439 at 440 - children's tea il". 
239 BGH [1995] NJW 1286 at 1287. 
' J o ~ ~ e r f c .  
"' The complainant (Beschiverdefiihrer) had objected to decisions of the LG and OLG and especially 
claimed that the courts had k e n  also legally incorrect in finding the new warnings as of 12/1982 to be 
sufficient. In Germany the Bundesvef4ssungsgericht can be addresseci if somebody fin& himself treated 
unjustly in light of constitutional law, or violated in his constitutional rights (here: Art. 2 II S. 1 
Gmndgesetz-GG) by a Court's decision. However the cornplaint will not even be accepted for decision if it 
does not have generai importance concerning constitutional law or is not found necessary for protecting 
somebody 's consututional right, (4 5 93 a 11,90 1 B u m d e ~ ~ e r f ~ ~ ~ ~ n g s g e r i ~ h ~ i ~ g e s e t ~ - B  VerjT;G)- 
'42 BVe* [1997] NJW 249 fT- = BVe* CI9961 Der Betrieb 2382 E 



severe dangers, e.g., iife threatening ones, if all warnings of dangers great and and were 

aiways presented in an e q d y  saüllng way.'43 

(b). Scholars' opinions 

At this point oniy those aspects wilI be mentioned, which have not aiready been subject to 

the courts' de ci si on^.'^^ 

Focusing on the consumer's point of view, wamings must above al1 be easy to notice, 

plain and intelligible to everyone. This even requires that the manufacturer make sure that 

important wamings as weil as, for example, any changes in package inserts, have to corne 

to the user's notice, by use of some sniking design or some arresting method of printing 

(such as: bolci, slanted or colored), so that it will be certainly re~ognizable.'~~ Consistent 

with additional suggestions, which are also on the same wave length with the requirement 

of a clear waming, have been a local separation of the waming, e-g., by text M g  or 

headings Iike "Warning", "Attention!", "Caution!" "hponant Notice!". Also the 

prevention of overpromotion, as by watering down important wamings, by placing them 

in between advertising information, likely to give nse to a particular feeling of safety in 

using the product.'46 This happened in the "Milupa " case with it's recommendation of 

the tea as a good-night-drink or the reference made to the tea as doing good and as 

'" BVe* [1997] NJW 249 at 250. 
'14 For a derailed overview on different scholarly opinions, s e t  Graf von Westphalm, El9941 BB (Beilage 
18) 1 a t4  f. 
"' Kulimann in: Kulimand Pfister, Kza. 1520 at 36; similar also: Schmidt-Saizer, [1972] NJW 2219 at 
22 19. 
'* Grafvon Westphalen, [1994] BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 12. Fahrenhorst, [1994] JUS at 291 with reférence to 
BGH cl9721 NJW 22 17 at 2220 - "Estif *'. 



providing satisktion and an undisturf,ed night's d4?. A ikther aspect considered was, 

that the language used must be understandable for the circle of consumers addresseci, 

without needing any M e r  conclusion to be drawn and without use of technical te= or 

foreign word~ .~~*  It was also concluded, as aiready mentioned in the context of the 

"Estil*' decision, that a warning must be appropriatefy complete, explicit and detailed 

(dsttzntiiert). In this regard the Court was suggested that it might not be enough only to 

point out or =fer to the danger. Ifnecessary the instmctions have to Uifomi as to how the 

product can be used without danger, what kind of preventive measmes need to be taken, 

and which modes of usage have to be a~oided?~ 

(c). Opportunity to take reasonable notice; obligation to take 
notice 

As a controlling consideration in cases where a waming might, in view of the conditions 

set forth above, be considered as suficient, it always has to be asked: has the 

manufacturer brought the contents of the warning in a reasonable manner to the attention 

of the product consumer? in the literature the manufacturer's duty to provide his product 

with a clear warning, aiso c o v e ~ g  fonns of product rnisuse, correlates to an obligation 

on the consumer's pari to take notice of the waming, at least if he can be expected to do 

so on the grounds Niter alin of its graphical, texturai and color design?' This results fiom 

every consumer's obligation to heed his own interests. For this reason the consumer is not 

'" 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 7 1 - "children's tea r'. 
"* See reference made by Grafvon Westphalen, Cl9941 BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 5. 
'" Schmidt-Salzer, [1972] NJW 2219 at 2219; observation: this again could also be considered as a 
materiel aspect. 
250 Gtafvon Westphalen, Ci9941 BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 1 1. 



aiiowed, by renouncing any respomibility for his own &&y, to put ont0 the manufacturer 

such product risks as wiil only arise out of misuse, contrary to the intended ordinary use. 

This is because the manufacturer's instruction duty is oniy a subsidiary one, because it is 

oniy supposed to provide for the responsible control of danger by a reasonable 

This duty is oniy a fine-tuning or corollary to the manufacturer's 

responsibiiities in producing or rnanufacturing. ui addressing the risk of foreseeable 

misuse, the instruction serves the prnpose of compensating for any foreseeable, 

predictable risks, which could not be eIiminated by producing a safer product as such. 

E-g., in the case of the "Baby-Bottle-Syndrome", the remaining risk which needs to be 

eliminated by waming, would only be reaiized if the sugar-containhg tea was consurneci 

over a long penod of tirne, as well by day as night, and con- to its intended use. 

In conformity with this, the Federal Constitutional Court has also emphasized the 

consumer's own responsibility with explicit clarity. Considering the fact, that the waming 

fiom December 1982 was found to provide for the opportunity to take reasonable notice 

of any necessary information, the Corn did not see any reason why manufacnirers should 

be additionally burdened with increased duties due to the consequences of the baby- 

bottle-syndrome, which are in fact due to the negligent or careless conduct of the 

complainant's parents, even though they would share this negligence with a large 

majority of parents. The Court held that the requirements laid on the parents by way of 

BGH [1994] VersR 439 at 440 - **children*s tea IT'. 



joint responsibility for their children's heaith were not such as to overstep the bounds of 

reason?' 

The aspect of an obligation resting on the consumer, arising out of one's responsibility for 

one's self, to take notice of waniings reasonably brought to his attention, was found to be 

even greater in the case of long-term users. This is because the responsibility of a long- 

term product consumer for his consuming habits is enhanced, in cornparison to the 

measure of self-concem which can be expected of a kt-time user? 

A consumer continuously using the same product owes on his part a responsibiiity to 

reflect upon the consequences of the long-term use of the product and concurrentiy fias a 

duty to take notice of warnings given in connection with the product's long term use. 

(2). Material requirements or conditions of warnings 

Besides the fotmal requirements, w;unings also have to meet certain substantial 

conditions concerning contents. These wiil be analyzed in the following section of this 

thesis. So tàr, we have noted the substantive requirements that the manufacturer is 

obliged to wam about any dangers inherent in the product's ordinary use. In this 

comection the waming is basically determined by the average user expectation regarding 

the particular product, which means that a warning is not needed where the awareness of 

those risks is regularly part of the experience and knowledge-level of the circle of 

consumers in question. Under certain conditions this obligation even extends to waming 

" B V i  [1997J NJW 249 at 250. 
zn Graf von Westphalen, Cl9941 BB (Beilage 18) t at 12. 



about dangerous consequences, resuiting h m  misguideci applications not meeting the 

standards of intended ordinary use, if those circumstances were reasonably foreseeable by 

the manufacturer and the manner of use could in the broadest sense stiii be considered as 

lying withui the ambit of the generally intended purpose of the product's use. A limit was 

imposed on situations where the product misuse was so remote that it did not have 

anything to do with the generally expected purpose of use. However, the border between 

ordinary use of a producf hcluding reasonably foreseeable misapplication, and obviously 

excluded misuse is a fluid one and has to be reserved to the judge's discretion, which 

needs to be made after consideration of the legitimate expectations of the 

(a). The required itemization of the imminent or threatening 
danger: "warning of consequences" (Folgenwarnung) 

Regarding substantive conditions, the Federal Supreme Cout requires that instmctions 

and warnings, giving clear designation of specific dangers, must unequivocally and 

obviously inform of the full extent of known nsks involved in using the particular 

product, including any imminent extraordinary ~ o n s e ~ u e n c e s . ~ ~  It is not enough to give 

only general instructions as to how to behave. One must also inform about the damage 

expected if the warning be disregarded or neglected. This is sometïmes expressed by the 

terni 'kaming of consequences" ("Folgenw~rnung'>~~, as  distinct fiom the term 

254 Fahrenhorst, [1994] JUS 288 at 290- 
255 BGHNJW 1972,2217 at 2220 f. - "Estir'. 
BGH [1994] Ver& 439 at 440 - "children's tea IT'; see also Graf von Westphalen, [1994] BB (Beilage 

18) 1 at 14-16; observation refenïng to p. 15: It is not quite clear, if von Westphden intends to express a 
slightly different definition by using the term 'bFoIgenwantullg". I t  seems as if he is of the opinion chat 
"Folgenwanung" follows the bbAnwendungswarnung" ("agplication warning"), Le.. in the sense of a 
wamhg 'YoIlowing" the waming about the required application. In my opinion the Court rathcr wantcd to 



"application wa-g" (c'Amvenchurg~amung~')257, which refm to instructions giving 

warning advice for consuners' conduct, such as "Hold on to the boitle and do noi leme 

with the child as a sucking boitle': or ''Ajer the nightly dental cure generaI4-v nothing 

sweet should be eaten or dmnk". This means that instructions must be explicitly detailed 

and above all complete, regarding the information given about any dangers resuiting h m  

the product's application and about its consequences. Foilowing that it might not be 

enough to refer only to the danger. If necessary the consumer needs tu be infornieci about 

how the product can be used without danger, what kind of preventive measures need to be 

taken, and which modes of use have to be avoided? 

This obligation to give consequence wamings, over and above the duty of giving 

wamings as to proper use, developed out of the expenence that pure use wamings of the 

latter kind are not sufficiently taken into account, ofien due to ignorance or an 

underestimation of nsks and their c ~ n s e ~ u e n c e s . ~ ~  

Accordingly, the Federai Supreme Court held that the nature of the danger has to be 

pointed out clearly, because the consumer must be put into a position where he is fully 

able to grasp it comprehensively.'60 This means wamings must be foxmulated in their 

contexts so that the dangers become plausible to the consumer's understanding, without 

use the term "Folgenwmung" to define the part of the wanùng which infonns about the threatening 
dangerous consequences resulting fiom the product's use. This means the "Folgenwantung** can ptecede 
the "application waniing" -additionaily required in view of a suficient waming - or can follow it, as the 
term used reflects the material substance o f  the warning's contents and by no means describe the positioning 
of this part in the context of a warning. 

BGH[l994] VenR 439 at 440 - "children's tea II"; see aiso Grafvon Westphaien, Cl9941 BB (Beilage 
18) 1 at 14-1 6 and my observation in the previous footnote. 

Schmidt-Salzer, Cl9721 NJW 2219 at 2219. 
'59 BGH p994] VersR 439 at 440. 

116 BGHZ60 at 68. 



his necessarily having to draw his own conclusions. Here it would have been necessary to 

refer to the fidi extent of the specific risks of the "Baby-Bottle Syndrome" and wam about 

it, because the serious consequences of continuously washing carbohydrate Liquid around 

the teeth were up to a certain time generally unknown to the public"'. This applied to the 

bottle and mouthpiece manufacturers, because their products did direct the Stream or flow 

of the drink directly onto the tooth parts especially at risk; and to the tea manufaçturers, 

because theù product was primarily intendeci to be used with these bott~es.'~' 

This was sufficientiy achieved with the warning given by the Milupa AG d e r  12/1982, as 

it circumscribed the threatened danger by referring to the phenornenon of "j-equent or 

continuous warhing around the teeth ". Furthemore, it said that 'afier the nightiy dentai 

care generally norhing sweet should be eaten or dmnk ". This was a sufkiently clear 

description of the problem. The waming so given as of December 1982 was adequate, 

because it complemented generally expectable consumer howledge, that the 

consurnption of sweet things is harmful to teeth, 

(b). The required itemization of the functional connection and 
cause of the threatened danger 

The duty to avert danger under the provisions of § 823 I BGB, in the context of false use 

or misapplication of a product, which results in severe body or health injury requires fiom 

the manufacturer - beyond providing the consumer with a waming as to its use and 

consequences of its misuse - an effort to make clear the potential causal and functionai 

"' BGH [1994] VersR 439 at 440 referrùig to 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 67. 



connections between the consumer's conduct - h m :  leaving the child with the bottle for 

continuous sucking - and the danger potentially caused thereby - such as in this case: 

caries. The intention behind the required description of such a fbctiond connection is 

aimed to malce it possible for the consumer to realize why the product is ~ian~erous. '~~ 

This is of importance in the present case, for example, because the specific risk of the 

'BBy-Bottle-Spdrome", causing caries danger, lies in continuously washing around the 

huer side of the upper h n t  teeth and the washing away of saliva protection at the same 

t i~ne . '~~  The purpose of descnbing the functional connection to the consumer is to inform 

him about why, and in which serving mode, the product's use involves risk~.'~' 

In the waming from 121982 the causal and functional connection of the "Baby-Bottle- 

Syndrome7' was sufficiently shown by giving an application warnhg in the begianing of 

the text saying: ''Hold on to the bottle and do not Ieave with the chiid as a suckle bonle" 

and another one fmishing with the w d s :  " A H  the nightlv dental care genera- 

nothing sweer should be eaten or drunk " Thereby it was made clear that the parents of 

the baby were responsible to make sure that continuous sucking needed to be avoided, 

and especially, that drinking bonles should not be used for soothing the baby to sieep 

after the nightly dental care. In the fkmework of this application waming was placed the 

consequence waming presenting the fünctional comection, saying: 'Pequent or 

continuour warhing nround the teeth. e.g.. before going to sleep. can cause caries". This 

BGH Cl9941 VersR 439 at 440 refemng to 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 65. 
'63 116 BGHZ 60 at 68; confirmed by the Federal Supreme Court in BGH [1995] NJW 1286 at 1287 - 
"children's tea III". 
2M BGH [1994] VersR 439 at 440; confimed by the Fderal Supreme Court in BGH [1995] NJW 1286 at 
1287 - "chiidren's tea m". 



made cl- the potentiai causal and hctional connections between the phenornenon of 

contùiuous sucLing and the potentiai cause of caries.'66 

Such an illustration of the fimctional and causal connections was found "especiaI2y 

necessnry, 1y' for exarnple advertising statements that "children like the tea as a good- 

nighr dn'nk before they go to sleep" and that the product also "provides for an 

undisturbed night r e d *  had already counteracted, in the consumer's imagination, any 

idea that the product could somehow be dangerous in this waY?' This means, even 

though the advertisement does not itself generate liability, it may tend to intemi@ the 

duty of care already produced by the dangerousness of the product.'68 This is obviously 

because a consumer with a naturally existing suspiciousness towards a product, which 

would automatically cal1 forth carefuiness and therefore nanirally protect him against 

dangers or risks arising from the product's use, can be lulled into a feeling of unwarranted 

safety by an advertisement, one that is intended to influence the consumers' attitude 

towards a product and impart to it an image of har~nlessness'~~ or possibly even play 

down any risks involved. 

3. Causation and attribution of respondbility 

To establish liability under 8 823 1 BGB in product liability cases based on the duty to 

warn, the injured party - as already expiained above - needs to show the 

"' BGH [l995f NJW 1286 at 1287. 
'66 BGH [lW5f NJW 1286 at 1287; Graf von Westphalen, [1994] BB (Beilage 18) 1 at 15. 
"' 1 16 BGIjlZ 60 at 68. 

Fahrenhorst, [1994] JuS 288 at 29 1. 



constituting actioaability). This involves showing that the defendant's conduct, here the 

manufacturer's breach of the duty to iastruct and warn the product user, caused the 

plainWs Rechtsgutverletnrng (violation of interests or intderence with the plaintiff s 

"absolute right" as protected by 8 823 1 BGB). 

As discussed above, this is done in Gennan liability Iaw by the "but-for" test of the 

~quiv~~enztheorie, by the theory of adequate cause (Adaquanrtheorie) and by the "scope- 

of-the-i ule" theory (Lehre vom Schumiveck der Norm). 

Under the scopesf-the-rule theory, damage cannot be recovered if the hami c a w d  - 
though caused according to the ~$uiva~enztheorie and A&quanzfheorie - is not 

considered to lie within the ambit of the protection aimed at by the d e  in question'70, 

namely, if, e.g., the harm is not the mischief which the Iaw was designed to prevent This, 

however, deserves speciai attention in cases of violation of the duty to instruct or warn. 

This is because in general the harmful or damaging consequence caused by the violation 

of the duty to avert danger under delict law does fa11 within the scope of protection 

provided by § 823 1 BGB, for this is fairly comprehensive. But in product liability cases 

exceptions do occur, especially in the context of instructional or warning duties. 

'" Expression used by Federal Supreme Court in BGH [1995] NJW 1286 at 1287 - "children's tta i3I". 
"O BGHNJW 1958, 1041 at 1042; 1972,195 at 198; OLG KUin NW-RR 1994,9 1 at 92 - "insect repellent 
spray" case; Heinrichs Ui: Palandt, BGB Vorbem. v. $249 para 62 at 253. 



a. The plaintiff s own knowledge about the product9s dangers to 
be warned against 

Because the instruction duty is supposeci to enable the consumer only to assume 

responsibility for his or her own safêty, such instructions are not required, if and insofar 

as the product user has the relevant safety Uiformation at his disposal and it is present to 

him in the concrete case. This rneaos the question of liabïiity towards each injured 

product user is always dependent upon his particular knowledge or awareness of the 

danger. Le., accordhg to the Federal Supreme Court, what matters is whether the 

manufacturer was obligated to give warnings towards this product user."' This 

displacement of the manufacturer's obligation to wam, or in other words the Court's 

opinion that the manufacturer's duty to instruct or wam may be eliminated in this context, 

needs m e r  explanation, as at this point the issue of causation is at question and not the 

manufacturer's duty to wam as his general obligation towards the product user. The 

reason for this is obviously that the Federal Suprerne Court wanted to express that the 

product user, who is fully infonned or aware of the product's dauger, does not even fa11 

within the scope of legal protection provided by § 823 1 BGB, given the particular 

circumstances in question. This means that even though the manufacturer still has the 

general duty to instruct and wam vis-a-vis any other product user, nevertheless on the 

Ievel of causation, such potentiai liability conditions are eliminated where the non 

instruction or warning cannot be considered as a possible cause for the user's injury, 

because he knew about the very dangers that were to be warned against. According to the 

scope-of-the-de theory, the duty is not applicable in regard to this particuiar user. This 



could be explained Wre this: under certain circumstances - such as those describeci - 

Iiabiiïty cannot be found, because in Light of the "scope-og the-de" theory these 

paaicular components of causation reach back and take effect on the level of the breach 

of the duty of care, leading to a legal assessrnent that in this case such a duty did not even 

exist towards this particuiar injured person. 

Therefore the Federal Supreme Court regularly detemines, in cases where compensation 

for damage is claimed on account of the breach of the duty to instruct or wam, whethcr 

the damage precipitating product user personaiiy knew the danger, and a warning to him 

was for this reason perhaps u n n e c e s ~ a r ~ ' ~ ~  If he did not need any further instructions the 

manufacturer's liability towards him will be eliminated even though he would be liable to 

compensate other hjured persons in damages. This is because the particular injured 

person in this case did not lie within the protectïng ambit of the instruction d ~ 5 . I ~ ~  

Following these pnnciples, the Federal Supreme Court. on the appeal of the defendant 

company in the '4children's tea" iI decision, vacated the appeal decision of the regional 

appeai court and remanded it back to the appeal court. holding that the appeal court had 

made a procedural mistake with regard to the question: whether the defendant company 

had breached his instruction duty towards the plaintiff s parents? The Court in particular 

had ignored the defendant's request to intemogate the plaintiffs parents as to whether 

they were in any case aware of the risk of continuously sucking sweetened tea. On the 

basis of the principles explained above, the parents' own knowledge of danger would 

"' BGH [1994] Ver* 439 at 440. 
BGH Cl9941 VersR 439 at 440; BGHZ 116'60 at 69t - "chiIdren's tea" 1; BGH Cl9871 VersR 102 at 

104 - "Veninkungsspray". 



have been decisive upon the question, whetha the defenQnt Company was liable, i.e. if it 

had behaved in a manner rendering liability to the plaintiff ~pec i f i ca l l~ .~ '~  

Another iiiustrative example is provideci by the "grill-apparatus" case, submitted by way 

of an application for leave to appeal to the Federal Supreme ~ourt'" The question was, 

if the griihpparaîus manufacturer had violaieci his Verkehrssicherungspjlicht by 

providing the following "tip" in the package information: " you bring the charcoal tu 

glowing bypouring a cup ofspirits men& onto the charcoat'. The Court, however, found 

this question could be left undecideci, because the plaintiff s wife had stated that the grill- 

apparatus user, her husband who suffered bums, had known hirnself that he was not 

allowed to put spirits into the glowing tue to set the fïre ablaze again; therefore he had 

carefully made sure himself, before lightùig, that the glowing embers were extinguished; 

and had only used spirits because he was of the opinion that the fùel matenal was not 

glowing any more? Because the spirits would not have ignited themselves, if the 

charcoal had been cooled off, the Federal Supreme Court drew the conclusion in the court 

order of dismissal with the words: "In this way a possibIe violation of the defendant's 

Verkehrssicilemngspflicht was not causal for the damage which occurred". 

b. The injury sustained does not correspond to the dangers to 
be warned against 

Again on the ground of the scope-ofde-de theory, the Provincial Court of Appeal 

(OLG) Koln dismissed a daim for material and non-pecuniary damages against a 

BGH [1994] VersR 439 at 440 - "ehildren's t e s  ïI. 
274 BGH [1994] VersR 439 at 440. 



pharmaceutical Company which disaibuted an k t  repeilent spray, giving consideration 

to 8 84 M G  as weii as 8 823 1, 8 847 1 BGB." At the beginning of his vacaîion in 

Kenya the plaintiff applied the iasect protection medication on his skin. The plaintiff 

claimed that the preparation had caused skui redness, itchïness, skin blistexs and pustules. 

The Court stated that several conditions would have to be satisfied to establish liability 

under $4 823 L and 847 1 BGB. Not only wouid it be necessary to show that the product 

information was lacking the n e c m  warning about the possible harmful consequenca 

of apptling this product, but it would have to be shown too, that this absence of the 

warning h d  caused the piaintiff s hamiful reactions and that such damage was embraced 

by the protective purpose of the required waming. The Court held: that none of these 

conditions were satisfied, because the defendant would have only been obiigated to wani 

the consumer about allergenic properties of the insect repellent, since in the past only 

such allergic skin reactions of the product had been observe& Furthemore, the Court 

held that even if the defendant had breached its duty to wam about allergic reactions, it 

would not be Iiable to compensate for the damage sustained by the plaintiff. because it 

had not been sufficiently certain that the syrnptoms descnbed by the plaintiff were indeed 

caused by the absence of the warning. This, because the Court had considerable doubts 

that a wamuig about possible allergic reactions would in fact have motivated the plaintiff 

not to apply the insect repelient, after having weighd the pros and cons of using the 

product in question in the plaintifYs particuiar position. Over and above al1 that, the 

Court stated that those symptoms which occurred in the plaintiffs case would not be 

"' BGH [198 1 ] Ver& 740 tT -bbgrill-apparanis" ("Grillgerate"). 
276 BGH[1981] VersR 740 at 141. 



embraced in the puipose of protection of a possible dut): to warn, as the waming7s 

purpose could possibly ody have been to prevent dergic reactions, because those had 

only occurred prior to this incident. It codd not, above and beyond that, have been to give 

notice of the possibility of other unwanted side-effects that might occur at some point, 

because there was no reason at that stage to suppose that this might happen. Were it 

otherwise, any pharmaceutical product would need to be supplieci, without any concrete 

reason, with a gaieral and whoily insubstantiai \varning7 to the effect that hitherto 

unknown side-effects could not be excluded. That said, au ailergic reaction of the piaintiff 

was not established and therefore iiabiiity of the defendant Company was rejected on the 

ground of the scope-of-the-ruie the~r~. ' '~  

c. The problem of ineffective pharmaceuticals 

Another pari of this problem area conceming the scope-of-the-rule theory is the case of 

ineffective products, as in generai it is not within the protective ambit of 9 823 1 BGB to 

guarantee the product 's suitability for its intended utilkation (GebrauchstaugZichkeit). 

This is meant to be reserved for the Iaw of contract, whereas delict Law first of al1 has the 

" OLG K d n  [L994] NJW-RR at 91 K 
278 Observation: In my opinion it is difficult to understand the apparent distinction between the plaintiff s 
occurred skin reactioas and an allergic one, but this assessrnent should be lefi with the medical profession. 
However, the case's facs give one cause to wonder whether the plaintiff would not have refiauied fiom 
taking the insect protection spray, if it had been provided with a warning about possible alIergic reactions, 
which then most likety could have prevented the adverse reaction on his skin. This was also considered by 
the Court when this same assertion was made by the plaintiff. but answered in the negative, afier the Court 
had reflected upon the firrther circumstances of this case, namely that in any evaluation of the pros and cons 
of taking the product the most dominant consideration would have resuited in a decision in favour of its 
application in the plaintiff s case. He had already been infecteci with malaria and therefore had a reason to 
prevent re-infection, and he had never shown any allergic skin reactions in the p s t ;  OLG K6ln cl9941 
NJW-RR 9 1 at 92. 



fûnction of protecting "integrity interests"? i.e., pnsaving consumer safety- Even though 

- as already explained at length above - the Federai Supreme Court has expressed the 

opinion that under special circumstances the manufacturer may possibly have duties 

under delict law aiso to protect the consumer against products unsuitable for use. This is 

especiaily so in the case of distribution of promicts, designed to protect the consumer's 

property or intended to protect the consumer's life and heaith. ui view of these protective 

objects the manufacturer may be obligated to meet the utiliîy and security expectations of 

the consumer, which he has created by distributing his product, under general delict law 

principles. Notably this will be so, if the consequence of not alerting the consumer to the 

possible inutility or ineffectiveness of the product would be to hold him back from using 

other and more effective products available on the market, or fkom taking other measures 

for protection of the legd object in danger. It is therefore regularly made a pre-condition 

for liability under 5 823 I BGB that the party concemed could have otherwise prevented 

the occurrence of the damage and that this rernained undone because of the 

manufacturer's conduct. However, in cases of a product 's unsuitability for its intended 

use (Gebrauchsuntauglichkeit), one must always carefùlly examine whether the product's 

defect - here a missing or insufficient instruction or waming - has in fact led to the result, 

that the consumer's expected protection of his integrity or safety interests was 

disappointed, or whether perhaps it was only other expectations as to the product's 

quality which were di~ap~ointed."~ 



d. Interference with the sequence of causation 

The scope-of-the rule theory also cornes into play in product Liabiiity cases involving 

interference by the person injured or by a third party in the sequence of causation. 

Sometimes the person sue& who has breached his duty of care, maintains that he cannot 

be considered the person who caused the damage, because the violation of interests was 

apparentiy caused by the circumstance created by the defendant, where either the person 

later injured or a third person embarked on a certain course of conduct which precipitated 

the damage in the final analysis. The question, if the person setting up the first cause by 

violating another person's interests can be heid responsible for the ultimate violation 

according to liability law, depends on the intended protective purpose that the concrete 

duty of care, arising out of 4 823 1 BGB and violated by hïm, was supposed to serve. This 

means that the question of attribution of responsibility in these kinds of cases, even 

though causation has been established, requires carefûl contemplation and analysis.'80 

The application of the protective purpose view-point, however, in practical situations 

leads to a conceptual distinction between those cases where the injured person himself 

has precipitated the violation of his interests and those where a third party has caused that 

violation. 

aa. The interposition of the injured party into the sequence of 
causation 

I 

The attribution of any causal responsibility to another person, for a self-endangering act 

of the injured party which leads to a violation of his interests, is, according to the Federal 



Supreme Court, conditionai upon showing tbat this other p e ~ n  in a blamewort&y 

mariner has "provoked" the injured party-"' This "provocation" has ken describeci to the 

effecî, that the tordeasor at les t  at the outset has set up a reasonably supportable 

(billigewerte) motivation in the injured paity for his self-endangering conduct, which 

for instance might be based on "obligation-fuIfilIment", selfdefense or emergency relief 

(NotitiTe). 

In c o n f i i t y  with this, any attribution ofthis kiod has to be regardeci as excludeci in aU 

cases where product users have deliberately inflicteci damage upon themselves or have 

consciously applied the product contrary to its intended indicated use, even though - 
whatever might be the state of knowledge of other users - they know exactly about the 

product's dangers. E.g., if a chemist, knowing that a special chemical product has deadly 

effects, poisons himseif; or if a physician knowuig about special dangerous side-effects of 

a drug, takes it himself in knowtedge of the nsks involved and these materidize in his 

case. Under these circumstances the damaging consequences are not within the protected 

ambit of the violated duty of care, because the manufacturer, although in generai 

obligated to meet his duty of care, was not required to adjust his conduct towards this 

particular person, in view of the specific danger which occwed in violation of this 

person's individual interests."' 

Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfster, Kza. 1525 at 8 F. with further references. 
63 BGHZ 189 at 19 1 ; BGH 119781 VersR 183 at 183 f. 
Kuilmann in: K u l W  Pfster, Kza 1525 at 9 F.. 



bb. The interposition of a third psrty into the sequence of 
causation 

The violation of protected uiterests can also be caused through the interference of a third 

Party. For example, by a farmer who, not having been instructed or warned appropriately 

about the dangerous consequences involveci in applyhg a weed killer, sprays it ont0 his 

field in the vicinity of nuit plantations of a neighbor, with the result that wind-borne 

spray damages the f i t  t r e e ~ ? ~  By way of distinction h m  those cases mentioned earlier, 

here it does not fa11 to be considered, whether the thud person - here the f m e r  - was 

"challenged" or provoked into his conduct, for instance by any action of the original 

tortfeasor (Erstverursacher). The latter moreover ordinarily has to accept the action of the 

person's 'Vortious" action or still woae has encouraged it.'" This is because the 

"Verkehrssichenrngspflicht" often requùes precisely that a person takes measures to 

prevent the infliction of damage caused by third persons.'85 

An attribution of responsibilîty for a third person's conduct, however, is not justifie4 if 

the decision made by the third person has created a new dangeP6. Le. the conduct of the 

party setting up the fm cause only constituted the background or contextuai risk and 

merely h i s h e d  the oppomuiity for the third person to carry out his "action" (if e-g., 

somebody poisons sornebody else with a plant preservative). In this case the original 

283 Example given by Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, Kza 1525 at 1 1- 
BGH [1978] VersR 1 161 at 1 162 - "Weidezaun" ("meadow/pusmrefince"); BGH [tg801 VenR 87 at 

88. 
285 In this cases though the first creator and the third person are jointiy liabie under the provision of 8 840 
BGB, mentioned above. 
286 BGH [1971] VenR 964 at 965. 



tortfeasor cannot be held fesponsibie for the d t a n t  damage, because his conduct did 

not set in train this course of events. 

In confonnity with this the Federal Supreme Court explained on the occasion of its 

"Estil" decision, concemuig the misapplication of an anesthetic, that a third person's acts 

may break the chah of causation in case of an intentional or conscious misapplication."' 

This, however, would be insignificant according to the Court, even if the physician had 

breached the duty of care on his part as weil, so long as the manufacturer's fdure 

consisted precisely in the fact that he did not counteract to such proxirnate and 

foreseeable medicai blunders. Therefore, the Court in the "Estif' decision demanded that 

the manufacturer provide a clear and distinct warnhg about the consequence of 

misapplication that had aiready been ant i~i~ated. '~~ 

4. The burden of proof 

In a lawsuit to enforce a duty to instruct and wam, the plaintiff and defendant are ofien in 

dispute about questions such as: whether the plaintiffs darnage \vas caused by the 

particular product in question at dl. whether an instruction or warning was missing which 

would have been necessary, whether an instruction or waming given was insuficient or 

even whether a sufficient instruction or wamùig would have avoided the damage. In this 

connection it is the court's obligation to decide on al1 the legal matters. But it is on the 

litigation parties to submit the factuai circumstances on which the court can base its 

decision. As a general rule each party has to submit and prove the facnial circumstances 



favouring or supporting the daim or defence. In court pmceedings thefore  it is of 

dispositive importance to ascertain whether the party can prove fatual aUegations and 

whether certain niles governing the burden of proof corne to one's aid In this context the 

most important issue is: which Litigation party has to carry the burden of proof 

(Beweisiast) for each dispute-cieciding fact to be determineci. Dependhg on this, the party 

that is not able to meet the required proof of evidence, the so-called need of proof 

( ~ e w e i s n o r ) ~ ~ ~  wiU Lose the action on the ground of unprovability, according to the 

concept of burden of proof apportionment (Beweislastverteiiung). The basic p ~ c i p i e s  

regarding the burden of proof have been expiained above, notably that each party in the 

legai proceedings in general has to prove the conditions constituting the daim 

(anspmchsbegnïndenden Voroussetamgen). The same applies to the proof of darnage, 

the different causation levels, and so on. In this regard a general introduction to the 

concept has been given a b o ~ e ' ~ ~ ,  so that here we shall focus on the specific situation 

involving instruction defects and duty to wam cases concerning causation and fault. 

a. Alleviating mechanism (BeweiserIeichterungen) for the proof 
of causation 

As a general principle in the law of product liability, it is for the injured plaintiff to prove 

that the violation of his interest (''absolute right") was caused by a product defe~t.'~' This 

means, alleging the insuficiency of an instruction or the absence of a necessary waming. 

"' BGH [1972] NJW 2î17 at 2221. 
" Ku- [l98 L] WM 13U at 1329. 
290 See chapter a., 4. -6., for tùrttier detaiis, aiso see the comprehensive explmation fiom KulImann in: 
Kulimand Pfister, &ka. 1526 at 1-1 3. 
"' 5L BGHZP i at 102 - "fowi pestn. 



The plaintiff has to pmve that the damage wodd not have occurred but for the 

"defective" instruction or the omitted waming. According to case 1aw jurisprudence, an 

omission is only considered to be causal for damage consequences if the damage wodd 

have been avoided with certainty had the manufaçturer acted in c o n f o d t y  with his 

duty.2g2 In this context proof of a mere possibility o r  even probability to a certain level is 

not The Federal Supreme Court has in principle recognized alleviating 

mechanisms for the proof of causation in cases of p d u c t  liability by calling in the help 

of the pn'rna-facie rule (~nscheinsbewcis).~ We must now look at the special principles 

found in duty to instmct and wam cases. 

aa. prima-facie evidence ru le (Anscheinsbeweis) 

Even though the Federal Supreme Court on several occasions has found room for 

application of the Anscheinsbeweis @rima-/acie evidence nile) in the ambit of the causal 

connection constituting actionability (hafmngsbegvündenden KausalitZt), the reasonuig 

has always made clear that there is nc general alleviating mechanism for the proof of 

causat ion. In cases where a hypo thetical cause of  events conceming an individual's 

behaviour has needed to be determine4 the Court has always stressed the need for 

caution and discretion in applying the prima-facie de."' 

32 6 1 BGHZ 1 18 at 120 - "self-adhesive foil" ('SeIb~rkleo~lie d-c-frx"). 
293 BGH [ 19751 BB 1 O3 1 ai 1032 - bLSpannkrcpplung"". 
'% Ham Josef Kullmann, "Die EnmCkiung der hochsnichterkhen Rechlsprechung mr delifichen 
WarenhemefIerha@ng" Cl9781 Wertpapier-Mitteilungen 210 at 212 f. 

Kullmann, [l98 11 WM 1322 at 1329 f.; BGff [l98O] V e d  863 at 864; BGH [1974] VersR 782 u 783 - 
'bNofarhafrpfrichtfair' ("notary's liability"); BGH Il98 I] VersR 982 at 985 - 'finwaItshafing" ("Iawyer's 
liabiiity). 



When a manufacturer breaches instruction or waming duties it wiii depend on the 

cKcumstslllces of each case, if a prima-jàcie evidence can be found to establish that the 

damage would have been avoided by giving sufficient instruction or wamùig. In this 

connection, it mus  h t  be shown, that actual fatual circumstances exist in that 

particular case where it cm be said that the M e r  course of events, Le. the potential 

conduct of the p d u c t  user d e r  receiving the necessary instruction or warning, would be 

preordained (vorgereichett) or at least intimated (nuninukst angedeutet) by generai life 

e~~er i ence . '~~  Real facts of this kind will in practice seldom exist because a typical 

pattern of conduct will generally not be determinable, as far as the individual behaviour 

of people in ceriain life situations is concemd According to the Federal Supreme Court, 

use of a prima-facie evidence rule in such cases is only possible if a typical course or 

pattern of events exists in the particular case, which demonstrates or illustrates a specific 

cause based on general life experience and can be seen as something so comrnon and 

usual that the particular individual circumstances become of secondary importance.'97 

This means that generally a prima-facie evidence rule does not exist to assist in proving 

that a required warning in package inserts and advertisements would have been paid 

attention to. This is because there is no observation of general experience that any 

consumer regularly follows such wamings. On the con- it could more plausibly be 

said that life experience generally shows that not even in cases of duly attached waming 

sigm accompanying the product does the user always react in a typical manner. This 

applies al1 the more forcibly with regard to wamings in package inserts and 

'% See BGH [L974] VenR 782 at 783, re: theprima-facie rule in the case of the violation ofa notary's 
obligation to S o m ;  Kullrnann in. Kullmannl Pfistcr, Kw. 1526 at 15. 



advertisements. Thus one must proceed on the assumption that the infliction of damage 

will be avoided only in a few cases by a diflerent user instmction or a more carefbliy 

formulated advertisement, because ofien package inserts are not even read and 

advertisements most likely will be forgotten by the time the product is u s d X 8  

In the "Estil " case, however, the Feded Supreme Court recognized aprima-facie d e  of 

evidence for the proof of causation, arguing that the physician applying the anesthetic 

injecticn would have paid attention to an appropriate notice and would have acted 

accordingk or if this was not possible, he would have declined to use the product. Such 

behaviour, it was found, should have been expected as the typical and considered 

response of any trained and conscientious physician.'99 

Later, in the "chikiren's-tea i" case the Federal Supreme Court proceeded on the 

assumption that in a case of missing wamings which would have warned clearly and 

understandably about specified dangers, a "tatsechliche Vennuîung" (factuai 

presumption) rnight exist that such a warning would have been paid attention At the 

same tirne the Court explained that the person obligated to wam might be able to rebut 

"' 100 BGHZ 214 at 2 16; 104 BGHZ256 at 259; Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 1526 at 15. 
'98 Kullmannl Pfster, ffi 1526 at 17. 

BGH cl9721 NJW 22 17 at 222 1; s e  for a hrrther example given in this context also 17 BGHZ 19 1 at 
198; Kullmann in: Kulimannl Pfister, Kza. 1526 at 16. In this context the 'lmplerof' case, which will be 
discuçsed later, decided by the Oberlandesgerichr (OLG, regionai appeal court) Stuttgart is worth 
rnentioning, because causation could not be found, as the proof was not submitted that the injection wouId 
have been proceeded differently or not at dl ,  since the physician had adrnitted, chat even having received a 
package insert with instructions. he had not paid attention to it according to his usual practice during tecent 
years, where this familiar product was conccmed, OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 633. 
'00 1 16 BGHZ 6 1 at 73, with refemm to: BGH Cl9891 VersR 155 at 157, Kullmann, cl98 11 WM 1322 at 
1329; Kullmann, CI9973 NJW 1746 at 1753 with W e r  reference. The tenn tatstïchliche Vermunrng was 
criticized for k ing  vague, open and '%apid and insubstantial"(schiIIemd), and without precise contours, 
Priltting, [1989] KarIsruher Forum 15 at 15. 



the presumption. In this way the Court arrived at a position deduceci h m  ord- human 

experience which is tantamount to apn'ma-facie evidence rule?' 

It seems as if the Court wanted to declare th& the consideraiion of such a factuai 

presumption regarding causation - to the effect that the injured party would have acted in 

cornpliance with an instruction or wamuig given - would be most likely in cases where 

instructions and wamings are of such a kind that it can be said that under normal 

circumstances they couid not have been disregarded or negiected by the u d o 2  To 

proceed on a presumption for causation in case of delict law would be most plausible, if 

the duty to instruct and wam was supposeci to make plain a serious nsk ?O the injured 

person, a nsk which generally no sensible person would 

However, before applying these principles the circumstances in the case at hand always 

need to be carefully examined Even though it bas to be admitted, that suficient warnings 

rnight generally be an effective mechanism for averting darnages. in exceptional cases the 

injured consumer's conduct in the course of events ieading to the damage can still be used 

to refbte the presumption. that a warning would have been paid attention to, thereby 

avoiding the d a ~ n a ~ e . ~ ' ~  

On these grounds the Federal Supreme Court in the "sniffing" case objected to drawing 

the presumed conclusion that a clear waming about the toxicity of the refkigerant would 

30' See Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 1526 at 16. 
Rolland, para 123 at 377, is apparently of the view that this should even lead to reverse the burden of 

proof in favour of the ptaintiff. 
'O3 K Jlmann, Cl98 11 WM 1322 at 1329. 
'04 BGH [1957] VersR 584 at 584, whert prima-facie evidence was denied k a u s e  the injured defendant 
had not paid attention to obvious dangers literally jumping into his open eyes, Therefore, a sentence of 



have dissuadeci the plainîiffk' son fiom using it as an intoxicant, with fatal resuits, 

because oniy more or less toxic substances were suitable fot this purpose. The Court 

emphatically stressed that in cases of intentional misuse there is no m m  for the 

application ofprïma-facie eviden~e.'~* 

In another case the physician's conduct did not allow argument to proceed on the 

assumption that a sufficient waniiag would have avoided the damage. In the 'lmpletuf" 

case306 the plaintiff had suffered a painful muscle injury in his shoulder &er a miss-hit 

with his golf club into the ground. His physician injecteci the local anesthetic '6hpletoP', 

which contains the active agents "Procain" (a cocaine derivative) and caffeine, into the 

painful area Shortly after that, the plaintiff became unconscious, &er which his 

breathing stopped and his heart ceased to beat. After resuscitation the plaintiff claimed 

damages from the pharmaceuticai manufacturer, as well as the treating physicians, 

claiming to have suffered long term brain damage because the package insert did not 

provide the necessary information about the product's dangers. 

Following the Court's fmdings the plaintiff did not submit evidence that, in the case of a 

sufficient warning the application of "impletoi" would have been carried out differently 

or not at dl, since the physician himself had admitted that even if he had received a 

package insert with instructions he would not have paid attention to it, according to his 

usud practice in recent years conceming this f d i a r  product. Under these circurnstances 

even an adequate warning about, increased risks for predisposed patients in the package 

human experience to the effect that he would have taken notice of a waming sign was denieci, because such 
would not have excluded the conduct of a gross inattention to an operating fault. 
'O5 BGH [ 198 LI NJW 25 14 at 25 16 - "snifig". 



insert, would not have corne to the physician's notice and consequently could not have 

avoided the application of "InpZetoP' in the case at hand. 

bb. Availability of other alleviating mechanisms for the question 
of causation: reversal of the burden of proof? 

(1). Violation of the duty to explain in cases of contracts 

In cases of contractual obligation to provide explanatory information, the case law of the 

Federal Supreme Court has recognked the revend of the burden of proof in favour of the 

plaintiff regarding the question of causation, as to how the plaintiff would have acted if 

the O ther party had made him aware of the possible risks involvecl, in conforrnity with his 

d~ty.~O' 

In one of these cases the plaintiff had used in his hairdressing salon a hair tonic 

manufactured by the de fendant Company, and this tonic had caused irreparab le s kin 

reactions on his hands. The package inserts in the wholesale packages sent to hairdressers 

did not warn about the risk of possibte dlergic reactions to the hair tonic, here imparable 

polyvalent hyper-sensitivity, even though those hamifui effects had been discovered 

during its clinical testing. Reflecting on the question of the burden of proof for the causai 

connection between the omitted warning and the damage caused to the plaintiff, the Court 

stated that the contracthg party who has violated his duty to instruct or warn has to cary 

306 OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 633. 
'O7 6 1 BGHZ 1 1 8 at 120 K - "Selbstkiebefilie d s - -  ("self-adhesive foiï'); 64 BGHZ 46 at 5 1 - 
''Haartonicum" ("hair tonic") - = BGH CI9751 NJW 824 at 825; BGH CI9773 WM 1027 at 1028 - 
"Pflanzenschumnitre~ ("plant-protective agent''). 



the risk of provability of this causal co~~llection.~~' With this case law the Fedaal 

Supreme Court has provided a solution for the difficult, perhaps insuperable, problem of 

proving a hypothetical cause of events, a ta& normaiiy resting on the plaintie namely, to 

prove that the damage wouid not have occurred if the defendant had acted in conformity 

with his duty. According to the Court, the duty serves to prevent the unfair consequence 

which ensues if a contract party vioiates his contractml duties and escapes liability by the 

mere =ertion that the causaf sequence of events wouid not have k e n  different if he had 

acted k confonnity with his duty. The risk of such unsolvable circurnstances should rest 

on that party who has created it by his conduct in breach of his duty. 

The Court supports its reasoning primarily by focusing on the purpose of contractual 

duties of explanation, which is to enable the contract partner to make his own decision 

about steps that might involve risks of damage. It takes into account, that the supposed 

purpose of such contractual explanation, instruction or advice duties is, inter alia, to help 

clari@ whether the contract partner, had he been made aware of the entire scope of the 

particular risk involved, and would have stiil proceeded with the intended measure, in this 

case using a product or not. ïhe explanation is supposed to serve the purpose of 

overcoming the oft-occuning dilemma of prooc stemming from the fact that afier the 

events it is difficult to assess, with necessary certainty, how the person concemed would 

have acted or decided if given timely information about possible damage-threatening 

dangers. One purpose of the duty to infonn is to guard against this problem. Therefore the 

particular interests of the plaintiff involved demand that, if the question of causation can 

'" BGH [1975] NIW 824 at 825 - ' ' H ~ o n i e w n "  rhair tonic*') -, referring to 61 BGHZ 118 at 122 
"Selbstkkbefolie d-c-jW ("self-adhesive foil"), 



only be decided hypotheticaily, he is to be relieved of this onus of proof which otherwise 

wouid rest on him.309 

Despite the newer approach in contract law the Federal Supreme Court, in the context of 

Liability under 823 1 BGB in the normal breach of the duty to instnict and wam cases, 

still proceeds on the assmption that the onus of proof for the causai connection rests on 

the injured product user. The injured party has to prove that his harm would have been 

avoided, if he had been suficientiy warned about the r i s k ~ . " ~  in the area of delict law any 

revend of the burden of proof was already found to be questionable, because it did not in 

general follow from of the specific purpose of the explanation duty which has been 

violated. in contrast to the contract situation, the waniing and instruction duties 

developed from Verkehrssichemngsp/richren are purely behaviour-oriented obligations, 

not result or consequence-relatedS3" Therefore, it was found that, if in the case of a 

violation, a shifting of the burden of proof was generally accepted. it would equate with 

consequence-related responsibili~ duties arising out of contract law."' 

'O9 BGH [1975] NJW 824 at 825 - "hair tonicm- 
''O BGH [1975] BB 103 1 at1032 = BGH[1975] NJW 1827 at 1829 - "Sponnkupplung"; BGH Cl9871 
VersR 102 at 104 - "Veninkungsspsprl " 99 BGHZ 167 at 18 1 - Wondu"; 106 BGHZ 273 at 284 - "'asthma 
spray "; 1 16 BGHZ 60 at 73 - "children S feu" 1. 
3" 80 BGHZ 199 at 204 - "apple-scab ir'. 
3'2 Kuilmann in: Kulirnann/ Pfister, Kza 1526 at 19. 



(2). Reversal of the burden of proof in a case of phyricians' 
liability 

(a). Physicians' duty to give full disclosure 

Accordhg to the jurisprudence of the Federal Supreme Court in the area of physicians' 

Liability, conceming their duty to give full disclosure, the injured patient does not have to 

prove that he would have refkahed fiom the treatment if he had been informe~i?~ Here it 

is enough to show that he would have been in a real decision conflict (echten 

Enrscheidungskonfrikt). The remaining unceaainty as to how the patient would have 

decided, if he had to choose between two possible treatments and whether he would have 

given his consent to a more dangerous action, is laid to the account of the physician who 

has acted without a valid consent.'14 

There has been some criticism in the kterature, to the effect, that the Federal Supreme 

Court does not apply the same rules in pharmaceutical product liability cases.315 The 

difference between an omitted warning on the part of the physician or through package 

inserts was found to be minor, especialiy if one considee the fact that a phamaceutical 

product prescribed by a physician is only an extension of the physician's conduct. 

Further, it has been pointed out that both cases involve proof of psychological or 

"motivationai" causation, where scientifically certain results c m o t  be provided.3'6 

3'3 29 BGHZ46 ff.; 29 BGHZ 176 fE; BGHC19561 NJW 1106; [1961] at 2203; [1963] at 393; [1965] at 
2005; [1971] at 1887; Cl9721 at 335. 
3'4 29 BGHZ 176 at 187, 
3'5 Deutsch, Cl9891 JZ 855 at 856. 
'16 Deutsch, Cl9891 JZ 855 at 856. 



Nevertheless, the Supreme Court seems to regard cases of physicians' violation of their 

duty to give full disclosure as being exceptional."'. Therefore the alleviahg mechanism 

established in these cases concemhg causation canwt that simply be extended to cases of 

manufacturers violating their delict law duty to instmct, inform and ~ a r n . ~ ~ ~  R remaias 

for hture case law to make that decision. 

(b). Grossly negligent maltreatment by physicians 

The same is true about the case law conceming grossly negligent malpractice on the part 

of physicians. Here also the Feded Supreme Court has recognized the reversal of the 

burden of proof regarding causation in favour of the iojured patient.3 l9 This is based on 

the reflection that the investigation of the course of treatment used has in a particular way 

been made more difficult by the fùnciamentai importance of such a mistreatment3". This 

is so because the specnum of possible causes for darnage to the injured party has been 

significantly enlarged or shified,'" due to the complicated and complex nature of the 

physician's failure. 

517 61 BGHZ 118 at 123. The Court expressly stated that the physician's dus. to give fiIl disclosure goes its 
own way, in so far as its violation generally occurs where the patient's consent to the physician's action is 
missing; which then is considered to be an unlawfirl bodily i n j w  and independent of the question of how 
the patient would have decided if fully ùiformed, in confonnity with the physician's duty. 

99 BGHZ 167 at 18 1 - "Hnda", BGH [i975] BB 103 1 ati032 = BGH [ 19751 NJW 1827 at 1829 - 
"Spannkupplung "; BGH [ 19771 VersR 334 at 33 5 - "Auto scootef; OLG Stungart [1990] Ver& 63 1 at 
633 with reference to BGH [1980] VersR 863 at 864 "swimrning pool". 
3'9 BGH Cl9681 NJW 229 1 at 2293; Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 1526 at 20 refemng to 72 BGHZ 
132 at 133 f.; 85 BGHZ212 at 216 f. 

Ku1han.n in: ICulIrnann/ Pfster, Kta 1526 at 20 referring CO BGH [1992] VersR at 238. 
I" 1 16 BGM 6 1 at 76 - "childrm*~ tea i" - refehg to 85 BGHZ 2 12 at 2 16; Kullrnann in: Kullmannl 
Pfister, Kza. 1526 at 20 referring to BGH 119891 VersR 80 at 8 1. 



The Federal Supreme Court has proceeded similarly in cases of gmssly negiigent 

violations regarding other professional duties, aimed at averting dangers for bodily 

integrity and health?" 

Support is to be found in the literature for application of these p ~ c i p l e s  in the same way 

a g h t  pharmaceuticd manufacnirers. 

The deviation fiom the general law, which puts the burden of proof on the plaintiff, was 

found to be allowable and particularly exigent in view of the special and difficult 

situation arising in cases where hypothetical courses of events have to be proved. 323 This 

has been explained with the following reasoning: if the law puts the burden of proof 

regarding causation on the injured Party, it prirnarily addresses the basic case of the actual 

causal connection between conduct and consequence. in physician's liability cases the 

problem is aimost always the causai sequence following fiom omissions in breach of the 

required duty, i-e. the hypothetical result of the required conduct. These cases were found 

to be related to those where the actual causal connection between the conduct, contrary to 

the required duty (pflichnvidriger Handlung), and the resuit (Erfoolg) is certain; and doubt 

only remains as to whether the result would have been averted had the required conduct 

been carried 

j" Kullrnann in: Kullmanni Pfister Kza 1526 at 20 referring to BGH 119621 VersR at 541 K in the case of 
a bath attendant; BGH Cl9711 VersR 227 at 229 in the case of hospitai care givers. See aiso Peter Hanau, 
"Anmerkung zu (commenw on): BGH f 19681 NJW 2î9 1 ff." [ 19681 Neue Juristische Woc henschrifl229 1 
at 229 1 : hereafier cited as NJW, who wants to apply these principles unrestrictedly to the disadvantage of 
pharmaceuticd "manuhcturers" and pieads for putting them into the same category with physicians. 
3" Hanau, [1968] NJW 229 1 at 229 1 f. 
j2' Hana y [1968] NJW 229 1 at 2292. 



However, principles concerniag the r e v d  of the burden of proof in cases of medical 

maitreatment cannot safély be generalized, as long as the Federal Supreme Court does not 

include pharmaceutical product liability cases in this body of case law? According to 

the Federal Supreme Court, the special features which have motivated the Court to 

diverge fiom the normal burden of proof apportionment do not exist in product Liability 

cases, as the two apparently are not comparable."26 This is because the difficulty of 

andysis importecl to the course of events in product liability cases, created by the non- 

provision of - or shortcomings in - instructions, was found not to have the same relative 

importance as grossly negligent maitreatment, which c m  only be found when a medical 

mistake, viewed objectively from a medical standpoint, seems to be beyond 

understanding or j~stification.~" Another possibly important ground of difference that 

needs to be considered in the discussion about the respective liabilities of physicians and 

manufacnirers of phmaceutical products is that the former renders a service directly to 

his patient while the latter releases products into public circulation. The distinction 

between things and services is one ernbedded in the law, even if it might not seem 

perfectly justifiable in this context, 

In the field of product liability supposedly no case has been decided on grounds of these 

principles and its undaerentiated application is also rejected by opinions in the leanied 

literat~re.~'~ In this way it has been concedeci, that this principle in generai can only be 

considered where protective duties have remained unfulfilled as an inherent part of an 

3" Kullniann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza. 1526 at 20 refemng to BGH [1984] VersR 40 at 41. 
326 1 16 BGUZ 61 at 76 - "children's tea i". 
327 1 16 BGHZ 6 1 at 76 - "childrcn's tea ï" referring to BGH 119831 VersR 729 at 730. 



imagined consequence-related performance duty (TeiIinhaIt einer er$olgsbemgenen 

Lektungspflicht). But again, one needs to take into account, that the delict law 

Verkehrssichenrngspflicht is action-related not consequence- or rdt-oriented. 

Consequently, in case of its violation a shifting or reversal of the burden of proof 

concerning carrsation, between the breach of the duty of care and the protected interests, 

cannot be made without fbrther deliberation. 

FoIiowing this. the reversal of the burden of proof concerning the haJiurgsbegnUrdenden 

Kausalitiit in the area of product liability was held to be most readily imaginable, if the 

product manufacturer violates duties relating to his profession, which are to serve the 

purpose of protection of life, bodily integrïty and the health of others. For instance, if he 

was for the sake of those objectives obligated to guarantee his products to be 100 % tiee 

of defects, such as in the case of manufacture or development of pharmaceutical products, 

a reversal of the burden of proof might seem j~stified.''~ It has been argued that in such 

exeptional cases the duty of care to wmds the pub lic ( Verhehrssichenrngspflicht) could 

corne close to a guarantee duty (Einsrandspfricht) and therefore might Ieave room for 

such an allocation of the burden of proof, reversing it to the disadvantage of the 

manufacturer.330 This however has been fumly rejected regardhg the burden of prooffor 

the causal connection between the violation of interests and the conduct of the product 

user who received no warning from the rnanufact~rer."~ 

'" Kullrnann in: Kullmann/ Pfster, Kza. 1526 at 20 f. with fûrther references- 
'" Deutsch, [1979] VenR 685 at 689 with M e r  exampla. such as the manufkture of safety parts for 
motor vehicles, life jackets, parachutes. 
330 Kullmann in: Kullmanni Pfster, Kza. 1526 at 21. 
"' 116 BGIIZ 61 at 76 "children's tea r' 



Nevertheless it remains to be seen, if the Federal Supreme Court wiii d e  in a manner 

consistent with these ideas at some point in the funue where the pharamceutical 

manufacturer has breached his duty to iBstruct or wam. One may speculate that this may 

depend upon whether the Court will continue to classi& pharmaceutical product cases, 

involving the duty to warn as beloaging to the field of product liability, where it was 

found that a revend of the burden of proof can in no case be considered, regarding the 

causai comection between the violated interest and conduct of the product user who the 

manufacturer did not warn;332 or whether the Court follows the physician liability cases in 

deference to the view point, explained above, that a reversal of the burden of proof could 

be imaginable, where the manufacturer could be considered to have violated professional 

duties intended to protect other people's lives, bodies or health. 

The analysis above Ieads one to the conclusion that, apart fiom the presumption of 

causation under particular circumstances, mentioned above, there is no alleviating 

mechanism available. Only under certain circumstances can the  rima-joie evidence rule 

corne to the help of the injured party. 

b. Alleviating mechanism (Beweiserleichferungen) for proof of 
fault and conduct contrary to the required duty 
(Mich twidrigkeit) 

As a M e r  condition for basing his claim on 8 823 1 BGB, the injured party has to 

submit proof of the defendant's fadt. In the case of assessing negligent violation of the 

defendant-manufactuter's duty of care owed to the public generally 

'32 1 16 BGHZ 6 1 at 76 "children's tea r'. 



(Verkhrssicherungspflicht), this entails submission and proof of factuai circumstances 

which show that he has violiiîed his e ~ t e r n a l ~ ~ ~  or objective duty of care ("üz&?ere" 

Sog/alt), as weU as his intema13" or subjective duty of case( "innere " Sorgfait). 

Here the Federal Supreme Court has ais0 recognized an alleviating mechanism 

(Beweiserieichtemngen) in favour of the plaintiff. Since the decision in the 'Towl- 

pest"case the jurisprudence of the Federal Supreme Court in product liability cases 

reversa the burden of proof (BeweLsIashunkehr) and places it on the defendant, if a 

manuficturing or design defect has been estab~ished.~" In this way, reversal of the burden 

of proof embraces not only the subjective "innei' duty of care, but also the objective or 

"outef ' duty of care (objective or "üu&re" Sorgfaspflicht, whic h equals the objective 

~ f i c h t w i d r i ~ k e i t ) ) . ~ ~ ~  Because the conduct required by the general duty of care (duty to 

maintain public safety or Verkehrssicheningspflicht) is exactly correlative to the "outei' 

or objective duty of care as a component of the fault concept, it follows logicaily that the 

plaintiff in these cases is relieved of the burden of proving the objective violation of the 

initial duty of care (objective Pjlichrversrofl or Pfichnvidrigkei). This issue is allotted 

rather to the manufacturer, who has to provide exonerating evidence (Entlasnrngsbeweis). 

333 Also-called "objeùziver Pflichmenofl" or  just biPfri~hfwi.gkei' (conduct objectively contrary to the 
required duty). This is one side - the external- of fault, if the mrtfeasor's negligence stands in question. This 
also coincides with the violating conduct, in the case of product liability cases, the breach of the duty of 
care (Verkehrssichemngspfricheriet~~ng), which is generally indicated by way of the objective 
defectiveness of the product; Rolland, para 120 at 375. 
3" This refers to the ability of the tortfiasor to recognize the appropriate conduct in each individual case, in 
view of the question: can the conduct con* to the required duty be irnputed to him? This is what acnially 
constitutes what is called Verschu&n (fault). 
335 A product defect at the time of distribution that has to be considered as proved indic- the violation of 
the duty of care and this dlows one to conclude that this breach of the duty of care is due to the 
manufacturer's fault, if he does not exonerate himself. Consistent case law of the Federal Supreme Court, 
established in the 5 1 BGHZ 9 1 fK - 'ffowl pest ", has helped to overcome the problems that could not be 
solved with the prima-facie evidence rule (Anscheinsbeweii). 
336 80 BGHZ 186 at 197. 



He has to exonerate himself, by expiainhg the entire objective course of events, including 

the ofken doubtfbl question of whether the defect was or was no& according to the 

knowledge avdable at the thne of distribution, recognizable or foreseeable. This is, 

because the product is most likely considered to be defective by virtue of conditions lying 

within the manufacturer's ambit of otgankation and risk. Therefore, it has been 

considered easier for the defendant-manufacturer to prove that he was not at fa& 

regarding each possible cause for the defect. In the case of instruction duties or the duty to 

wam, the situation is difTerent. This is because the decisive moment or time at which the 

manufacturer can be accused of having breached his duty to instnict and warn does not 

necessarily correspond with the t h e  of distribution. It can also aise at a later t h e ,  For 

this reason the Federal Supreme Court has differentiated between original or initial 

instruction defects and those which have arisen subsequently. 

aa. Original or initial instruction defects 

In the case of so-called original or initial instruction defects. i.e., if an instruction or 

waming was already insufficient or missing at the time of product distribution, the 

reversai of the burden of proof is applicable in the same way as decided for 

manufacturing and design defects- This was ciearly stated by the Federal Supreme Court 

in the fmt "children's tea" case."' If it has been determined in a product liability suit, 

that the manufacturer has distributed the product with an instruction defect, one must 

proceed on the assumption, that such a d e f i t  is based on the manufacturer's fault, unless 



he is not able to prove the opposite. Conceming instruction defects already made at the 

h e  of distribution there is no basis for applying any different d e  than in cases of 

manufacturer or design defects. Accordingly, the injured plaintiff only has to prove that a 

consumer's instruction was necessary. It is then on the defendant-manufacturer to submit 

and prove facts tending to show that he has either not Lcobjectively" violateci or has acted 

in a rnanner contrary to the required duîy of care (objekn'ver Pflihtverstop), by omitting 

the required waming; or, that for hun "subjectively" the dangers were not foreseeable or 

recognizable, Le. he was not at fauk 

In the "children 's tea" decision iIi the Court even stated that in case the instruction defect 

was based on the fact that the manufacturer has not wamed about the product's 

misapplication or misuse, it does not even matter if this kind of misuse, and penl to 

health resulting therefiorn, was generaily known in medicd or in other sciences. Rather 

what would be decisive in these cases would be whether the defendant-manufacturer 

knew or should have known about such misuse of his product. In this way it is also on the 

defendant-manufacturer to prove that those heaith dangers brought about through 

misapplication were beyond his range of vision. (In that case, the relevant danger was that 

of dental caries arising from continuously sucking h i t  juices out of "sucking" b~t t les . )~~*  



bb. Subsequently arising - reactive - instruction and waming 
duties 

The Federai Supreme Court bases its judgment on different grounds where it has been 

detennined that the manufacturer camot be charged with giving insufficient instmctions 

at the tirne of product distribution, but can oniy be accused of an instruction defect 

discovered fiom a later perspective, accorduig to new perceptions gained outside the 

course of the manuf-er's business. In such cases of so-caiied subsequently discovered 

instruction defects, the Court has not relieved the injured party fkom proving that the 

manufacturer has violated his "outer" duty of care. 

Accordingly, it is for the plahtiff to submit evidence or proof tending to show that the 

defendant has objectively violated his duty of care. Therefore in the fmt instance he has 

to prove that the defendant at the decisive tirne, that is, already at the time of distribution, 

had the duty to wam afcording to the knowledge then available. The question whether 

such a duty existed is a legal one and will be assessed by the court. However the plaintiff 

has to prove the facnial circumstances on which the court can base its decision. This 

rneans proving that at the decisive moment when the instruction duty was requüed to be 

met, according to the standard of science and technique at that tirne, the product danger, 

neutrdization of which the instruction is supposed to achieve, was recognizable; and that 

a reasonable possibility to avert the danger e~ is ted .~~ '  This was decided by the Federal 

Supreme Court in the "apple-scab" case 1, where it was not a contested issue that after 

'19 80 BGHZ 186 at 198 t - "apple scab I"; Kullmann, [1981] WM 1322 at 133 1. 



product distri'bution there had arisen objectively a reason to wam" h this case of 

subsequentiy discovered instruction defkts the Court did not see sufncient reasons on 

substantive grounds, generally to release the injured person h m  his bunien of proof. The 

Court continued that the reason for t a h g  the burden of proof off the injured person in 

case of manufacturer and design defects had essentiaüy been based on the viewpoint that 

he woirld have to explain or cast light on events which had taken place during production 

in the defendant's business. Differait consideraîions, however, suggest themselves. If the 

manufacturer, d e r  product distribution, finds out, or ought to have found out by way of 

accessible publications and experiences reported by product users, that a reason exists to 

issue a waming, it cannot as a rule be said that the injured part- is being required to cast 

light on events which have taken place in an area only accessible for the manufacturer and 

not for the consumer. Consequently the Court has not seen a sufficient reason to put the 

users of products into a better position towards their manufacturers in a rnanner con- 

to the general principles of law regarding the burden of proof. However, once the injured 

party has submitted proof conceming the manufacturer's objective violation of the duty to 

instruct which rests on hirn, he can be relieved of the burden of giving M e r  proof. 

according to the Court's opinion, as far as the proof of the "internai" duty of care is 

Mi 80 BGnZ 186 at 197 K At the time of the court's last hearing in h i s  case, and raking a view point as of 
that tirne. the farmers were found to have received objectively insuficient instructions, because they had not 
been recomrnended to spray the systemauc fiingicides, alternately with commonly used "contact*' fùngicides 
to prevent resistance developrnent. Controversy, however, still attended the question of fiom what tirne 
onwards the defendant subjectively couid have recognized that there was a reason to wam (as a reactive 
duty). This dificulty arose since the Court had determined that at  Ieast at the time of distribution the 
suspicion had not become so acute, that the defendant could be found to have been O bligated to wam 
precociously in advance. The knowledge received in the meantirne onIy gave n'se to a duty to carefûlly 
examine and observe development of the product's efficiency. That the defendant would have been 
obligated to anything more at that tirne could not been determine4 80 BGHZ 186 at 194 f, 



concemed, i-e. for the question, wheuier the manufacturer redy had the comsponding 

opportunities to recognize or find out about the dangerer"' 

The Court confirmeci these principles also in the "apple-scab" decision IIx2. During its 

proceedings it could not be detennined if the defendant-manufacturer had breached the 

duty to warn. The Court stated, that this lack of proof should not lead to any procedural 

disadvantage to the defendant. Rather, it would be for the plaintiff to carry this 

disadvantage in cases where he cannot trace his damage back to any defect of the product 

itself, but oniy to an insufficient user instruction. In cases of this nature, as the Court 

reasoned, the plaintiff at least has to prove an objective breach of duty on the part of that 

person, who was under the alleged duty to wam. It is a pre-condition for the 

establishment of an objective violation of the duty to maintain generai public safety 

(Verkehrssichenrngspflicht) that the duty position as such was recognizable to the 

defendant. This means here, that the defendant-manufacturer has only objectively 

breached his duty to instruct or warn, if at a point in time, at which a warning or 

instruction still would have been possible, it was recognizable or foreseeabIe according to 

the state of knowledge in science and practical experience that the product c e e d  certain 

dangers. 

In sumrnary, however, generally in the case of instruction defects the burden of proof 

regarding the "internai" duty of care is revened. Accordingly, the manufacturer has to 

Strictiy speaking, this case presents an example for a reactive duty to inform and to instnict; Hart in: Hart et 
al., at 152. 
"' 80 BGHZ 186 at 199 - " apple-scab I". 



exonerate himself in any case in which it is detennined that he has, by ornithg due 

waming of product danger failed to meet the required objective duty of care 

cc. Critical observation or analysis 

The distinctive judgments of the Federal Supreme Court reached in the "appie-scab" case 

1 ("Derosaf') and the "children's tea" case 1 might leave room to pose the question: why 

did the Court aot feel the need to assess the legal situation for both situations in the same 

way" However, these decisions cannot be criticïzed. The distinction made by the 

Federal Supreme Court between these two cases is not open to objection because they are 

based on appropriate plausible and justifiable reasons. Both cases were decided with 

reference to different critical points in time. Initial instruction defecu are due to the 

manufacturer's breach of his duty of care at the time of putting the product ont0 the 

market; therefore, the Court considered such defects, Like manufacturer and design 

defects, to be most likely to have emerged fiom the manufacturer's area of responsibility 

and business risk. Whereas subsequently arising instruction defects were found usually to 

arise out of M e r  advanced knowledge subsequently received in science, technology or 

practical experience. Therefore di fferent dispositive circums tances were discernible, 

making it only appropriate to craft distinctions such as were made by the Federal 

Supreme Court, with regard to the plaintiffs procedurai position. It makes reasonable 

sense to make a judgment depending on whether the course of events that needs to be 

explained is rooted in circumstances that have happened in the manufacturer's business 

j4' 80 BGHZ 199 at 205 - "apple-scab II". 



and ambit of risks, circumstances which might not even be accessible to or discoverable 

by the plaint= M e r  dl, it is the manufacturer who has developed the product, 

presumably tested its safety, pduced  it accordingiy and then obviously, for whatever 

reason, not supplieci it with the adequate user instruction or necessary waniing. This 

tendency to shift the burden of proof, as far as events integral to the manufacturer's 

business are found to be decisive, was evident in both of the Court's judgrnents. During 

its reasoning in the "'apple-scab I decisionM, whiie consichhg an instruction failure 

relating to a subsequently discovered danger, the Court admitted that cases might exist in 

which the person injured will be equally in need of proof, as in cases of damage caused 

by manufachuing or design defects; and that occasionally, the sarne reasons that induced 

the Court to shift the burden of proof and put it ont0 the defendant-manufacturer might 

exist, in cases of detriment caused by instruction defects. Here the Court might have been 

thinking and referring to special cases where the new awareness which gave rise to the 

instruction defects was gained subsequently in the course of the manufacturer's 

bus in es^."^ 

The same tendency flows out of the -'children9s teaT* de ci si on^"^. There the Court stated 

that the defendant-manufacturer cannot exonerate himself by referring to the fact that it 

was only after product distribution that dental-medical publications had pointed out the 

dangerous consequences of the Baby-Bottle-Syndrome. The Court expressed the view 

that it would have been on the manufacturer to investigate for himself what dangers might 

'" Kullrnann in: Kullmand Pfister, Kra 1526 a 27 with comsponding refemnces. 
3W 80 BGHZ 186 at 198. 
345 Kullmann, [ 198 11 WM 1322 at 133 1. 

1 16 BGHZ6 1 at 71; BGH[1995] NJW 1286 at 1288. 



aise out of his product's use. On these grounds an initial instruction defect had ken 

detennined with the r d t  that the burden of proof was reverseci in favour of the plauitiff 

in this exceptionai case. 

The findings of the Federal Supreme Court are aiso supported by reflectiag on the 

following considerations: 

According to the principles found in the 'Yowl-pest" case, in product liability claims 

concer-ing a product defect in itself, it is enough for the plaintiff to prove that the product 

contained a defect at the time of distribution. Thereby it is never in question that the 

manufacturer has the duty to produce a defect-fkee product The product defect indicates 

the breach of the duty of care which then allows one to conclude that the manufacturer 

was at fauit, if he does not exonerate himself. In this way the reversal of the burden of 

proof embraces not only the subjective "inner" duty of care, but also the objective or 

"oute?' duty of care (objective or 'ba"~/3ere" Sorgfaltspflch t, objective Pfichtwidrigkeit). 

Consequently the plaintiff in these cases is relieved from proving the objective violation 

of the duty of care, because this issue is integral to the manufacturer's exonerating proof 

(Entlastungsbeweis). Thus, because in case of the breach of the duty of care the conduct 

required by this duty corresponds with the "outer" duty of care as part of the fault 

concept. 

In duty to warn cases, however, the claim is based on the assertion that an instruction or 

warning was missing, which would have been necessary. This irnplies logically that in the 

f k t  instance it needs to be detennined: whether there was an instruction or waniing duty 

incumbent on the manufacturer. This is because only where such a duty exists can it be 



breached. The question of the existence of the duty to instruct or wam is of course a legal 

one and cannot be determineci by proof or by evidence. This will be judged by the c o r n  

However, this judgment depends absolutely on the factual circumstances submitted by the 

plaintiff. This shows that the plaintiff in duty to wam cases in the first instance is 

obligated to do more than in cases of product defsts. He has to present facts to the court 

fiom which it can conclude and judge that the manufacturer had a d u 5  to instruct or warn 

at some point in the ,  whether initially or nibsequentiy, and to detennine if it was 

breached. It is then in a second instance at issue whether, o r  to what extent, the burden of 

proof rests on the piaintiff regarding these fachial circumstances relating to the existence 

of the manufacturerYs duty or its objective breach. This, however, is directly related to the 

question whether he has to carry the burden of proof concerning the manufacturer's fault 

(which is dependent on whether an initial or oniy a subsequent duty to warn can be 

determined), which includes the objective violation of the duty of care, for the reasons 

given above. 

in contrat to the cases where the product itself is defective, in a case of instruction 

defects the existence of such a defect can oniy be established if the manufacturer did not 

give instructions or wamings, even though fiom an objective point of view he had a 

reason to do so. This, however, can be dependent on different time periods. Depending on 

the factual circumstances of each case, an obligation to warn and instmct might exist 

initidly at the time of product distribution; or, it might arise at a later time, after the 

product has already been put on the market. In cases of defective products it is never in 

question that the manufacturer has the duty to produce a non-defective product or has an 



obligation to distribute only products which are not defective. Therefore the product 

defect already indicates that the manufacturer has objectively breached his duty of care. 

An instruction defect on the other hand can only arise where an instruction or waniing is 

missing at a certain point in tirne, when a duty to instruct and wam exists. Therefore it is 

on the plaintiff to submit and if necessary to prove factuai circumstances on which the 

Court can base its fegd assessment. 

Based on the factuai ckumstances in the "children's tea" case, the Court came to the 

conclusion that the defendant as a manufacturer of sugar-containing tea products for 

children had a duty to investigate for himself which kinds of danger to children's teeth 

arose out of the consurnption of tea The manufacturer was aiready under this duty, 

because he had recommended that the tea be consümed out of sucking bottles and also 

because he could not plausibly have remained unaware that the modem mouth pieces 

directed the flow of the drink ont0 the inner side of the upper fiont teeth. Furthemore the 

manufacturer had recommended the tea as a "good-ni&-drink before going to sleep" and 

had referred to the tea as pleasant and providing for satisfaction and an undisturbed 

night's rest. So the idea must have suggested itself to him that the tea would be given to 

children at night afier dental care and also given for conllnuous sucking during the 

evening and night tirne. Hence, the Court found that if the defendant-manufacturer had 

given due consideration during product testhg to the recommended use of the tea he 

should, as a speciaiist in baby nutrition, have recognized the dangers arising out of 

continuous sucking or tea consumption after the nightly dental care regime, even before 

dental science became aware of the Baby-Bode-Syndrome through reported cases. In this 



way the Court determinecl that the manufacturer, judged accordhg to the standard of 

awareness, actual or constructive, already existing at the time of distribution, had a reason 

to give corresponding user insbuctiom or warnings. At the same time this means thaî the 

defendant-manufacturer has objectively violaîed bis duty of care, if he did not instnict or 

wam appropriately, as in the case at hand Consequently the plaintiff was exonerated 

fiom the fhther proof of the manufacturer's fault, as  it was the maaufacturer's task to 

submit and prove factuai circumstances, f k m  which it could be deduced that the danger 

was not one he could or ought to have recognized. 

One must distinguish those cases where an instruction or waming duty arises at a time 

d e r  product distribution, by reason of newer information discovered outside of the 

manufacturer's business. Here the plaintiff at least has to submit and prove the factual 

circumstances fkom which it can be deduced at which tirne exactly the defendant 

supposedly objectively violated his duty to instnict or warn. In the "apple-scab" cases the 

risks involved in the product's use, in this instance the development of a resistance to the 

product, were discovered at a later tirne after product distribution. According to the 

Court's fmdings nothing showed that the defendant-manufacturer could have found out 

about that in his research department."' Therefore the only question was: had the 

defendant met his duty of product monitoring after distribution? The Court, based on the 

factual circumstances submitted, codd not determine that the defendant-manufacturer 

objectively had a duty to wam about the risk of a development of a resistance to his 

product This was because at a tirne where a waming would have still been possible, that 



is before the fungcides would be used to spray the trees, the suspicion had aot yet 

become so intense, based on the knowiedge available at that tirne, that the defmdant- 

manufacturer should be found to have had a reason to give precautionary wamings about 

the product's use. As the infoxmation that revealed the resistance development of the 

product was discovered outside of the manufacturer's business, the Court did not relieve 

the plaintiff, who based his daim on a retrospectîve instruction defect, of the need at least 

to submit and prove the factual circumstauces which wodd show that the manufacturer 

had obj zctively breached his duty to wam. 

dd. Case law decided by courts of lower instance dealing with 
the burden of proof and evidence in duty to instruct and 
warn cases 

The following cases are exarnples in the area of pharmaceutical products, where the 

manufacturer's duty to instmct or warn that an objective violation could not be 

determined based on the facts submitted by the plaintiff or substantiated on any bases 

established by expert witness opinions. 

(1). "Zylorik 300" 

An exarnple referring to the burden of proof is provided by the "Zylorik 30û" case, 

decided by the Landgericht (LG, regional court) ~annover"B and on the appeal of the 

plaintiff confirmed by the Oberlandesgericht (OLG, regional apped court) In 

347 80 BGflZ 199 at 203 - "apple-scab W. 
348 Unappealable decision, in: Sander, 4 84 AMG case Nr. 2 at 2a fK 
"9 [1985] VersR at 148 f. 



this case the p l a i n a  a physician, had claimed damages h m  the defendant 

pharrnaceuticai company because he had sustained an eruptive skin rash followed by the 

temporary loss of his entire body hair (alopecia) in January and February 1981. The 

plaintiff alleged that his loss of hair was caused by the gout remedy 44Zylorik 300"' 

manufactured and distributed by the defendant pharmaceutical company since 1974, 

which he had been taking since the beginning of October 1980. The plaintiff claimed that 

the defendant, even though he had been aware of such side-effects for a long the, had 

not accordingly given appropnate wamings in the package insert or other instructions for 

use. The defendant company disputed fmt that "Zylorik 300" would have such side- 

effects and furthemore, that he had knowledge of such, as only two cases had ever been 

reported in the literature, neither of which had been able to prove a causal connection. 

The Court lefi the question of causation undecided, because it could not even detennine 

the defendant-manufacturer's breach of the duty to warn. 

Moreover the question of whether a possible initiai duw to instmct could be determined 

by the Court, was apparently not even seriously considered due to the plaintiff s 

unsubstantiated allegations of facts; nor was the Court able to establish the defendant's 

duty as proceeding from a supervening or subsequently required duty to instruct. The 

Court argued that for the existing violation of his duty to instmct in case of such conduct 

on the part of the defendant, the burden of providing facts and proof (Darlegungs- und 

Beweislast) rested on the plaintiff. He would have had to prove that facts existed, f?om 

which it could objectively be deduced that the defendant pharrnaceuticai company was 



obligated to wam against possible loss of hair when taking the dnig "Zylorik 30(~'?*' 

Furthemiore the Court found that for the existence of such an obligation on the defendant 

the plaintiff would have needed to pmve that, according to the standard of science 

relevant to the defendant's conduct, the danger of nich a side-effect was recognizable. 

This proof had not been furnished by the plaintiff. 

In this connection the Court stated that the plainWs point could not be supported by the 

'expert informaiion" dated Aprii 1982, in which the defendant company had given notice 

of the possible side-effect d e r  the plaintiffs incident (but had also denied proof of a 

causal connection). This, the Court explained, was because this date lay over a year after 

the loss of hair which had occurred in the plaintiff s case. Knowledge on the defendant's 

part could only be relevant if shown to have existed at a time at which the avoidance of 

damage would still have been possible. From the "expert information" it could be 

concluded that the defendant already knew, during the t h e  of the plaintiff s incident in 

198 1, that his product could lead to loss of hair. The defendant admitted that two tests 

conducted at an early stage, which concemed the use of Vllopurinoi" - one essential 

ingredient of "Zvlorik 300" - had occasionalfy in the time-&une of such use been 

followed by loss of haïr and other sicknesses, but a causai connection had not been 

established. Therefore the Court concluded that in view of this absence of a proven causal 

connection and the singular and entirely different syrnptoms manifested during the 

consumption of cbZvlorik 3 W '  the defendant was not obligated to consider those as side- 

jSO LG Hannover in: Sander, 4 84 AMG case Nr. 2 at 3 refemng to BGH Cl98 11 NJW 1603 at 1605 f. = 80 
BGHZ 186 at 197 f. - "apple-scab i?. 



effets and to warn a g a  them in the package mxrt351 Accordhg to the Court's 

opinion, no suaiciently serious grounds existed for suspecting that such dangers had 

reasonably to be feared, at least not uti l  the plaintifT's incident R e f h g  to the 

remedy's proven long terni effectiveness in everyday use, the Court in this case did not 

even acknowledge a firm basis for the existence of such hannless side-effects as would 

justi& belief thaî the defendant had violated his duty of product observation or 

monitoring. On the fachial grounds presented, the defendant had no reason to expect thaî 

the application of his product would result in Ioss of hair?' 

This decision was basicdly confimed by OLG Celle. Based on the plaùitiff s degation 

of facts, the Court held that in the present case they would not even have recourse to the 

mechanism, available to them in principle, of officially consulting a court appointeci 

expert witness to determine whether, at the t h e  relevant to the case at han& M e r  

knowledge existed which could have established the senous suspicion that 'bAIIopurinof' 

causes loss of hair. This was because the Court found that the plaintiff had not established 

such circumstances, even though other pharmaceutical companies had been using 

c'Allopu~noP' as a gout remedy, and especidy, the plaintiff as a physician must have 

been able to seek information about possible expenences conceming the active agent as a 

cause for loss of hair. The Court argued bat  precisely because it is possible for the 

consumer to infonn himself about such events fiom outside the manufacturer's business, 

'*' LG Hannover, in: Sander, 5 84 AMG case Nr. 2 at 4 referring to the "Confergan" decision, statiag that 
not just any possibility of danger, however remort, wouid mate the duty to maintain safety and to warn. 
'" Observation: 1 think this reasoning is dightly beyond the realm of legal assessment, but admimdiy 
confirmed by the OLG CeUe [1985] VersR 148 at 148 f. 



he has to carry the bunien of providing faft~ and proof to this extent and in shaq con- 

to cases involving violations of the manufacturer regarding design and manufacture?" 

(2). Mumps inoculation/ vaccination "WM Vax" 

Another case dealing with evidence or proof was decided by the OLG Fran- 

concernins a damage c l a h  based on an alleged vaccine damage.'" On the advice of his 

physician - also a defendant in the Litigation - the 16-year-old plaintiff had received a 

mumps immunization with the vaccine "M/M Vax ", manufaçtured and distributed by the 

defendant, for the purpose of closing a vaccine gap discovered in his immunization 

record. The vaccine contained living mumps viruses and had been at that time distributed 

and applied worldwide, a million times. Approximately two weeks d e r  the 

immunization the plaintiff was diagnosed with "diabetes meIlitus''. n e  plaintiff and the 

defendant-manufacturer were inter alia in dispute about the question, whether the 

defendant had breached his duty to instruct by not waming in the package insen about the 

risk of falling il1 with diabetes. 

The Court found that in this case the defendant had not been obligated to warn about such 

a nsk. This was because, according to the result o f  evidence received on d i scove~  

(Baveisaufnahme), and particularly according to the specially competent explanations of 

an expert wimess, it must have proceeded fiom a latently existing diabetic condition of 

the plaintiff already present before the mumps vaccination, and therefore was not as such 

j" OLG CeIle [1985] VersR 148 at 149. 



caused by the vaccination but at most triggered prematurely thereby. The Court continueci 

that, while according to the results of the evidence one must proceed on the assumption 

that the mumps protection vaccine has to be considered as a triggering fàctor for a 

premature manifestation of an already latent existing "diabetes mellitus", no nmi 

scientific kmowledge about the possibility of such a connection existed at the time of the 

plaintiffs incident. Therefore, the Court concluded that it codd not be presumed that 

ihere was sufficient ground for suspicion haî a duty to instruct should be considered as 

attaching to the defendant? 

(3). l noculation for tick protection gcFSME-vaccine''. 

This case, decided by the OLG München on the plaintifYs appeal, again deals with 

damages claimed agaùist a de fendant-pharmaceutical company afier vaccination damage. 

Four days afler having received an inoculation for tick protection with the defendant's 

"FSME' vaccine the plaintiff suffered from pain in the neck-head area with Meningismus 

and pain radiating into the shoulder area, followed by a violent Lumbago and failure of 

the muscles of his foot and toe. The achilles seine reflex could not be released. The 

plaintiff claimed damages alleging that the defendant pharmaceuticai company should 

have known that nurnerous suspicious cases of unwanted side-effects with the FSME- 

vaccine had been discussed and therefore should have been obIigated to warn in the 

package-insert. 

j3 OLG Frankfivt [1995] NJW-RR at 406 K. unappealable decision, the Federal Supreme Court by court 
order did not accept the plaintiff s appeal. The fint instance had been decided by the LG Frankfiirt, in: 
Sander, 4 84 M G  case Nt. la at. 1 ff. 
355 OLG Frankfùrt [1995] NJW-RR 406 at 408. 



The OLG MUnchen codïmed the decision arrived at by the Court in the first instance, 

stating that the plaintiff had not even subrnitted proof of a causal connection between the 

vaccination and his health inj~ry?~ Although a connection could not be entirely 

excluded, according to the expert witness's opinion, it was held not to be likely. The 

Court referred to the burden of proof regarding the question of causation as resting 

entirely on the plaintiff. In addition, and upon consideration of the appeal pleaduig, the 

Court pointed out that there were no references to the violation of the defendant's duty in 

product observation or monitoring. Following the opinion of the expert witness, that the 

sickness which had occurred in the plaintiffs case had never been reported before, the 

defendant was found not to have had any reason to wam about such sequelae. The 

decisive moment for being made aware of such symptoms, as occurred in the plaintiff s 

case, wouid obviously have been a time anterior to the vaccination, which would have 

still made a warning possible. 

(4). "Tbc" -inoculation/ vaccination 

In this case the plaintiff claimed damages fiom the defendant pharmaceutical Company, 

again because of vaccination damage. At the age of one month he had been vaccinated 

against tuberculosis with living Tbc-germs, the pathogenic propenies of which had been 

weakened. The consequence was a mild infection, Iimited to the vaccination spot with the 

M e r  consequence of antibody development. After that the plaintiff suffered swollen 

Iymphatic nodes in his left groin region (Leistenbeuge) which later hemiated and 



necessitated an operation. The plaintiff was diaguosed with "lymphatic node d e r  BCG- 

vaccination". in the package insert the defendant had dormeci that up to a 1% risk of an 

abscessed Lymphadenitis might occur, because of which the indication for newborns and 

babies was supposeci " to be set with particular precision and defieci narrowiy". The 

supplying office recognized the plaintiff s discornfort as a vaccination damage, giving 

grounds for obligatory inde~nnity under the provision of the Bundesseuchengesetz - 
BSewrhG (Federal Epidemic Code). 

The OLG Ceile dismissed the plaintiff s appeal and confhned the decision of the court of 

the fmt instance. The Court neither detennined an instruction defect, nor that such was 

the cause for the complications which had appeared in the plaintiff s case?' The Court 

argued that the plaintiff had not successfully shown that the information given in the 

package insert did not reflect the knowiedge available to medical science. No such 

recognition existed at the time of the Court' decision, other than the plaùitiff s incident, 

which could have given reason to change the instructions. Neither the governing 

institution nor anything in the literature had noted or observed a case similar to this one. 

Therefore, tk Court proceeded on the assumption that the side-effects and nsks of the 

BCG-vaccine had been described sufficiently and clearfy in the package insert. But even 

if the information in the package insert had not reflected the existing knowiedge of 

medical science at that time, the defendant would not have been ipso facto Iiable to 

compensation, becaw one condition for a damage clairn is that the damage must result 

356 OLG München Cl9971 VersR 3 14 at 3 15, unappeaiable decision. 
3n OLG Celle Cl983 3 VersR 143 at 144, unappealable decision, Sander, 4 84 AMG case Nr. 1 at 1. 



h m  an instruction defst. This, however was doubtfiil because an immune defect of the 

plaintiff was a h  considered a possible cause for the severe complications in this case. 

ee. Restriction of the scope of the reversal of the burden of 
proof in cases, where the injured party also has some other 
basis of daim 

Legal provisions which provide for more extensive liability than is furnished by $8 84 ff. 

AMG are not dispiaced, excluded or diminished in effect thereùy. This is explicitly 

provided by tj 91 M G ,  which also declares provisions whereby another person is 

responsible for the damage. 

Nevertheless, some opinions in the literature pose the question: whether concurring 

claims based on 8 823 1 BGB can still be supported by the alleviating mechanism for 

proof of fault found by the Federal Supreme Court jurisprudence in product liability cases 

as sbown above? The original idea for shifbg the burden of proof onto the defendant 

was to address the imbaiame in different interests in need of protection: heaith interests 

of the injured party versus the "interests of the manufacturer" allow demanding from him 

proof of his non-culpability (~chuld~o.sig&eit)).~~~ 

Therefore, some opinions in the literature have taken the view that, if the injured party 

receives compensation for one part of his damage through the established daim based on 

nsk liability under 8 84 AMG, for which coverage the phamiaceutical entrepreneur has to 

pay a heavy liability premium, the matenal reason (Sachgrund) for revershg the burden 



of proof regadkg his fauit could have lose c ~ ~ e n c ~ . ) ~ ~  Therefore it was held, thaî, if the 

injured party can aiso base his claim on § 84 AMG, the plainWs interests in need of 

protection do not necessariiy require reversal of the buden of proof concerning fault for 

the immaterïal (or non-pecuniary) damage claim under deiict law and also not regarding 

any damage clairned under 5 823 BGB which exceeds the highest liability limits of the 

MG? AS a M e r  reason, it was obviously focused on the fact, that under M G  

liability is imposed a h  fôr development defects? 

In my opinion, there should not be the slightest problem with the jurisprudence favouring 

the plaintiff because, even though the provisions of the AMG do not require fault, fadt is 

required concemhg al1 damages claimed that exceed the AMG's highest limits under the 

provisions of 8 823 BGB. Therefore, the alleviating mechanisrn should be applicable 

where possible according to the principles discussed above. Why should the injured party 

not be able to claim non-pecuniq d a ~ n a ~ e s ~ ~ ~  with the help of the reversal of the burden 

of proof or a claim for wider compensation than provided under AMG? This ne& to be 

left to be decided by the courts. 

359 Ham Josef Kullmann, "4Hafing der phannazeutzkchen Untemehmer nach dem Gesea mr Nèuordnung 
des Arzneimitrelrechts" 119781 Betriebs-Beratm 175 at 178; Kuilmann in Kullrnann/Pfister, ffi 3612 at 6, 
K a  3 805 at 14; Axe1 Sander, Amehtittefrechz, Kommenrar S6h: Verlag W. Kohihammer, 3 1. Liefermg 
J a n ~ / 1 9 9 7 )  § 84 AMG para 3. at 6: herafier cited as Sander, AMG, dfirent Dieter GrelI, "contribution 
to speech from Etwin Deutsch "Die klinische Forschung am Menschen im amerikanischen und 
internationalen Recht* Cl9871 Karlsniher Forum 1 1 ff." [1987] Karlsniher Forum 2 i at 22. 
360 Kullmann in: Kulixnann/ Pfister, Kza. 1526 at 33 f, 

Kullmann in: Kullrnann/ Pffiter, Kza. 3612 at 6. 
36' This is different in the case of working accidents according to §§ 636 1 S- 1, 637 I RVO 
(Reichsversicherungsordnung), where the ernployee is generally limited to damages compensateci under 
RVO and has no right to claim damages against the employer or colleagues. He has to disclaim the 
advantages of the delict taw, including immatcrid damages, because he would also receive damages if he 
cannot prove fàult in the todeasor. In my opinion this is stitl different h m  the M G  regulations, because 
the AMC does not exclude a M e r  basis for damage daims under deiict law, which provides wider 
pecuniary compcnsaUon or for immaterial Aamapes, and cxplicitly approves their application in 1 9 1 AMG. 



5. Limitation of actions 

The c l a h  for compensation for any damage arising h m  a delict is under § 852 1 BGB 

barred by prescription &er three years h m  the date on which the party entitled to 

damages actuaily becomes aware of the hjuy and of the identity of the party iiable for 

damages; and in any case, the daim ceases to be valid afkr a period of thiay years 

following the incurring of the damages. 



B. Germany's Phamaceutical Products Act (Arzneimitteigeseb; 
AMG) 

1. Introduction to the Pharmaceutical Products Act 

1. lntroductory survey of 5 84 AMG and 5 823 BGB 

The coexistence of 5 84 AMG and 8 823 BGB for possible damage claims hvolving 

phamiaceutical products poses the question of their ambit of application. Both provisions 

are predicated upon incongruent conditions for claims ( A m p ~ u c h m o r u n g e n )  and 

have different legal consequeoces (Rechtsfoolgen). Some essential distinctions are: 

Liability under 5 84 AMG concems only certain groups of pharmaceutical products, 

namely dmgs intended for human use which are subject to obligatory marketing 

authonsation, such as "hished dnigs'', whereas 4 823 BGB does not know any such 

restriction and therefore applies to liability situations that might not be covered by 4 84 

M G ,  e-g., homeopathic dnigs363. 

ï h e  daim's opponent under 8 84 M G  is the pharmaceutical entrepreneur, which is 

any person first placing drugs under his or its own name on the market? The daim 

based on 8 823 BGB is directed at the product manufacturer. 

363 Homeopathic dnigs only have to be registered as such (3 38 AMG). They are not subject to compulsory 
marketing authorisation and therefore do not fail within the ambit of risk liability providecf by § 84 M G ,  
Arno Kloael & Walter Cyran, AmeUnittellrcht. Kommentar. 3" ed ( S a i t t p t  Deutscher Apotheker 
Verlag Stuttgart, 61. Lieferung March 1997) AMG 5 84, para 5 at 104 f.: hereafter cited as KloeseY Cyran. 

Rolland, in: Festschn$ficr Werner Lorenz 193 at 199. 



In contrast to § 84 M G ,  liability unda 8 823 BGB is conditional upan fauk Whereas 

under 5 84 AMG, Liability is also imposed for so caiied '%~usre&+', which are by 

definition defective products not due to somebody's fault. 

In contrast to the liability reguiations provided by delict law, 8 84 AMG has included 

development risks3" as liability responsibilities. 

A iimited Iiability amount payable in compensation for indeIlltLification 

(summemnü&ge H a ~ g s b e g r e ~ g )  as assign* intended and provided in 5 88 

AMG366 is unknown in delict liability law. The same is tme about the exclusion of 

liability for petty damages; 5 84 AMG states: ". . xonsiderably injured.. .". Again in 

contrast to delict law, the M G  does not cover damages done to things. 

The M G  does not allow for immaterial (or as the cornmon law terms them, non- 

pecuniary) damages (Schmerzensgeld), such as § 847 BGB. 

Under the Pharmaceutical Products Act, insurance for damage compensation is 

compulsory for the pharmaceutical entrepreneur (8 94 AMQ. 

j6' Rolland, in: FesrschnBfi Werner Lorenz 193 at 207. 
566 5 88 AMG provides: "Maximum amounts" 
"The party IiabIe for damages shail respond 
1. in the case of death or injury of a person, oniy up to a capital amount of one million Deutschmarks or up 

to an annuity of sixty thousand Deutschmarks, 
2. in the case of death or i n j w  of severai persons by the sarne drug, notwithstanding conditions 

detennined in number 1, up to a capital amount of two hundred million Deutschmarks or up to an 
annuity of twelve million Deutschmarks. 

Should, in the case of sentence 1, Nr. 2, the indcmnification paid to the several injured parties exceed the 
maximum amounts specified therein, then the individual compensation shall be decreased to the same extent 
the total amount relates to the maximum amountc"; translation of the Phannaceutical Products Act 
throughout the paper partially based on a translation circutated by the Fedcral Association of the 
Pharmaceutical Industries' tegai department, Dmg Law (Ameimittelgeser~ - MG) ,  (Adendofi Editio 
Cantor Verlag, 1992). 



2. Historical background 

Until 1 96 1 comprehensive statutory regdation of tramactions with pharmaceuticals did 

not exist in Gemran legislation.367 The written law was scattered in different des of 

separate codes which did not meet the achial circumstances of the modem world, because 

the medication industry had developed h m  individual preparation of drugs in 

phmacies into m a s  production. In view of this unsatisfactory Legal situaîion the 

legislature aimed for Legal standardisation with extactment of the Phamiaceuticai Products 

(AmzeinritteIgesetz) in in 96 1 369. Since thea production of pharmaceuticals had been 

subject to personal and operational conditions; Le., rnanufacturin~'* of dmgs was only 

ailowed with an official Iicense. For public control purposes, manufactured3" dmgs 

needed to be officially registered Interestingly the Phannaceutical Products Act of 1961 

did not provide directions for manufactures to test or prove the therapeutic effkcts and 

inherent hazards of products, nor did it contain examination d e s  or liability regulations. 

Therefore it was not surprishg that this act was overtaken soon after its enactment by the 

û-agic events of the "Contergan"-Thalidomide-case, which set the character for 

pharmaceuticd law until the present t i~ne .~ '~  These expenences showed that it is not 

enough to bring only the security of pharmaceuticals to an optimal standard, but that it is 

essential to provide sufficient economicd or financial protection for human beings who 

367 Deutsch, at 450 para 679. 
368 Terrn used by Markesinis, at p.81; Vieweg in: Ebkd Finkin, at 216; another possible terrn used in 
Iiterature is "Dmg Law". 
369 Gesea über den Verkehr mit Ameimittefn "'ArzneirnîtteIgesea - M G "  of 16 May 196 1, [l96 11 BGBl. 1 
at 533. 

The pmcedure of producing phannaceutid products- 
371 The produced pharmaceutical product itself, 
3" Deutsch, at 45 1 para. 680. 
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M e r  fiom drug damages despite ail precautions.'" Further drug catastrophes, caused by 

the appetiterestrainer ~ e n o c i p ~ ~ ,  the h g  ~exafonn'" and the short narcosis anesthetic 

"EstiP', demanded a complete aiteraton of pharmaceutical pmduct law in ~erman~?" 

3. Legal background 

In the absence of special liabiiity regulations for pharmaceutical products Legality was 

determineci by provisions of Gemian contract and delict law. If damages orcumd through 

use or .ipplication of pharmaceutical products, damage claims for compensation were in 

general dependent on the ciaim opponent's fault, Le., at les t  his negligence. An 

exception to this d e ,  rneaning liability which did not require fault, existed only in cases 

where a specific quality warranted 377 by the seller was missing in the dmg. However, in 

such a case only the seller owed damages to an injured purchaser; and the seller was 

generally a phamacist or a hospital, not the phannaceutical manufacturer. 

373 Officiai substantiation of the law (amtiiche GesetzesbegrUndung), KioeseV Cyran, AMG 84 Amtliche 
Begrzïndung (officiai legisfanue's reasoning) at 103; Sander, AMG $ 84 Amrliche Begriindung at 1 .  
374 Mentioned by Dorothea Priitting & Hanns PrQtting, "'Zivilrechtliche Hafingsproblerne im neuen 
Anneirniffelrechf" Cl9781 Deutsche Apotheker Zeitung 256 at 256: hereafier cited as DAZ. 
37s Nervous disorders (Nervererkrankung), Frankfiirter Allgemeine Zeitung h m  4 August 1978, "HoRer 
SchademersatzJür Erkrankung durch Medikament" (Mexaform), mentioned by Deutsch, [1979] VersR 685 
at 687. 
'16 Priitting & Priitting, [1978] D M  256 at 256. 
3n 5 459 11 in co~ect ion with 8 463 S. 1 BGB. $ 459 I1 provides: 
''The seller also warrants that, at time the risk passes, the "product" has the promised qualities." 
Cj 463 S. 1 BGB provides: 
"If a promised quality in the product sold was absent at the time of the purchase, the purchaser may demand 
compensation for non-performance instcad of cancellation or rcductio~" 



However, in the meantime the numerous damages c d  by " ~ o n t ~ n " ~ ' ~ ,  for 

example, had show that consumer protection could not be provided by the existuig 

liability regdations based on fault Manufacturers' liability could not be imposed in the 

event of ciangemus side-effects of pha~llaceuticai products, which might be unavoidable 

according to standards of science and tecblogy at the tirne of production, or simpiy 

might not be reco&nisabIe, as so calleci development defects. But such unrecognised or 

unrecognisabte side-effects have to be expected fiom pharmaceutical products, commonly 

identified as b'mavoidably unsafe products'd79 at any tirne. 

These conditions created a need for liability law improvement that was more protective of 

injured parties, a development whic h would impose liabi lity on the manufacturer 

independently of fault. Such regulations existed under special delict law provisions, by 

way of imposing risk liability for exampie on animai keepers3'' and car holders3"'. Such 

risk liability means that a person has a specific damage risk imputed on him: because he 

is beneficiary of this risk he rnust carry the damage caused through it."' However, the 

establishment of risk liability for manufacturers was impossible by way of updating the 

law through the courts. Because judges were and are barred fiom extending nsk liability 

outside of specidly admitted codified provisions, it was for the legislative power to 

378 The events of the "Contergan 'O-Thalidomide-case decided by the Landgericht Aachen (Provincial Court 
of Aachen), sirnilar to those of the "Estif' case decided by the Bundesgen'cmhof - BGH (Federai Supreme 
Court) reach back to a time before the first Pharmaceuticd Products Act of L96 1 came in force; Franz 
119721 NJW 2217 at 2218. 
379 Kullmann ui: Kuiimann/ Pf~ter,  Kza. 3800 at 5. 

833 BGB imposes risk Iiability on keepers of pet animais (Tierhafter-Hafhrng). 
9 7 S~rassenvertehrsgesetz-StVG (Road TrafEc Act) imposes N k  liability on the car holder 

(fiafifah~~eughafter-Nafiung), which is the person who uses the car at his own expense, and not 
necessarily the owner. 
382 Kullmann in: Kullmand Pfister. Km. 3800 at 4. 



decide if and how fa. a saicter objectified liability could be imposeci on the pmduct 

manufacturer?83 

The federal government and the federd parliament agreed thaî victims of pharmaceutical 

injuries should receive a new legal claim for compensation, one that would also yield 

damages, even if no culpable conduct or fault could be determined in the ambit of the 

manufacturer's responsibility The question was only: how to achieve that 

Three different models were discussed: (1) introduction of risk liability regdations in the 

Pharmaceuticai Products Act; (2) establishment of a corporation under public law under 

the name 'T harmaceuticd Products Compensation Fund" ( "Arzneimitrel- 

Enrschadigungsfondr"), which was sipposed to be finaaced by al1 phannaceutical 

entrepreneurs through an allocation procedure; and, (3) development of a private law fund 

organised in the iegal form of an insurance Company, with reciprocity 

(Versicherungrnerein nuf ~e~enseiti~keii).'~~ None of these models have become law. 

Rather, an alternate suggestion has esrablished fauit-independent liabiiity regulation386 

combined with a security provision (Deckuttgmorsorge) at the same t h e  by way of 

compulsory liabiiity insurance in the amount of maximum liability for the phamaceutical 

entrepreneur. 387 

383 5 1 BGIiZ 9 1 at 98 -"fowI-pest". 
384 KulImann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 5. 
j8' Kullmann, [ 1978lBB 175 at 175 f. 

Different h m  other cases, risk Iiability for pharmaceutical products was not established on the ground 
that a particuiar thing (such as animais, motor vchicles) typicaily produces specific dangers. Here, liability 
is only imposed for harmfUl pharmaceuticals or kufficient user information; Kullmann in: Kullmann/ 
Pfister, Kza 3800 at 15, 
387 Kullmann, u978] BB 175 at178; Kullmann in: Kuilmand Pfister, Kza 3800 at 6- 



This fundamental reformulation was achieved by the Pharmaceutical Products Act of 

1976, which went uito force on 1 January ~ 9 7 8 ~ ~ ' .  It reorganised the old Act of 1961, 

with the intent of redising an optimal provision for phmaceuticai ploducts and of 

guaranteeing better security in respect of the commercial trade in Q U ~ S . ~ ' ~  For this 

purpose aU pharmaceutical products have to ensure their necessary quaiity, efficacy and 

safety? Therefore, this new Phannaceutical Products Act insists, in contrast to its 

predecessor, upon examination of new phannaceuticai products by an official procedure 

of admission. It aiso provides new (absolute) "nsk ~iability''~' regdations in favour of 

those injured by phamiaceutical products. 

However, the Iegisiator's expectations of the Phamiaceuticai Products Act of 1976, to 

cover any occurring major case of damage caused by a pharmaceutical product with the 

new risk liability reguiations, were only partiaily met. This was because the next big 

scandal was not caused by side effects of a chernical cimg but occurred through 

contamination of bIood products. with the HIV-virus and a new Hepatitis-virus, both of 

which were unknown until the first incidents happened. 

(Gesezz mr NeuregeIuug des AmeMitzeirechf.r) in the Version of the Law on the Reform of the 
Pharmaceutical Act of 24 August 1976 [197q BGBI. 1 at 2445, presently vdid in the revised form of 19 
Oktober 1994 Cf 9943 BGB1.I at 308 1- 
"' Deutsch, at 458 para 694, at 476 para. 722. 
Sa reasoning to the draft for a Pharmaceuticai Product Act, Bundestags-Druchache 7/3060 at 43: 

hereafier cited as BT-Drucksache. 
For a definition see part 1, A foomote 2. 



In the meantirne the Act of 1976 has been atnended no les  than eight ti~nes~~', inter dia 

to accommodate directives fiom the Europe~i legislature for appropriate adjustments to 

the national lad93. 

II. New Regulations in the Pharmaceutical Products Act of 1916 

1. Principal goak 

$ 1 desc ribes the purpose as follows: 

It is the purpose of this law to guarantee, in the interest of a proper supply of drugs 
to humans and animals, security in respect of the trade in cirugs, ensuring in 
particular the quality, efficacy and safety of drugs in accordance with the following 
provisions [to be examined below]. 

One major goal for the law was to achieve a maximal adjustment to international 

standards prevailing in other western co~ntries . '~~ 

">' First law amending the Pharmaceutical Pmducts Act of 24 Febniary 1983, second law amcnding the 
Pharmaceuticd Products Act of 26 August 1986, third law amending the Phannaceuticai Products Act of 20 
July 1988, fourth law arnending the Pharmaceuticai Products Act of 1 1  April 1990, fi* law amending the 
Pharmaceuticd Products Act of 9 August 1994, sixth law amending the Phannaceutical Pmducts Act of 20 
December 1996, seventh law amending the Pharmaceutical Products Act of 25 Februacy 1998, eighth law 
arnending the Pharrnaceutical Product Act of 7 Septcmber 1998. 
Ig3  Fifth law amending the Phamia~eutical Pmduct Act, Bwdesrats-Dmcksache 565193 of 13 August 93 at 
44: hereafier cited as BR-Drucksache. 
3w BT-Drucksache 7/SO9 1 at 2 f. 



2. Puwiew and scope of the Pharmaceutical Products Act 

a. The definition of pharmaceutical products: drugs 
(Arzneirniftel-Begrrtt) 

The core of the Pharmaceuticai Products Act is founded upon the definition o f  the tenn 

'>harmaceutical producf' (Amreiminel), also translateci with the terni " d r ~ g ' ~ ~ ~ ,  which at 

the same time determines the purview and scope of the Pharmaceuticai Products  AC^? 

The Act sets up regulations for pharmaceutical substances, agents and compounds 

(Stoge). It does not focus on the h g  as a pharmaceutical end-product 8 2 1 Nr. 1 AMG 

defines dmgs as substances and preparations made fiom substances which, by application 

on or in a human or animal body, are intended to cure, alleviate, prevent or diagnose 

symptoms of disease, suffering, bodily injury or sickness. 

According to this definition it does not matter whether the person who brought the 

product into public circulation designated it as a pharmaceutical product or if it in fact 

produces the effects attributed to it and thus is objectively identifiable as a dmg-î97 What 

is alone decisive is whether the dmg is intended to produce one of the effects designated 

in 8 2 1 AMG. If this is the case, then consequentially the corresponding substance or the 

substance preparation is a pharmaceutical product in the sense of the M G .  However, 

substances for the purpose of this law comprise, according to 5 3 M G ,  chemical 

elements and chemical components, as well as their nanirally occurring mixtures and 

395 For the purpose of Iaw considered in this thesis, the two are to be used synonymously. 
'" Deutsch, at 461 para 700. 
397 Kuilmann in: Kullmannl Ptister, Kza. 3800 at 7 with reference to Bayerischer VGH [ 19871 PharmaRecht 
69 at 73. 



solutions. Included are aiso plants, animal bodies (as weii as human and animal body 

parts), microorganisms, both virus= and the* constituents or metabolic produ~ts.'~' 

Conversely, and by way of anti-definition in 8 2 III A M ,  certain 0th- specific 

substances are expressly excluded fiom the purview of the Pharmaceutical Products Act, 

e-g., foodstuffs, toba~co and cosmetic products? 

As a way of dealing with any remaining or residual difficuities of definition or 

delimitation, 8 2 IV AMG sets up a legal fiction or "deeming provision". As long as a 

product is authorised or registered as a pharmaceutical product pursuant to the Act, or is 

exempted from authorisation or registration by ordinance, it shall be considered as a h g  

(= positive fiction). If the competent federal higher authority has rejected its authorisation 

or registration on the ground that the product is not a pharmaceutical product, it shdi not 

be considered a dmg (= negative fiction). 

Furthemore, in general practice, pharmaceutical products are subdivided into: buk goods 

(Bulkware), Le., dmgs in large arnounts. in packaging not intended for direct dismbution 

to the consumer, fiom which it then gets packaged into consumer-ready units; and 

fmished drue (Fertigamzeimittel), which are manufactured beforehand and then 

marketed in packages ready for distribution to the consumer, as defined in § 4 1 M G .  

Among the latter a distinction is drawn between dnig specialties 

5 3 AMG provides: 
"For the purpose of this law, substances are 
1. chernicd elements and chernical cornpounds as well as their naturaily occurring mixtures and solutions, 
2. plants, parts of plants and plant constituents, whether in the pmessed or crude state, 
3. the bodies of animals, including those of living animais, as well as parts of the body, body constituents 

and metabolic products of human beings or animais, whether in the processeci or crude state, 
4. rnicro-organism, including vinises, as well as theu constituents or metabolic products." 



(Amreimitte@ezia&ïten), which are rnanufaçtured with consistent composition and are 

put onto the market in packages ready for distribution under a specific label (besonderer 

Bezeichmrng), and generics (Generics), wwhich are finished drugs that are brought ont0 the 

market only under their active agent daignation (Wirkstoflezeichnwig), such as 

acetysalicyiic acid - ASA (AcetyfsulicyLÜure - AS* Mead of Aspirin. The statutory 

dnig definition is comprehensive because the definition for substances is so complete? 

b. Medical products (Mdizinpmdukte) 

The enforcement of the Medical Product Act (Medizinprodtrktegesea - MPG maices 

it necessary to disthguish appropriately between pharmaceutical products - dmgs - and 

medical products. 5 2 DI Nr. 7 M G  excludes aii things which constitute medicai 

products, appurtenances, accessones or attachments (Zubehik) for medical products, in 

the sense of § 3 MPG, fkom the purview of the Phaxmaceutical Products Act. The legai 

situation presents itself as follows: things which count as pharmaceutical products are, 

roughly speaking, the true drugs and the substances or compounds which comprise them. 

Everything else, e-g., an instrument, apparatus, device or any appurtenance thereto, is 

treated as a medical product.M' 

'" For a comprehensive overview see Kullmann in: Kuilmann/ Pfister* K2a 3800 at 8 K 
" Deutsch at 464 para. 702, at 466 para 704, with funher details and comsponding references on certain 
examples for drugs, at 464 ff paras. 702 f. 
"' August 2, 1994 [1994] BGB1.I at 1963. 
" Deutsch, at 466 p u a  704. As such are &O considercd human-implanis, Iike bmast implants, since they 
have been eliminated fiom the ambit of the Pharmaceuticai Products Act, KioeseV Cyran, M G  5 2 para. 55 
at 6; Stephan Brandenburg & Hubert Erhard, "Medin'nprodu&zerecht" (Heidelberg: v. Decker's Verlag 
1997) p a m  35 at 15. 



3- ûfficial procedure of admission (AnneimitteIzuIassung) 

According to 8 21 of the Pharmaceuticai Products Act new productsM3 have to be 

approved by the Federai M u t e  for Phamiaceutical Products and Medicine Products 

(Bundesimtitutjür Ameimittel und Medirinprodukte - B W M )  before they can be placed 

on the market. This replaced the system of registration which is now only exceptiondy 

useci, e-g., for homeopathic dnigs. Following the Amencan example, the establishment of 

an officlal procedure of approval and admission for phannafeuticais was one of the major 

innovat!ons in German drug iaw. '04 The obligation to obtain a marketing authorisation 

generaily appiies to the so called fmished dmgs (Fertigarzneimittei) as defmed above. 

Conversely a marketing authorisation is not, for example, required for individually 

prescribed dnig mixtures ( ~ ~ r u r n r r n e i m i t t e r ' ~ ~ ) ,  because these are not mdactured 

beforehand. On the other hand the Pharxnaceutical Products Act expressly exempts 

certain pharmafeutical products fiom the obligation to obtah a marketing authorization, 

e-g., the so called fiequently prescribed dmg mixtures (~e/eknrrarzneirnittef~~ or 

verlangerte Rezepntr) in 21 II Nr. 1 M G .  These are dnigs which are intended for 

administration to humans and, as a pmvable result of fiequent medical or dental 

prescriptions, are essentially manufactured or produced in a pharmacy, as part of its 

normal operation, in batch sizes of up to one hundred packages ready for supply on one 

day and intended for sale in the one-site pharmacy. The same applies, according to $ 38 I 

S. 2 AMG, to phannaceutical products registered and distributed as "homeopathic" dmgs. 

"' This paper only refers to phmaceutical products intended to be used by human beings, excluding any 
products intended for animai usage. 
" Deutsch, at 477 f. para. 723, at 480 para 726. 

Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 13. 



Besides that, 8 36 1 AMG provides for the possibility of exempthg certain pharmaceutical 

products nom the obligation to obtain a marketing authonsation by statutory order 

(Rechtsverorclnung) , to the extent that a direct or indirect hazard to human heaith is not 

to be feared, since it is evident that the requirements with regard to the necessary quality, 

efficacy and safety have been met. These are called standard marketing authorizaîions 

(Standartzulassungen) . 

Because the manufacturer genedly is entitled to get his pharmaceuticai products 

approved, 8 25 II AMG has listed the negative conditions for refbsing a marketing 

authorisation. This allows to conclude that a condition for the admission of 

pharmaceuticals is to present evidence that the h g  has been sufficiently tested, pursuant 

to the presently prevailing level of scientific k n ~ w l e d ~ e . ~ '  In addition the manufacturer 

has to prove his assertion about the therapeutic efficacy (theropeurisshe W 2 s ~ 1 r n k e i t ) ~ ~  

of the product, its pharmacological-toxicological harmlessness @harmakologisch- 

roxikologische ~nbedenklich keit)409 and its adequate pharmaceuticai quaiity 

410 41 1 (Qualitaï) . 

* Kuilrnann in: KuIlmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at L4. 
407 5 25 subsection (2) No.2 of the Pharmaceutical Products Act. 

5 25 subsection (2) No. 4. of the Pharmaceuùcal Products Act 
J09 $25 subsection (2) No. 5. of the Pharmaceutid Products ACL 
"O 25 subsection (2) No. 3. of the Phannaceuacal Products Act. 
'" Hazel G.S. Marinera, ~rzneirnitfeihafiung in den W U  und Deutschland (Frankfurt am Main: Verlag 
Peter Lang, 1982) at 266 f, 



4. Prohibition in respect of unsafb (bedenkIicher) drugs 

8 5 1 AMG prohibits the marketing of d e  dnigs, those which in the light of currently 

prevailing scientific knowledge, under correct and stipulated use, are reasonably 

suspected (begnïndeter Verdacht) of having harmflll effects that exceed the bounds 

considered reasonable or justifiable, in the light of medical kmowledge available, 8 5 II 

AMG. 

5. Obligation of disclosure (Onenbarungspflichten) 

$8 9 - 12 of the Pharmaceuticai Products Act provide specific regulations for f i shed  

dmgs, such as the labelling required to be displayed on the dmg container or, where 

applicable, on the outer packages; and the instructions for use, information and wamings 

required in the package inserts and expert tonnation. The reason for this is to e n s w  

that adequate and comprehensive information about the product is given to both the 

experts and the ~onsumers.~" The material content of these regulations is important to the 

subject-rnatter of this thesis and will be looked at in detail later. 

6. Prescription requirement (Autometische Verschreibungs- 
pflich 2) 

§ 49 1 AMG lays down an automatic requirement of a physician's prescription for a five 

year period for drugs containhg substances or preparations whose effects are not 

generally known in the field of medicai science. The same applies to dmgs that are 

preparations made from substances whose effects are generaily known, if the effects of 



those preparaîions as a whole are not generally known in the field of medical science. 

This is so unless the effects, as determineci by composition, dosage, pharmaceutical 

format or application field of the prepatation, are determinable. The automatic 

prescription requirement may be cancelled earlier, d e r  termination of a penod of three 

years if, by virtue of the experience gleaned from use of the dmg, it is estabiished that no 

direct or indirect dauger exists for human hea~th?~ 

After termination of the automatic prescription requkement, there is a further necessary 

prescription requirement, according to 5 48 I M G ,  if a risk evaluation shows that the 

drug, even under circurnstances of appropriate use, jeopardises human health, when it is 

admhistered without medical supervision. 

7. Pharmacy resewed drug distribution (Apofhekenvorbehalt) 

in contrast to the Canadian iaw, which distinguishes between prescription and over-the- 

counter drugs, the German iaw differentiates between the obligation to supply dmgs oniy 

in p hannacies (aporhekenpjlchrige Arzneirnittel) and over-the-counter h g  (O. t C. or 

fi-eiverkaufriche Arrneimiftel). Dmgs which are not specifically exempted for trade 

outside of pharmacies may oniy be rnarketed in retail by pharmacies, 4 13 1 M G .  

Released for trade outside of pharmacies are only those dmgs solely intended by the 

pharmaceutical entrepreneur to serve purposes, other than the curing or alleviation of 

diseases, suffering, bodily injuries or the symptoms of sickness, 8 44 1 M G .  This applies 

fùrthennore to naturai and synthetic mineral, curative and sea waters, as well as tablets or 



pastilles, therapeutic clays, mud for mud b a h ,  etc.; to plants and their parts, also 

bgments, mixtures of whole or cut plants or their parts as finished dmgs, distiiiates 

made or juices extracteci fiom plants and their parts, plasters and bandages for bums, 

disinfectants intendeci exclusively or maidy for extemal use, as well as disinfectants for 

the mouth and throat: 8 44 subsection II No. 1. - 5. AMG. The general obligation to 

supply pharmaceutical products only in pharmacies offers an essential monopoly to 

pharmacies, as almost al1 the important drugs, especidy those based on modern 

pharmacological knowledge, are reserved for distribution through phmacies ~ n l ~ . ' ' ~  

8. Obligation of notification (Anzeigepnicht) 

Besides the consumer and the physician the competent federal higher authority is another 

addressee of informational and disclosure obligations of the pharmaceutical entrepreneur. 

Submitting supporting documents, he has to noti@ the competent federal higher authority 

forthwith of any changes occurring in the particulars and documents supplied with the 

application for approval, 8 29 1 M G .  Futthemore he must inform the competent federal 

higher authority immediately, or at Ieast within fifteen days of receiving the knowledge, 

of any case of suspected side-effects or interactions with other products that can be 

detrimental to health. This includes any fiequently o c c ~ g  abuse, or extreme instances 

of abuse, observed in an individual case, if these can directly jeopardise human health. 

Changes in information as to therapy-relevant facts, such as the field of application, 

restriction of contra-indications, side effects, and other information required according to 

'13 8 49 IV Nr. 3 AMG. 



$8 10, i i and 1 1 a M G ,  are only dowed to be implemented if the competent federai 

higher authority has given consent, 8 29 II a M G .  This is because, any reduction or 

alteration in qualification of contra-indications, side effects or interaction can always 

mean diminished security for the patient- 

The pharmaceutical entrepreneur is also obliged to supplement any application for 

extension of admission by a report giving details of whether, and to what extent, the 

cntena by which the drug is assessed have altered nrithùl the last five years: 8 3 1 II S. 1 

M G .  This is to inforni the competent federal higher authority about the development of 

the pharmaceutical product, which can be best evaluated by the manufacturer and 

pharmaceutical entrepreneur?* 

A sirnilar obligation is provided by 9 49 VI M G .  The phaxmaceutical entrepreneur must 

present a report on the experiences gained with dmgs that faIl under the automatic 

prescription requirement, after the termination of a period of two years after approval of 

the h g .  This report has to give details of the quantities distributed during the period 

under review. Furthemore, new findings on effects, their type and fiequency, contra- 

indications, interactions with other products, addiction. dependence or a use of the dnig 

that is not complying with the intended purpose, shall be givea It is obvious that the 

competent federal higher authority does not only get early information about possible new 

nsks, but must also receive the necessary information to assess whether the drug c m  be 

4' Deutsch, at 542 at para 824. 
Horst Hasskarl, "Sicherheir durch Infinnation in ~ m e i m ~ r e c h t ~ ~  [1988] Neue Jurisùsche 

Wochenschrifi 2265 at 2269; hereafier cited as NJW. 



released h m  the automatic prescription requirement, or whether it has to be put under 

the general prescription requirement.4'6 

9. Commissioner for the graduated plan 
(StufenpIanbeauftrag ter) 

Since the pharmaceutical law amendment of 1986, anyone who, in the capacity of a 

pharmaceutical entrepreneur, markets finished drugs must commission a person - the so- 

called commissioner for the graduated plan - possessing the required expert knowledge 

and the reliability necessary for exercising this hction, 8 63a 1 M G .  The graduated plan 

is drawn up by the Federal Minister, according to general administrative regulations 

subject to the consent of the Federai Councii, which specifies the cooperation expected 

between the authorities and the services involved, on the various danger levels as well as 

on the intervention of the pharmaceutical entrepreneurs. It determines the various 

measures that have to be taken in cornpliance with provisions of the Pharmaceutical 

Products Act, 63 M G .  The comiissioner for the graduated plan is personally 

responsible for meeting the obligation of notification, as far as it concems dmg nsks. He 

has to collect and evaluate information on the dmg risks that become known and 

coordinate the necessary responses. In this way, the cornmissioner for the graduated plan 

basically has to assess the pharmaceutically immanent, as distinct fiom the manufacture- 

related, risks of drugs, and then to pass the information on to the competent authority?" 

" 6  Hasskari, Cl9881 NJW 2265 at 2270. 
4'7 Haçskarl, Cl9881 NJW 2265 at 2270. 



10. Risk liability regulations (GefYhrdungshafarg) 

Besides the regulations ensuring the security of phaxmaceutical products by strong 

requirements concerning approvai, examination and distribution, the current 

Pharmaceutical Products Act provides special liability regulations to ensure compensation 

for those who suffer loss and damage caused by the production of unsafe h g s .  $ 84 

AMG estabiishes risk4'* liability for phannaceutical products, as follows: 

as a result of the administration of a pharmaceutical product intended for human 
use which was distributeci to the consumer within the purview of this law and which 
is subject to compulsory marketing authorization or is exempted by orciinance fiom 
compuisory marketing authorization, a person is killed or the body or the health of a 
person is significantly injured, the phannaceutical entrepreneur who placed the 
pharmaceutical product on the market within the purview of this law shail be 
obliged to compensate for the h m  caused to the injured party. The Iiability 
(obligation) to compensate shall only exist if 

1. under correct (intended) use the pharmaceutical product has hannfùl effects, 
which exceed the bounds considered justifiable in the light of knowledge available 
in medical science and which have their origin either in the process of development 
or manufacture, or 

2. the harm has occurred as a result of labelling , expert information or instructions 
for use (package-insert) not complying with the knowledge available in medical 
science. 

"' The rem "rkk liability" is used as the heading for the special liability provision laid d o m  in 4 84 AMG 
and means objective, fault independent liability. However, other than in the case of former laws imposing 
risk liabiiity in other fields, such as in 9 833 BGB for animal keepers (Tiethaiter-Wafing) or in 6 7 
Sh.assenverkehrsgeselz-StVG (Road Trafiic Act) for car holders (Krafvahneughaiter-Hafing), liabiiity is 
not imposed on the ground that a particular thing, here the the pharmaceutical product, typicalty produces 
specific dangers. Here, liability is only imposed for hannfiil dnags and insufficient user information, 
Kullrnann in: Kullmann/ Pfster, K a .  3800 at 15. 



The intention of the regdation is to moderaie the individuai's exposure to risk and also to 

create a preventive effecf in the sense of encouraging manufâcturers of pharmaceutical 

products to produce products as N k - h e  and harmless as 

The conditions, the legal reach and consequences of the risk Liability regulatiom will be 

discussed in detail below, in the context of the dinerent regulations conceming the legal 

scheme of the phmaceutical product liability law. 

III. Liability under 5 84 AMG 

1. Pharmaceuticals affected by the liability provision of 5 84 
AMG 

5 84 AMG does not affect al1 phannaceuticai products. The focus of liability - according 

to 5 84 S. 1 AMG - is oniy considered a pharmaceuticai product if, fmt, it is intended for 

human use, secondly, it was distributed to the consumer within the purview of the 

Pharrnaceutical Products Act, and thirdly, if it is subject to compuisory marketing 

authonsation or is exempted by ordinance fiom i t  Only if these three conditions are met 

can damage resulting from such a phannaceuticai product form the base for an obligation 

of compensation. 

htended for hurnan use: 

"9  Hart in: Hart et al., "Dm Recht des Ameimitte!murkzes ", (Baden-Baden: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft 
1988) at 158. 



Pharmaceuticd products "intended for human use" are those designated by the 

pharmaceuticai entrepreneur to be administered to the human body?2o Therefore, 

pharmaceutical products exclusively intended to be used in animal medicine do not fd 

under the liability regulation of 5 84 AMG, even though such a product, made for 

animals, may be applied to a human body, for example, because of equal or s M a r  

quality to products used in human medicine?' 

Distnbuted to the consumer within the pwview of the Pharmaceuticd Products Act: 

Further, the pharmaceuticai product has to be distributed to the consumer within the 

purview of the Pharmaceutical Products Act. The tenn "distribution" is used in the 

definition for "putting into public circulation" (fnverkehrbhgen), as specified in 8 4 

XVII M G .  This is the keeping in stock for sale or for other foms of distribution, the 

keeping and offering for sale and the distribution to others. Therefore "distribution" 

obviously means, above dl. sale in pharmacies. Et dso inciudes handing over 

pharmaceuticai products thou& wholesalers to hospitais for the purpose of application 

to the patient"z and distribution of sarnples not for sale through pharmaceuticai 

413 4 3  consultants to physicians, dentists, etc. . 

"Consumer" means anyone who acquires pharmaceutical products to apply to himself or 

to others. Consumers also include heaith and sickness care institutions, where 

''O Sander, M G  5 84 para. 9a at 10. 
."' Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 1 1. 
'" 5 47 1 Nr. 2 and Nr. 3 AMG. 
'" 5 47 DIAMG. 



pharmaceutical products are applid42s The term bbconsumer" may be given a broad 

interpretation, roughly speaking, as intended to embrace al1 those cases where the 

pharmaceutical product was brought into public circulation by generally expected means 

of distribution for application by a consumer, regardless of whether he himself or a third 

person applied the product? Therefore cases are a h  included where the fint purchas- 

originally acquires the non-prescription pharmaceutical product to appiy to hirnself, or 

receives it for the purpose of application to himself, but subsequently gives it to 0 t h  

fannily mernbers who are to apply it to themsehes personally. Once a pharmaceutical 

product has been distributed to a consumer, the applicability of the liability regdation 

will not be invalidated simply because the pharmaceuticai pmduct was subsequently 

given to a third person by the f i  acquirer, e.g, because he himself did not use it up 

entirelY?' 

The requirement, that the pharmaceutical product has to be distributed to the consumer 

'%thin the purview of the Pharmaceutical Products Act", excludes any acquisition 

outside of Germany. If for example. a Geman tourist buys a pharmaceutical product in a 

foreign phaxmacy which then leads to injury, he is not entitled to compensation under the 

Phannaceutical Products Act, not even if: the damage only occurred in Germany, the 

manufacturer or phamaceutical entrepreneur is a German Company and an identicai 

product exists within the pwiew of the Pharmaceutical Products Act. On the other hand 

42* Kullrnann in: Kullmand Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 1 1. 
Kullmann in: Kullmann, Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 12 referring to BT-Drucksache, 3. Wahlperiode Nr. 654 v. 

13.1 1.1958 at 29. 
Sander, AMG # 84 para. 9b at 1 1. 

'27 Kdimann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 12. 



a possible damage claim is not affected by the fact that a pharmaceuticd product 

distniuted to the consumer within the purview of the Pharmaceutical Products Act, was 

applied in a foreign country and it was only then that damaging effects o c c ~ r r e d ~ ~ ~ ~  

Subject to compdsory marketing authorisation or is exempted by ordinance fiom it: 

A M e r  condition for Iiabiiity is that the pharmaceuticai product is subject to 

compulsory marketing authorisation or is exempted by ordinance fkom i t  It is irrelevant 

in this context, if the pharmaceutical product was in fact authorized by marketing 

authorization. What is solely decisive is if it is considered to be subiect to marketing 

authonsation, according to the Phamaceutical Products Act provisions429. 

The liability regulation, 5 84 M G ,  M e r  applies to phmaceutical products - provided 

the other conditions are met -, which - even though in general are subject to the marketing 

authorisation regirne - have been exempted by ordinance from compulsory marketing 

authonsation, according to 8 36 ~ 6 ~ ~ .  

2. The daim conditions (AnspnrchsvoraussetZungen) 

a. The general liability conditions, Q 84 S. 1 AMG 

The basic requirements for the obligation to pay damages under 5 84 AMG are: that as a 

result of the application or administration of a dmg afkted by the liability provision, a 

428 Sander, AMG, Erl. 5 84, p a m  9 b; Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 13. 
429 5 21 AMG; for conditions aiso see explanations, above, under II. 3. 
J30 2 1 AMG; for conditions also see explanations, above, under II. 3. 



person is killed, or the body or the health of a person is significantly injured (nich 

unerheblich vedezt)?' 

Ki lh g ,  or considerable injury of a person's body or health: 

The required consequence, that a person shall have been killed or signincantly injured, 

detemines the protective ambit by reference to the object affited. The legal objecîs 

protect-d under 5 84 AMC - Me, body, health - basicaiiy follow the concept of 5 823 

BGB, but in contrast to that, 5 84 M G  only covers damages to persons 

(Personenschüden), not damages to things (Sachschüden) or pure economic loss (reine 

~erm~~etlsschüden)?~' Furthemore 8 84 M G  requires the injury caused to be at least 

"considerable" to some extent (nicht unerheblich), which is not M e r  explained. As a 

matter of common sense though, the intention is to exchde liability for "trivial or 

insigni ficant injuries ( ~ a ~ u t e l ~ s c h ~ d e n 4 ~ ~ ) ,  also called "socially adequate injuries" 

(sozialadüquate ~ e r l e m n ~ e n ' ~ ~ ,  which basically meam injuries where the help of 

physicians is not necessarily required or where no considerable impairnent of the bodily 

well-being was reported.'" The tenn certainly is legally indeterminate and in need of 

being fleshed out by the exercise of intelligent judgment. 

43' 5 84 S. I AMG. 
432 Sander, AMG 84 para 10 at 13; Kulhann in: Kullmand Pfister, 

In this respect, the injury's 

Kza. 3800 at 17; Deutsch, at 589 
para. 88 1. 
433 Sander, AMG 4 84 para. I l  at 13f. 
'" Kullmann Ui: KuiImana/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 18; Deutsch, Cl9791 VersR 685 at 686. 

This interpretation is used by the criminal law science, where the term "nich unerhebliche Verietnrng*' 
is used in the criminal code in connection with the suspension of a driver's license, in the course of wbich 
an objective mesure is used and subjective over sensitivity does not fidl inm account, KloeseV Cyran, 
M G  84 para. 10 at 104a f.; Kullmann in: Kullrnarinl Pfister, Km. 3800 at 18. Also see Sander, AMG 4 



significance needs to be defjned in its quantitative as weii as its qualitative perspectives. 

Here the duraiion of suffiring, the dimension or degree of handicap or impediment, and 

the intensity of pain inflïcted may aii be con~idered?~~ 

To put tbings in perspective, the statutory establishment of risk liabiiity for 

pharmaceuticai products, as a consequential reaction to the tragic events in the 

"Contergon" catastrophe, was intended to provide a sufficient economic security for the 

victims of unforeseen damages caused by phmaceutid products- 1t dso was to express 

the evaluation of interests in favour of the economicaily weaker consumer, who became a 

victirn of pharmaceutical product injury, as opposed to the interests of the phamiaceutical 

entrepreneur.'37 This allows the conclusion to be drawn that the liability system centered 

on 8 84 AMG, is primarily focused on the alleviation of economic need in case of 

damages caused by phamiaceuticalsz38. Accordingly, a minor indisposition of 'hot feeling 

well", or conditions such as indigestion and minor headaches, or insignificant temporary 

allergic reactions, are al1 k~elevant."~ 

As a result of administration: 

The person's death or his significant injury must have occurred as a result of the dmg's 

application or administration. This in the h t  instance requires a causal connection 

84 para 11 at 13 f., who points out that the term used certainly does not mean that compensation is allowed 
only in the case of severe injuries, but rather intends CO exchde "bagatelle" or trivial damages. 
"6 Deusch, at 589 para 88 1. 
437 For this approach for a normative determination of the term "nichz unerhebliche Verfetrung" see Sander, 
AMG§84para. l l a t 1 3 C  
"' Sander, M G  8 84 pan. 1 1  at 14, therefore is of the opinion, that the terni "nich unerhebliche 
Verlerzunf can be set on relatively high. 
439 KloeseV Cyra~, AMG 8 84 para 10 at 104a f. 



between the pharmaceutical product's application and the violation of life, body or heaith, 

which then caused the damage? The examinaiion of cause basicdy foliows the same 

rules and attribution or imputation critena as described for 823 BGB, while similar 

problems rnight occur. By way of distinction, though, the question of adequate cause, 

which refers to the general possibility of foreseeing or predicting the consequences, 

cannot be used to delimit Liability under 4 84 AMG , because it concems a regdation 

imposing risk liability, which already presupposes the realisation of a foreseeable specific 

danger, namely the pharmaceutical product risk? In this way 5 84 RMG serves to 

balance the consequences of the pharmaceutical danger, which was authorisd Therefore 

it is not a question of causation any more, whether a deterrnined damage event was 

supposed to have been foreseen due to pnor experience. What rnatters here is only 

whether it concems a specific result of those dangers, in view of which the general public 

was supposed to be indemnified for their 10sses.~~' This a c W y  refers to the requirement 

or condition for imposing risk liability, namely that the injury has to be the typicai result 

of the anticipated phannaceutical product risk. 

In other words, besides a pure causal connection there is also required a realisation of the 

particular pharmaceutical product danger, as a limitation of liability. As a consequence in 

the fiame of determination of causation, it needs to be carefully exarnhed whether the 

injury or damage caused falls w i t h  the ambit of the protection aimed at by 5 84 M G  

(Schutzmeck der Nom).  That is, if beyond the pure causal connection generally, then the 

JjO For an example see OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 633 - *ïmpletof'. 
*' Deutsch, [ 19791 VersR 685 at 689; Deutsch, "Begremng der Hamng aus abstrakrer Gefardung wegen 
fehlender adüquater fiusalit& - Bemerkung a m  schadensrechrlichen Aspekr des Uneils des HessVGH v- 
16. Nov. I96Y [1966] Juristischenzeitung 536 at 537; Kullmann in: KulImann/ Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 590. 



restriction of lïability to specific cases is required, Here, for exampie, "as a result of the 

application" refers to the personal ambit of protection @ersônZicher Schutzbereich). As a 

statutory provision for the consumer's protection, 8 84 AMG lirnits iiability to patients 

who have a c W y  consumed the prduct by application or administration. This means 

that a pre-condition of liability is that the injureci person has actually either taken or 

applied the pharmaceutical product, or that it has been given, injecteci or otherwise 

administered to him. Further Liabiiïty delimitation requirements concerning reaüsation of 

the particular danger of phannaceutical products are described in the special liabiiity 

conditions in 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 and Nr. 2 AMG. According to Nr. 1, it is a requirement that 

the injury be caused exclusively by the defectiveness of the drug, which means its 

harmful qualities. Aitematively as provided by Nr. 2, the injury needs to be solely the 

result of the missing or defective information provided- 

b. The special liability conditions under Q 84 S. 2 AMG 

Even if the general liability conditions of $ 84 S. 1 M G  are fiilfilled, liability is still 

limited and only imposed in the event that one of the special conditions given in S. 2 Nr. 

1 - referring to the defective pharmaceutical product - or Nr. 2 - refemng to defective 

instruction - c m  aiso be show. 



aa. Nr. 1 : product defect 

In conformity with 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G ,  liability is restricted in several ways and only 

exists: if the pharmaceutical product, used pursuant to the intended, appropriate and 

ordinary indicated use (bestimmungsgem@em Gebrauch) has harmful effects, which 

exceed the bounds considered justifiable or reasonable in the Light of knowleâge available 

in medical science and which have their origins in the area of development or 

manufacture. Even though the t em "defect" ha9 not k e n  used in cornpliance with 

generzl terminology, @ 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G  refers to the generai product Liabiiïty categories 

of development defects, design defec ts and defects in manufaf tureu3. Although the 

defective product itself is not directly topical to this present thesis, the conditions of 

liability imposed by g 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG have to be noted in order to analyse the whole 

concept of risk liability for pharmaceutical products, including the provisions of 8 84 S. 2 

Nr. 2 AMG concerning defective instructions, which are the main focus of this thesis. In 

light of the need to concentrate on this focal point, the requirements of 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 

AMG cannot be expiained in every detail, but will be considered to the extent necessary 

and appropriate in relation to that focus, Le., in the essential fùndamentals needed to 

himish a reasonable understanding of phamaceutical nsk liability provided by the 

interplay of Q 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 and Nr. 2 M G .  

"' Deutsch, at 59 1 pam 886. at 593 para. 89 1: Udo Wolter, ''Die H~fiung des neuen Arzneirninelgesetzes '' 
Cl9761 Der Betrieb 2201 at 2004: hereafter cited as DB, with an interesthg iIlustration referrùig to 
rnanufacnuing defects in case of pharmaceutical products; that the statutory provision onty refers to harmfiil 
effects which have their origin in the process of development or rnanukture, is probably due to the kt, 
that pharrnaceuticat products do not have a technicd design in the sense of a construction Iike othet 
products, Deutsch, 119891 JZ 855 at 855. They rather follow a certain formula, developed h m  chemicai 
compositions of active agents, which betongs to the process of producrs development, Thercfore, pursuant 
to general terminology, the circumscription~ paraphrase "in the process or area of deveiopment" also 
comprises what are generally referred to as "design" defects, Priltting & Prütting Cl9781 DAZ 256 at 258. 



(1). Occurrence of hannful effects under appropriate use, 
pursuant to the intended and ordinary use of the 
pharmaceutical product 

"Harmfiil effects" (schadliche W i g e n )  of phamaceutical products means: side- 

effectsW and also interaction with other dmgs, which have any disadvantageous 

influence on the phannaceutical consumer's healt&~.~~' 

"Appropnate, pursuant to the intended and ordinary use (bestimmungsgemüier 

Gebrauch)" is any application or utilisation, covered by the insîructions and uiformation 

provided by the phannaceutical entrepreneur on the package label, in the package insert, 

by expert infornation or in advertisements, as well as through instructions of 

pharmaceuticai company representatives to physicians.w This also includes any 

application, not expressly recommended by the pharmaceutical entrepreneur, but based on 

generaily recognised scientific therapeutic custom as performed in practice, which was 

not contra-indicated by the pharmaceuticai entrepreneur, even though he knew about it or 

should have k ~ o w n . ~ '  Such consumer or application customs, which were originally not 

foreseen by the phamaceutical entrepreneur but passively accepted or even approved, 

444 For a defmition see 5 2 Nr. 13 AMG: 
"Side effects are those undesired concomitant phenomenons occurring under pursuant to the 
intended, appropriate and o r d m  use (bestimmungsgemtï&m Gebrauch) o f  the 
pharmaceuticd pro duc^" 
Kulhann in: Kullmann/ Pfrster, Kza 3800 at 22. 

ws Sander, M G  8 84 para. 13 at 17; Kuiimann in: KullrnamJ Pfster, KZb 3800 at 22. 
447 Sander, M G  g 84 para. 13 at 17; Deutsch, at 591 f para 885,887. 



occur over and over again? 48 I n s  case, however, he has the option to exonerate himseIf 

by warning about the consequences of: incorrect use, use contrary to the indication or 

mi~a~~lication.*~ This is because the phannaceutical entrepreneur, who has brought a 

pharmaceuticai product into pubiic circulation, has the opportunity to determine the 

bbordinary, intended and contemplated use" (bestimmungsgemà~en Gebruuch) by way of 

indication or contra-indi~atioa"~ 

Therefore he can considerably reduce his liability risic, if he explicitly specifies the range 

of application, the highest dosage allowed, the mode of application, any incompatibiiity 

with other dmgs,"l an approximate maximum treatment duration and, if he 

unequivocaily designates those persons who, in view of possible harmful side-effects in 

their case are not to use the product?5' This shows the close connection between liability 

under 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG and the duv to give instruction or ~ a r n i n ~ . ~ ' ~  Of course, the 

p hamaceutical entrepreneur is expec ted to determine c leariy the "bestimm tcngsgemüien 

3,454 Gebrauch as such; and aiso, if necessary, to set out and advise against perceived 

incorrect uses or use contrary to the indication45s. ui practice this is pazticularly refevant 

ua This is not a matter of not obviated foreseeabIe misuse, as such would clearly not be considered in 
establishing liability under S 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G ,  Kullmann in: KulImann/ Pfister. Kra 3800 at 22. footnote 
72. 
a9 KloeseU Cyran. M G  Ij 84 para. 1 1 at 105. 
''O Deutsch. at 59 1 f. para 887; as an exarnple also see reasoning in OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 633 
- "Impletot'. 
"' Günter Hager, bgS~htîden infilge Unvereinbahrkeit mehrere Medikameme - Beitrag ,furHafing fiir 
Imtmktions- und Herstelie~ehler" [ 19871 Versic herungsRecht 1053 at 105% 
451 KuIlmann in: Kuilmann/ Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 22 f.: Deutsch, at 59 1 f para 887. 

Wolter, [1976] DB 2001 at 2004. 
' ~ 4  E.g., "P musr not be taken or applied VXT' or "i/XY before sramhg the P-treatment a suficient XY- 
rherapy musr be per/ormed' or "'treannent with P at the same t h e  as XY must be avoided', Kullmann in: 
Kuiimand Pfister, Km. 3800 at 23. 
"5  This is advisable in view of consumer security, even though it is not mentioned in the 5 84 AMG text. 
However, this does not mean that the pharmaceuticai entrepreneur is able to escape liability by giving 
overly carehi defensive contra-indications about al1 kinds of possible negative fields of application, e.g. 



in relation to incompatibiiities and riskdS6 To resîrict validly the "bestimmungsgemi@en 

Gebrauch", he is aiso required to give understaadable information in a readable print and 

on technicai format package inserts - especiaily in the case of non-prescription drue - 

because his liability depends decisively on the consumer's understanding."' However, 

the pharmaceutical entrepreneur can only resnict liability for product-inherent effects by 

way of instruction, if the hannfbl effects do not occur despite consideration and 

observance of that 

in view of 6 84 S- 2 Nr. 1 M G ,  any form of misuse is considered incorrect use and does 

not lead to the pharmaceuticai entrepreneur's liability. If a pharmaceutical product, for 

example, oniy has harmful effects in case of excessive use, liability under the 

Phannaceuticai Products Act can only exist with regard to 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG. 459 Tf 

those special liability conditions are not met, then at best oniy fault dependent liability 

under § 823 1 BGB cornes into question.'60 With 8 84 M G ,  the legislator has anticipated 

the issue of health dangers arking fiom fiequent and substantiaily incorrect use, and 

intends to prevent possible damages occurring by way of statutory provision, by making 

such pharmaceutical products subject to an obligatory doctor's prescription in cornpliance 

with Ij 48 1 M G ,  in connection with $48 II Nr. 1 b AMG. 

"thefirst month ofpregnancy"; the same is üue about recommendations such as "P should onlv be taken 
according ro physician Li advice" or "on& rvith precaution*' or 'P should be resigned', Deutsch, at 592 
para 887; Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pf~ter ,  Kza. 3800 at 24. 
456 Kullmann in: Kullniann/ Pfister, K a  3800 at 23. 
"" Kullmann in: Kullmand Pfister, Kza 3800 at 24. 
458 Sander, AMG § 84 para. 15 at 19; this issue will be discussed below with analysis of $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 
AMG, referring to instruction defects. 
'" 106 BGHZ273 at 278 fE - "asthma-spray". 

Wolter, [1976] DB at 2004. 



(2). Hamrful effects exceeding the bounds considered justifiable 
in light of knowledge available in medical science 

Those pharmaceutical products with harmf'ul effects exceeding the bounds considered 

reasonable, in the light of available medical knowledge, are by definition risk-laden 

(bedenkliche) dmgs under 8 5 II AMG.~'  They are prohibiteci nom being put into public 

circulation according to 8 5 1 AMG. If they have been marketed nevertheless, liability is 

approp:iately imposed according to 8 84 MG? It is not easy to define or determine 

when exactly harmful effects exceed the bounds considered justifiable in the light of 

available medical knowledge. î h e  question of medical j ~ t i f i a b i l i t ~ ~ ~ ~  (Vemetborkeit) 

requires a weighing exercise, according to which the therapeutic value of the product 

preponderates over its harrnfùl e f f e ~ t s . ~ ~  To that extent it is presumed, that some harmful 

side-effects can generally be accepted. It al l  depends on the therapeutic expectations, and 

to what extent the side- and interaction-effects are to be tolerated until they overwhelm 

the therapeutic value and utility (Nunen) of the pharmaceutical product-46s 

The decisive factor is the knowledge (Erkennfnis) available in medical science. Even 

though the medical expert witness has to judge the issue of justifiability, what matters in 

this estimation is also the patient's acceptance of side-effects? In other words, the 

*' For the entire statutory wording see above. under II 4. 
*' A corresponding evaiuation is found under provisions conceming the pracedure of admission for 
pharmaceuticals: 8 25 II Nr. 5 M G ,  where under the same conditions the marketing authorisauon may be 
reftsed and Iike-wise § 30 1 M G ,  pursuant to which the marketing authorkation can be withdrawn or 
revoked. 
563 Sander, AMG $84 para. 14 at 17 ff.; Kullmann in: Kuilmand Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 25 fE 
a BT-Dmcksache 7/3060 at 45. 

Deutsch, at 592 para. 888. 
Deutsch, at 592 para 888; OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 632 & - bblmp/efoP'. 



question is: ifthey are bearable and can be reasonably expected to be tolerated (zumutbar) 

by the patient.467 Even then, however, a risk-benefit evaiuation needs to be undertaken to 

detennine whether a hannful effect is still in tbis regard an important 

distinction exists in cornparison to the corresponding evaluation, in the context of the 

procedure for phamiaceutical product admission. 

Whereas in relation to the decision about the marketing authorkation, the risk-benefit 

evaiuation is an abstract one, regarding the justifiability or non-precariousness of the 

pharmaceutical product. In the liability process against the pharmaceutical entrepreneur, 

on the other hanci, it is focused on the administration of the product in the concrete case 

regarding the particular injureci patient.M9 Additionally in this case it needs to be 

positively determined whether the pharmaceutical product has non-justifiable or 

dangerous side-effects; whereas during the admission procedure one simply does not fuliy 

know as yet what consequences it may produce.470 Even though the decision is supposed 

to be based on an objective point of view, which follows out of 4 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG, 

tming upon "the light of knowiedge available in medical science", this assessrnent 

certainly inciudes the extent, gravity and fiequency of experienced side-effects. Above 

aIl, it turns their reversibility, as well as any reasonable and plausible alternative methods 

of treatrnent, with lesser risk."' Examples of the justifiability of harmful effects are: 

567 Kullmann in: KulImann/ Pfister, Kza, 3800 at 27. 
* A detailed explanation of this rather complicated procedure of risk-benefit-evaluation exceeds the 
purview of this thesis; for a comprehensive overview on this see Kullmann inr Kullmad Pfkter, K a  3800 
at 27 fi. 

As in apparently M G  Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 632 K - "Iniperoc". 
'70 KuIlmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 27, footnote 83 a 

Deutsch, at 592 para 888; Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, Kzo 3800 at 29. Regardkg the consideration 
o f  subjective p e c ~ l i ~ t i e s  of the injured patient see: OLG Stuttgart [1990] Ver& 63 1 at 632 f, - Ympleror', 
where the question was, whether the pharmaceuticai entrepreneur is also responsible for danrages, which 



severe s i d e - e f f i  of chemotherapy in case of ~a rc ino rna~~~ ,  or anaphylactic shock 

sustained t b u g h  antibiotics in cases with severe ~ y r n ~ t o r n s ~ ~ ~ .  Examples for non- 

justifiability are: impaireci vision resdting h m  headache rernedie~:~~ malformation in 

new-boms caused by pregnancy tests:7s and brain contraction caused by pharmaceuticals 

against climactenc problems."6 

(3). The decisive moment for judgment in the risk-benefit 
evaluation 

Ultimately the time of judgment decides whether 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G  establishes risk 

liability or liability based on fa~l t? '~  Opinions in the learned literature dispute the 

moment which is decisive for the question: whether the hamfûl effects of a 

pharmaceutical product exceed the bounds considered justifiable in light of the 

knowledge available in medical science? Some opinions focus on the standard of 

knowledge in medical science at the time of distributing the pharmaceutical product.478 

On the other hand the t h e  of the fmal court hearing has also been ~ u ~ ~ e s t e d ? ~ ~  It seems 

appropriate that preference should be given to a reflection which encompasses both 

only occur through cornbined action of the pharmaceutical product and subjective peculiarities of the 
patient; which was answered in the positive concerning the intention and purpose of the Phamiaceutical 
Product Act. 
iR Deutsch, at 593 para. 888. 
'" Sander, AMG g 84 para. 14 at 17 f. 
474 Sander, AMG 84 pam 14 at 17. 
475 Hermann Plagemann, "Das neue Anneimittelrecht in der Bewûhmng - Zur Rechrslage irn Duogynon- 
Full nach AMG 76'119781 Wettbewerb in Recht und Praxis 779 at 78 1. 
"' BGH (~r te i l  v. L9J.I99 1) [LW 11 VenR at 780 - "Afivar. 
477 See explanations to § 823 BGB above under A, II., 2., d 
'" Sander, M G  § 84 para 14 at 18; H. Weimauer. "Die Produkthafhrng fir Amelmirtel" 1979 
Pharmazeutische industrie 425 at 427; hereatier cited as P h  Jnd. 
479 Deutsch, CI9791 VersR 685 at 687; Deutsch, at 593 para. 890; correspondhg apparently OLG Stuttgart 
[1990] Ver& 63 1 at 633 - "lmpletor'. 



moments, considered above, by way of retrospective. In confonnity with this view, the 

subsequent knowledge, existing at the time of the last court hearing, is to be projected 

back to the tirne of distribution? The question then is whether the harmful e f f i ,  had 

they been known, and considering the supply of alternative phannaceutical products at 

that t h e ,  codd have been regarded as acceptable?"' This ailows one to take into account 

the existing howledge about harrnful quaiities and effects of a phamiaceutical product at 

the time ofjudgment, especiaUy in regard to the question of reversbility of side-effects in 

cornpliance with a newer standard of medical science, which is the most decisive factor of 

al1 for judgment on the justifiability of the particda. drug?" By such a retro-projection of 

the most curent howledge to the tirne of distribution, the periphery of pharmaceutical 

scientific knowledge of that time c m  be taken into account, for instance the availability of 

alternative therapy options and their feasibilities (Einsetzbarkeit). Such a subsequent 

prognosis - also referred to as a subsequent liability legal "diagnosis '483 - probably cornes 

closest to the intention of the legislator, who wanted to provide regdations against a 

fiture "Contergan" catastrophe with 5 84 AMG.'~~ 

(4). Harmful effects laying the foundation in the process (im 
Bereich) of development or manufacture 

Under $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG, iiability is lirnited to cases where the harmfùl effects have 

their ongin in the process of development or manufacture. This means that a padcuiar 

"O Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, Kza 3800 at 33; OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 634 - bCImp~e~oP'. 
This question corresponds to the one asked in the procedure for the phannaceutical product's admission, 

Deutsch, at 593 para. 890; Kullmann in: Kullmann! Pflster, Kza. 3800 at 33. 
''* Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 33. 
"3 Deutsch, 11 9791 VenR 685 at 688. 



comection or nexus of danger is required between the phamaceutical product's 

development or manufacture and any harmful effects which have caused death or injury 

to body or health. The statutory intention is to exclude h a d  eEects c d  by 

circumstances that only arose &et e-g., through faulty storage in 

pharmacies, hospitals or private homes, or through inappropriate administration by 

learned intemiediaries, such as physicians and nurses. The requirements are met if the 

harmfùi pharmacdcai effets are c d  by what is commonly refkrred to as 

deveiopment defects or manufacturing defectsT6 Possible development defects are, e-g , 

insufficient phamiacology or toxicology, insufficient examination, and disregard or 

ignorance of contra-indications pointed out in the literatureP8' as well if the h g ' s  

formula or recipe4** deve~o~ment was defective. One would talk about a defect in 

manufacture if the product's defectiveness arose during the production process, e.g., the 

drug's composition does not comply with its intendeci formula or concept regarding 

quality or quantity, coating or Ofien the appearance (Amchein - prima 

facie) of harmful consequences arising under correct use, done in conformity with 

instructions, will speak for the fact that the product examination was i n ~ f i c i e n t . ~ ~ ~  

" Deutsch, at 593 para 890. 
Kullmann in: Kullmannl Pfister, &a. 3800 at 32, Deutsch, at 594 para. 893. 

'" See above, under m. 2- b. aa 
a7 Deutsch, at 594 para 89 1. 

The terni "reciipe" defect has k e n  used by Kuiirnann ia: Kullmuuil Pfistcr, Kza 3800 at 32. 
'89 Deutsch, at 594 para 893. 
4W Deutsch, at 594 para 89 1. 



(5). No liability for ineffective drugs 

Because 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG only provides for pharmaceuticals with "hamiful e f f ~ " ,  

no Liability is imposai under the Phannaceuticai Products Act for ineffective drugs, e.g., 

caused by a defect in manufacture, too srnail a quantity of an active agent was put into a 

dnig or ~accination;~~' or the recommended dosage was not high enough to stop or ease 

the sicl~ness?~~ The classic risk liability for pharmaceuticals is seen in the excess of side- 

and interaction-effects, but not in a failure to address or stop the sickness. This seems 

unjustifieci in view of some types of dmgs, such as for diagnostic tests, vaccinations and 

sera.493 A complete failure of effect is not a risk liability reason under § 84 AMG.'~~ The 

ineffectiveness of the product, in spite of the expectation of effectiveness that has been 

created, only falls within the ambit of promiseci (Garantie) or fault dependent liability. 

bb. Nr. 2: instruction defect 

Besides the conditions of the fmt alternative of 8 84 S. 2 AMG, such as harmfûl effects 

arising fiom a failure in manufacture or development exceeding the bounds considered 

justifiable, liability might also arise under $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG. in cornpliance with thaî, 

liability only exists if the hami and as a consequence the damage has occurred as a result 

of labelling, expert information or instruction for use not then complying with the 

knowledge available in medical science. This refea to the requirements laid down for 

drugs in $9 10 ff. AMG, concerning necessary product idormation, instructions for use 

'" Pmttkg & Pmttùrg, 119781 D M  256 at 258. 
492 Deutsch, [1979] VersR 685 at 686. 
493 Deutsch, at 594 para 90 1. 
'% Kuilmann ui: PhannaRecht 198 1,112 at 116 



and warnings. Within this second liability provision, the product liability category of so 

calied instruction defeca is embraced, hcluding absent and iBsufficient wamings. 

However, liability can only exist where the particuk condition is m a  that the instruction 

defect is containeci in either the labelling (§ 10 M G ) ,  the expert information (8 11 a 

M G )  or in the the package insert (8 L 1 M G ) .  False information or omitted wamings on 

other occasions or in another context, e-g., in advertisements, do not trigger liability under 

the second alternative of 5 84 S. 2 M G .  

Information in labellingy expert information and instruction for use: 

Necessary information can be embodied in either the labelling, the expert information or 

the package insert. According to $ 1 O M G  the labellhg requirements are to show inter 

a h :  the name, or Company name, and the address of the phamiaceutical entrepreneur, the 

narne of the h g y  the marketing authorisation number, the batch identification, the 

pharmaceuticai fom, the content by weight, volume or number of iternd9', the method of 

administration and the active constituents according to type and quautityi96. In case of 

gene-technology manufactured drugs, the active substance and the designation of the 

micro-organism or the ce11 line which has been gene-technologically modified durùig 

manufacture, rnust also appear, as well as the expiry date497. So, dependiag on the 

situation, rnust the indication "prescription-only" or 'bpharmacy-only", or, where 

applicable, the indication 'bsarnpIe-only", the indication "keep out of reach for children", 

495 As a case example, see: A G  Lûneburg, confirmecl by OLG Celle in: Sander, 4 10 AMG case Nr. 1 at 1 f. 
'% As a case example, see: AG Lilneburg, confirmeci by OLG Celle in: Sander, 5 10 AMG case Nr. 1 at 1 f. 
'97 As a case example, see: LG K6ln in: Sander, 8 10 AMG case Nr. 2 at 1 E. 



and as  far as necessary, precautionary measmes for the disposal of unused dnigs. In the 

package insert or expert information there must additiondy be contained information 

about, inter alia: fields of application, contra-indications, side-effects, any interaction 

with other pducts, the dosage instructions, the duration of admhistratjon , important 

incompatibilities, measures to be taken in case of ernergency, symptoms and antidotes as 

weil the pharmacologicai and toxicological pmperties, indications for the 

administration to certain groups of patients, and any particda. indications for storage and 

retention, etc. 

Instructions for use: 

Instructions for use are necessary for achieving the ïntended administration of the 

product, for bringing the therapy conectly into effect, and above al1 for the avoidance of 

excessive dosageig8. The idea is to make the phamiaceutical product available to patients 

and their physicians for particular use in a specifically indicated frame. 

Necessary wamings might be given on containers, outer packages, package ùwrts or 

expert information. They regularly contain directions not to use the product in particular 

ways.499 They are supposed to make the patient aware with the help of his physicianm, 

that takùig the phannaceutical product is contra-indicated or, as the case may be, that at 

.'98 AS a case example, see 106 BGHZ 273 at 278 K. 
'* Deutsch, at 596 para 900. 



least another pharmaceutical product n& to be discontinued because of possibly 

hannfiil interactions. In this way it has been considered enough that the physician has 

warned the patient about the dangers. The pharmaceutical entrepreneur does not need to 

do so as ~ e l l . ~ "  This principle is c d e d  the doctrine of the "learned intermediary d e "  in 

~ngio-~merican juri~prudence.~~ 

(1). Labelllng, expert infonnation or instruction for use 
complying with the knowledge then available in medical 
science 

Within the puMew of lïability under 8 84 S. Nr. 2 M G ,  liability is restricted to 

instruction defects bat do not comply with the knowledge available in medical science. In 

contrat to liability under $ 823 BGB, the focus here is not on the presupposed ability of 

respective consumers to recognise and understand the meaning, but objectively on the 

knowledge available in medical science. What is decisive in this context is therefore not 

the question, whether the information provided in the package insert was generally 

understandable, i-e., in view of the patient's education and previous experience. 

However, it is essential to define, what the statutory provision is supposed to convey with 

the terni "in compliance with knowledge available in medical science". As a complement 

to 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G ,  the legislator with 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG intended to establish a 

damage compensation claim in cases where a pharmaceuticai product c m  be applied in 

LG Hamburg in: Sander, 5 1 1 AMG case Nr. 1 at 2, although referrïng to the required information under 
§ 1 1 1 M G  in g e n d  and not to warnings only. 
'O1 This view however has not yet been manifested by the case law. Vice versa, the package insert 
infonnation does not substitute for the physician's duty to givc hl1 discfosure to the patient, LG Stuttgart in: 
Sander, Ij 1 1 AMG case Nt. 6 at 6 ff. 
'O2 Deutsch, at 596 para. 900 refming to Rava v. Onho Phmaceutical Co. 567 F.Supp. L287 (1991). 



such a way thaî no medidy unjustified hatm or damage will be caused, namely when 

used in compliance with the knowledge available in medicai science at that tirne. 

However, Liability s h d  be imposed where this possibiiity is GNstrated, because those 

precautionary measures which tumeci out to be necessary, in conformity with scientific 

examination of the remedy product, have not been explained by the pharmaceutical 

entrepreneur. 

Consequently, Liability under 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 M G  is imposed in cases where such 

information or waming about dangers recognised in medicai science has not been 

provided in the labelling, the package uisertso3 or expert infomation504, and therefore did 

not in a legally vaiîd way restrict the appropriate, ordinary and indicated use in 

505 506 compliance with the medical knowledge available . 

However, as a manifestation of defensive pharmacology, sometimes scientificaiiy 

unjustified wamings are given, e.g., against the drug's administration during pregnancy. 

Such wamïngs do not necessariiy comply with the knowledge of medicai science 

available at that t h e .  Rather they are considered as excess waniings. if a patient 

consequently does not receive the dmg, of course risk liability cannot be applied because 

the pharmaceutical product was not administered. Nevertheless, liability dependent on 

'O3 LG Hamburg in: Sander, § 1 1 M G  case Nr. 1 at 2 ff, about additional information in package inserts ( 5  
1 1 V S. 2 M G ) ,  which considerabIy deprcciated the required patient information given in compliance with 

L 1 I M G ;  also LG DiSsseldorf ui: Sander, 9 1 1 M G  case Nr. 5 at 5 ff-; regarding inadmissible 
advertisements in package inserts see: LG Hambutg in: Sander, 9 1 1 M G  case Nr. 4 at 4 ff.; concerning 
the relation or distinction between package inscrts and advertisements see: OLG K6ln in: Sander, § 1 1 AMG 
case Nr. 3 at 2 ff. 
'O4 OLG Fr- [1995] NJW-RR 406 at 408 - "mumps-vaccination" ("Mumps-&hutrimpfung7'); Hans 
Josef Kullmann, "Die NaJiungsregeIung des f 84 AMO [ 198 11 PharmaRecht 1 12 at 1 16. 
'Os OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 633 f. - "ImpIetor'. 



fault under Q 823 I BGB might be imposed, on the theory that a necessary treatment was 

ornitteci for no justifiable feason, as menttioned above. 

The requirements for labelhg or user instruction are not met if the stahitorily describeci 

conditions in $8 10 E M G  are not satisfiedSo7, so that the recognised dangers Carnot be 

avoided. This is especialiy so if those warnings or storage and retention indications, 

necessary according to current medical information, are in any way deficient or absentso8 

The same is me, e-g.' about missing expert information according to $ 1 1 a 1 Nr. 14 

M G ,  which refers genericaliy to "other necessary indications". Such might be any 

possible information considered to be necessary over and above that already given in 

conforrnity with those matters anticipated in the enumeraîion of 55 10 and 1 1 M G ,  for 

labelling and package inserts. An example might be special indications for sdministration 

to ceriain groups of patients.509 

This f m d  catch-ail provision specifies that case constellations, such as experienced in the 

"Estif' case, are supposed to be encompassed in the liability regulations. At that time, it 

wiIl be remembered, the package insert under the paragraph for contra-indications only 

contained the sentence that "intra-arterial injection must be avoided with certain&". No 

reference was made to the particular consequences, namely that a mis-performed 

application of the injection would almost definitely result in a arm amputation. Alsa, at 

least in the h t  instance, no indication had been given regarding the fact that the general 

506 This condition was found not to be met in: OLG Frankfiut [199q NJW-RR 406 at 408 - "mumps- 
vaccination". 
'O7 AG Liineburg, confirmeci by OLG Celle in: Sander, § 10 AMG case Nr. 1 at 1 f.; OIG K6ln in: Sander, 9 
10.4MG case Nr. 2 at 1 ff.. 
SOS I O6 BGHZ 273 at 278 ff. 



practice of perfoming injections into the bend of the a m  needed to be avoided because 

specific anatomic circumstances created a considerabiy enlargeci danger of a mis- 

application, as science had recently proved?O 

While these hdings, contemplated in the "EstiP' case, were based on the deiict Law 

provision of 8 823 1 BGB, the Federd Supreme Court basically confïrmed these legal 

issues with reference to $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG on the occasion of the "Alupent Dosier- 

AerosoI" asthma spray decision. In this case the patient died in the course of an asthma 

attack, during which he had made excessive use of the defendant's asthma spray." ' With 

this decision the Federal Supreme Court for the first time gave its comprehensive opinion 

on phamaceuticai product Iiability for instruction defects, based on 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 

AMG.''' The Court stated that the pharmaceutical entrepreneur does not meet his 

obligation to provide the necessary instructions for use, complying with the cument 

medical Imowledge, if he confines them to the obligatory information as statutorily 

directed in $9 10 ff. A M .  This means, thai the duty to inform and wam about 

pharmaceuticai nsks does not only exist in relation to possible side-effects, but also with 

regard to possible dangers that rnight occur, due to forms of misapplication such as over 

dosage in a life threatening situation. With this the Court made clear that the duty to wam 

is also extended to forms of misuse that c m  be anticipated and expected, as long as they 

do not have to be considered unreasonable. The Court also pointed out, that the duty to 

wam under the Pharmaceutical Products Act is not restricted to cases where w d g s  

Prûtung & Priiüing [1978] DAZ 256 at 258. 
'Io BGH NJW 1972,22 17 at 2220 - "Estil". 
" ' See under A, IV, 2., b., aa. 
'12 Deutsch, [1989] JZ 855 at 855. 



were directed by the competent higher federai authority by imp~sition,'~~ or requested by 

or~iinance;~'~ moreover, the duty exists independently and in addition to those? If the 

occasion caiis for it, wamings even have to be given in addition to the necessaxy 

instructions for use if, on the grounds of research and examination, documents or other 

circumstances, or experience which has corne to light, the ~e~suggested assumption 

exists that the consumer rnight suffer health injuries without such references? 

Because user instructions or package inserts fiequentiy remah unread, like any other kind 

of "fine print", this is required to provide ciear and striking information and waniings 

where the situation calls for it. If a possibility of misuse in dramatic situations is likely to 

exisfs" or a specific danger has already matenalised frequent~y~18 then a waming 

required in a prominent spot where it is easy to read, if possible right on the outer 

package. 

Special legal problems that have been contemplated in this context concem the question, 

whether expert information or package inserts comply with the knowledge available in 

medical science, even when they contain no false information but omit particular matten 

recognised by more recent scientific knowledge? 

SI3 (durch Auflage angeordner), $ 2 8  IT Nr. 1 and Nr. 2 H G .  
(durch Rechmetordnung vorgeschrieben). 4 12 1 Nr. 3 AMG and $36 1 AMG. 
The duty of c m  sornetimes requins fiom the person obligated more than statutory provisions or public 

authorities require fiom him, Kullrnann [1999] NJW 96 at 98. 
A cornprehensive overview of the Court's reasoning bas been given under A, IV, 2. b., bb. 

"' 106 BGHZat 273 d - "açthxna-spray". 
" ~ G H  [ 19721 NTW at 22 17 K -"fitif'; OLG Stuttgm 11 9901 VersR at 63 1 K "i.mpletoi"; as negative 
examples also see Deutsch, at 598 para. 904 referring to Ashman v. SK&FLub Company 702 FSupp. 140 1 
(1988); F m -  ~sarioniFhof v, 8.4.I986J.C.P. 1986 II 20721. 



One question thaî occasionally arises in this connection is whether those dangers 

necessarily rnust be pointed out when, according to the present standard of medical 

science, they are considered to be largeiy known? In this instPlce only a smaii percentage 

of physicians, or some patients taking the dmg without previously consulting an expert 

opinion, would not know about the harmfd effe~ts."~ The scholarly litenihue hm pointed 

out that it seems to be extremely questionable to not impose liability in çuch cases, 

because it has to be further taken ïnto account that a physician's knowledge does not 

dways comply with the prevailing standard of theu science. Also, one has to consider the 

fact that even prescription dmgs are fkequently kept in famiiy households and 

occasionally will be taken by persons for whom they were not prescribed. Consumers in 

such cases would not be protected at 

Another question fiequently arising with regard to 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG in this context is, 

whether liability can be irnposed in cases where dangers that are generaily known have 

been withheld, but only those which, if they had been named, would have been accepted 

as medicdly justifiable upon a consideration of the risk-benefit-evaluation? 

Consequently, would not have resulted in liability compensation in view of the first 

alternative in 5 84 S. 2 M G .  On a proper construction of the statutory wording of the 

second alternative, this question has to be answered in the affirmati~e.~" 

Kultmann in: Kullmann/ Pfster, K z a  3800 at 36. 
Kullmann in: K u i W  Pfister, Kza 3800 at 37. 

=' Kullmann in: Kullmand Pfister, Kza 3800 at 37 asserts the question, Ùiat this interpretation of the 
statutory wording rnight not necessady comply with the legistatot's actual intention. In this connection he 
refers to the official IegisIative reasons regarding the Pharmaceutid Product Act, quoting as follows: 
"Contrary to Nr. 1 an expressive mentionhg that this damage is not medicdly justifiable was not necessazy. 
as the harmfiti effects addressed by Nr. 2 arc always avoidable and thettfore medicdly not justifiablew. The 



Both alternatives follow a different purpose. Whiie the obligation to compensate for 

damages under the fïrst alternative exists for injuries or death caused by hamifiü effécts 

which are not medicaiiy justifiable, the second altemative provides for cases where 

proper information or waming has not been given about existing dangers, in cornpliance 

with the medical knowledge then available, independently nom the question whether 

those dangers were medicaily justifiable under the k t  alternative. 

Therefore the Iegislator's c o n s i d d  choice of language leads to the consequence that in 

speciai situations the patient might be eligible for compensation for sidesffects of 

pharmaceuticai products considered as medicdy justifiable, because the pharmaceutical 

entrepreneur is open to the accusation that he did not refer to these matters. Even though 

this might appear peculiar, the second alternative of 84 S. 2 M G  actually only seem to 

make real sense with this interpretation in conformity with the statutory wording. 

Othenvise in alrnost d l  other cases applicable under this Iiability provision, the 

conditions of fault-dependent liability under 1 823 BGB would have ais0 been met. The 

herewith expressed legislator's opinion. proceeding on the assumption that a damage caused by an 
insûuction defect relevant under 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 M G  would always have been avoidable and therefore 
medically not justifiable, is referred to as an error by Kullmann. He explains this opinion by reasoning chat. 
particularly in the case constellation referred to, generaily no alternative matment rnethods would exist, 
which could have avoided the damage, unless the patient would have declined taking the product at all; see 
also Kullmann, CI98 11 PharmaRecht 1 12 at 1 17. 
With respecS in my opinion this enur can be solved by a slightly ddifferent interpretation of the legislator's 
fiat, which entirely corresponds with the actual statutory wording- "Medically not justifiable" in view of 6 
84 S. 2 Nr. 2 M G  - referring to the officiai statutory reasons - means not justifiable, because the consumer 
was supposed to be, and could have ken, fiilly informed about the dangers known to rnedicai science and 
which were acceptable according to the risk-benefit-evaiuation, but he was nevertheles let3 in the dark. In 
this respect the "avoidable damage" can be seen in the patient's possibility not to cake the dnig at dl, 
considenng the dangers that have been braught to his attention. In view of 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG, "medically 
not justifiable" means not justifiable because of the knowledge available in medical science and not 
acceptable according to the risk-benefit evaiuation. Therefore the pharmôceuticd is not supposed to be put 
into public circulation, The whole idea of the liability provision under 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG is to ensurc the 
consumer's protection in view of those dangers and any other information conceming the product, judged to 
be acceptable under the risk-benefit evaluation. Thercfore it shouid always lead to the disadvantage of the 



1 e g . y  responsiale pbannaceutical entrepreneur generally can be considered to have 

violated his delict duty of care if a package labelhg or ùistnictioa for use does not meet 

the required standard imposeci by the knowledge available in medical ~ c i e n c e ? ~  

(2). The decisive moment or time for the knowledge available in 
medical science 

Required infocmaton must follow the most recent standard in medicai science? What is 

decisive is not the time of the product's first distribution but the standard of recognition 

when the product itself was put onto the market. This means: acconiing to general 

opinion at the t h e  of distributing the batch or the particular drug in question.524 If the 

product has aire- been put into public circulation at the tirne when new medical 

recognition arises, the pharmaceutical entrepreneur subsequently has to take mesures to 

ensure communication of necessary w h g s  up to the product's expiry date, or recall 

it.s" In this way the phamaceutical entrepreneur is only obligated to give information 

when the occasion cails for it.5'6 This is especially the case if the product WIS out to 

have haxmful effects or the prospects of such have been recognised in medicai ~cience."~ 

phmaceutical entrepreneur. if he does not refer to dl the information available. Only then the patient wiil 
be in a position to make a reasonable decision abour. if anything at ail, what should happen to his body. 
P" KuIImann in: Kuilmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 37 f, 
P" ULG Franldirrt Cl9951 RR-NJW 406 at 408 reasoning, chat the most men t  recognition (at the time of 
dimibution) needs to be considered; Deutsch, [1989] JZ 855 at 856. 
~2' Deutsch, at 596 f. para 902; Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 39 refemng to 106 BGHZ 
273 at 282 - "asthma-spray"; OLG Celle Cl9831 VersR 1 143 at 1 144 - 'Tbc-vaccination". 
2-5 Deutsch, [1989] JZ 855 at 856. 

Denied in OLG Celle 119831 VersR 1143 at 1144 -*'ïbc-vaccination", because it could not be 
deterrnined that the information given in the package insert did not correspond with the knowtedge available 
in medical science at the time of the product' distribution, as a case comparable to complications in the 
plahtiff s case that had not been known of. Therefore the Court proceeded on the assurnption that the side 
effects and risks of the vaccination had been suficiently described in the package insert. 

Denied in OLG Ftankfun Cl9953 NJW-RR 406 at 408 - "mumps" vaccination, because und  the 
plaintiffs incident, no recognition in medical science existed about the circumstance that a mumps 



Only under the circumstance that the injury infiicted was caused by harmfùi si& effect~ 

known at the time of product distniution, does the damage fall within the protective 

ambit of § 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 MG?' Being strict about this, the information liability under 8 

84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG moves closest to the vicinity of fault Iiability and is actually only a 

somewhat further developed, objectifid liability for a course of conduct contrary to the 

required level of c d 2 '  Whoever puts his products onto the market without supplyïng 

the necessary infamation does not meet the requved objective "extemal" duty of care, 

which allows a conclusion regarding the violation of the subjective "intemai" duty of 

~are.'~' 

(3). Harm infiicted as s result of information defects; causation 
and connection of imputation 

The damage needs to occur as a consequence of the defective information givens3', i.e, it 

is not enough tc firniish only a causal connection between the product's administration 

and the violation of interests. This requirement is not met if the patient, e-g., would have 

taken the cimg despite hypotheticaily having received sufficient information, or otherwise 

vaccination might be considered as a mggering factor for a latent preexisting sickness with diabetes 
meIlitus. 
*= Denied in OLG K6ln [1994] NJW-RR 91 at 92 - "inrect repelleru*, because the symptoms occurred in 
the plaintiff s case were found not to be correspondhg to those side effects, which had been known until 
this incidence. The Cowt held that damages which did not need to be referred to according to the 
knowledge available in medicai science would not be included in the protective ambit of 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 
M G .  

Kuilmann Ui: Kullmand Pfister. Kra 3800 at 39; Deutsch talb about the synchronizing (GleichlauA of 
instruction liability under § 823 I BGB and 6 84 AMG, [1989] JZ 855 at 856. 

Deutsch, at 597 para 903 with f i e r  references. 
"' Denied Ui: OLG Celle [1983] VenR 1 143 at 1144 - "Tbc " -vaccinu~ion. on the gmunds, thac it remaineci 
doubthi, if the damage occwred as a result of the instruction defect, because an h u n e  deftct on his part 
was also considered as a probable other cause for the complications which occuntd in the plahtiff s case, 
in rny opinion this leaves out consideration of the possibility ùiat, if due to a suEcient waniing the "Tbc" - 



would have had it administed anyway, whicb means under the same conditions which 

led to the damage, such as too high or Iow a dosages3' The same applies if it is 

detennined that the physician, who treated the patient with the producf wotdd not have 

taken notice of a hypothetical user or expert information embodying the appropriate 

(4). lneffective drugs 

Contrary to the liability provision of 8 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG, liability for ineffective drugs 

rnight be considered under $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG, because of its different protective 

ambits. The liabiiity condition that the damage must have occurred as a consecpence of 

pharmaceutical product information not complying with the knowledge then available in 

medical science, can also be met if a pharmaceutical product, under appropriaîe and 

ordinarily intended use, is simply ineffective or inadequate to its function. Thus the 

Iiability conditions may be met if, for exarnple, in regard to a particular health condition 

the dosage is indicated too low in the package insert, even though, based on scientific 

experience with the pharmaceuticd product, a higher dosage has been already proved to 

be necessaxy for that condition especialiy if because of this defective instruction, the 

patient suffers more severe injury or death. The same is true if it was not indicated that 

the product, if w d  in combination with a particular food or other consumer product, is 

vaccination had been omitted, consequentially the injury and as a result the damage would not have 
o c c m  
n2 KuiImann in: Kullmand Pfister, Kza 3800 at 38. 
"' BGH [1990] VersR 63 1 at 633 F. - "lmpIetoP'. 



useless or only slightly effective; and just because of thar, the patient's death occurs or he 

suffers h m  severe pain for a ionger time, or has to endure the fear of death? 

3. The opponent of a daim (Ansprvchsgegener) 

The legal obligation according to 4 84 AMG attaches to the "pharmaceutical 

entrepreneur" who has brought the phamaceutical product into public circulation withui 

the purview of the Pharmaceuticai Proàucts Act Therefore he is the c l a h  opponent, 

consequently the one against whom the c l a h  has to be brought. 

a. The "pharmaceutical entrepreneur" bringing the 
pharmaceutical product into public circulation within the 
purview of the law 

According to the definition given in $ 4  XVIII AMG, the "pharmaceutical entrepreneur" is 

any person placing dmgs under his own name on the market. Therefore, for the purpose 

of Iiability under $ 84 M G ,  it is not important who acnially manufactures the 

phamaceutical product This distinction, between product manufacturing and product 

distribution, is an innovation in the product Iiability discussion because under German 

delict law it is generally only the manufacturer who can be brought to account for damage 

compensation. Strictly speaking, the pharmaceutical product liability is not a 

manufacturer's liability in the ciassical meaning of that terxd3* The manufacturer is only 

the pharmaceuticd entrepreneur if he has placed the product on the market under his 

KuIlrxlilllll in: Kullmand Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 38; Kullmann, 196 at 200. 
535 Sander, M G  9 84 para 6 at 7f, 



name. If it is a dinerent person who does so, such as a wholesaler, an importer or a 

pharmacist, the latter assumes the îdentity of the pharmaceutid entrepreneur. 

This îs g e n e d y  independent of the fàct that a marketing authorhaîion for that particuiar 

product was granted to him. A person is a phannaceutical entrepreneur under civil law 

and thus responsible for a pharmaceutical product, even if he or she brings the 

phannaceutical product into public circulation without a marketing author i sa t io~~,~~~ 

8 4 XW .MG defines 'Inarketing" or 'putthg a phamüiceutical product into public 

circulation". In contrast to ordinary language and other provisions enacted for consumer 

protection, 5 4 XW AMG not only sees keeping and offering for sale and distribution as 

'"marketing" or "distributing", but also the keeping in stock for sale or for other foms of 

supply. With that the Phmaceutical Products Act draws the line, for any conduct 

consîdered as "marketing" or "distributing", far earlier than acnial distrîbution as 

understood in general linguistic usage?' 

The terni contains a subjective component, namely keeping in stock with the intention of 

supplying the product to the consumer?* This excludes frorn the ambit of liability, cases 

where, e.g., the pharmaceutical product was stolen before its entrepreneur acnially kept it 

in stock with the intention for distrib~tion.'~~ If a pharmaceutical product is distributed 

against the will of the person who identified himself with it by his name, he does not 

BGNNJW 1990,293 1 at 2932. 
"' Kullrnann in: Kulirnann/ Pfister, K z a  3800 at 40. 

Sander, M G  5 84 para. 7 at 8 f. 
"' Kullmann in: Kullniann/ Pfster, Kza 3800 at 41. For M e r  examples such as irnports, see Kullmann 
in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 41 f. 



becorne the pharmaceutical entrepreneur and cannot be the object of claim under $ 84 

AMG.'~ 

b. The upharmaceutical entrepreneur" who assumes liability 
obligations in special cases 

aa. Pharmacists as the pharmaceutical entrepreneur 

In conformity with the Phannaceuticd Products Act, liability for the pharmacist is not 

considered because the phamacist does not disaibute the pharmaceutical product himself 

for the first time under his name. Therefore the entire range of finished dmgs (5 4 1 AMG) 

is excluded in this context"' The phannacist's liability under 5 84 M G  is also excluded 

as fa as marketing authorisation-fiee pharmaceuticais are concemed, e-g., notably in the 

ambit of individuai prescriptions."' 

(1). Drug production in pharmacy 

The situation is different in cases where the pharmacist himself produces pharmaceutical 

products which are, as fuiished drugs, in need of marketing authorisation (9 2 1 1 AMG) or 

affiected by the exemption in the case of standard authorisation (8 36 1 AMG) in advance 

and packages them for fmt distribution by himself. In this case he is fully exposed to the 

liability regulation of €j 84 AMG, unless he restncts production to dmgs which "as a result 

of provable m u e n t  medical prescriptions are produced ..... in his pharmacy in batch 

" The only imaginable liability wouid be delict Iaw liability, bas& on the breach of the duty of care to 
secure the pharmaceuticai product, Sander, AMG § 84 para 7 at 8 f. 
"' Pdmiig 8r Prlltthg 119781 DA2 256 at 259. 

PPntti~g & Pdtting, ibid. 



sizes up to a maximum of one hundred ready packaged per day" (5 21 II Nr. 1 AMG). 

Here, the phamiacist is released h m  obtaining a marketing authorisation and h m  any 

iiability and duty mder 1 84 M G .  ï h i s  marks out for the phamiacist the exact borderiine 

of his position as a possibly liable phamiaceutical 

(2). "Non genuine" house specialties 

'Won genuiney7 house specidties are phannaceutical pmducts p d u c e d  by an industriai 

manufacturer in the same composition for severai pharmacies, which then, generally 

under their own name, distribute the products to co~lsumers.~* Under those circumstances 

the pharmacist becomes the pharmaceutical entrepreneur and is then responsible under 5 

84 M G ,  and in a Liability daim is the appropriate defendant."' 

bb. Anonymous distribution or distribution under a false name 

Anonyrnous distribution of pharrnaceuticai products, or distribution under fdse 

identification, violates the provision of § 9 AMG"~ with the consequence that neither 

party who rnight be considered responsible c m  be considered the pharmaceutical 

543 Priining & Priitthg, ibid- 
Sander, AMG 5 84 para. 6 at 7 f. This is ofien practiced, e-g., with vitamin C products purchasable in 

pharmacies. 
ns Prûtting & Pdtting LI9781 DA2 256 ar 259; however, many pharmacies &O arrange for the 
manufacturer's name being put on the product with the intention of also including them in the liability 
regdation of § 84 M G .  This however is not always the case, if the inscription, identifies the 
pharmaceutical producer as only the manufacturer Kullarann in: Kullmand Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 43; of the 
contrary opinion though obviously, Sander, M G  8 84 para 6 at 7 f. 
S46 $ 9  1 AMG pmvides: 

"Dmgs which are placed on the market within the punriew of this law shdl bear the name or 
the Company and the address of the pharmacuticai entrepreneur." 



entrepreneur in the sense requUed for 8 84 MG.%? In the scholarly Litemture, some want 

to apply the liability regulations accordingly, by way of a n a l ~ g y ? ~  

4. Burden of proof related questions 

As already discussed under explanations of the delict product Liability law under g 823 

BGB, in German law anyone who brings a claim to court has to prove the factuai 

circumsstances of his assertion in the event that the defendant disputes them. 

ConsequentIy the injured plaintiff who bases his daim on 8 84 AMG has to prove every 

single factuai condition, the existence of which has been disputed by the defendant 

phamaceuticai entrepreneur."9 

a. Proof of general liability conditions, 5 84 S. 1 AMG 

With regard to general liability conditions, in case of doubt the injured party has to prove 

the factual circumstances showing a significant ('hot inconsiderable") violation of his 

interests as protected under 8 84 S. 1 M G ,  as well as the causal connection between that 

and the administrationSSo of a pharmaceutical product put into public circulation by the 

phamaceuticai entrepreneur. Further, should the occasion &se, the plaintiff has to 

fùmish facts fiom which it can be deduced that the product is actually affected by the 

statutory liability provision, namely that the dmg is intended for human use and was 

distributed to the consumer within the purview of the Phannaceutical Products Act. 

547 Kulimann in: Kullmannl Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 43. 
548 Sander, M G  8 84 para. 8 at 9 f.; Weitnauer, 119781 Pharmhd. 425 at 428. 
Kullmann in: KuiImann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 43. 
This proof was found not to be fùrnished in: OLG Stuttgart [1990] VenR 63 1 at 634 - bbImpIetoP'. 



b. Proof of special liability conditions 5 84 S. 2 AMG 

Furthemiore the injured piaïntiff has to prove that one of the special conditions required 

in 8 84 S. 2 AMG are met, if the defendant entrepreneur challenges it? 

aa. Q 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG 

In relation to 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G ,  the plaintiff has to prove that the pfiarmaceuticd 

product, under appropnate, ordinary use in compliance with the intended use, had 

harmful effects which exceeded the bounds considered justifiable in the light of 

lmowledge available in medical science.552 Generally the proof of these special liabiiity 

conditions, required under $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 1 M G ,  wiil only be avaiIable with the help of an 

expert witness's opinion, which makes the damage claim procedure a more r i s b  one for 

the p~a in t i~s53  

By M e r  reducing liability for compensation of damage s to case ,s where harmfbl effects 

onginate in the process of development or manufacture, the statutos. regulation requires 

the plaintiff to prove - just as in product liability cases based on delict law - that the 

55 1 Due to major difficulties arising in this context, a reform of  the Pharmaceuticd Product Act by reversing 
the burden of proof in favour of the plaintiff has been under political discussion for a long time, which will 
be explained below. 
Is2 In this way it has been held that the plaintiff does not have to prove that he b e l f  administered the h g  
appropriately, Kullmann in: K u i W  Pfister, Kza 3800 at 44. In my opinion this view might be justified 
on the ground that 8 84 S. 2 Nr, 1 M G  provides for an objective risk Iiability. That means, if the plaintiff 
can prove that the pharrnaceutical product has hannfùl effects under appropriate and ordinary use, in 
cornpliance with the intended use, the pharrnaceutical entrepreneur's liability is not dependent on subjective 
components like, for example, the appropriate use in the pIaintiff s panicular situation. Of the same opinion 
apparently are Priitting & Priitting 119781 DAZ 256 at 258 under V. Nr. 3 and Nr. 4. '" Kullrnann, 119781 BB 175 at 177. 



pharmaceutical product was aiready defective whai put hto public circulation, which 

meaus that the h a r d  effécts are not due to f~ that arwe right d e r  the manufacniring 

procedure. 

bb. 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG 

In relation to 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG, the plaintiff for his part has to fiirnish proof that the 

IabeIfing, the expert information or the instnrctions for use did not compiy with the 

knowledge of medical science available at that tirneos" This will probably also require an 

expert witness's opinion. Additionally he has to prove that the damage occurred as a 

result of the instruction defect, Le., that the damage would not have occurred if the 

instructions had been given appropriately. This proof must satis@ the court that the 

pharmaceutical entrepreneur's conduct, had it been in conformity with the required duty, 

would have certainly avoided the damage; the mere possibility, or even a measure of 

probability, is not enough in this context, as explained generally for delict product 

liability lawïss. 

c. Alleviating mechanisms for proof 

The Phamiaceutical Products Act does not provide for any possible alleviating 

mechanisms for funiishing proof in relation to the factuai conditions required. 

On the occasion of the fifth law amending the Pharmaceutical Products Act, the 

amendment of @ 84 AMG, easing the burden of proof situation in favor of the plaintiff, 



had already been under political discussion.556 The suggestion was basicdly to deviate 

the proof of the causal connection between the dmg administration and the violation of 

the plaintiffs interests, by considering it sufficient if the plaintiff was able to furnish 

enough evidence for a "weU-founded suspicion'' that the violation of his interest, 

protected under 5 84 S. 1 A M ,  had occurred as a result of the dnig's application. Also 

suggested was reversing the burden of proof required under 5 84 S. 2 M G ,  by putting it 

on the defendant. Regadhg Nt. 1, the defendant wodd have to show that the 

pharmaceutical product "does not have" hamiful effects under correct, ordinary and 

appropnate use, complying with the intended usage, which exceed the bounds considemi 

justifiable in the light of knowledge then available in medical science and as origïnating 

in the process of development or manufacture. Similarly in relation to Nr. 2, the 

defendant wouId have to show that the damage would have occurred, "even though" a 

labelling, expert information or user instruction, cornplying with the knowledge available 

in medicd science, had been provided. However, these suggested changes did not become 

law. Recently the eighth amending law has passed the legislature and again the 

establishment of an alleviating mechanism in favor of the plaintiff was debateds5', but not 

realised- 

Therefore one has to consider whether those alleviating mechanisms generally available 

in darnage compensation claims in favor of the plaintiff might be applicable in this 

context as well. The courts have not yet established a recognisable, standardised and 

Conceming the burden of showing or subrninuig comsponding Eicts (which generally complies with the 
burden of proof) the c l a h  was dismissed in: OLG Celle Ci9831 VersR 1143 at 1144. 

See under A, IV, 4., 1; BGH [lWS] BB 103 1 at 1032 with fùrther refcrmnces. 
'" BR-Drucksache 56993 v, 13 August 1993 at 25 E. 



comprehensive body of doctrine on this issue and scholars have taken different views. 

Therefore the legal sihiation can only be explained by showing the anticipated possible 

alleviating mechanisms which might become applicable. 

aa. For proof of a causal connection between administration of 
the pharmaceutical product and the violated interests: 5 84 
S. 1 AMG 

The &en difficult proof of causation is eased by the prinrci-facie evidence deesS8 

Accordingiy, the appearance of causation based on a typical course of events is enough to 

serve as a provisionai proof. It can be rebutted (erschuttert) by another seriously probable 

or untypical course of events, amountïng to more than a merely theoretical possibility?9 

In this context, often it might not be easy to distinguish between the fatefil course of a 

sickness and the altering influence of a pharmaceutical product. Therefore, a lot of 

possible claims against the pharmaceuticai entrepreneur might be dismissed on the level 

of causation, especially regarding side- and inter-action effects, which are rooted in the 

developing symptoms of an il~ness?~ 

557 BT-Drucksache W l O O  19 v. 4 March 1998 at 2. 
558 Deutsch, at 590 F. para 884; KIoeseW Cyran, AMG 5 84 para 14 at 105. 
559 KloeseW Cyran, AMG 5 84 para 14 at 105; see aiso expianations on the burden of pmof of c m - o n  
under A., II., 6. 
'60 Deutsch, at 59 1 para- 884. 



bb. For proof that the pharmaceutical product has hamiful 
effects under appropriate, ordinary and contemplated use: 5 
84 S. 2 Nr. 1 AMG 

The proof, haî the pharmaceutical product has hannful effects under appropriate, 

ordinary and contemplated use c m  occasionally be submitted, like the proof of 

defectiveness in the context of delict law Iiability, with the help of the primo-facie 

evidence nile."' This is, however, only applicable when there is a typical course of 

events, Le., in cases where upon reflection on general life experience or medicai 

knowledge a conclusion can be drawu attrïbuting the damage to a specinc cause: namely 

to the existence of hamifui effects in the pharmaceutical product, or vice vemz h m  a 

particular cause a specific sequence of events and darnage can be c ~ n c i u d e d ? ~ ~  A 

correspondhg principle of expenence will only be allowed if, after the use of a particular 

batch of a pharmaceutical product in different consumers, the same or similar injuries 

o c c ~ r . ~ ~ ~  

According to the jurisprudence of the Federal Supreme Court it might be enough, if 

severai so called "evidentiary signs" (Beweiszeichen) speak for the defectiveness of the 

product5" 

"' KloexV Cyran, AMG 0 84 p a n  14 at 105; Kullrnann in: KuIlmannl Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 45. 
%' OLG Celle [1983] VersR 1143 at 1144. 

Kullrnann in: Kullmand Pfister, Kza. 3800 at 46 with reference to BGHBB 1987 at 295. 
564 ~ ~ ~ [ 1 9 7 0 ]  BB 1970 at 1414 ff. -brakes -; BGH [l973] BB at 1372 K - 'Kreworksn. 



cc. For proof of a causal connedion between the defective 
pharmaceutical product, according to 5 84 S. 2 Nro 1 AMG, 
and the violated interest 

Similarly, in many cases of proof of a causai coxlnection between the defecfive 

phannaceuticai product aud the violated interest, the principle of prima-facie evidence 

wiil be applicable.s65 It is probably d e  to assume thaî regularly a generai pmposition of 

life experience speaks for the fact that, if a pharmaceuticai product under appropriate, 

ordinary and contemplateci use - which already needed to be proved - has harmfùl effects, 

then so too the injuries experienced in the injured patient's case - provided they are of the 

same nature as the typically occurring damages - can be imputeci to the administration of 

the pharmaceutical product.S66 

It is then on the phannaceutical entrepreneur to submit facts which are sufficient to raise a 

serious possibility of another course of events sufficient to rebut (erschiittern) the prima 

facie evidence. In that case the injured patient has to provide the full proof 

Some scholars are of the opinion that M e r  alleviating mechanisms conceming the 

proof of causation in this context are not available.j6' They also express doubt if a 

reversai of the burden of proof can be possibly assumed in cases where a severe design or 

manufacturing defect has been proved. They reason that the nsk liability established by 8 

84 M G  was intended to be sorne kind of social liability, imposed on the pharmaceutical 

entrepreneur essentially for such products for which fault could not be proved.s68 

565 BGH El9701 BB 1970 at 1414 ff.; Kullmann in: Kullmand Pfister, ffi 3800 at 46. 
" KloeseV Cyran, AMG 8 84 para. 14 at 105. 
567 Kulimann in: Kullmuin/ Pfïster, Kra 3800 at 46; Deutsch, Cl9791 VersR685 at 689. 

BT-Drucksache 71 3036 v. 7.1.1975 at 43. 



Following this, it was held that if the risk liability provided at the same time includes 

cases in which fault exists, the practical c-g through (Durchsetamg) of the daim, 

and consequent apportionment of the burden of proof, needs to remain untouched Sucb 

aileviating mechanisms could at best only be considered for fadt dependent üability 

under § 823 1 BGB.*~~ 

dd. For proof of a causal connection between the defective 
inst-ruction, according to 5 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG, and the 
viotated interest 

This causal connection is proved if evidence can be submitted that damage occurred as a 

consequence of the defective information given. The psychological causation adverted to 

is often not certainly provable. Therefore legal scholars are content with probabilities.nO 

In any case the fact that physicians do not aiways read the expert information, and that 

user instructions are seldom read by patients, cannot lead to a general denial or negation 

of the causal co~ect ion.~"  

Ln this context it was difficult for the jurisprudence to promote a reversal of the burden of 

proof in favour of the injured plaintiff?72 While admitting to the fact that, while the 

principle of r eve r se  the burden of proof is applied in contractual sit~ations"~ and is dso 

well-regarded by the legal literature in delict law liability cases574, the Federal Supreme 

569 Kulirnam in: Kulirnann, Pfister, k a .  3800 at 46. 
Deutsch, at 597 para. 903. 

"' Deutsch, ibid. 
'" Kulimann in: K u l W  Pfster, Kza, 3800 at 46. 

64 BGHZ46 at 5 1 f. = BGH [1975] NJW 824 at 825 - hair tonic; BGH [1977] VersR 918 at 921 - 
b'plant-pmtective agent"; 72 BGHZ 92 at 106. 
ni See refercnce by Kullrnann  in^ KulImann/ Pfister, Kra. 3800 at 47. 



Court nonetheless has not yet foiiowed these approaches into the scope of delict Iaw 

liability. Moreover, it has emphasised in several decisions that the aiieviating 

mechmisms found to be applicable by the highest jurisdictions, regadhg causation 

within the ambit of necessary but omitted user information in con tract^^'^, could not 

simply be applied in the ambit of delict law without further ado. 

Conceming phamraceutical product liability the Federal Supreme Court has - in r e f e g  

to the wording of 8 84 S, 2 Nr. 2 AMG - expressly ùecided that, in an action claiming 

damaga, the injured piaintiff has to carry the bunien of proof regarding this causation 

element and therefore needs to prove that the damage would not have occurred if the user 

information - or as the case may be, the labelling or expert information - had been 

complete and correct? Within the scope of delict law liability the Federal Supreme 

Court, since its decision in the "children's' tea I" case, proceeds on the assumption that, 

when particular dangers are indicated clearly and intelligibly for the addressee, a factual 

presumption (tatsachliche Vemutung) speaks in support of the view that the damage 

would have been averted by a sufficient ~ a r n i n ~ . ~ ' '  The scholarly jurispmdence cannot 

be generally applied to liability under $ 84 S. 2 Nr. 2 AMG. It might accordingly only be 

open to consideration if the phannaceutical entrepreneur has omitted to inforni about a 

" BGH [1987] VersR 102 at 103- "Verzinkungsspray'*; 99 BGHZ 167 at 170 ff. = BGH [l98T] VemR 3 12 
at 3 15 - "Honda"; 6 1 BGHZ 1 18 at 122 ff- - "d-c-Jùc". 
n6 106 BGHZ 273 at 284 - "'asthma-spray". hem: a sufficient and comprdicnsive waming agaïnst the rkk of 
over-dosage; critic Ham Stoil, "conuibution to speech h m  Envin Deutsch "Die klini.de Forschung am 
Menschen im amerikaniwhen und intemationalen Recht" 119871 Karisruher Forum 11 K*' Cl9871 
Karisder Fonun 33 at 35; Deutsch criticises the Court's finduigs and votes for application of the 
principies of the so called "d decision confiict" ("echten Entscheidungskonflikts'?, developed in 
physician's liability cases, Cl9891 JZ 855 at 856. 

1 16 BGHZ 60 at 73 - "children's tea r'. 



particularly dangerous risk,"' or to wam unequivocaiiy and in a mariner intelligible to the 

. - 
patient and the physician about a specinc pharmaceuticd administration, where 

disclosure at the same time is supposed to allow the patient or physician to decide 

whether he wanted to take the r i ~ k ? ~  ReferriDg to the "Estif' case, such an alleviating 

mechaniSm for proof was found to be open to consideration, if necessary wamings to 

physiciam were omitted and the phamiaceutical product would only be administered by a 

physician or under his n i p e ~ s i o n . ~ * ~  In thÏs case it was held open to say that, as a typical 

comequence of an appropriate warning about dangers, it can be expected that every 

responsible and conscientious physician would have paid attention to the user instnrction 

or would have declined any application of the product. Following this it was found that, 

with regard to simple wamings and user instructions, precautionary measures, etc., the 

burden of proof cannot be reversed nor may such a presurnption be con~idered.~~' 

A slightly different approach was suggested by distinguishing between user instructions 

and warnings. in this regard it was held that in case of a defective user instruction, which 

has most likely manifested itself in phannaceutical product damage, due to the direct 

importance of this supporting measure of information, the reversal of the burden of pmof 

was appropriate. In case of pure wamings on the other han& it was found that it would be 

excessive to put the full burden of proof on either the patient or the phannaceutical 

'" Which of course has not already made the phannaceutical product "'dangerous" in the sense of the fmt 
aitemative of 9 84 S. 2 M G -  

Kullmann in: Kullrnand Pfster, Km. 3800 at 47, of a different opinion, Rolland, in: Fes~~cIzr#Jür 
Werner Lorenz 193 at 2 1 O. 

BGH [ 19721 NJW 22 17 at 222 1 - *'Estii". As a distinctive decision see OLG Stuttgart [ 19901 VersR 63 1 
at 634 - "'Implerof', where the c l a h  was dismissed based on the physician's testimony - as a litigation party 



entrepreneur, as to whether the waming wodd have been foiiowed or not Momver, in 

this context it was recommended to take over the jurisprudence on the decision 

codicf ' ( "echter Entscheidungskonflikt ") in cases of physicians' liability, if they violate 

their obligation to give fidl disclosure to their patients.582 Accordingly, the patient has to 

show that in case of sufficient waming he would have found himself in a reai decision 

conflict, whether to take the h g  or not. In view of the uncertain proof situation it was 

fond appropriate to "meet in the middle" and impose the brndm of proof entirely on 

neither party. In this comection it was pointed out that the patient would anyway in no 

case be able to declare more than that. However, any case always needs consideration of 

the fact that liability is only hnposed in the event that a comection for the imputation of 

responsibility (Zurechnungsf~~arnmenhang) has been established: if a required indication 

was ornitteci, Liability does not exist for injuries, even though they occurred through 

application of the dnig, if they were injuries which the phannaceutical entrepreneur was 

not obligated to instruct about.583 

5. Legal consequences of liability under the Pharmaceutical 
Products Act 

According to 8 84 S. 1 M G ,  the phannaceutical entrepreneur is obligated to compensate 

for the haxm caused to the injured party if, as a result of administration of a dnig 

- revealing to the court's conviction, that an appropriaîe w-g would have not corne to the physician's 
attention. Also confmed by the Feded Supreme Court set: BGH [1990] VersR 1990 at 634. 

Kullmann in: Kullmann/ Pfister, Kza 3800 at 47. 
Deutsch, at 597 para. 903; Deutsch, Cl9891 JZ 855 at 856. 

583 OLG K 6 h  Cl9941 NJW RR 9 1 at 92 - "insect repeiient spray". 



distri'buted to the consumer, a person is killed or the body or heaith of a person is 

significantly injured, provided the other special conditions are also met 

a. The 6ceverything-or-nothing" principle 

In German damage compensation law in generai, the so caiied "evexythïng-or-nothing 

principle" appiies. This means the tortfeasor is obligated to compensate the entire damage 

caused by the Liabiiity establishing eveat. If, though, the slightest doubt exists as to 

whether the claim establishuig conditions are met, the injureci party does not receive 

compensation at dl.  This principle is also valid in a case of liability under 8 84 M G .  

According to the statutory provision, the pharmaceutical entrepreneur is obligated to 

compensate for the harm caused to the injured p w ,  that is, the entire damage which 

results fiom the violation of the protected interests under $ 84 M G .  The "everything-or- 

nothing principle" receives only a few small qualifications by specific directions, which 

wil1 be explained next. 

b. Compensation of consequential damages 

5 87 M G  provides regdations concerning the extent of liability for damages in case of 

bodily injury. According to these, in case of injury to either body or health, compensation 

shall be given in the fonn of indernuification of the costs for a cure, as well as for the 

costs incmed through any econornic detriment sustained by the injured party, as a result 

of his eaming capacity being temporarily or permanently suspended or diminished or his 

needs being increased. Beside this, the phannaceuticai entrepreneur in any case a h  has 

to compensate for any damages which occurred after a significant injury to a person's 



body or heaith h u g h  m e r  injury of these objects of legal protection. This is because 

the intention behind the pharmaceutical product liability, under 55 84 ff- AMG, is to ailow 

the injured party to claim compensation for ail those damages which are intirnately 

comcted with the danger presented by the phamaceuticai product. 

It may weii be asked: does the obligation to compensate for damages include 

consequential damages infiicted upon other objects of legal protection not primarily given 

by 9 8 % AMG, e-g., to property? Such damages might occur, for example, if somebody 

becomes unconscious through p harmaceutical effects and there by breaks an expensive 

vase which he was holding in his hands, or falls into a TV, a mirror cupboard or some 

valuable apparatus, or drives his car into a tree or is robbed while in a state of 

unconsciousness, etc.s84 According to some scholarly opinions, the injured party in those 

cases is referred to delict Iaw provisions.58s Others hold that those kinds of damages to 

property are not generalIy excluded, but oniy if they do not fa11 within the protective 

ambit of the Pharmaceuticai Products Act. ï h i s  however, does not concern consequentiai 

damages, which represent themselves as realisations of the pharmaceutical risk to which 

the injured party was exposed, as a result of the first injury inflicted on him and the 

situation created by it? 

Exarnples by Kullmann in: Kuilmann, Pfister, Kza 3805 at 2- 
Sander, AMG 5 84 para 10 at 1 3. 
Kullmann in: Kullmaon/ Pfister, Kza 3805 at 2. With respect, in my opinion this circle around damages 

included seems to be drawn too generously, as it needs to be kept in mind that the Phannaceuucal Product 
Act primarily focuses on indequate damages to the injured party which are socially unacceptable under 
considerations of financially unexpected needs. Therefore, general staternents on this issue cannot be poseci. 
as  in each case of consequentiaily created damages to property, other than directiy related to body and 
health ùijuries, such as detriment to property as a result of eaming capacity king  temporarily or 
permanently suspended or diminished, etc.. one needs to careftily examine, if they fall within the protective 
ambit of 5 84 M G .  



c. Extent of compensation obligation in case of death 

The extent of compensation provided under the Pharmaceuticai Products Act is laid down 

in 8 86 M G .  In case of death, $ 86 I AMG allows compensation by indemnification for 

the costs of an attempted cure, as well as for costs incurred by the detriment to property 

sustained by the deceased party as a result of his earning capacity being temporady or 

permandy  suspendeci or diminished or his needs being inc-reased. The party liaMe for 

damages fkthennore needs to reirnburse the h e r a l  costs to the party bound to d e h y  

these expenses. According to 8 86 II AMG, the party liable for damages has to indemnie 

a third Party, guaranteeing maintenance to the extent to which the deceased party would 

have been liable for the length of life-span he wouid probably have had, provided that at 

the time of injury the deceased party maintained a relationship with the third party by 

virtue of which he was or could corne under the legal obligation to support this third 

Party, and the third party was deprived of the right to maintenance as a result of the death. 

The liability for damages is also enforced in favour of a third party who, at t h e  of i n j q  

was conceived though not yet bom. 

d. Maximum liability amounts 

The Pharmaceutical Products Act lirnits the defendant's liability to maximum amounts set 

out in 8 88 AMG. In cases of death or injury, a person 8 88 S. 1 Nr. 1 AMG provides for a 

capital amount of up to one million Deutschmarks or an annuity of up to sixty thousand 

Deutschmarks. In case of death or injury of several persons by the same drug, 

notwithstanding the conditions of Nr. 1, 8 88 S. 1 Nr. 2 AMG allows for a capital amount 



of up to two hundred million Deutschmarks or an annuity of up to tweive million 

Deutschmarks. 5 88 S. 2 AMG Limits the liability amount, if in the case of 5 88 S. 1 AMG, 

the indemnification to be paid to the several injured parties should exceed the maximum 

amounts specifïed therein. Then the individuai compensation shall be decreased to the 

same extent that the total amount relates to the maximum amount. 

e. Influence of contributory negligence on the extent of the 
compensation obligation 

aa. Contributory negligence during the stage of damage 
establishment 

If in the stage of establishment of damage, the negligence of the injured par$87 has 

contributed to causing that darnage, 6 85 M G  declares 5 254 BGB applicable. Under the 

provision of 5 245 1 BGB, the obIigation to compensate the injured party, and the extent 

of the compensation to be made, depe~ds upon the circumstances, especidly upon how 

far the injury has been caused predominmtly by the one or the other party. Even though it 

is conditional for the application of 5 254 BGB, that during the establishment of damage 

the injured partyys negligence has made some contribution, it requires an evaluation 

which primarily has to be focused on the causation contributed by each party, 

respectively. Additionally, then, such contriiutory negligence needs to be eval~ated.~~* 

"' This means that the injured pany did not take the necessary measures of care required and expeucd by 
an orderly and reasonable person to avoid his own or prevent himself h m  damage to hirnself; Kullrnann in: 
Kullmann/ f fster, K a .  3805 at 6; Sander, AMG 5 85 para 1 at 1. 

Kuilmann in: Kullmann/ Pfster. Kza. 3805 at 6. 



First any contributory negligence on the part of the injured petson in this context can be 

taken into account, if it is due to conduct before or during administration of the 

phannaceutical product. E.g., if the injurpd Party has, by misuse in the concrete situation, 

enlarged the damage he has s~stained, '~~ which would have also occurred by the h g ' s  

application under appropnate, ordinary and intended use, this would have established the 

pharmaceutical entrepreneur's Liability. This might, for example, be achieved by over or 

under dosage, or  by fadure ta comply with other instrucùons @ h g  counter-measutes. 

Contributory negiigence is aiso open to consideration, if the party injured by the dmg has 

exacerbated or prolongeci the damage by excessive stress to his 

If damage is solely due to negiigent use, contrary to the intended use, or  due to non- 

observance of labelling or user instructions, the extent of the compensation obligation 

might not only be curtailed by the contributory negligence of the injured Party; but it 

might be wholly eliminated, relieving the pharmaceutical entrepreneur fiom any liability 

at a~1.591 

Secondly, contributory negligence on the part of the injured penon can also ensue fiom 

conduct after dmg administration. These are basically cases where the injured Party, due 

to non-observance of instruction f i e r  the dmg administration, increases the damage 

i n c u ~ ~ e d . ~ ~ '  

KloeseV Cyran, AMG $85 para. 2 at LOS; Sander, M G  8 85 para.3 at 2. 
590 KIoeseU Cyran, ALMG 6 85 para. 3 at 105 with further exampies, also Sander, AMG 85 para 2 at 1 f, 
591 KullrnaRn in: Kullmand Pfister, Km 3805 at 7. 
592 Sander, M G ,  ErL 5 85 para. 2 at 2, KloeseV Cyran, M G ,  5 85, para 1; Kullmann in: Kullmann/ 
Pfister, Kza. 3805 at 7. 



bb. Contributory negligence, or failure to mitigate in the stage of 
damage development by not averting or not reducing the 
damage 

Besides contnbutory negligence, in the context of the emergence of damage h m  the 

violation of protected interests, it is also possible to imagine contnbutory negiigence in 

the cnntext of so-cdied damage completion. This might exist in circumstances where the 

injureci party fa& to avert or reduce the impending damage caused by a violation of 

protected interesdg3 E.g., by failing to consult a physician's help, or to undergo 

treatrnent or an operation, by the non-administration of necessary drugs, by not following 

a speciai diet or even by not using one's remaining capacity to work, in cases of reduction 

or partial incapacity to earn a living.594 

Gross maiperformances or mistreatments by the physician cannot be held against the 

injured party in this context. They might only be considered under the question of 

adequate causai connection between the violation of the patient's or consumer's 

protected interests and the damage i n ~ u r r e d ' ~ ~  

6. Limitation of actions 

The claim specified in 8 84 AMG is limited in point of tirne, just like claims under delict 

law (8 852 BGB). According to 90 M G ,  the specified period is tbree years f?om the 

s93 Sander, AMG 5 85 para 3 at 2. 
KuLlmann in: Kullmannl Pfster, Kza, 3805 at 8. 



date on which the party mtitied to damages actuaily becomes aware of the injury, of the 

circumstances leading to his right to file a claim and of the identity of the party liable for 

damages. In any case, the claim ceases to be valid after a period ofthirty years following 

the incming of the damages. 

In case of bodily injury through pharmaceuticai products, the signincant or cntical 

knowledge of damage only exists when the injured party could point to damage 

suggestive of Liability, namely a significant injury to his body or health, which is traceable 

back to the drug 

''' Kullmam in: KuIlmann/ Pfster, Kza, 3805 at 9. 
'% Sander, AMG $90 para. 2b at 2. 



Part 2: Canadian Law: 

A. Product liability and the law of negligence 

In contrast to Gennan p d u c t  liabiiity law, Canadian law does not provide for fault 

independent liability, such as the German Product Liabiiity Act or the Pharmafeuticai 

Product Act regarding phannaceutical products. It is only based on fauit dependent 

liability, namely the law of negligence. This means Iiability is imposed on manufacturers 

for any damage caused to a consumer by product defects that are due to theu breach of 

the duty of care. 

1. The manufacturer's duty of care; product defects or liability 
categories 

One basic focus in the concept of product liability is the defective producf which means 

that the product in question falls short of what it ou& to have been in view of a 

reasonable standard at the time of distribution, and therefore is in a condition 

unreasonably dangerous to the consumer or to his property.597 

In accordance with this, Canadian product fiability Iaw distinguishes between products 

that are defectively produced - also referred to as products with desimsg8 or 

rnanufacturing defects - and those that contain inherent nsks. In the latter the product may 

be dangerous but may not be considered defective, if accompanied by adequate warnings 

or instructions for use. 



1. Product defects 

A product is considered defective if, due either to a failure in manufacture or production 

it does not comply with its intended designsg9 or if indeed it was the design itseif that was 

deficient600 and which then caused the product to be defective as well. These kinds of 

product defect correspond with the categones of defect in manufacture and design 

estabIished in the German product liabiiity Iaw. 

No differences apply in either legal system regarding the duty of quality control and 

product moni to~g .  After a product is manufactureci, but before it is put out into the 

Stream of commerce, it might need to be carefirlly examined in view of possible quality 

defects. During this Iast stage of product preparation or processing a failure or deficiency 

might occur, in observing and controlling the product before it is distributed in order to 

prevent or avoid any defects, which might make particular goods less safe than the 

product in generai. Typical examples are contarninated blood or semen products; even 

though they are not actually manufacture4 they have been especially processed and 

prepared and should therefore be properly checked before being put into public 

circulati~n.~~' 

"' S .  M .  Waddam, Pr-oducrr Liabiiity- 3" e d  (Scarûorough: Carswell, 1993) at 38. 
598 Ibid. 
599 Waddams, ibid- 
* Waddams, 39 f. 

See Ter Neutzen v. Kom, [1995] 3 S.C.R. 674,127 D.C.R. (4') 577; WaZker crnd Osborne Estate v. Red 
Cross, (1998) 39 C.C.L.T. (20d) 1 (Ont Gen. Div.) [ sub. nom Walker Estate v. York-Finch General 
Hozpitafl; Pittman v. Bain, (1994) 19 C.C.L.T. (2'4 1 ,  1 12 D.L.R. (4') 257 (Ont Gen. Div.). 



The same might apply to products which have been held in stock after being produced, if 

they have become obsolete in the meantirne due to a newly discoverrd standard602 

2. lnherent risks 

Some products are not considered defective in themselves but, due to their very nature, 

carry certain dangers which make the risk of injuzy inherent and unavoidable. Many 

producïs are dangerous and accepted as such in order to be used for their intendeci 

purpose; e.g., guns, kitchen knives, certain dmgs. However, their use can be made 

rea~nably safe by giving adequate wamings about the inherent risk and danger, or 

sufficient user instructions as to how to avoid or prevent the occurrence of injuries and 

darnages. In AngIo-Canadian law this is commonly referred to as the duty to wam, even 

though, similarly to the Geman Iaw, distinctions are made between the duty to give 

necessary user instructions and the duty to issue wamuigs.603 

a. Instruction defects 

Here the product in itself is - even though dangerous - not considered defective. The 

danger Iies in its nature and is unavoidable. But damages cm be avoided or the risk of 

damages can be reduced, if the product is appropnate and carefully used. The defect in 

this case is a lack of instructions corresponding to these kinds of danger, instructions 

602 Waddarns, at 43 f- 
'O3 Waddams, at 40 footnote 148 ceferring to Murphy v. St. Carhenks Gen. Hospital 11964 1 0.R 239 at 
256 quoting Beckett v. Newtrlls ImZution Co. [1953] 1 Al1 E R  250. 



which the manufacturer owes to assure that the product is only used in a d e  way. 

Therefore, sometimes information or instructions need to be given to the consumer for the 

ordinary intended and contemplated use of a product. Lg., in cases of pharmaceuticai 

products, instructions are supposed to refer to the side-effects of a dmg and if applicable 

to effects of interaction with other phannaceutical products. 

b. Warnings 

Other situations require that the consumer be put in a position where the potentially 

hannful effects of a product are fully disclosed to him. Defects in waming exist, if the 

consumer is not sufficiently and explicitly wamed against dangers arising from the 

product's intended and conternplated usem. Occasionally that is tme &O, if he was not 

warned about other dangerous effects related to other fonns of reasonably foreseeable 

use60S, excluding intentional a b ~ s e * ~ . ~ ' ~  This kind of obligation is well known in 

phaimaceutical product liability law as including the duty to warn on the package insert 

about the interaction of different products. However, no duty to warn is imposed when 

bei Larnberr v. LustopIer Chernids Co. Lld 119721 S.C.R 569.25 D.L.R (34 12 1 at 12 l/l25: duty to 
speciQ attendant dangers and detailed disclosure of dangers; the expiicitness of the waniing will Vary with 
the danger likely to be encountered in the ordinaxy use of the product. A general warning e-g., "product is 
inflammable" will not be enough, where the Iikelihood of fire may be increased according to the 
surroundings in which it may reasonably be expected that the product will be used. 
Buchan v. Onho Phannaceu~icai (Canada) Ltd., (1986) 35 C.C.L.T. 1, 54 O.R. (rd) 92, 25 D.LK (4h) 
658 (Ont. CA): the decision gives details about the contents of the warning. 

Waddarns, at 46 f. 
'O6 Waddams, at 53 f. 
607 Lem v. Barotro Spon Ltd (1976) L C.C.LT. 180 a 180 f., 69 D.L.R. ( 3 9  276 (Alta- CA): additional 
duty, when misuse of the product is reasonably foreseeable, to warn of such misuse; explicit warning 
concerning those dangers which might arke out of the reasonably foreseeable fault on the part of the user in 
its conternplated use this case is an example for extreme misuse ( intentional abuse?). 



obvious dangers are necesdly incidental to the product's use, such as drinkïng 

alco ho La* 

3. Post-marketing duties, reactive duty to warn 

Corresponding to the German product liability law, the Canadian iaw imposes duties on 

the man&turer d e r  product distribution. The existence of such post-marketing duties 

is based on the idea that the manufacturer's duties do not end afler the product is on the 

market. One of his most important duties is the duty of monitoring the product, which 

means an obligation of continuously obsening the product's effects and qualit-, to 

discover hitherto unknown product deficiencies in regard to new standards and changes in 

science and technological h o  w ledge. Some products reveal their inherent dangers or 

potentiai hamiful effects after they have been distributed and used. Sornetimes 

subsequent developments in the state of the art now show the product to be defective. The 

subsequent discovery of such defects leads to correspondhg reactive duties of the 

manufacturer, such as to warn, when he is able to address the consuners. Where the duty 

to warn the consumer or the pubiic about certain dangers in connection with the product 

would be considered not to be an adequate or reasonable response, to prevent the 

Srnithon et al. v. Sakem Chenticah LTD. et al. (1985) 34 C.C.L.T. 195, 119861 1 W.W.R. 145,43 Sask 
R 1 (QB.): no waming about mixture of two violentiy incompatible drain-cleaning cornpounds. 
'O8 Lem v. Baroffo Spon Ltd. at 181: when the dangers of use or misuse are so well known, a waming in 
respect of them may not be necessary. 
Deshane v. Deere & Co. (1993) 17 C.C.L.T. ( 2 3  130 (4') (Ont. C A )  at 131: machine was used in a 
cenain way in a fiinction it was not designed for. This extremely dangernus use of the machine was patently 
obvious to anyone who looked at it. 



expected damage iikely to be caused by the product, the manufacturer's duty can become 

a duty to recail or withdraw his product h m  the market.609 

Distinct h m  the situation that arises out of subsequent developments in the state of the 

art is where a subseqwnt improvement conceming the product is discovered, such as a 

safety device that could be installed on existing pmd~~ts.610 New scientific developments 

bring up a new safety standard & h g  al1 products as of that time, so that they 

necessarily have to meet the requirements of the new standard; e-g., prohibition of 

thalidomide products as sleeping drugs. Subsequent improvements might enhance safiety 

at the same time, but they do not have the same impact on existing older products, that 

will be considered as defective. For instance, the installation of seat belts in cars has 

become a general practice to meet the requirements in safety standards of the present 

tirne, but the manufacturers were not held responsible to install seat belts in ail the cars 

they had ever sold before? This raises the question of whether subsequent irnprovements 

impose on the manufacturer a positive duty to act6" That will probably depend on the 

quality of the danger that could possibly be reduced in relation to the effort that c m  

reasonably be expected fiom the manufacturer. Here we obviously have to make 

distinctions in terms of improvements between additional safety devices and those that 

are serious attempts to avoid inherent dangers of the pmduct. 

Rivtow Manne v. Wirshingron Iron Worb [1974] (1972) S.C& 1 L 89-40 DLR (3d) 530 (S.C.C.). 
W a d h ,  at 45. 

" ' fiiii. 



B. The phamaceutical manufacturer's duty to wam612 

1. The duty to warn 

1. General principles 

It is well established in Canadian law thaî a manufacturer of a product has a duty in tore to 

wam connimers of dangers inherent in the use of its produc& when it has knowledge or 

ought io have h ~ w l e d ~ e . ~ ' ~  This principle originated in the classic statexnent of Lord 

A t h  in Donoghue v. Stevenson, followed by the Supreme Court of Canada in Lambert v. 

Lastopkx Chernicals Co. : 

Manufacturers owe a duty to consumers of their products to see that there are no 
defects in manufacture which are likely to give nse to injury in the ordinary course 
of use. Theù duty does not, however, end if the product, although suitable for the 
purpose for which it is manufactured and marketed, is at the same time dangerous to 
use; and if they are aware of its dangerous character they cannot, without more, p a s  
the risk of injury to the consumer.614 

The duty to warn is a continuing one, requiring manufachirers to warn not only of dangers 

known at the time of sale, but also of dangers discovered after the product has been sold 

6'2 Observation: The main focus of this thesis is not on the investigation of the taw of defective products. 
Rather it is about products that are inherently or unavoidably dangernus. Utility is the argument for the 
expianation of why they are nevertheless on the market, see Buchan at 15. My thesis is based on the 
assumption that the pharmaceutical products undcr consideration are safe enough to be put on the market, 
because they have the stamp of govemmentai approval, without which they cannot be sold. But the 
procedure for getting this govenunental approval is not the topic of this thesis either. Hem 1 proceed on the 
assumption that any drug, prosthesis, or other medical product in issue in any case is one that has at least 
been approved by the appropriate regulatory authority. Hypothesis: 1 am deaiing with approved dmgs and 
other medical products that have unavoidable dangers, but which on grounds of utility arc apprnved for use 
in medical treatment. Nor will the Food and h g  Act be discussed. 

Holik v. Dow Coning Corp. [1995] 27 C.CI.T. (2d) I at 19: hereafter cited as Hoff& Bucitan v. Onho 
Phannaceutical (Ca&) Lrd. Cl9851 35 C.C.L.T. 1 at 12: hcreafter cited as Buchan; Waddams, at 45. 
I5I4 25 D.LA (3d) 121 at 124f. 



and delivered6" This obligation arises out of the duty to minimize potential harmful 

effects by issuing warnings of dangers s u b s e q d y  discovered. This duty applies to 

dangers that ought to be known as weil as to those actuaUy k n o d L 6  

This was stated in Rivtow Mar+ne Ltd v. Washington Iron Works Lrd, where the Supreme 

Court of Canada imposeci liability on a manufacturer of defective goods for fàiling to 

issue a warning to former purchasers, as soon as the notice of the defect came to the 

manufacturer's attention. 

. ,.the knowledge of the danger involved in the continueci use of these cranes for the 
purpose for which they were designed carried with it a duty to warn those to whom 
the cranes had been supplied, and this duty amse at the moment when the 
respondents or either of them became seized with the ~mowled~e."~ 

This case detennined that there might be a positive duty to act, particularly if the danger 

is not obvious to the consumer and if the user of the product could conveniently be 

contacted. The case imposed Liability for an omission at a point in time later than the 

actual distribution of the product.618 

2. Pharmaceutical and medical products 

The duty to warn about inherent dangers of a product refers in the same manner to 

manufacturers of pharrnaceutical and medical products. The general mie at common law 

is that the manufacturer of such dmgs has a duty to provide consumers with adequate 

waming of the potentially harmful side-effects that the manufacturer knows, or has reason 

HoZfk at 19. 
'16 Waddams, at 44 f. with W e r  references. 
El9741 S.C.R 1 189 at 1200. 



to know, rnay be producd by the dnrg_619 This law was affUmed in the judgment in 

in the present state of human howledge, many h g s  are cleariy incapable of king  
madt totaiiy safe for their intended or ordinary use, even though they have been 
properly rnanufactured and are not impure or defective, But notwithstanding a 
m e d i d y  recognïzable rîsk, their marketing rnay be jusafied by their utility- Apart 
h m  any reguiatory scheme under the Food and Drugs Act, the g e n d  d e  at 
common law is that the manufacturer of such drugs, like the mauufacturer of other 
products, has a duty to provide consumers with adetpite warning of the potentially 
hannfùt side-effects that the manufacturer knows or has reason to h o w  may be 
produceci by the drug? 

This shows, that the phamiaceuticai manufacturer's duty to wam exists as such in both 

product liability systems, the Canadian and the German. 

II. Contents and scope of the warning 

1. Adequacy of the warning 

The question here is: When is the content of the warning adequate6"? 

The answer: When it provides clear, complete and current information conceming the 

dangers inherent in the ordinary use of the product.6" 

Ail waniings mus? be reasonably communicated and must clearly and fdly  describe any 

inherent dangers that arise from the ordinary use of the p r o d u c t ~  in other words, the 

wanùng requires a precise degree of ~~ecificity!~~ 

618 Waddams, at 45. 
6'9 Daviakm V. Connaught LuboratorieS (1980) 14 C.C.L.T. 25L (Ont. H.C.) ar 273: hereafter cired as: 
Davidson v. Connaught Laboratories. 
620 Buchan, at 15. 
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This is basicdly the same as demmded by Germa. product liability law. 

In Buchn v. Onho Phamceuticai (Canada) LLtd, R o b k  LA. citing Donoghe v. 

Stevenson, Lamben v. Lastoplei, and Rivtow Manne Ltd v. Wahington Iron Workr, 

describeci as foilows the nature of the waming required: 

Once a duty to warn is recognked, it is -est that the waniing must be adequate. 
It should be commica ted  clearly and mderstandably in a manner calculateci to 
infonn the user of the nature of the risk and the extent of the danger, it shouid be in 
tenns cornmensurate with the gravity of the potentid ha;rii+ri_- and it should not be 
neutralized or negated by collaterai efforts on the part of the manufacturercturer The 
nature and extent of  any given warning wiil depend on what is reasonable having 
regard to aii the facts and circumstances relevant to the product in 

The general principle to be applied in determining the degree of explicitness required in a 

warning was enunciated by the Supreme Court of Canada in Lambert v. Lastopla 

626 Chernicals Co., as follows: 

The applicable principle of Iaw according to which the positions of the parties in 
this case should be assessed may be stated as follows- Where manufactured products 
are put on the market for ultimate purchase and use by the generai public and carry 
danger (in this case, by reason of high inflammability), akhough put to use for 
which they are intendeci. the manufacturer, knowing of theu hazardous nature, has a 
duty to specify the attendant dangers, which it must be taken to appreciate in a detail 
not known to the ordinary consumer or user. A general warning, as for example, that 
the product is inflammable, will not suffice where the liketihood of fue rnay be 
increased according to the surroundings in which it may reasonably be expected that 
the product will be used. The required explicitness of the warning will, of course, 
Vary with the danger Iikely to be encountered in the ordinary use of the product? 

'" Tenn also used in Buchan at 26 K and by Pamcia Peppin, "4D~g/Vàccine Rbh: Patient Decision 
Making and Hann Reduction in the Phannaceutical Company Duty to wam Action " ( 199 1 ) 70 Canadlanadlan 
Bar Review (Cm. Bar Rev.) 473 at 486, with further detailed information: heteatier cited as Peppin- 
'" ~ o l ~ i r  at 21. 

Hollis at 19. 
624 DavidlFOn at 273. 

Buchan at 12 f. 
"' 25 D.L.R. (3d) 12 1 at 125. 



The previous quotation shows that the nature and scope of the waming varies with the 

level of danger involved in the ordinary use of the product. Where signifïcant dangers 

exist in that ordlliary use, a generai waming conceming such dangers does not meet the 

required adequacy of the duty; the warning must be suflïcientiy detailed to give the 

consumer a Mi indication of each of the specific dangers arising fkom use of the 

product.628 

In this regard it was found that directions for use wiil not always protect the rnanufkmer 

fiom liability for serious consequences, udess the risk is 0bvious.6'~ Conespondhg to 

the German law, a waming must indicate not only the likelihood of the danger occudng, 

but aiso the seriousness of the Iikeiy c ~ n s e ~ u e n c e s ~ ~ ~  and an indication as to how the 

harm is likely to o c c ~ r ~ ~ ~ .  

The question of adequacy of the warning leads to the following consideration. The duty to 

wam serves to correct the knowledge irnbalance between manufactures and consumers 

by disclosing any dangers to the consumer needed for appropriate and safe usage of the 

product.63' One must be put into a position where he is fùlly infonned about the inherent 

risks faced or exposed to by using the product, in order to be able to protect one's self 

fiom any damage that might occur to him, He aiso needs to receive al1 the information 

627 Buchan at 13. 
ffoiiis at 20. 
Waddams, at 5 1 footnote 185, teferring to Amhn v. 3M Cam Ltd. (I974), 7 0.R (2d) 200, 53 D-L-R. 

(3d) 656 (Co. CL). 
630 Waddams, at 51; in footnote 186, referring to O'Fallon v. hecto Rapid (Cari-) L d ,  [1939] 1 W.W.R. 
264,53 B-CJL 266 (SC.). 
631 Waddams, at 5 1 footnote 187, referring to Ruegger v. Shell Oil Co., Cl9641 1 OR. 88,4 1 D.LK (2d) 
183 ( C A ) .  
632 HoIZk at 19. 



necessary to make informeci decisions, conceming whether to use the product at aii after 

careWy baiancing the advantages and dangers entaileci by use of the prod~~t!33 

This was made clear in Hollils: 

The rationale for the manufacturer's duty to warn can be traced to the "neighbour 
principle", which Lies at the heart of the Iaw of negligence, and was set down in its 
classic form by Lord Atkin in Donoghue and Stevenson, 11932) A C  562 (HL). 
When manufacturers place ptoducts into the fiow of commerce, they create a 
relationship of reliance with consumers, who have far less knowledge than the 
manufacturers concerning the dangers inherent in the use of the products, and are 
therefore put at risk if the pmduct is not d e -  The duty to wani serves to correct the 
knowledge imbalance between manufacîurers and cotlsumers by al&g consumers 
to any dangers and allowing them to make inforrned decisions conceming the safe 
use of the product!x 

2. Standard for pharmaceutical and medical products 

There is no major difference regarding the standard of care, which is necessarily hi& in 

the case of medical products in both legal systems. The German jurisprudence is to the 

same effect. Correspondhg to the Geman courts, the courts in Canada have long 

recognised that manufacturers of products that are uigested, consumed or otheNvise 

placed in the body, and thereby have a great capacity to cause injury to consumers, are 

subject to a correspondingly high standard of care under the law of negligence.63s 

In the case of medical products such as the breast implants at issue in this appeal, 
the standard of care to be met by manufacturers in ensuring that consumers are 
properly warned is necessarily high. Medical products are ofien designed for bodily 
ingestion or implantation, and the rïsks created by their improper use are obviously 
substantial ,... Given the intimate relationship between medical products and the 
consumer's body, and the resulting risk created to the consumer, there wili almost 
always be a heavy onus on manufacturers of medical products to provide clear, 

633 This is closely akin to the Ml disdosure standard that is required in doctor-patient relationships, known 
as the idea of "ïnfomed consent". 
634 Holl13 at 19. 
635 Hollk at 20 with M e r  footaotes. 



complete and current information conceming the dangers inherent in the ordiaary 
use of their p~uct ."6  

Concerning the adequacy of the waming in the case of medicai products, La Forest J. 

leads in his statement in Hollïs to an analogy to the "informeci consent" doctrine,637 used 

in the doctor - patient relationship. 

1 pause at this point to observe that there is an important analogy to be drawn in this 
context between the manufacturer's duty to wam and the doctrine of "infonned 
consent" deveioped by this court in ment years with respect to the doctor-patient 
rtAationship. In Hopp v- Lepp. [1980] 2 S-CA 192, at pp. 195-196,210, and Reibl v. 
trughes, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 880, at pp. 884-885, this court decided that physicians have 
a duty, without being questioned, to disclose to a patient the medical risk of a 
proposed procedure, its gtavity, and any special or utlusud risks, including risks 
with low pmbabifity of occurrence, attendant upon the performance of the 
procedure; M e r  references omitted The principle underlying "inforrned consent", 
as Laskïn C.J.C. explained in Hopp, supra, at p. 196, is the "nght of a patient to 
decide what, if anything, should be done with bis body": see also Schloendorff v. 
Society of New York Hospital, LOS N.E. 92 (N.Y. Ct. App., 1914), per Cardozo I. 
The doctrine of "informed consent" dictates that every individual has a right to 
know what risks are involved in undergoing or foregoing medicd treatrnent and a 
concomitant right to make meaningfiil decisions based on a fidl understanding of 
those risks. Further references omitted] . 

In my view, the principles underlying the doctrine of "informed consent" are 
equally, if not more, applicable to the relationship between manufacturers of 
medical products and consumes than to the doctor-patient relationship. The 
doctrine of "informed consent" was developed as a judicid attempt to redress the 
inequality of information that characterizes a doctor-patient relationship- An even 
greater relationship of inequality peftains both between the manufacturer of medical 
products and the consumer an4 to a lesser de-, between the manufacturer and the 
doctor. In contrast to the doctor-patient relationship, where the patient can question 
the doctor with respect to the risks and benefits of particular procedures and where 
doctors can tailor their warnings to the needs and abilities of the individuai patients, 
the manufacturer-consumer relationship is characterized primarily by lack of direct 
communication or dialogue- This lack of dialogue between manufacturer and 
consumer creates, as Patricia Peppin notes in "Druflaccine Risks: Patient Decision 
Malong and Ham Reduction in the Pharmaceutical Company Duty to wam Action'', 
(1991) 70 Can. Bar Rev. 473, at p. 474, a relationship of complete dependency 
between manufacturer and patient.. . . 63 8 

636 HoIIk at 20 f. 
637 ReibI v. Hughes Cl9801 2 S C R -  880 established at 884-885 the full disclosure standard, to comct the 
knowledge and information imbalance between physician and patient: hc-r cited as Reibl. 
638 HolIir at 21 f. 



A similar observaiion was made by Robins J.A. in Buchan v. Ortho Phannaceutical 

(Canada) L td , wiîh the following additional arguments: 

As between dmg manufacturer and consumer, the manufacturer is a distant 
commercial entity that, iike manufacturers of other products, promotes its products 
directly or indirectly to gain consumer sales, sometimes, as in this case, accentuating 
value ~vhile under-emphasizing risks. Manufacturers hold an enormous 
idonnationai admtage over consumers and, indeed over most physicians. The 
information they provide ofien estabiishes the boundaries within which a physician 
determines the risks of a possible harm and the benefits to be gained by a patient's 
use of a 

This lads La Forest, J. in his judgment to H O Z ~ ~ S ~ ~ *  to the following conclusion: 

In light of the enormous informational advantage enjoyed by medical manufacturers 
over consumers, it is reasonable and just to require manufacturers, under the law of 
ton, to make clear. complete and current informational disclosure to consumers 
concerning the rïsks inherent in the ordinary use of their products. A high standard 
for disclosure protects public health by promoting the right to bodily integrity, 
increasing consumer choice and facilitating a more meaningfbl doctor-patient 
relationship- 

At the sarne time, it camot be said that requiring such a high standard of disclosure fiom 

dmg manufachirea would impose an onerous or undue burden on hem?' As Robin J. A. 

explained in Buchan: 

... dnig manufacturers are in a position to escape ail liability by the simple expedient 
proving a clear and forthright warning of the dangers inherent in the use of their 
products of which they know or ought to k ~ o w . ~ *  



This standard for pharrnaceuticai produc& has been extendd to a degree where the 

manufacturer is even obliged to inform about potential risks that are not exactly 

developed and m a i n  uncertain, but might appear in usage of the product. 

Whether a particular waming is adequate will depend on what is reasonable in the 
circumstances. . . . Whik a low probabiIity of injury or a smal l  class of endangerd 
users are factors to be taken into account in determiaing what is reasonable, these 
factors must be balanceci against such considerations as the nature of the h g ,  the 
necessity for taking it, and the magnitude of the increased danger to the individual 
consumer. Similarly, where medicai evidence exists which tends to show a serious 
danger inherent in the use of a dnig, the manufacturer is not entitîed to ignore or 
discount that information in its waming soleiy because it h d s  it to be 
unconvincing; the manufacturer is obliged to be fortbn'ght and teil the whole story. 
The extent of the waming and the steps to be taken to bring the warning home to the 
physician should be cornmensurate with the potential danger - the graver the danger, 
the higher the duty.6<3 

However, the required standard of information-disdosure, its extent and preciseness, 

might vary depending on the situations and might be sornetimes Iess strict when wamings 

are not meant to be directly communicated to consumers but to experts, who are 

presumed to know certain things which rnay not be expected of the general public. 

Sometimes, on the other han& it might be just a different - as opposed to a Iower - 
standard required towards experts. This will be determined by the circumstances of each 

case, i.e., the need of information demanded for the sake of the public's security. 

The Lambert case deals more with the warning to a consumer than it does to an 
expert. There is in some situations a less strict standard in communicating with 
experts, who are presumed to lcnow certain things, whereas the pubk generally may 
not be expected to how of those things. On the other hand, there may be some 
things that one would be required to communicate to experts, that one would not tell 
the generd pubiic about. As in evexything in our Law, and particularly in the Iaw of 
negligence, it aiways depends upon the circumstances. The question to be asked is, 
"What is a fair and reasonable warning in di the circumstances of the c a ~ e ? " . ~  



Findy it should be mentioned in this context that independently received knowiedge, by 

either the consumer or the physicim, does not affect the manufacturer's duty to wam as 

such, which is generaiiy non-delegatable and is continuous in spite of the availability of 

Somation e~sewhere .~~~ 

III. The design of the warning 

Iust as in the German law, there is no hard and fast nile as to how a warning needs to be 

designed regarding size, colour, print and use of particular words. The only test is 

whether the waming used is in al1 the circumstances suffkient to bring home to a 

reasonable user the true extent of the risk involved and of the precautions required.646 The 

requirements might vary from case to case and will depend on the risks and dangers 

involved. Most likely more will be demanded where dangers for human bodies and health 

exist. Considering the fact that meaning and impact of words c m  change quickly, the 

onus is on the manufacturer to ensure that the warning represents the true danger 

according to current usagesH7 

Like the German law, the Canadian Law demands that a warning given in the literature 

accompanying the product be repeated also on the product's package or container, where 

the occasion cails for it.648 

6U Davidson, (1980) 14 C.C.L.T. 251 at 273 f 
" Peppin, at 512. 

Waddams, at 50 f. 
M7 Waddams, at 5 1. 



IV. Addressee of the waming and the "leamed intennediary' 9 6 4 9  

rule 

The question now is: To whom should the manufacturer address the waming? 

The duty to wam is owed to the person most likely to get injureci, which is usually the 

user of the producî. Therefore, the waming generally needs to be aAAressed h t l y  to the 

ultimate consumer. This duty wiil, in the case of phamiaceutical products, idedly be 

hifillecl by providing the medication or h g  container with a label or package insert that 

adequat~ly reveals the known and potential dangers and side effects involved in using the 

product. 

This general observation, however. has exceptions when a third person, who is in certain 

cases cailed a "leamed inter~nediary'"~~, is interposed between the manufacturer and the 

consumer in the usage of the product. In these cases, the duty of manufacturers to wam 

consumes is discharged if the manufacturer provides the leamed intennediary, rather 

than the consumer, with adequate warning of the potential da~~~er.~*'The result of this is 

that under certain circumstances a direct waming fiom the manufacturer to the ultimate 

consumer may not be required. 

Where, for example, the product is a highly technical one, intended or expected to be 

used only under the supervision of experts, a waming to those experts wili s~ffke.~" 

ibid., foomote 189 teferring to O ' Fdon  v. Inecro Ropid (Can.) L f d ,  [1939] 1 W.W.R 264, 53 B C R  
266 (S.C.). 
649 N. Rafferty & PA. Rowbotharn, "Liabiw or Manufacturer of Silicone Breast Implants ro a Patient: 
ffollis v. Dow Corning Corp. '* (1997) 8 Supreme Court Law Review (2" 159 at 16 1 : herafter cited as 
(S.C.L.R), for a good overview and definition to the "learned intemediary" d e :  hereafter cited as Rafferty 
& Rowbotham. 

Buchan at 15; M e r  examples Waddams. at 52 foomote 194. 
Buchan at 15, Raffeny & Rowbotham, at 162. 

652 Buchan at 12. 



The leamed intermediary concept nrSt appeared in Amencan courts in connenion with 

cases about the liability of manufacturers of prescription dmgs, and it was those courts 

which termed it the "leamed intennediary" In the absence of similar approaches in 

Canadian or Engiish case law, this considerable body of  American cases was reflected 

upon by Canadian courts and fïrst referred to in an obiter passage by Linden J. in 

Davidron v. Connaught urbora t~n 'es~~~ and later applied by the Ontario Court o f  Appeal 

Ui Buchon v. O h  ~hannuceu t i ca~~~ and by the Suprerne Court of Canada in HaZZis v. 

~ i r ~ h ~ . ' ~ .  While the d e  was ~rig i~ai ly  intended to reflect, thtough an equitable 

distribution of tort duties, the tripartite informationai relationships arnong prescription 

dmg manufacturen, physicians and patients, the Supreme Court of Canada determined 

the rationale for the rule to be clearly applicable in other medical and indeed non-medical 

con tex t~ .~~ '  According to the Supreme Court, the d e  is not a new idea but just another 

application of the long established common law prïnciple more familiarly known as the 

653 The histoty of the "leamed intennediary" rule is described in rhe Canadian cases of Buchan at 14- 16 and 
HollrS at 23 f.. with references to the multitude of relevant Amencan cases. In HoZlis reference is made as 
foIlows: 

The "leamed intermediary" rule was first elaborated in Sterling Drug fnc. v. Cornish. 370 F .  
2d 82 (8th Cir., 1966). a suit brought by a patient blinded afier taking the dmg chloroquine 
phosphate. The rationale for the mie was outlined by Wisdom J. in Reyes v. Wverh 
Laboraron'es, 498 F. 2d 1264 (5th Cir., 1974), at p. 1276, ceniorari denied 4 19 U.S. 1096 
(1974), a suit against a manufacturer of oral polio vaccine- The mle was later reaffirmed and 
developed in a series of American cases durhg the 1970s and 1980s involving the fiability of 
manufacnum of prescription dnigs; see, for example, Schenebeck v. Srerfing Dmg Inc, 423 
F .  2d 9 19 (8th Cir., 1970); Homan v. Sterling Dmg Inc- 485 F.  2d 132 (3rd Cir., 1973); 
Lhcnkin v. Svnta Laboratonks Inc., 443 F. Supp. 12 1 (W.D. Tenn., 1977); Lindray v. O ~ h o  
Phannaceuricol Corp., 637 F.  2d 87 (2nd Cu., 1980); Timm v. Upjohn Co., 624 F. 2d 536 
(5th Cir., 1980), ceniorari denied 449 US. 1 112 (198 1); Stunback v. Parke. Davis & CO. 657 
F.  2d 642 (4th Cir., 1981); Walker v. Merck & Co., 648 F. Supp- 931 ( M D .  Ga, 1986), 
afikned 831 F. 2d 1069 (11th Cir., 1987); Plwnmer v. Lederle Laborarories, Division of 
Amencan Cyanamid Co., 819 F. 2d 349 (2nd Cu., 1987). 

'" Davidson v. Conmught Luboratories at 277. 
'" Buchan at 14- 16, 

Hollîr at 25 f. 
'" Hollir at 24. 



intermediate examination concept. This is in tum best viewed as a particda, application 

of the still broader idea of the intervening cause doctrine, o h  expressed as novus atm 

in terveniens. 

Therefore, a w h g  to the ultimate user may not be necessary or may not even be 

expected, where intemediate examination is anticipated or the intervention of a learned 

intennediary is In cases such as thaf the nature of the product is such thaî the 

consumer w i U  not realistically receive a direct wambg h m  the manufacturer before he 

cornes into contact with the prod~~t.65" Some manufactured products are expected to be 

applied to others by experts and are therefore not usually sold directly through stores, 

which sel1 them "over the counter" to the ultimate consumer. These are iastead supplied 

to professionals, for example? hairdres~ers~~~. In Holrnes v. Ashford, the English Court of 

Appeal pointed out: 

In the present case... it must have been in the contemplation of the manufacturers 
supplying these goods to hairdressers that hairdressers may be expected to interpose 
their judgment and reason whether ihey are going to use a hair dye or not. In my 
view, if they give a warning which. if read by a hairdresser, is sufficient to intimate 
to him the potential dangers of the substance with which he is going to deai, that is 
all that can be expected of them. I tbink it wouId be unreasonable and impossible to 
expect that they should give warning in such fonn that it must come to the 
knowledge of the particular customer who is going to be treated- Counsel for the 
plaintiff says they must take reasonable steps to see that it will come to the notice of 
any customer. 1 cannot contemplate any steps which could be dculated to bring a 
matter of this kind to the knowledge of any person who is treated with the 
preparation. The most that can be expected of the manufacturers of goods of this 
kind is to see that the hairdresser is suficiently wamedmM1 

Buchan at i 2. 
659 H o l h  at 24. 

Hair dye for professional use by hairdressers was concemed in Holmes v. Ashford, [1950] 2 A11 EJL 76 
(C.A.); Waddam, at 52 footnote 19 1 with fiirther examples. 

[1950] 2 Ail E.R 76 (CA) at 80. 



Similar pattems can be found in cases where physicians662 or h o ~ p i t a l s ~ ~ ~  were invoived 

In Hollk v. Birch, breast implants were directly obtained by the surgeon, Dr. Birch, to be 

used for their intended purpose and neither the product nor its packaging were to be 

placed into the hands of the ultimate consumer. Therefore, the surgeon as the expert was 

considered to be in the best position to read the instructions and any wamings contained 

in the product packaging. He could therefore be reasonably expected by the manufacturer 

to pass this information on to the patient. 

... it is my view that the "lemeci intermediary" nile is applicable in this context, and 
that Dow was entitled to wam Dr. Birch concerning the risk of rupture without 
warning Ms. Hollis duectly. A breast impiant is distinct h m  most manufactureci 
goods in that neither the implant nor its packaging are placed directly into the han& 
of the ultimate conswner. It is the surgeon, not the consumer, who obtains the 
implant fkom the manufacturer and who is therefore in the best position to read any 
warnings contained in the product packaging. In this respect, breast implants are, in 
my view, analogous to prescription drugs, where the patient places primary reliance 
for information on the judgment of the surgeon, who is a "leamed intermediary", 
and not on the manufacturer: see Buchan [35 CCL-T. 1 at 161, They are not 
analogous to orai contraceptives, with respect to which many Arnerican courts have 
recentIy imposed a direct duty to wam, because direct waniings h m  manufacturers 
of breast implants are simply not b i b l e  given the need for intervention by 
physicians; see Mac Donald v. Ortho Phamaceutical Corp., 475 N.ze. 2" 65 
(Mass.. 1985), at p. 70, . . .; Buchan [35 C.C.L.T. at 16 f.] . In this respect. 1 observe 
that it is not, and has never been, Dow's practice to send wamings concerning th& 
breast implants directly to patients. Although Dow includes product information 
with its impiants, the implants are sold only to doctors or medical establishments, 
who are expected to pass this infoxmation on to their patients. In Iight of this fact, 1 
conclude that a manufacturer in Dow's position can discharge its duty to the 
ultimate consumer by giving the treating surgeon clear, complete and current 
information concerning any generai and specific risks that arise fiom the ordinary 
use of the product-m 

In Murphy v. St. Catharines General Hospital where the operation of a machine used in 

an intravenous operation was in question, the court stated: 

Breast implants in HoIIk. 
663 M q h y  v. St. Catharines Gen. Hospital, [1964] 1 0.R D * R  (2d) 697. 

HofIk at 25. 



This instrument was never intendeci or expected ta be handieci by a mernber of the 
pubiic but only by doctors or under theu ciose supervision or instruction ... Here 
there was a warning to the hospital whose responsibility it was to use the device 
only through properiy trained and supervised personnel. This is sometimes calleci 
the "leamed intennediary" rule ... . 665 

AU these cases provide examples where the "Ieamed intennediary" d e  was applicable. 

In them the rule enableci the manufacturers to satise the duty to the consumer by 

providing the waming to a leamed intermediary as a professional. Thai professional 

might in various circumstances be a physician, or a hospital represented by one, a 

pharmacist666 or even a haïrdresser. 

in such cases the manufacturer may expect the professional to interpose his judgment and 

reason as to whether he is going to use the product or not; and therefore he may satisfy 

the duty to warn the ultirnate consumer by warning the leamed intermediary of the risk 

inherent in any use of the product. 

In confortnity with this approach, the "learned intermediary" nile has been appiied to 

other cases of pharmaceuticai products. Besides those products, like breast implants, that 

are never actuaily soid directly to the consumer, the mie cornes into play for prescription 

dnigs. The reason for adopting the "learned intermediary" rule in this context, with the 

consequence that the manufacturer cm discharge his duty to the ultimate consumer by 

only waming the prescnbing physician, is the idea that a physician, as a professional, will 

nomally be involved in the decision to take or not to take the particular dmg, because it 

is only avaiiable by prescription. It is also based on the hypothesis that the patient is 

placing primary reliance on the professional advice of the "learned intermediary", not on 



the manufacturer, because it is the presd'bing physician who makes the diagnosis and 

with it the judgment considering the patient's particuiar needs, combinai with knowledge 

about the recommended medicd prod~~ts.M7 For these reasons a waming given only to 

the prescribing physician has been considered sufficient- As a result, the manufacturer 

does not in such cases have to provide the consumer directiy with the waruing- 

In Buchan v. Ortho Pharmaceutical, Robins J. A. confimeci these arguments by way of 

an obim dicium in a manimous decision, as follows: 

1 do not quand with the g e n d  proposition advanced by the defendant that where 
prescription drue  are concerne4 the manufacturer's duty to warn is limiteci to an 
obligation to warn prescribing physicians of potentiai dangers that may result fkom 
the drug s use. This special standard represents an understandable and sensible 
exception to the weii-recognized cornman law principle of ton liability that the 
manufacturer of a product has a duty to wam users of dangers inherent in the use of 
the prod~~t.668 

This doctrine, however, has given rise to the question669 of whether the rationaie relied on 

to support this exception, with respect to prescnption dmgs generally, can be justifiai in 

the case of long term prescnption drugs, such as oral contraceptives? Until recently there 

666 There are drugs that do not need to be prescribed by a physician. but can only be purchased from a 
pharmacist as a professionai. He would then be a Iearned intermediary. 
667 Hollk at 23, Buchan ac 15; both courts adopted the arguments h m  the Arnerican case Rwes v. Wveth 
Laborarories 498 F. Zd 1264. cert- den, 4L9 US. 1096 (1974); in Buchan it is stated as follows: 

The rationale for the exception is that prescription drugs are more likely to be cornplex 
medicines, esoteric in formuia and varied in effect and, by definition. are availabie only by 
prescription. The prescribing physician is in a position to take into account the propensities of 
the drug and the susceptibilities of his patient. He has the duty of infonning himself of the 
benefits and potential dangers of any medication he prescnies, and of exercising his 
independent judgment as a medical expert based on his knowledge of the patient and the 
product In taking the drug, the patient is expected to, and it can be presumed does, place 
primary rdiance on hid doctor's judgment. In this relationship, the prescribing physician is 
said to act as a learned intennediary between the manufkturer and the ultirnate consumer. 
Thus, while the generd mle is that manufknucrs of drugs have a duty to warn users of 
known dangers in the use of their products, manufkcturers of prescription dnigs, because of 
the intervention of the leamed intermediary, have a duty to wam oniy prescniing physicians. 
Buchan at 36. 

669 Buchan at 36/37. 



had not been any decisions dealing specifïcally with oral contraceptives in Canada or 

England. n i e  court in Buchan v. Onho Phannaceutical referred to a new doctrinal 

tendency that couid be observed in several state courts in the United States, which had 

concluded that orai contraceptives needed to be distinguished f?om other prescription 

dmgs. The r e d t  was that the leamed intermediary d e  had been displaceci by the 

requûement of a direct waming to the consumer, combineci with a warning provided to 

the physician, 

The reason for developing such an approach was mainly the absence of those particdar 

relational charactenstics, nonnally resulting fiom the high standard of medical 

supervision in decisions related to the usage of a dmg and the duration of treatment with 

the dmg, which justifjr an exemption to that general rule and which allow the 

manufacturer to discharge his duty towards the consumer by only warning the physician. 

The distinction fiom other prescription drugs was especially seen in the heightened 

participation typically shown by users of oral contraceptives in the process of choice, the 

relatively easy feasibility of giving direct warnings to the consumer, the limited 

participation of the physician in the long-tenn duration of prescriptions, and the often 

scanty medical supervision of their use. In this case the leamed intermediq d e  was 

held inapplicable, on the basis that the paticular circurnstances involved in the decision 

to take an oral contraceptive demanded thaî the manufacturer be obliged to warn the 

consumer in both the above-considered ways: directly by including a waming on the pi11 

package and in addition indirectly by waming physicians of dangerous side-effects and 

any inherent risks in the dmg. Robins J.A. continue& by way of obiter: 



There can be littie doubt that oral contraceptives have presented society with 
problems unique in the history of human therapeutics- At no time have so maay 
people taken such potent b u g s  votuntarily over such a pmtracted time for an 
objective o&er than the contrai of disease. This has introduced a novel element in 
the doctor-patient relationship. As the advisory cornmittee pointed out, "in 
prescribing these dmgs, the doctor is usually acting neither to treat nor to prevent a 
disease. He is prescniing for socioeconomic reasons". Furthexm~re~ unlike the 
selection of an appropnate drug for the treatrnent of ihess  or injury where patient 
involvement is typically minimal or non-existent, consumer dernand for orai 
contraceptives prompts their use more ofien than doctor's advice. The decision to 
use the pïU is one in which consumers are actively involveci; more Erequenly than 
not, they have made the decision before visiting a doctor to obtain a prescription. 
For these reasons, (as well as those stated in Mac Donald v. Ortho Phannaceuticai 
Coq., supra, which I quoted earlier,) 1 am of the view that oral contraceptives bear 
characteristics distinguishing thm h m  most therapeutic. diagnostic and curative 
prescription drugs. The rationale underiying the leamed intermediq d e ,  in my 
opinion, does not hold up in the case of oral contraceptives. Manufacturers of this 
dmg should be obliged to satis* the general common law duty to warn the ultimate 
consumer as well as prescribing physicians.670 

For the sake of completeness the reasoning of the Supreme Judicial Court of 

Massachusetts in MacDonald W. Ortho Phamceutical  orp p.^", referring to the vastly 

different character of the contraceptive pill as distinct fkom the general group of 

prescription dmgs, should be pointed out because the Ontario Supreme Court, in Buchan 

v. Ortho Pharmaceutical, made overt reference to this decision in support of its 

position67', as instructive and pertinent to this issue. in that case the majority of the court 

said: 

The oral contraceptive thus stands apart from other prescription dmgs in iight of the 
heightened participation of patients in decisions relating to use of "the piil"; the 
substantial risks afflliated with the product's use; the feasibility of direct warnings 
by the manufacturer to the user: the limited participation of the physician (annual 

''O Buchan at 36 f. 
67' 475 ME- 2d 65. cen. den. 106 S. CL 250 (Mas.. 1985) ar p. 70. 
'" Buchan at 16: 

The reasoning which promoted these courts to hold the learned intermediary rule inapplicable 
to birth control pills is cleariy articulated in the decision of the Supreme ludicial Court of 
Massachusetts in MacDonald v. Ortho Phamtaceutical Corp., 475 N.E. 2d 65, cert. den. 1 O6 
S. Ct. 250 (Mass., 1985). 



prescriptions); and the possibiiity that oral communïcati~ns between phpicians and 
consumers may be insufficient or t w  scanty standing alone M y  to apprise 
consumers of the products dangers at the the the initial selection of a contraceptive 
meîhod is made as well as at mbsequent points when alternative methods may be 
considered. We conclude that the manufacturer of oral contraceptives is not j d e d  
in relying on warnings to the medical profession to satisfl its common law duty to 
wam, and that the manufacturer's obligation encompasses a duty to wam the 
ultimate user. Thus, the manufacturer's duty is to provide to the consumer written 
warnings conveying reasonable notice of the nature, gravity, and likelihood of 
known or knowable side effects, and advising the consumer to seek f d e r  
expianation h m  the prescniing physician or other doctor of any mch information 
of concern to the 

These b:xplanations lead to the foiiowing conclusion: The question as to whom the 

phaxmaceutical manufacturer has to address his warning so as to satise his duty to wam 

the ultimate user of the potential dangers inherent in his product, and thereby escape 

liability, has to be answered in a particuiarised manner. The cases invoiving this issue can 

basically be divided into four different categories. 

The fmt ernbraces so caiied "over the counter dmgs", Iike pain-relieving anodynes, e-g., 

Aspirin, Tylenol. The warning needs to be addressed directly to the ultimate consumer, 

who is able to buy the dnig without professional advice, like any other ordinary product 

sold in stores to their customers. No exception is permitted to the generai mie. ïhe 

second group consists of non-long-terni prescription drugs, where the consumer cannot 

get the product without going through two sets of professional hands, the doctor's and the 

pharmacist's. Here the leamed intemediary rule is applicable, because of the intervention 

of the prescribing physician and the professional intermediate examination and 

s u p e ~ s i o n  of the pharmacist. Under these circumstances the informational duty cm be 

satisfied indirectly b y providing the prescribing physician with the required waming. 



In con- to this, the cases of long-term-prescription drus, such as the wntraceptive 

pi11674, form a third group. Proceeding on the assumption that the learned intamediary 

doctrine has been displaced, a direct waming to the dmg user is required and should be 

secureci by an additional waming given to the prescribing physicim. 

The fourth and last category covers phamiaceutical products that are actuaily never sold 

direcîly to the consumer but obtained by the physician, who brings the product into 

contact with the patient's body, like breast impiants and other prosthetic devices, 

vaccinations, artificial inseminations and blood transfûsions. 

This last category is different because the nature of the product is such that the consumer 

will not redistically receive a direct waming fkom the manufacturer before using it, 

because neither the product nor the packaging are placed directly into the han& of the 

ultimate consumer. It is the surgeon, physician or the medical establishment, not the 

consumer, who obtains the product and who is therefore in the best position to read any 

warnings contained in the product packaging or given on the package label?'* This is 

clearly a case where the rationale for the leamed intemediary rule is applicable, as the 

consumer himself does not buy the product but receives it through professional 

intervention with his treatment. Here preiirninary intemediate inspection and 

examination is invariably presupposed and can be anticipated; in other words: it is the 

typical situation in practice that the ultimate consumer receives his information fkom the 

learned intermediary. Therefore it rnight not even be expected, demanding fkom the 

manufacturer a duty to address a waniing separately to the patient. Although it would be 

6'4 And pe-s insulin? We cannot be sure on the basis of Buchan- 
67s Hollis at 25. 



within the bounds of imagination that the manufacturer wouid nipply the product package 

with an extra waming addtessed to the patient, as is done in the German jurisdiction in 

cases of vaccination, such an approach would be impractical in real life, and unnecessary 

too, if the package insert, addressed to the leamed intermediary, is adequate and the 

leamed intemiediary is in cornpliance with his duty. This means the manufiiçturer is 

allowed to give an indirect waming to the dtimate consumer by providing the treating 

physician or the medical institution with the necessary product idormation, because one 

can expect a shifi of direct duty to the Ieamed intermediary to pass this information on to 

the 

Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that mandatory direct waniings to consumers, 

through patient package inserts, would probably provide greater consumer control of 

information, as well as a bais  for asking questions of physicians.677 

In contrast to the Canadian law, Gemm law concerning pharmaceutical products does 

not provide or operate with a "leamed intermediary" rule to regulate the issue of Who 

needs to be addressed with the necessary product information?". The German Iaw 

determines the medium of necessary product infornation by statutory regulations, such as 

in the case of "finished" h g s  in regulations of the Phamiaceutical Product Act about 

labeiling, package inserts and expert information. The product 's labelling and package 

insert provides a direct source of the necessary product information, user instructions and 

waniings for consumer, but also for physicians and phamacists. in case of long term 



prescription the consumer receives a new package insert each time a new dnig package is 

purchased. Besides thaî the regdations about expert information provide for an additional 

source of information reconciled to the experts' needs. The separation of package insert 

and expert uiformation aliows one to adjust the information in contents, use of language 

and presentation to the diEerent needs of consumers and professionals. Where the 

phannaceutical product does not actuaily get into the consumers' hands, because it is 

applied or used by the Ieamed expert ody, such as vaccinations, the patient receives the 

infoxmation needed and sometimes additionally the product's package insert fiom his 

treating physician. In this way both systems aim for the best consumer protection and are 

based on the same legal p ~ c i p l e ,  namely that the manufacturer generally owes a duty to 

inform, instruct and wam the consumer directly. 

The cornparison reveais that both systems follow the same demands and aim for the same 

results, but to this end have developed and established stightly different legal ways for its 

achievement. This is obviously due to their distinct legd methodology: on the one hand 

statutory provisions, which allow for regdation regarding the circulation of information 

in any anticipated way it might be needed; on the other, reliance upon the ongoing and 

piecemeal development of jüdicial doctrine, on a case-by-case basis. 

C. Causation 

This section deals with requirements of causation and damage. Once the plaintiff has 

convinced the court that the defendant has breached his duty of case, as by the omission 

to circulate sufficient product information, instructions for use or necessary wamings, and 



that he has suffered subsequent damage, the plaintiff has to prove a c d  iink between 

the negiîgent act and his injury, which will count as the damage in the pharrnaceuticd 

product related cases, as a vital element of negligence. The injury must r d t  h m  or be 

amibutable to the act of the duty breaker. The test of causation is: "If the injury would not 

have occurred but for the defendant's negligence", then this conduct becomes a cause of 

the @iury. Asked fiom a different perspective, it becomes "Whaî would have happened to 

this pf'aintiff if the breach of the duty had not occurred?,,?,, The relaîed question arkuig 

hereunder is: "What does the plaintiff have to avert?" in order to convince the court in his 

favour, ie., "Which is the appropnate test?"; followed by the question: "What does the 

cornplainant have to prove?" to succeed with his claim against the phamiaceutical 

manufacture defendant, i. e., "What must the plaintiff prove?". 

1. General causation principles 

To better understand the specific problems that occur, in the context of a claim by the 

injured user of a pharmaceutical product against the manufacturer who allegedly breaches 

a duty of care, an initiai distinction must be made between cases where the product itself 

was defective and those where the manufacturer is accused of having breached the duty to 

warn the ultimate user about the inherent risks of the phmaceutical product. This is 

because in relation to defective products the negligent conduct that caused the damage is 

generally an action of the manufacturer, whereas in duty to warn cases it is an omission 

that rnight have caused the plaintiffs injury. The difficulty here is to find a causal 

connection on hypothetical grounds. 



Generaily, causation is established where the plaintiffproves to the civil standard, Le., on 

a balance of probabiiities, that the defendant's conduct caused or contriiuted to the 

injury" The general, but not conclusive, test for causation is the "bbut-fof' test It 

requires the plaintiff to show that the injury wodd not have occurred but for the 

negligence of the defendant!" In some circumstances, where the 'bbut-fof' test is 

unworkable or productive of obvious injustice, the courts have recognised that causation 

is established where the defendant's negligence "materiaily contributed" to the 

occurrence of the injury!80 This shows that the causation test is not to be applied too 

rigidly. Causation need not be detennined with scientific precision, as it is "essentially a 

practical question of fact which can best be answered by ordinary common sense"? This 

interpretation leaves room for establishing adequate results where various causation 

problems might appear in special circumstances in different cases. 

Technically, as a matter of Law in any negligence action, the burden of proof throughout 

the case is on the plaintiff. Although the burden of proof remains with the plaintiff, in 

some circumstances an inference of causation may be drawn fiom evidence without 

positive scientific proof in practice, as the case proceeds, the evidential burden of proof 

will shift fiom plaintiff to defendant, requiring the latter to corne up with a good 

67s Athq  v. Leonati, (1997) 3 1 C.C.L,T. (2"4 113 (S.C,C.), at p. 119; Snell v. FameII, [1990] 2 S . C E  3 11; 

Mc Ghee v. N a t i 0 ~ l  Coal Board, 119721 3 Al1 EX. 1008 (HL). 
6SP ~ t h e y  v. Leonari, supra, at p. 120; HonZey v. MacLaren, Cl9721 S.CR 44 1. 
*O Athey v. Leonati, supra; Mvers v. Peel (Counv) Board of Education, 1198 11 2 S .CE 21: Bonnington 
Castings Ltd. K Wardlaw, [ 19561 1 AI1 E K  6 15 (H.L.), Mc Ghee v. National Coal Board, supra, 



explanation and show that the associateci fa& of another causal sequence seem plausible. 

In these cases the evidential burden of proof c m  shift to and 60. 

II. Special principles in cases of breach of the duty to wam 

The breach of the duty to wam raises the following question of causatiomin-fact: 

Did the manufacturer's breach of the duty to warn cause the consumer's injury? 

Such would be so, if the injury would not have occurred but for the manufacturer's 

negligence, in aot warning the drug user about the potential risks of the product. The 

question is: what wouid have happened to this plaintiff if the breach of the duty &ad not 

occurred? Put another way: would the piaintiff have consented or refbsed to take the drug 

if he had been properly wmed of the nsks? 

In order to succeed in the action the plaintiff has to show and prove that, if the requisite 

information had been given, he would have refbsed to use the product and that that 

refiisal would have avoided the injury- 

1. Legal standard of causation in medically related cases: the 
court's tools for determination of causation; or, how does the 
plaintiff have to prove causation? 

The problem is the court's task to fïnd the appropriate standard detennuiuig causation on 

the grounds of hypothetical causai circumstances, Le., whether the piaintiff would have 

refused to use the drug, if he had been given the required waming issued by the 

manufacturer? Speciai problems may be seen as arising out of the situation, in that the 

" Per Sopinka J. in Snell v. Farrell, nrpm, at p. 328 quoting h m  Lord Salmon in A@haceil Lrd V. 
Woodward, [1972] 2 Al1 E.R 475 at 490 (H.L.). 



dmg user, o h  SUffering severe physicd damage, will subsequently with the benefit of 

hindsight be convinceci that he wouid have refbed consent to the dnig use. On the other 

side there will be the manufacturer-defendant, opposing the use of such a subjective 

viewpoint and defending himself by saying that the plaintiff, were he put back into the 

starting position of the nsk-benefit evaluation, would decide to take the product again, 

expecting that the resdts hoped for h m  using the drug would occur. This inevitably 

te& to a cons iddon  of those other situations in which courts have had to deai with a 

similar probiem examining carnation-in-fact. f i s  has occurred in so-called "informed 

consent" cases in the sphere of medicai malpractice, cases which arose out of doctor- 

patient relationships, where the doctor's performance resulted in a Iawsuit fiom the 

patient's side. En these cases the patient subsequently daims that he had not given a vaiid 

consent to the doctor's particular treatment; rather, he would not have consented or would 

have refused to undergo the treatment, if he had onIy been given the proper disclosure of 

information about those known risks associated with the product's use, risks that have 

subsequently now materidised in his case. 

The causatioa problerns involved in these informed consent cases are worthy of 

consideration in this thesis as offerhg possible approaches or starting points which might 

be usehl in our present case constellation.682 It is mie that this litigation is based on 

"* Comsponding with the German appmactt, such a relevant connection or dation beomen the two 
consteHations was aiso realised by the Supreme Court of Canada, in the refend, at the beginning of the 
judgment on the causation issue in HolZk at 33, to the sintatt-on dealt with in Rei'bl, as well as the Ontario 
Court of Appeai in the judgment in Buchan. The necessity to compare the different cases, Le., 
phiumaceuticai product Iiabitity and medical dpractice, follows additionaliy out of the fact, that the courts 
in different instances have used the various approaches of the "uiformed consent" cases for differcnt 
standards for proving causation-in-fact. As will be show later on, these were originaily developed in the 
"informed consent" cases, which means in cases between physicians and patients. E-g., in Hoff&, the Court 
of Appeal based its decision on its application of the modifieci -objective test, identicai to that fàvourad in 



doctor-patient relationships, w h e m  the substance of this thesis deals with issues rising 

out of manufacturer-consumer relationships. Nevertheles, the cawation issues dealt with 

in "informeci consent" cases have consistently been included in grounds for judgments in 

pharmaceutical product Liability cases, whenever the court came to determine the c d  

connection between the failure to wam and the loss claimed to be suffered therehm. 

The Canadian courts have consistently had recourse to cornparisons between doctor- 

patient relationships, where there has k e n  a failure to communicate information, and 

manufxturer-consumer relationships, where there has been a similar fai l~re.~ '~ The 

reasons for this persistent anaiogy are not ciifficuit to guess. In both contexts the same 

fundamental right of the patient or consumer - the right to have knowledge sufficient for 

self detemination in one's health  are^^' - is at issue. While the courts are understaudably 

cornmitted to a measure of self-consistency in detennining the content of the duty of care, 

they have, as we shall see, felt obiiged to draw distinctions between them in the matter of 

causation This is done, just as in the German litigation on this matter, in deference to the 

different dynamics of the relationships between the parties invoived. 

"inforrned consent" litigation, whercas the majority of the Supreme Court found the subjective test 
appropriate for product IiabiIity cases. 
683 E.g., Ho/& at 21 f., mently Amdr v. Smith [1997] 35 C.C.L.T. (2'") 233 (S.C.C.) at 245K, where 
reference was made in the converse situation, 
684 Lasicin, C.J.C. ùi: Hopp v. Lepp, [1980] 2 S.CR 192 at 196: "The right of a patient to decide whaî, if 
anything, shouid be  done with his body"; or La Forest, I., ut Hollis at 21: "The doctrine of "infonned 
consent'' dictates that every individual has a right to know what risks are involved in undergoing or 
foregoing medical treatment and a concomitant right to rnake meanùigfùl decisions based on a fiil1 
understanding of those risks." 



a. Causation test in 'infomed consent" cases; doctor-patient 
relationships 

The question presented to the court in "informed consent" cases, i-a, doctor-patient 

relationships, has been: how to determine whether the patient would have actually chosen 

to decline the doctor's proposed treatment if he had been properiy informed of the risk 

invo lved? 

The modern approach on this issue was established in ~eibl;*' where the Supreme Court 

set out basic principles for assessing causation issues and delineated different standards 

expressed through different tests that can be applied for determining causation in the 

particular case: the subjective tes& the objective test and the modified objective test. 

In Reibl, Laskin, C.I.C. referred to an article686 regarding the same issue: 

Since proximate causation exists oniy if disdosure would have resulted in the 
patient's foregoing the proposed treament, a standard must be developed to 
detexmine whether the patient wodd have decided against the treatment had he been 
iaformed of its risks. Two possible standards exist: whether, if infonned, the 
particular patient would have foregone treatment (subjective view); or whether the 
average prudent person in [the] plaintiffs position, infonned of al1 material risks, 
would have foregone treatment (objective view). The objective standard is 
preferable, since the subjective standard has a gross defect: it depends on the 
plaintiffs testimony as to his state of minci, thereby exposuig the physician to the 
patient's hindsight and bittemess.. .. 687 

According to the Court, there are different possibilities open for the proof of causation in 

the doctor-patient cases: a subjective testimony of the plaintiff, saying whether or not he 

would have decided to undergo the procedure that caused his hami, if a proper disclosure 

' ~ e i b l [ 1 9 8 0 ]  2 S.C.R. 880 at 884 f., 14 C.C.L-T. 1, D-LX (3d) 1,33 N K  361; also see Am& v. Smith, 
( 1997), 35 C.C.L.T. (2" 233 at 238 f "The starringpointfir thk question rnust be ReiM v. mes". 

(1973), 48 New York University Law Review (N.Y.U.L. Rev.) 548 at 550, entitled "Infmed Cornent - 
A Proposed Standard for Medicaf Di3cfasure1'. 



of information had been given to him; secondly, a strict objective judgment found by the 

court, based on testimony of professionai witnesses, determinhg the decision a 

reasonable person in the patient's medical position would have made; and last, a modined 

objective assessrnent, determinhg what a reasonable person in the patient's particular 

position, including attitudes, values, tastes and belief-systems, as weii as the materiai 

circumstances of the particuiar patient, would have done. In this innuential decision in 

Reibl, the court anaiyseà and dixussed the pros and cons of each test, expressing a 

different standard for assessing causation in the particdar cases of "informeci consent". 

As a subjective and a purely objective test were subject to criticism, the Court chose a 

modified objective test as the only appropriate one in doctor-patient relationships. 

The subjective test was rejected6'* and c r i t i c i ~ e d ~ ~ ~  for placing undue ernphasis upon the 

phintifYs evidence, not having consented to the procedure under the circumstances 

mentioned above. Arguably, the test places too much weight on potentially unretiabte 

testimony by the patient influenced by the wisdom of hindsight, to the disadvantage of 

the physician, resulting in the causation issue invariably being resolved in the patient's 

favour. 

In Reibl Laskin C.J.C. elaborated these concerns, as fo tlows: 

It could hardly be expected that the patient who is suing wodd admit that he would 
have agreed to have the surgery, even knowing ait the accompanying risks. His suit 

Reibl at 897 f, 
Laskin, C.J.C. for a unanimous court in Reibl at 898. 
Osborne in: Barney Sneiderman, John C. Iwhe & Philip H.  Osborne, Canadian Medical Law, znd ed. 

(Toronto: Carswell, 1995) at 61; hereatier ciced as: Osborne. 



would indicate that, having d e r e d  serious disablement because of the surgery' he 
is convinceci that he would not bave permitted it if there had been proper disclosure 
of the nsks, balanceci by the risks of refiising the surgery. Yet, to apply a subjective 
test to causation would, correiatively, put a pfemium on hindsight, even more of a 
premium than would be put on medicai evidence in assessing causation by an 
objective standard-690 

In a manner similar to the subjective test, an objective appmach, based on the actions of a 

hypothetical reasonable person in the patient's medical position, has its deficiencies. Even 

though it would avoid putting an inappropriate emphasis on the plaintiffs testimony, a 

strict objective test might result in undue emphasis being placeci on the medical evidence 

relating to the advisability of the treatment, in the light of ùiherent risks and anticipated 

benefitdg' If the information provided by the physician was medicaily justifiable in the 

patient's medical situation, and therefore in the interests of the plaintiff, the chances of 

proving causation become slirn because, according to a test which defers completely to 

contempomy medicai authonty, a reasonable person would usually foilow the advice of 

his physician, whether or not the requisite disclosure of information was made. Satis-g 

the Court that the hypothetical reasonable patient would have not consented under the 

given circurnstances becornes an onerous burden for the plaintiff-patient.69' 

Laskin C . J C  discussed his paramount concerns about a purely objective test: 

... a vexing problem raised by the objective standard is whether causation could 
ever be established if the surgeon has recommended surgery which is warranted by 
the patient's condition. Can it be said that a reasonable person in the patient's 
position, to whom proper disdosure of attendant risks has been made, would decide 
against the surgeon's recommendation that it be undergone? The objective standard 
of what a reasonable person in the patient's position wodd do would seem to put a 

690 Reibl at 897 f, 
@' Osborne, supra at foomote 689. 
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premium on the surgeon's assessrnent of the relative need for the sur- and on 
supporthg medicai widence of that n a d  Couid it be feasonably refù~ed?6~~ 

In order to escape the disadvantages of either of these tests the Supreme Court baianced 

the objective and subjective factors and combined them in the so-called modified 

objective test, in order to determine whether the failure to disclose actuaily caused the 

harm of which the plaintiff cornplains. This requins that a court consider what a 

reasonable patient in the cVcum~bllces of the plaintiff wouid have done if fked wîth the 

same situation. This includes a consideration of any particular concerns of the patient and 

any special considerations affecthg the partkular patient in his decision about the 

proposed treatrne~d~~ Herein lies the difference h m  the strict objective test, which 

would only refer to the hypothetical ordinary prudent patient in the same medicai 

situation as the piaintiff, by negiecting any particular circumstances involved which might 

be affecting that individual's Iife or potentialiy uinuencing his thoughts. 

Laskin opted for the modified objective test as follows: 

I think it is the safer course on the issue of causation to consider objectiveiy how far 
the baiance in the risks of surgery or no surgery is in favour of undergoing surgery. 
The failure of proper disclosure pro and con becomes therefore very material. And 
so too are any special considerations affkting the particular patient. For exampie, 
the patient may have asked specific questions which were either brushed aside or 
were not ! W y  answered or were answered wrongiy. In the present case, the 
anticipation of a full pension would be a special consideration, and, while it would 
have to be viewed objectively, it emerges tiom the patient's particular 
circumstances. So too, other aspects of the objective standard wouid have to be 
geared to what the average prudent person, the reasonable person in the patient's 
particular position, would agree to or not agme to, if ali  material and speciai nsks of 
going ahead with the surgery or foregoing it were made kaown to him. Far fiom 
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making the patient's own testimony &levant, it is essential to his case that he puts 
his own position forward. 

The adoption of an objective standard does not mean that the issue of causation is 
completely in the han& of the surgeon, MereIy because medicai evidence 
establishes the teasonableness of a recommended operation does not mean that a 
reasonable person in the patient's position wouid necessarily agree to ït, if proper 
disclosure had been made of the risks attendant upon it, balanced by those against it- 
The patient's particular situation and the degrse to which the risks of surgery or no 
surgery are balanced would &ce the force, on an objective appraisal, of the 
surgeon's recommendation. Admittedly, if the risk of foregoing the surgery wouid 
be considerabIy graver to a patient than the risks attendant upon it, the objective 
standard would favour exoneration of the surgeon who has not made the required 
disclosue, Since liab- r e m  oniy in negligence, in a failure to disclose materiai 
ri&, the issue of causation wodd be in the patient's hands on a subjective test, and 
would, if his evidence was accepted, result inevitably in lïability unless, of course, 
there was a finding that there was no breach of the duty of disclosure. In my view, 
therefore, the objective standard is the preferable one on the issue of causation. 

In saying that the test is based on the decision that a reasonable person in the 
patient's position would have made, 1 should make it clear that the patient's 
particular concems m u t  also be reasonably based; otherwise, there wodd be more 
subjectivity than would be warranted under an objective test- Thus, for example, 
feus which are not related to the material risks which should have been but were not 
disclosed would not be causative factors. However, economic considerations could 
reasonably go to causation where, for exampie, the loss of an eye as a result of 
nondisclosure of matenai risk brings about the loss of a job for which good eyesight 
is required In short, although account must be taken of a patient's particular 
position, a position which will Vary with the patient, it must be objectively assessed 
in terms of rea~onableness,6~~ 

This legai appmach was reaffumed in Arndt v. ~ m i r h " ~ ~  a case where a 'modified 

objective" test was applied for determinhg causation when a doctor was sued by his 

patient for medical malperformance. 

In summary the Canadian litigation results in the following question when considering 

the causation issue in cases vis-à-vis the physician: would the plaintiff or more accurately 
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"a reasonable patient in his medical positiony', if pmperly wamed, have consented or 

reniçed to undergo the treatxnent? 

Before this reasoning is examined in regard to the special situation and problems dealt 

with in this thesis, namely a plaintiffs relationship vis-à-vis the phannaceutical 

manufacturer, we may giance at the German case law which, in a way quite similar to the 

Canadian, considers the patient-physician relationship when contemplating this matter. 

The problem in both jraisdictions is the same, namely: how can the law ass i s  the uijured 

plaintiff in showing causation regarding a hypotheticd situation to the satisfaction of the 

court? However, the reason for considering the litigation on patient-physician 

relatiooships in this context is rather different in Gennan courts. The German litigation 

does not address the problem of fmding the appropriate test for proving causation. Due to 

Germany's different procedural law, this problem does not occur in quite that way. The 

question of causation is open to be proved by the plaintiff s testimony. It is then on the 

part of the court to assess this testimony objectively in tenns of reasonableness in the 

fi-ame of what is called the consideraticn of the evidence (Baveisvuerdigung). The court 

will base its judgment on the decision that a reasonable person in the patient's position 

would have made by weighing inter alia the patient's particular concems relevant under 

the given circumstances; and so will basically corne to the sarne results as a Canadian 

would, 

The debate arising in German jurisdictions when judging a patient's daim against the 

manufacturer, however, has raîher been due to the fact that the plaintiffs situation in 

patient-physician relationship litigation was eased by reversing the burden of proof if the 

injured patient is able to show that his physician has either failed in his medical 



performance, or violated his duty to give full disciosure about a particular risk involveci in 

his treatment, as by the administrati 
. . 'on or prescription of a pharmaceuticai product, it is on 

the treating physician to king forward evidence showing thaî his faiure did not 

contribute to or cause the injury. In Light of bat, the distinction fiom the Canadian Iaw, 

which concems the application of a subjective test versus an objective one for 

detemination of causation, is obvious. The question asked in Gexman courts is, whether 

to atlow any alleviathg mechanism for the plauitios liability c l a h  agaiast the 

manufacturer by reversing the burden of proof regarding causation, just as in cases 

against a physician. 

b. Eligible tests of causation in "duty to warn" cases; 
manufacturer=consumer relationship 

The question to be answered with respect to the causation issue here is: which test is 

appropnate to apply when determining whether the loss claimed by the plaintiff was 

caused by the manufacturer's failure to give an adequate waming of the risk associated 

with the product's use?. 

Shouid the court apply a modified-objective test, such as: wouid the plahtiff or more 

accurately "a reasonable consumer in his position", if properiy wamed, have consented to 

or refused taking the drug? Or should the judgment be based on a subjective testimony of 

the injured consumer, answering what he himself would have done? Or is some entirely 

different test of causation called for in this context? 



aa. Subjective test 

Accordingly to this subjective approach, in a case against the manufacturer the plaintiff 

m u t  prove that he wouid have refiised to ' 'co~l~~me" the product if he had been wamed 

of the nsks associatecl with it. 

The Supreme Court of Canada appiied such a test in HollLF v. Dow, refening to the 

decision made in Buchan v. Ortho Pharmaceuncal by Robins, J.A. for the Ontario Court 

of Apped, which had found the Reibl tesr, involving, as  it h a  objective factors, 

inappropriate in product Iiability cases. La Forest, J. for the majority of the Supreme 

Court stated: 

In my view, the rationale given by Robins I.A. for a subjective test is compehg 
and justifies the adoption of the subjective test in cases of this nature. The most 
serious concern raïsed by the application of the subjective test is that the plaintiff, 
with the benefit of hindsight, wiil aiways claim that she would not have used the 
product if she had been properly wamd. .  . 

Although the concern raised by Laskin C.J.C. is valid and should continue to be 
applied in doçtor-patient relationsbips, in a suit against a manufacturer for fadure to 
wam this concern can be adequately addressed at the triai level through cross 
examination and through a proper weighhg by the triai judge of the relevant 
testimony. Wbiie this difference between the type of proof required in the two kinds 
of actions may seem anornalous, it is amply justified having regard to the different 
circumstances in which the relevant duties arise, and the consequent difference in 
the nature of these duties. As Robins I.A. intimated in Buchan. the duty of the 
doctor is to give the best medical advice and service he or she can give to a 
particular patient in a specific context. It is by no means coterminous with that of 
the manufacturer of products used in rendering that service. The manufacturer on 
the other hand, can be expected to act in a more self-interested manner. In the case 
of a manufacturer, therefore there is a greater likelihood that the value of a product 
will be overernphasized and the risk under-emphasized. It is, therefore, füghly 
desirable fiom a policy perspective to hold the mufacturer to a strict standard of 
warnllig consumers of dangerous side effects to these products. There is no reason, 
as in the case of a doctor, to rnodim the d approach to causation foilowed in 
other tortious actions. hdeed the imbalance of resources and information between 
the manufacturer and the patient, and even the doctor, weighs in the opposite 
direction. Moreover, it is important to remember that many product liability cases of 
this nature wili arise in a context where no negligence can be attributed to a doctor. 
It would appear dl-advised, then, to distort the d e  that is appropriate for claMs 



against a man- simply because of an apparent anomaly that r d t s  in cases 
where a doctor is aiso aiiegeci to have been ~~e~l.ige!nt.~~' 

The arguments given in support of this subjective appmach basically refa to the fact that 

the present case is in the context of product liability and is therefore treated as such. That 

necessitates consideration of the essentially self-interested position to be expected of a 

manufacturer striving to promote a product. Neither the fact that a physician as an 

interrnediary may be involveci in the decision to use a product, nor the circumstances 

arising out of the triangular relationship involving a doctor, persuaded the court to apply a 

modified-objective test for determinhg causation. The standard provided by that test was, 

according to the court, developed under exceptional circumstances ody for the special 

situation dealt with in doctor-patient "informed consent" cases. The purpose of 

establishing this exception was to adjust the disadvantage of a subjective testimony, 

coloured with the possibly inherent unreliability of the plaintiff s self-servùig assertion, 

caused by bittemess and hindsighf with the more objective approach, which also takes 

into account the medical evidence relating to the advisability of the treatment in the 

balance of inherent nsks with anticipated benefits. The reasoning here tums against any 

such mollification of the ordinary tort principles of causation, developed to accommodate 

the special role of the d o ~ t o r . ~ ~ ~  

Upon a review of the arguments given in Germa. judgments and scholarly opinions, it 

tums out that the idea of easing the plaintiff s daim situation, b y reversing the burden of 



proof concerning the causai cornetion between the rnanufkturer's failure to warn and 

the plaintiffs injilry, has been iargeiy denied for essentidy the same reasons. 

bb. Modified objective test, alias Reibl-test 

Judicial opinions have aiso been heard in recent years, dissenting h m  or challenging the 

prevailing approach just mentioned, f a v o u ~ g  adoption of the modified-objective, Reibl- 

type causation test in manufacturer-consumer iitigation, too. 

A modified-objective test applied in a clairn against the manufactimrdefendant would 

ask hypothetically, what a reasonable consumer in the particular situauon of the plaintiff 

would have done? 

Contrary to the Suprerne Court's ultimate decision, Prowse LA. for the Ontario Court of 

Appeal in Hollis, held this test appiicable, asking: whether a reasonable woman in the 

position of the plaintiff would have agreed to the breast implant surgexy if she had been 

aware of the nsks, albeit small, of 

Convinced of the appropriateness of the objective standard, based on the reasoning in 

~eib1,~" mentioned above, she interestingiy reached the same conclusion at the end of 

this case by applying the "reasonable woman" test as she would have reached by applying 

the subjective standard, narnely that there was a causal co~ec t ion  between the 

manufacturer's failure to wam and the injury suffered by the plainti~701 
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Likewise, SopùiLa, I. in a dissenting opinion in ~ollis'**, explainhg the famitiar 

advantages of a modified-objective appmach to causation, also rejected the subjective test 

solely based on the plaintiff s testimony and instead used the Reibl test, which he found 

equally applicable vis-à-vis a rnanufa~turer~'~~ In faimess one c m  only say tbat this 

opinion is aimed at the situation where the leamed intermediary d e  is applicable, as was 

the case in ~ o l l i s . ' ~  It is not clear if this is his opinion in generai, in respect of aü kinds 

of pharmaceuticd product liability cases. Obviously referring to prescription dnig 

situations, i.e., cases where doctors are necessarily involved in the decision to take ce& 

medical products, he M e r  stressed that he saw no reason why the test for determiniag 

the same issue should be different for the physician and the manufacturer. In thïs 

connection he also questioned the justification of the argument that a stricter standard can 

be applied to the latter. Regarding subjective testimony as inherently unreliable, because 

of the self-serving nature of the plaintiff s assertion, he pointed out that it is not sirnply a 

question as to whether the plaintiff is believed. He acknowledged that a plaintiff may be 

perfectly sincere in stathg that he would not have consented to the procedure, but this 

would not be a statement of f a t  that, if accepted, should conclude the matter. in Sopinka, 

S.'s view, this is only the plaintiff s opinion about what in hindsight he believes he would 

have done, in a situation which never occurred. As such, the opinion may be honestly 

given, he argues, but must not be accepted unreflectively or uncnticdy by the court. He 

continues his judgment: 

'O2 Hollis at 43 ff. 
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In evaiuating the opinion, the trier of hct must discount its probity not only by 
reason of its self-serving nature, but also by reason o f  the fâcî that it is lürely to be 
coloured by the trauma occasioned by the failed proce&rerocedure For this reason, the most 
diable approach in determining what wodd in fact have occurred is to test the 
plaintiffs assertion by reference to objective evidence as to what a reasonable 
pmon would have d ~ n e ? ~ ~  (emphasis in original) 

Sopinka asks: 'What would realiy have happened?" or ''What would r d y  be (have 

been) the plaintif?? s decision?" 

He suggests that testimony be taken of what the plaintinthinks he would have done; but 

he does not treat this assertion as conclusory and thus would treat objective evidence in 

the same way. Reflecting on th&, the plaintiffs testimony would be tested against the 

objective evidence, of what a reasonable person would have done. This means it is neither 

a (modified-) objective nor a subjective test that is to b e  used. It is raîher that the courts 

are urged to listen to what the plaintiff bas to Say, but not necessarily follow, without also 

puaing that alongside the objective evidence.'06 This in faft cornes close to what is 

practiced in Geman courts. 

If at this juncture we compare the two legal systems: both the Canadian and the German 

case law look to the situation deait with in doctor-patient relationships. The motivation 

for this consideration, however, may be slightly different, for while the Canadian courts 

try to fmd the nght test for determining causation, the Gexman courts consider whether to 

ease the plaintiff s daim situation conceming proof of causation. Both systems draw a 
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fïm distinction with the manufacturer-consumer relationship, and in the final anaiysis 

deny the application of any legal tegime particularly developed for the special situation 

that involves a physician and his patient. 

In the end the consideration of evidence regarding proof of causation is determineci 

sllnilarly with refaence to objective components in both Canadian and Gemlan couris. 

This permits the conclusion that the results wil1 not essentidiy Vary in comparable cases 

between either legai system. 

2. Various causation issues involved in pharmaceutical product 
liability cases: what must the plaintiff prove? 

Above questions concerning the legal standard of causation as discussed above, causation 

in drug Iiabiiity cases involves consideration of various other problems. One is: which 

one of the tests is to be used to assess causation from the plaintiffs perspective in 

pharmaceuticai product Iiability cases, when considering the manufacturer-consumer 

relationship which, under special circumstances, involves a physician as a "learned 

intermediary"? In this context, we must also discuss whether the distinction the Supreme 

Court of Canada is drawing, between doctor-patient "informed consent" cases and 

manufacturer-consumer failure to warn cases, is legaiiy acceptable in so far as it makes a 

distinction between the applicable standards of causation? This involves two issues: What 

test is to be used? and - as it tums out - why different tests? 

In this connection and in generai, the plauitiff has to be looked at as a consumer in his 

action against the pharmaceutical manufacturer, jjut as in other product liability cases. 

But in the special situation of intervention by a "leamed intemiediary", the plaintiff plays 



a double role. Besides being a consumer in his action vis-à-vis the manufacturer9 he is 

also a patient vis-à-vis the physician. For the purpose of distinction, the consumer will be 

designateci as a "patient' in the latter situation. 

a. The appropriate test in manufacturer-consumer relationships 

In order to succeed with his action against the phannacernicai manufacturer, the plaintiff 

has to show a causal comection between the negiigent conduct, which is in the present 

case the failure to warn, and the suffered damage. That is done by using the 'but-for" test, 

Le., the plaintiff has to show whether the damage would or would not have occurred but 

for the defendant's negligence. This means, that the plaintiff has to conviuce the court 

that, if fùlly infionned, he himself would have refused to take the phamiaceutical product. 

In his production of evidence, ail means of proof are placed at the plaintifYs disposal 

including his own testimony. The plaintiff only has to prove, on a subjective test, what he 

would have d ~ n e . ~ "  Canadian case law has so far proceeded on a subjective test of 

c a u ~ a t i o n . ~ ~ ~  Thereby, the question of causation must be proved to the satisfaction of the 

court on the balance of probabilities.709 

Robins I.A. argued in support of this view in Buchan v. Ortho Pharmaceutical. Thou& 

that case referred to the three-party situation (as in Hollis), where a physician is 

707 Peppin, at 509. 
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interposeci in the manufacturer-patient sequence, his substantive rationaie endotses a 

general validity for the test applicable in manufâcturer-consumer relatiomhips: 

When a matlufacturer's bresrch of the duty to wam is found to have influenced a 
physician's opinion as to the safety of a h g  thereby contributing to the physician's 
non-disclosure of a material nsk and the consumer's ingestion of the drug, the 
manufacturer is not entitled to reqwte the injureci consumer to prove that a 
reasonable consumer in her position would not have taken the drug if properly 
warned ~t this juncture* the case stands on no differe~lt footing than the usual 
pmducts Iiability case in which there is no question of the intervention of an 
intermediary, and should be treated as such- The manufacturer has put a product on 
the market without proper warning. The likelihood that the consumer wiU take the 
dmg without knowledge of its potential nsks is a foreseeable consequeme of the 
breach of the duty to wam. Whether the particular consumer wouid have taken the 
h g  even with a pmper warning is a matter to be decided by the trier of fact on ail 
of the relevant evidence.. . 

h my opinion, it was open to the trial judge, viewing the evidence as he did, to 
credit the plaintiffs testimony that she would not have taken the piil had she been 
told of the danger of stroke, and to determine the causation issue accordingly. 
Whether a so-called reasonable woman in the ptaintiff s position would have done 
likewise is beside the point. The selection of a method of pfeventing unwanted 
pregnancy in the case of a healthy woman is a matter, not of medical treatment, but 
of personai choice; and it is not unceasonable that notice of a serious potential 
hazard to users of oral contraceptives could influence her selection of another 
method of birth control. So long as the Court is satisfied that the plaintiff herself 
would not have used the dnrg if properly informai of the risks, this causation issue 
should be concluded in her favour regardess of what other women might have 
doue. ' 'O 

These lines confimi that the court detemiined causation-in-fact by using the simple "but- 

for" test, inquiring as to whether the plaintiff s damage would not have occurred but for 

the defendant's negligence in failing to issue a proper warning. They confimi the view 

that, according to the court's fïnding in general, a subjective standard is to be used in 

product Iiability casa as  a common law principle, regardless of any specific 

circumstances. This means, e.g., simply disregard the f a t  that the products dealt with in 

these cases are phamiaceuticals, embracing a relatively large variety of distinguishable 



products, h m  over-the counterdmgs to prescription drugs. It also ignores panicuiar 

problems that foiîow out of the three-party situation, which might be elsewhere of 

The often heard argument7' ' that the imposition of a subjective standard wodd place an 

undue burden on drug manufacturers was rejected by Robins, I.A. for the following 

reason: 

ïhe suggestion that the detemination of this causation issue other than by way of an 
objective test would place an undue burden on drug manufacturers is answered by 
.ioting that drug manrifacturers are in a position to escape al1 Iiability by the simple 
expedient of providing a ciear and fomght  waming of the dangers inherent in the 
use of their products of which they h o w  or ought to bow.  In my opinion it is 
sound in principle and in policy to adopt an approach which facilitates meanin- 
consumer choice and promotes marketplace honesty by encouraging firll discIosure. 
This is preferable to invoking evidentiary bwdens that serve to exonerate negligent 
manufacturers as weii as manufacturers who wodd rather risk liability than provide 
information which might pmjudicialLy affect their volume of sales." 

The question is whether this distinction made by the Ontario Supreme Court, also refmed 

to by the Supreme Court of Canada in Hollis, is defensible in so far as it makes a 

distinction between the applicable standards of causation in the different relationships? 

in reaching the conclusion that instead of the objective (Reibl-) test a subjective test 

should be applied to product liability cases, Robins, LA. focused his reasoning on the 

justification for ushg a different test for detemiuiing causation in doctor-patient inforrned 

consent cases, in contrast to manufacturer-consumer failure to warn cases. 

The considerations appiicable and the responsibilities involved in a doctor-patient 
relationship ciiffer markediy fiom those of a manufacturer-consumer relationship- As 
between doctor and patient, there is a direct and intimate reiationship in which the 
relative advantages and disadvantages of a proposed medical treatment, including 



the taking of a dmg, can be considemci, discussed and evaiuated. As between dnig 
manufacturer and consumer, the manufhctum is a distant commercial entity, thaî 
iike manufachuers of oîher pfoducts, promotes its products dircctiy or indirectly to 
gain consumer d e s ,  sometimes, as in tbis case, accentuating value while under- 
emphasizing risks, Manufacturers hold an enormous informational advantage over 
consumers and, indeed, over most physicians. The information they providt 0 t h  
estabiishes the boundaries within which a physiciau detennines the risks of possible 
ham and the bene- to be gained by a patient's use of a dmg. Man-, 
unlike doctors, are not calleci upon to tailor their warnings to the needs and abilitits 
of the individual patient; and, unlike doctors, they are not required to make the type 
of judgment c d  that becornes subject to scrutiny in informeci consent actions." 

This contextuai andysis E1Iustrates the inappmpriatenes of the doctor-patient test of 

causation to the manufacturer-consumer r e l a t i ~ n s h i ~ . ~ ~ ~  The manufacturer gives a 

warning to everyone, because he has to address the package insert to every potentid 

consumer who might buy the product. In contrast to that, the doctor advises the patient to 

take a cimg with regard to his diagnosis of this particula. patient's special needs. 

This allows the final assessment, that generally the simple "but-for" test is to be used in 

phmnaceuticd product liability cases. 

b. Special Situation in cases where the "learned intermediary" 
rule k applicable; manufacturer-"patient" relationship 

The causaîion issue, and the detemination of the appropriate test, Ieads to special 

problems in cases where the "learned intermediary" rule has been held applicable, when 

the manufacturer-defendant's breach of the duty to warn has been discussed. 



The nrst problem has already been mentioned. It Lies in the simple fat that a physician is 

involved in both, in "infonoed consent" cases as weU as in aii phamüiceutical product 

liabiiity cases that do not deal with over-the-counter dnigs. The plaintifT is a patient in 

both cases. The question here is whether it is juridicaliy correct to distinguish between 

doctor-patient and manufacturer-"patient" relationships for the standard of causation. 

One could argue thaî the same test has to be applied becsuse of an apparent anomaiy that 

otherwise resuits in cases where a doctor is also deged to have been negligent7'* In such 

instances the doctor might have breached his duty to wam independently of any failure on 

the part of the manufacturer. If there were Merent tests applicable in the two kinds of 

actions, there wouid be different tests used for answering the same causation issue in the 

same case, depending on whether the defendant was the manufacturer or the plaintiff s 

physician. 

Such an argument fails to notice that the causation issue is not quite the same, 
because in the action against the physician the question wouid be "what would the 
plaintiff have done if properly warned by his physician". Against the manufacturer 
the question should rather be focused on the failure to warn by the manufacturer- 
As shown before, it is proper to distinguish beîween these two cases in regard to 
the different responsibilities, interests involved and other circumstances on the 
part of the physician in contrast to that of the rnanufact~rer."~ 

The second problem refers directly to the legai construction of the "leamed intennediary" 

mle. This involves the consideration of two issues: 

First, is it juridicaily correct to distinguish between doctor-patient and manufacturer- 

"patient" relationships for assessing causation nom the plaintiff s perspective by using 

different causation standards when the "leamed intermediary" rule is applied? Secondly, 



how does the "leamed intennediary" affect the piaines  burden of proof for the causai 

comection between the manufacturer's failure to wam and his injury? . 

aa. The distinction drawn by two different tests 

The problem thaî arises out of the first issue is: how to justifL the apparentiy musuai 

result of using different standards of causation depending on whether the lawsuit is 

focused on the manufacturer or on the "leamed inte~ne~ary'', respectively when both are 

sued in one action. Mer d l ,  both defendants were origïually part of a single, complex, 

three-party legal construction, in which the "leamed intermedia@' d e  places the 

physician between the manufacturer and the plaintiff in the manufacturer's duty to warn 

sequence. 

In his dissenting judgment in Hollr's, Sopinka, J. elaborated upon these circumstances as 

follows: 

Moreover, 1 see no reason why the test for detennining the same issue should be 
different for the physician and the manufacturer. With respect to both, the question 
for the plaintiff is the same, How would the plaintiff have responded if properly 
wamed by the physician? 1s the trial judge to apply two different tests to determine 
the same question? If so, this could conceivably resutt in a finding that, vis-à-vis the 
physiciaa, the patient would have consenteci, and vis-à-vis the manufacturer, she 
would not.. . . 
1 fail to understand how a different test for the physician and the manufacturer, 
which, my colleague acknowledges, seems anornaiou, can be redeemed on the basis 
that a stricter standard can be expected of the manufacturer. This ignores the fact 
[that] we are dealing with a situation in which the manufacturer's duty to the 
plaintiff is discharged by infonning the physician of risks, The physician is expected 
to pass this onto the patient. If the risk is one about which the plaintiff ought to be 
wamed, it can hardly be suggested that the physician can water down the warning 
because a lower standard applies ?O the physician- One could, perhaps, taik about a 

La Forest, J. in: Hollir at 35, for a cornideration of this counter-argument 
ibid. 



différent standardCs] when comparing the respective duties to wani when the leamed 
intermedky mie âoes not appiy and both the physician and manufkimz have a 
duty to wam the plaintiff directly- However when the duties of the manufactuter and 
the physician to warn the plaintiff are to be discharpi by virtue of the idonnation 
received h m  the manufacturer k ing  passeci on to the plaintin and both the 
physician and the manufacturer are sued in one action for brieach of that &ty, there 
is no room for the application of a d i n i t  standard. fndeed, the issue of causation 
has nothing to do with the standard of disclosure. In resoiving this issue, the court 
attempts to determine what the plaintiffs response would have been on the 
assumption that the appropriate warning has been given in accordance with the 
appropriate standad The debate concems the bases on which that response should 
be measued, not about the standard of disc~osure.~*~ 

With respect, these reflections cannot be supporteci. In ternis of showing the causal 

comection between the defendant's failure to warn and the plaintiff s injury, the question 

to be answered is not quite the same for both possible defendants in the action focused 

on the manufacturer's failure to wam, the question for the plaintiff is by no means 'liow 

he would have responded if properly wamed by the physician", even though the "leamed 

intermediarf' rule was found to be applicable under the particdar circumstances of the 

case, and even though the manufacturer's duty to the plaintiff could have been discharged 

by informing his physician of the risks. It is false because the manufacturer's duty to warn 

is still owed to the plaintiff, Le-, the duty itself is not off-loaded or transferred to the 

physician and the duty remains inter partes. This means that, if the plaintiff claims the 

manufacturer's negligence, it has to be & potentid warnhg that must be looked at for 

the question of causation, not the physician's. 

Secondly, when the court concludes that the manufacturer has breached his duty to warn 

the plaintiff, it means that he has failed to warn directly as well as indirectIy. This means 

that he has not discharged his duty to the plaintiff by waming his physician. The legal 



consequence of this situation can only be interpreted so that the 'leamed intetmedkq?' 

drops out of the causal sequence, once the manufacturer has breached his indirect d~ty.'~' 

Therefore the role of the physician can no longer be taken into consideration in the 

plaintiff's Iawsuit against the manufacturer. The main focus is the manufacturer's 

negligent conduct Therefore the issue of causation has to be solved by concentrating on 

him from the plaintin's perspective, because ali the juridical issues have to be observed 

within the rnanufacturer-~onsumer~~~ relationship. Strictly spealung, this interpretation 

even destroys concerm referring to the use of dif5erent causation standards for the 

manufacturer and the physician. On a proper analysis this problem does not really exist as 

an integrated complex of issues, and in strict logic is not of legal interest, because both 

relationships, manufacturer-consumer and doctor-patient, c m  be assessed absolutely 

separately as generating entirely discrete issues. 

Finally, and this must be made clear, the discussion related to the justification of applying 

different standards for showing causation has unavoidably involved a consideration of the 

different disclosure standards of manufacturers and doctors, in terms of fmding the right 

arguments in favour of the distinction. This does not mean that the issue of causation has 

accidentdly got mixed together with the standard of disclosure. 

Corresponding with Sopinka, L's statement, it can be said that it is the court's 

responsibility to attempt to determine what the plahtiffs response would have been, on 

the assumption that the appropriate warning had been given in accordance with the 

718 Peppin, at 509. 
7'9 AS the physician is legally not part of the original thtee-party construction any more, the plaintiff in this 
situation can no longer even be ïooked at as a "patient", as he is clearly a consumer only. 



apptopnate standad. By using a subjective test in relation to the man- this task is 

satisfactorily accomplished for the reasons argued above. 

From the opposite perspective, the conclusion must be drawn that the manufacnirer's 

option to discharge his duty to warn, an obligation which he owes in g e n d  directly to 

the consumer, by waming induectly through the physician, cannot in the last d y s i s  

influence the choice of the appropnate test used in product liability cases (which as earlier 

discussed, is the subjective test). The circumstance that the physician has ken put in, 

between the manufacturer and the consumer, making the consumer a 'patient" at the 

same time, does not mean in terms of legal analysis that the plaintifYs relationship to the 

manufacturer is exactly equivalent to the one with his physician. The opposite is the case. 

The doctor-patient relationship is different fkom the manufachuer-(physician)-'patient" 

relationship. The plaintiff still is a consumer fiom the manufacturer's perspective and bas 

to be treated as such with al1 the legal consequences which ensue. Notable among these is 

that there is no reason for modifjing the cornmonly used test in product liability cases or 

other tortious actions, as there was (for well known reasons already discussed) in the 

special situation between the doctor and the patient. 

bb. Effect or influence of the "learned intermediary" on the 
evidentiary burden of proof 

Another issue that courts reflect on in cases of this nature* regarding causation, has been 

the role of the physician in the causal sequence shown by the plaintiff. This will be based 

on the assertion, put forward by the defendant, that the learned intemediary would not 

have passed on the warning about the risks of consuming the product to the patient. This 



defence typicaily arises &er the manufàcturer has been held responsible for bnaching his 

duty to wam, by failuig to issue a sufncient waming either directly to the consumer or 

indirectly through the consumer's physician, whereupon the defendant argues that there 

was no direct link between his breach of  the duty to wam and the patient's injury. He 

usuaily alleges that the learned intermediary wouid not have advised the patient 

appropriately, even if a waming had been issued to him. Consequently it would have 

made no diff-ce as to whether or not he would have provided the physician with a 

waming. in other words a warning would have had no effect on the information actually 

received by the plaintiff, as  a result of the physician's disclosure practice. This defence 

poses the question of 'proximate" or "intervening" causation, as it is aimed at convincing 

the court that it was actually not the manufacturer's failure that caused the injury suEered 

by the piaintiff, so disrupting the plaintif£% arguments regarding causation-in-fact. 

Thus, the courts have acknowledged that an intervening cause of this kind rnight 

exonerate the manufacturer fkom Liability where the learned intermediary's intervention 

superseded any possible default arising fiom the manufacturer's failure and therefore 

occasicnally might establish absence of his negligence-liability-720 

710 Supreme Court in: Holfh at 42; Ontario Court of Appeal in: Buchan at 30: 
While the distribution of  the Rx Bulletin did not relieve Ortho of its dus. to warn the medical 
profession, I do not take issue with the submission that the conduct of a prescribing doctor 
may exonerate the manufacturer fiorn liability where the evidence establishes that, as a result 
of what the doctor hew,  adequate warnuigs would have had no effect on whettier or not he 
would have prescnbed the dmg. The question is whether that conclusion can properly be 
drawn h m  this case. 



This corresponds to the judgment in the German "~n~ktoi"case"~, where d o n  

could not be established d e r  the plaintiflrs phpician had admitteci in his testimony thaî 

he usually did not pay attention to package inserts and would have not read a warning 

anyway. The Gemian Federal Supreme Court has also addressed this same causation 

issue. The "Estii" decision'=, concemeci the question whether and to what extent a third 

person's conduct - here the physician's intentional misapplication of pharmaceutical 

products - might intempt the imputation of liability to the manufacturer for the damaging 

result. The Court denied that any such disruption into the causal sequence shown by the 

plaintiff, (i. e., that the warning' s insufficiency caused the damaging mis-performance of 

the injection by the physician) had oçcurred. Nor, accordingly, was the manufacturer 

exonerated. Furthermore, the defendant had not supplied enough evidence of such likely 

aberrant conduct on the physician's part, as would rebut the presurnptive causai 

connection shown by the plaintiff. In other words: the defendant had not adduced 

persuasive evidence that the damage would have occurred anyway even if he had not 

broken his duty. 

At the same tune the Canadian courts have seen themselves confionted with another 

problem, which agah aises out of die defendaat's contention, but has to be legdy 

distinguished from the intervenhg cause defence in general. The question relates to the 

apportionment of the burden of proof between the litigation parties and is: whether the 

plaintiff is required to show that the leamed intermediary would have passed the waming 

"' OLG Stuttgart [1990] VersR 63 1 at 633. 
r " ~ ~ ~ [ 1 9 7 2 ]  NJW 2217 at 2221. 



on, as an element of causation, to satisQ the causation test and so succeed in his claim 

against the manufacturer? 

The Geman courts have been codkonted with the same question and have corne to the 

conclusion that the plaintiff in the first instance geneially does not have this onus of 

proof, unless the defendant is able to rebut the plaintiffs prima-facie evidence on this 

matter, providing evidence that would show mother possible causal seqwace based on 

reasonable grounds. As we shaii presently see the Canadian courts have belatediy arrived 

at the same conclusion, which German expenence has shown to provide for quite 

reasonable and satisfactory judgments in consumer-manufacturer litigation. 

(1). The Supreme Court's solution in Hollis 

La Forest, J. countered this defence argument in Holfis while c o n s i d e ~ g  the physician's 

warning practices with the following reasoning: 

1 do not propose to enter m e r  into or assess these factors. I Say this because. while 
Dow is correct in submitting that there was some ambiguity at mal concerning Dr. 
Birch's warning practices in 1983, Dow's argument is based upon the assunption 
that to succeed in her claim against Dow Ms. Hollis must prove that Dr. Birch 
would have warned her if Dow had properly warned Dr. Birch. 1 do not think this 
assumption is well founded. Ms. Hollis. it will be remembered. demonstrated that 
Dow had breached its dutv to wam her of the risk of rupture. that she would not 
have undergone the medical procedure if she had been firllv informed of the risks, 
and that she suffered iniurv fiom the rupture. Had Dr. Birch b e n  adwuatelv wamed 
but had not pas& oa the information to Ms. Hollis. Dow wodd it is true. have 
been absolved of Iiabiiitv bv virtue of the learned intermediary doctrine. But 1 fd to 
see how one can reason fiom that, for Dow to be fiable, Ms. Holiis m u t  now 
establish that Dr. Birch would have informed her if he had known. To require her to 
do so ivodd be to ask her to prove a hypothetical situation relating to her doctor's 
conduct, one, moreover, brought about by Dow's failure to perform its duty. While 
the legai and persuasive onus in a negligence case generally fds  on the plaintiff, 1 



do not see how this can mqyhe the plaintiff to prove a hypothetid situation of this 
kincLm (emphasis added) 

This paragraph basically c o n f h s  everything thaî was developed in the legal analysis 

above; namely, that the plaintiff has to prove causation using the ''but-for" test addressed 

through subjective criteria, to indicate that if properly informeci he would have refiised to 

take the manufacturer's product, which would have then avoided the injury In order to 

satis@ the subjective test of d o n ,  the plaintiff does not have to pmve that the leamed 

intermt:diary would not have ignored the manufhcturer's warnhg. 

Excursur: Other issues discussed in Hollis - The use or misuse of analogy: 

At this point 1 wodd like to pause and stress that 1 cannot see apparent similmities to the 

special causation problems in other well known problematic causation cases. 

The Supreme Court of Canada considered the reasoning in Lav i s  v. ~ook,"' as helpfùl in 

this context. This aiso became a main focus in Sopinka, J.'s dissenting judgment. 

The leitmotiv undedying this reflection upon other problematic causation cases is 

obviously the existence of behaviour on the part of the defendant that leads to situations 

presenting "apparently" insoluble diffculties of prooc This made the Court draw an 

anaiogy to those cases where the ordinary burden which rests on the plaintiff to prove 

causation has been either reversed, ie., shifted to the defendant, or relaxed. The question 

is whether the principles developed in these cases need to be considered or applied in the 

" H o l h  at 40. 
"* El95 11 S.CK 830, Cl9521 1 D.L.R. 1. 



present sce-o. I would suggest not, because the situation hem is distinct upon any 

reasonably viable analysis, and can be solved with ordinary causaîion principles, as will 

be shown below. The only problem that might be lwked at more closely is the problem of 

"intervening causation". 

In Cook v. Lewis the plaintiff s problem was to prove the sole responsibility of one 

defendant, as he was only injined by one builet while both defendants appeared to have 

shot at him. The plaintiffs dilemma was, that he had to deal with the "hypotheticai" 

situation, that there were two equally possible negligent defendants to his claim for 

compensation, which was a situation created by the defendants. This case is, in truth, so 

distant in substance fiom our present situation as to f iord  no useful cornparison. The 

present issue concerns the sole responsibility of the phannaceutical manufacturer for his 

failure to warn; a responsibility, which, at this stage, exists quite independently and apart 

£tom that of the physician. 1 think that the Cook quotation chosen by La Forest, I. gives 

too much verisimiiitude to the manufacturer's contention, that the plaintiff is called upon 

to prove what a doctor would have done in a hypothetical situation. This "hypothetical" 

situation appears to be somewhat distinct fiom the one Looked at in Cook. It is rather the 

manufacturer's assertion that builds an artificial conflict for defence reasons, which on 

close examination is not really good enough to actually challenge the causal connection 

shown by the plaintiff, or to establish a dilernma such as  that created in Cook. Here it is 

by no means equally impossible for the plaintiff to prove that the damage was a result of 

the manufac tuer's act. 



Nor does this case really lead to a causation dilemma like that in Cook. Therefore it 

should not have been aven such prominence. Nor should such stress have been laid on 

the necessity of reviewing ai l  these different devices for solving causation problems. 

Simply put the rationale of this case and of those discussed by the Court in debating its 

applicability7x is remote fkom the issues relevantiy presented by the type of cases at 

issue. 

(2). The Ontario Court of Appeal's approach 

A somewhat similar observation, regarding the same "apparent" causation problem in 

cases of this nature, was made by the Ontario Supreme Court in Buchan. There the 

defendant alleged that the manufacturer's deficient warnings could not be said to have 

proximately caused the plaintiffs injury, considering the physician's ïndependently 

acquired state of knowledge received from other sources, in this instance a medical 

bulletin. The defence argument was tha: in light of that knowledge there was no need for 

the manufacturer to warn the physician, because a waming would only be required where 

the situation called for i t  in other words, no one needs notice of what he already knows. 

Before the court examined whether this conclusion couid properly be drawn fkom the 

evidence in this case, it made clear that the hypothetical question of the physician's 

possible conduct is not part of the plaintifYs elementary onus of proof. 

" Notably Snell v. FameII, [1990] 2 S.CK 31 1 ;  Mc Ghee v. W o n a l  Cool Board 119731 1 W.L.R. L 
(ILL.); WiIsher v. Ersex Area ffealth Authority, [1988] AC. 1074 (E3-L.), al1 discussed in Sopinka, I.'s 
dissenting judgment in Holli;s. 



Once the breach of the duty to wam the prescri'bing physician has been established, 1 
think it is fisir and reasonable to presume that the inadequacy of the waming was a 
contn'buting cause of the ingestion of the drug. It ought not to be incumbent on a 
plaintiff to prove as part of her case what her doctor might or might not have done 
had he been adequately wamed One can assume that a doctor would not ignore a 
proper waming or fail to disciose a materiai risk of o[r] otherwise act negiigently- 
Even if the evidence were to indicate that the doctor was negiigent, the manufacturer 
would not be shielded h m  liability if such negiigence were a foreseeable 
consequence of the breach of duty to wam. The presumption may, of cause, be 
rebutted if the defendant cornes forth with evidence that despite the inadequacy of 
the warnhg, the doctor's conduct toward his patient wodd have been the same 
whether or not the manufacturer was in breach of the dutyZ6 

In correspondence with the Supreme Court, the Ontario Court of Appeai is of  the view 

that, in establishùig the liability of the manufacturer, the law does not require the plaintiff 

to prove what the doctor might have done as an element of his case in order to sat ise the 

subjective test of causation.'" Whether one comes to this conclusion, like Robins, J.A. by 

speaking of a presumption arïsing on proof of the breach of the duty to wam, or by calling 

it something else, there is agreement on this matter insofar as there is no cal1 to put an 

onus of proof like this ont0 the 

(3). Sopinka Je's dissenting opinion 

Contrary to these findings, Sopinka, 1.7'' is of the view, that the plaintiff must show as a 

M e r  part of his clah that his doctor would have wamed of any dangers that had been 

brought to his attention. In accord with the present analysis, he carefully distinguishes in 

"6 Buchan at 30, This was almost identically stated in the German "Estil" decision concerning the 
accidentally mis-perfonned injection of the physician, which was obviously foreseeable and could have 
easily b e n  anticipated by the product's manukturer, BGH [1972] NJW 22 17 at 222 1. 
727 Ais0 Peppin, at 5 13. 

Sopinka, J. in: Hollis at 47 t 
Ibid. 



his statement between the onus of proof that rests on the plaintiff to esbbiish causation- 

in-fact as part of hîs claim and the question of possible evidence that might interfm with 

the causal connection shown by the plaintiff. But he proceeds on the assumption that the 

plaintiff has not met the requirements of his ordirmy burden of showing causation, untii 

he manages to show, as a m e r  element of causation, that his doctor would not have 

ignored the manufacturer's information. This is expressed by his statement, that 

...if Dr. Birch would not have passed on information h m  Dow ta Ms. HoiIis, 
Dow's failure to provide the waming cannot be said to have contributeci to Ms. 
HAlis' injuy. Liability cannot be based on failure to take measures which would 
h;ve no effet and be pointless.nO. 

He also qualifies this situation as "absence afcause This conception does not do 

justice to the circumstance, that the plaintiff in these cases has in fact reveaied the 

defendant's failure and shown a comection to the injury. Whether the court has to 

question this causal connection shown by the plaintiff, after sufficient evidence is 

adduced by the defendant which might lead to the conclusion that the manufacturer's 

failure was not the cause for the injury, is a different issue. Following this route, La 

Forest, J. inferred that the plaintiff had shown al1 the elements of her case. and after 

considering the evidence conceming the manufacturer's warning practice, he decided not 

to enter m e r  into or assess these factors,"' obviously because in his view there was not 

suffkient evidence adduced by the defendant even to raise the issue of causation. This 

does not mean that the court is "îreating cousotion er irrelevant"733 as Sopinka, J. 



criticises. It is just a matter of how the court dealt with the whole problan. In opposition 

to that, Sopinka, J. is obviously of the opinion that only if the burden of proof had been 

shified to the defendant could the plaintiff be partially relieved of his burden of proving 

causation. 

It is not quite clear why he proceeds Iike this; whether it was because La Forest, J. had 

drawn a close analogy to the case of Lewis v. Cd, a cornparison which admittediy @es 

rise to criticism; or whether he feit obliged to do so, because he wanted to talce into 

account the circumstance that the "learned intermedia@' rule was found to be applicable 

in the present case. As a result he might have assumed that the burden of proof implies 

requirïng the plaintiff to show that her injuries would not have occurred, had the 

manufacturer discharged its duty to warn the prescribing physician of any dangers 

inherent in the product7". This assumption fails to take into account that the essential 

reproach levelled against the defendant is that he has not wamed at dl, not oniv that he 

has not warned the phvsician. It has to be kept in mind, that the manufacturer's dutv to 

warn is. with or without the "learned intermediarf' rule, still owed to the consumer. 

Hence, the plaintiffs burden of proving his case has been discharged, when he 

demonstrates that (1) the manufacturer has breached his duty to warn and (2) that this 

conduct has somehow materially contributed to the injury. This is because, besides his 

failure to warn the physician, there is still another part of the manufacturer's failure left, 

namely to provide the patient with a waming directly or at least "by one means or 



another". To wam the ~hvsician was not the manufacturer's one and ody duty and at l m  

not his orighai duty, as owed to the consumer. These factors cannot be treated as 

irrelevant by making aiiowance for the circumstance, that the manufhctum couid have 

discharged this duty if he had warned the physician; or in other words that, had the 

physician been adequately warned, the manufacturer would, it is tme, have been absolved 

of liability by virtue of the leamed intennediary d e ,  whether or not the physician chose 

to pass that information on to the patient. However, this is not the sihiation we are 

examining here. At l e s t  it c m  be said, that the manufacturer's negligent conduct 

materiaily contributed to the result where the i n j q  is the consequence of the Iack of 

idormation. Even with the "leamed intemediary" rule the duty to wam is always owed 

to the injured product consumer. Therefore the circumstances in the present case by no 

means provide an absence-of-cause situation. 

The causation conflict that arises out of the possibility that the plaintiff's physician might 

have failed to pass on any warning does not automatically eliminate the causal connection 

shown by the plaintiff, when the physician was not in fact even wamed. It mïght raise a 

question of an intervening causation in the case against the manufacturer but only in 

terms of a defence assertion, which has to be proved by the defendant-manufacturer. 

Otherwise it would put too much emphasis on a hypothetical sequence of causation, 

which was not even put ùito motion because of the defendant's failure to perform the 

duty. This means that , when the defendant did not even meet the requirements on his 

part, namely one of the possible warning options, the plaintiff cannot be requested to 



show more than he would normaiiy need to, when only he and the rnanufhcturet were 

involved. Figuratively the physician was not involved in this causal sequence. 

As the conduct of the physician is presently not an element of causation to be put in 

evidence by the plaintiff, the plaintiff need not prove a hypothetical situation. 

Consequently there is no need to review the entire constellation of cases that either 

reversed or relaxeci the ordiaary burden which rests on the plaintiff to prove causation and 

we need not enter into m e r  details of these cases.735 

Further grounds for disputation, however, are furnished by the way in which Sopinka, J. 

processes the approach of the Court of Appeal in this r n a ~ e r . ' ~ ~  It has to be pointed out 

that this was not an alternative method of obviating the plaintiffs burden of proof, but 

rather a comprehensible suggestion of the court as to how to deal with the issues in 

question. The ''rebuttable presumption" expressed by the court did not mean to relieve the 

plaintiff fiom establishîng al1 the generally required elements of causation, as this was not 

in fact the issue in the present cases, as repeatedly shown above. The intention. moreover, 

was to establish a judicially fair and satis-g solution for the issue in question, namely 

the joint operation of the plaintiff s obligation to prove causation, as part of his claim 

against the manufacturer, and the effect of the "learned intennediary" rule on this onus of 

proof. The court came to the result, as correctly recognised by Sopinka, J.,?~' that the 

plaintiff need not prove that her doctor would have warned her of any dangers, uniess the 

defendant presents some evidence tending to show that the doctor might not have in fact 

n' For further details see Holfis at 48-5 1. 
HoUk at 50 f. 



passed dong the appropriate waming. It is incumbent on the defmdant to adduce 

sufncient evidence to raise the issue of causation, the so-callad evidentiary burden of  

proof. This observation however was found by applying ordinary principles of 

cau~ation.'~~ 

(4). Additional explanations 

The followïng e ~ ~ l a n a t i o n s ~ ~ ~  wili be added in support of La Forest, L's judgment. The 

argumeats support the conclusion that the physician's hypothetical conduct does not 

require the piaintiff to prove what the physician might have done, because it is up to the 

defendant to show a disrupted causai sequence or causal intervention in these cases. 

(a).The negative side, deficit, restricted or limited effect of the 
learned intermediary rule 

Having failed to warn even the leamed intermediary, the manufacturer has entirely failed 

in its duty to warn the piaintiff who has ultirnately suffered injury by using the product. 

This is enough to require the plaintiff to show, including the required causal connection, 

because it provides a full picture of the manufacturer's liability. On f h t  impression, there 

737 HOMS at 50. 
In this context - and this is just about as close as it gets - one may refer to the judgment in Snell W. Farelf 

at 326 f., where the court decided not to reverse the burden of proof, but to stay with the ordinary principles 
of causation: 

If I were convinced that defendants who have a substanual connection to the injury were 
escaping Iiability because plaintiffk cannot prove causation under currentiy apptied principles, 
1 would not hesitate to adopt one of these alternatives. in my opinion, however, properly 
applied, the principles refating to causation are adequate to the task 

739 The arguments arose in response to Sopinka, I.'s dissenthg judgment in Hollis at 47 E and basicdly 
provided counter-arguments. 



is no element missing that wouid suggest a need to expiain what the physician mi@ have 

done in the hypotheticai situation which might have arisen, had the manufacturer fulwed 

its duties, a situation haî has never occurred, Whether the physician's Wure" to 

disclose the received infornation to his patient acts as a break in the causai chab, shown 

by the plaintiff in his claim against the rnanufactuer, concerns the defnice arguments. It 

should be on the defendant to prove such an allegation, because it encompasses a 

different course of causation to the case thaî might destroy the plaintifYs demonstration 

of causal connection, 

Where the manufacturer did not even wam the physician, thus discharging h i .  according 

to the leamed intermediaxy rule, he cannot put the injured consumer into a position where 

it is now on the latter to address the argument that a warning to the leamed intermediw - 

which does not even exist in this case - would have avoided his injury, if it had been 

passed on to him. This would demand more fiom the plaintiff then he would have to 

show without the leaned intemediary rule. Therefore this issue should not be a matter 

for the patient to prove in order to satis@ the requirements of the (subjective) 'but-for' 

test of causation in his claim. 

It is in fact the defendant's negiigent conduct that has fomed the grounds for the 

uncertain procedural proof situation based on hypotheticai circumstances. The dilemma 

that nobody knows if the physician would have passed the wamuig on to the patient, in 

other words that this defence is based on a hypotheticai possibility or probabiIity, is 



rooted in the failure of the defendant. If he had met the requirements of his du* the 

situation would be actual, capable of demonstration by evidence, and not hypothetical. 

It is not plausible to argue th& despite the manuf~turer's failure to wam, the hypothetical 

possibility 'khat if the doctor would have not passed the (not-) waming on?" should play 

a d e  in the question of causation. 

This cannot be nght and wmld, dissecting the probim even more, o d y  tend to show that 

the indirect waming given to the doctor was not enough sufficiently to infonn the patient, 

which is the main concern in these "duty to wam" cases. 

The circumstances moreover reveal that the Iearned intermediary rule contains a 

deficiency. Proceeding on the assumption that the rnanufact~rer'~~ would achially be able 

to show enough evidence to convince the court that, providing the learned intermediary 

with information - which is meant to be for the consumer - would have been useless as he 

would have not passed on a warnuig that was given to him. this would only provoke a 

reopening of discussion about indirect warnings. ln this case the indirect waming given to 

the physician was obviously not sufficient to discharge the duty owed to the "patienty'. It 

would have to be concluded that an additional waniing directly issued to the "patient" 

would be required to fulfill the duty to ~arn.'~' 

'40 1 formulate the assumption in this way because if at al1 it has to be the manufacturer who has to adduce 
sufficient evidence to even raise the issue of  causation, as it is presently in question- 
74 1 1 intend to point out the unsatisfactory result, refecring to La Forest, Je's finding in Holfis at 40, that 
"Dow wouid, it is me, have been absolved of iiabiiity by virnie of the "learned intermediary" docuîne", 
had he adequately warned Dr. Birch, even though he then, on his pact, had not passed on the received 
information to Ms. HolIis. 



The 'learned intennediary" d e  is supposed to relax or lighten the manukturer's 

warning obligation where it makes seuse and is justifiable. Le., where it can be said that 

the manufacturer, even ihough he has not wamed the 'patient" directly, bas addressed a 

waming to the learned intermediary and this can be acknowledged as comprehensible 

insofar as it c m  be assumed that a physician would transmit the necessary information or 

otherwise use it to protect the patient fiom h m .  

This is not the case where the manufacturer has not met these requiremests because he 

has not given adequate waming to either of these parties. Where a waming is missing 

altogether, the learned intennediary rule should no longer be open to discussion in tenns 

of questioning the duty breaker's liability, whether in relation to the causation issue or to 

mything else, and should certaidy not affect the plaintifYs ordinary burden of proof. 

One might reasonably suppose that, once the learned intermediary mie was foumi 

applicable to the case, for the sake of legd consistency in judging the case at hand, its 

influences on other legai issues (such as the burden of proof regardhg causation) that 

might occur throughout the case and that have to be dealt with to do justice in the 

particular case, could not be neglected. This would be true even though they might pose 

an additional burden on the plaintiff (such as here: showing that the learned intermediary 

would have passed a potential waming on, which would generally not be part of the 

plaintiffs claim against the manufacturer in the absence of the "learned intermedi@' 

d e ) .  This line of argumentation, however, would probably only apply where it could be 

considered reasonable to do so; but not in situations, where the manufacturer did not even 

take advantage of the alternative method of discharging the obligation provided by the 

"leamed intermediary" rule. This means that there must be grounds for contemplation on 



this issue in view of the legal consistency regarding the final judgment, namely the 

influence of the "leacned intennediary" d e  on the procedural position o f  the plaiatiff in 

proving causation. In cases where the legal effect of this rule did not even corne into play, 

this issue might be rather left out of the M e r  legal assessrnent of the case, particuiarly if 

it puts an additional burden on the injured plaintiff. 

To make it clear, the only role the leamed intemiediary can possibly serve is thaî, in 

certain circumstances, an indirect warning addressed to the physician can be considaed 

as beirig sufficient. Other than that, e.g., in cases where the manufacturer did not wam at 

dl, there is no room for any M e r  discussion about or even consideration of the "leamed 

intemediasr" mie, whether in relation to causation issues or anything else. 

As a result, that opinion cannot be sustahed, which holds that the hypothetical possibility 

of the doctor's intervention automatically challenges the causal connection between the 

manufacturer's breach of the duty and the patient's injury, or even requires the courts to 

raise the issue of causation. There is no room for any doubt, until the defendant shows 

and proves the opposite. or for example that it was not his failure rhat caused the patient's 

Ioss, regardless of whether or not the consumer was provided with the necessary 

information directly or indirectly. Therefore, the latitude or scope for legal argument 

established by the application of the leamed intennediary rule should definitely end when 

the manufacturer has not given a waming at ail. This means the application of the rule to 

the case cannot unreflectively be used as a defence in favour of the manufacturer, in ternis 

of causation issues, when he has breached his duty in every respect. In that case the 

"leamed intermediary" d e  would not even be ailowed its legai effect. 



(b). The legal goal is consumer protection 

The learned intermediary rule has to be looked at and in its effect considered with regard 

to the main issue of providing the consumer, and not the manufacturer, with a higher 

pro te~tion'~~. 

The leamed intermediary d e  is only meant to serve as a procedurai aileviation for the 

manufacturer, with regard to his warning obligation in a Iawsuit advanced against him. 

The rule has been held to be applicable only in exceptional circumstances and is oniy 

legally justified as such. The primary airn to be achieved has aiways been to establish the 

highest possible protection for consumers against risks presented by manufacturer's 

products that cannot be produced with total user safety when they have been put on the 

market. Therefore the product needs to be supplied with adequate package information 

addressed to the ultimate consumer. It would seem that we are at least entitled to question 

whether the consequence of the application of the leamed intermediary rule on the other 

hand can possibly lead to a procedural disadvantage to the plaintiff-consumer, on the 

causation issue. It seems especiaily questionable, if the rule stating a legd exception in 

certain circumstances in favour of the defendant (but still requiring a ground of 

justification vis-à-vis the plaintiff) can Iegitimateiy be so far reaching. By the same token 

it has to be supposed that the exceptional legal consequence of the d e  cannot put the 

plaintiff in a worse situation than he wouid have been in without the nile. Looking to the 

742 Peppin, at 516: 



procedural sihiatioa, the patient would have to sue the physician who did not p a s  the 

infornation on to him, if the leamed intemediary nile allows the manufacturer to escape 

liability by waming only the physician. Because it is the manufacturer who creaîed the 

situation where not even the physician was informed, it has moreover to be taLm into 

account that this also makes such legal proceedings more difficult for the plaintiff. His 

chances of winning a case against his physician are largely dependent on the uûormation 

the physician a c M y  got, wbich he could have passed on. As long as he does not get 

additional information hùnself, he cannot give more than what he has, to meet his own 

obligations. 

This concern is illustnited in La Forest J.3 M e r  analysis743 of the issue in HolZis, which 

includes additionai reasons that legally justie the conciusion he reached. 

Simply put, I do not think a manufacturer should be able to escape liability for 
failing to give a warning it was under a duty to give, by simply presenting evidence 
tending to establish that even if the doctor had been given the warning, he or she 
would not have passed it on to the patient, let alone puttùlg an onus on the plaintiff 
to do so. Adopting such a rule wculd in some cases. run the risk of leaving the 
plaintiff with no compensation for her injuries. She would not be able to recover 
against a doctor who had not been nedigent with respect to the information that he 
or she did have; yet she also would not be able recover against a manufacturer who, 
despite having failed in its duty to warn, could escape liability on the basis that. had 
the doctor been appropriately warned, he or she still would not have passed the 
information on to the plaintiff. Our tort law should not be held to contemplate such 
an anomalous result . (emphasis in original) 

Causation analysis needs to canied out with creativity, bearing in muid the power dynarnics, 
in order to serve the underlying purposes of  harm prevention and patient control of decision- 
making. 

743 Here, La Forest, J, also refers to the quotation of Robins, J.A. given above. 
744 Holk  at 42. 



Staaing h m  these delibzrations, we have to proceed on the assumption thaî the nile was 

not meant to confiïct with causation issues. It was established in the hme of the breach 

of the duty element of negiigence. The intention behind this mie was certainiy not 

supposed to mate an open door for various defence opportunities, or meant to serve as a 

procedural handicap for the plaintiE 

This is also expressed in the concluding passage of La Forest L's reasoning which 

provides a ~wl imary  of the legal rationale that should be applied accordingiy when 

dealing with the plaintiffs claim against the manufacturer: 

The dtimate duty of the manufacturer is to warn the piaintiff adequately. For 
practicai reasons, the law permits it to acquit itself of that duty by wamiag an 
informed intemediary. Having failed to warn the intermediary, the manufacturer 
has failed in its duty to warn the plaintiffwho ultimately suffered injury by using the 
product. The fact that the manufacturer would have k e n  absolved had it foilowed 
the route of informing the plaintiff through the learned htennediary sbould not 
absolve it of its duty to the plaintiff because of the possibility, even the probability, 
that the learned intermediary would not have advised her had the manufacturer 
issued it- The learned intennediary provides a means by which the manufacturer can 
discharge its duty to give adequate information of the risk to the plaintiff by 
infonning the intermediasr, but if it fails to do so it cannot raise as a defence that the 
intemediary could have ignored this information.745 

There is somethuig wrong with the material substance of this defence. The learned 

intemediary nile cannot make it easier for the defendant by providing two possibilities to 

escape liability: fmt, on the level where the breach of the duty is under discussion and, in 

addition after this part of the negligent act bas been determined, in relation to the 

causation issue, even though the mle did not help to decide in favour of the defendant on 

the first level. This would constitue a double advantage to the defendant, corresponding 

with a double disadvantage on the plaintifYs side. 



This Iegal assessment hoids good even if we admit that under certain circimistances the 

judgment might reach another result. Thus, e-g., if one would argue that a judicial 

dieviating device, that is on the one hand established to suppoa the defendant might, as a 

matter of legal consistency, require on the other han4 that the special legai structure 

(here: triangular situation between parties hvolved) has to be considered throughout the 

whole assessment of the defendant's negligence, even though placing a procedurat 

disadvantage on the plaintiff. However, these cuCumstances cannot be fomd in the 

present situation. Thus, the peculiarity of this situation lies in the circumstance that the 

manufacturer, as a matter of evidence or of fact, simply faiied to hi611 his obligation. 

Therefore, it does not seem right to bestow a favour on him, by loading onto the injured 

plaintiff the procedural task of fumishing proof of causation in hypotheticai 

circumstances, a task he would not otherwise have had. After dl, without the existence of 

the rule it would be on the defendant to adduce sufficient evidence, even to raise the 

causation issue and challenge the causation asserted by the plaintiff, by showing that the 

consumer, even though properly warned would have taken the drug, either because he 

was convinced to do sot despite the warning, or for any other reason, e-g, because his 

physician would have advised hirn to do so- 



(c). The doctor's obligations towards his patient are basically 
not part of the patient's law suit against the manufacturer; 
they exist collaterally and they are of a difirent quality 

The warning obligation in the manufacturer-consumer relationship exists, obvîously, 

between the manufacturer and the consumer. This should basicdy also be the focus in 

any issue that arises out of any iitigation between them. The kind of duty the doctor owes 

to the patient is a different field and shouid not be mixed with the manuhtmx's duties. 

To make it clear, the hypothetical possibility that the physician might not have passeci on 

the warning does not certainly interrupt the causal link between the nonsxistent waming 

(manufacturer's failure) and the result @atient's injury). Furthennoce, it does not 

necessarily establish absence of the manufacturer's negligence. Whether the doctor 

himself has additionally failed in his performance is another question and in the c l a h  

against the manufacturer that would be an issue which would have to be proved by the 

defendant as an interfering or intervening cause. 

3. lntervening causation 

Under this heading we will look at the consequences in those situations where the 

defendant has furnished sufficient proof to mise the question of "intervening causation". 

Once the manufacturing Company has been found to have breached its duty of disclosure, 

causation canmt be found on the basis of the subjective test, where an intervening cause 

breaks into the causal sequence shown by the plaintiE. This will occur when the 

evidence, nomaily adduced by the defendant, shows that the plaintiff would have decided 



to take the product independently of a warning issued by the manufacturer, or that the 

physician as  the "learned intermedi@' was an independent cause for the patient's injury. 

As a result the plaintincan lose on the issue of causation when (a) he alrrady knew of the 

nsks, or (b) if this would be the case on the part of his physician, or (c) if according to his 

general practice the physician would not have toid hirn about the ri&. 

Although the presumption set out in Buchun W. &ho Phannacarticai, that in g e n d  the 

physician wouid behave non-negiigently in discloshg the risks, improves the plaintafs 

prospects considerably, it still leaves room for proof of the physiciads situationai or 

habitua1 non-discios~tre.~~~ 

a. The plaintiff s knowledge 

A situation is imaginable where, for example, the plaintiff s knowledge about the risks of 

the product was so complete that it wouid have made no difference, whether the 

manufacturer would have warned him or his physician or not, because he was able to 

make an informed decision about the usage of the product. Consequently the absence of 

information was not a cause of his consenting to the product's use. 

in Duviakon v. Connought ~oboratorim,"~ the plaintiffs knowledge, acquired 

independently of the defendant doctors and the defendant vaccine manufacturer, meant 

that the plaintiff would not have acted differently if the defendants had given an adquate 

warning. In this case a known risk of paralysis and even death, a risk in the 1/5,000 to 

1/8,500 range, arose for a vaccinated individual. Davidson had corne in contact with a 



rabid cow before leaving his farnily farm in Ontario for a trip to British Columbia. 

Supplied with the vaccine he retumed to Ontario, where shortly &er the tci tion of 

the injections, he declined progressively into a state of paralysis, a condition of 

polyneuritis caused by the rabies vaccine, manufactured by the defendant company. He 

had received full and detailed information of the vaccine's risks, including the risk of 

paraipis, when he spoke with Dr. ~ e t t y l s ' ~ ~ ,  a Wologist in British Columbia The other 

doctors invoIved, inciuding the defendant doctors, did not wam h i .  of the rkks. 

Aithough the written warning on the printed material placed in the boxes of vaccine given 

to the doctors was found hadequate and unreasonable in the cucumstances of the case, 

seemingly the "but-for" test for this particular plaintiff could not be met because, inter 

alia, of the p laintiff s independently acquired knowledge. 

. . .but the defendant manufacturer also escapes liability because full information of 
the nsks was in fact given to the plaintiff in British Columbia. Nothing that they 
might have put into the brochure or ieft out of it would have made any ciifference in 
this particular case, Everything that the plaintiff could possibly have wanted to 
know, was communicated to him in great detail by Dr. Kettyls and was understood 
by him. Despite this data given to bim about side-effects, the plaintiff chose to run 
the risk ConsequentIy, the lack of information in the pamphlet was not a cause of 
his i n j ~ r y . ' ~ ~  

b. The physician's knowledge 

The plaintiff may also lose the action agaiost the phamaceutical company if his p hysician 

possessed independently acquired knowledge of the product's risks. In Buchan, Robins, 

J.A. acknowledged that the knowledge of a doctor might exempt a manufacturer h m  

747 (1980), 14 C.C.L.T. 251 at 277 (Ont H.C.). 
Dr. G. Kettyls was a member of the Special Diseases Committee in British Columbia, in charge of 

releasing the vaccine and therefore invoived in this case. He was not sued by the plaintiff, but testified in the 
trial. 



iiabilit~.~~~ Following this, La Forest, J. in Ho&, though puthg clearer emphasis on the 

exceptionality of  this situation, makes a similar concessi~n.~~' The situaîion, however, 

remains debatable? 

Even if pharmaceutical companies may not rely on physicians to perfom independent 

research"' that might insulate them h m  liability, such independentiy acquired 

ùIfonnation must create an intewening actor at some stage." For instance, in Davidson 

v. Connaught Laborc~ton'es, Dr- Kettyls' independdy acqyirwi expertise did not dter 

the CO-npany's duty, as this duty is non-delegatable; but it did lead to a finding of no 

causation in favour of the dmg company, since it had been conveyed to the plaintin.'" 

'" Daviakm v. C o n ~ ~ g h t  Laboratories at 276 f. 
Buchan at 30: 
1 do not take issue with the submission that the conduct of a prescribing doctor may exonerate 
the manufacturer fiom liability where the evidence establishes chat. as a result of what the 
doctor knew, adequate warnings would have had no effect on whether or not he would have 
prescribed the d@. 

75' H o l h  at 42: 
... the manufacturer might be able to adduce evidence that the doctor's conduct might have 
been the same whether or not the manufacturer was in breach of his duty. 1 shouid Say 
whatever effect this might have regarding the apportionment of liability berneen the doctor 
and the manufacturer in the event that the doctor is also found to be negligent. it in no way 
absolves the manufacturer fiom liability to the plaintiff, except in cases where some 
extraneous conduct by the doctor would have made the failure to give adequate waming 
irreievant. 

'" Peppin, at 514. 
" Linden, I. in: Davi(IM&on v. Connaughr Laboraton'es at 276: 

A h g  company cannot rely upon doctors to read ail the scientific literature outlining the 
specific dangers involved in the many dmgs they have to administer each day. They are busy 
people, administering to the needs of the injured and the sick They have Iittle time for deep 
research into the medical literature. They rely on the dnig companies to supply them with the 
necessary dam 

754 Peppin, at 5 13. 
" Davidron v. Connuught Laboratones at 277. Additionally this relieved the defendant docton h m  
liability, as the absence of uiformation was not a cause of the plaintiffs consenting to the injections, 
DmaMdron v. Connuughr Laboratories at 27 1 f, 



Although not discussed in these terms, seemingiy the physician's iadcpcndcnt expatise, 

communicated to the plaintineffêctiveIy insulateci the dmg company h m  liabiligS6 

A controversial assesment rnight be made, where the doctor is actuaiiy aware of the ri& 

because of his own reading and research in reputable medicd joumals, but has been given 

inadequate nsk information by the negligent pharmaceuticai company. or has been 

influenced in his opinion as to the dmg's safety and the need to inform patients of its 

risks. In these sitm5ons the promotional effm of the company, the degree ofrdiance by 

the doctor on the Company, and the nature of the independent source of informaton are 

al1 factors to be taken ùito account in assessing the impact of the company's non- 

disclosure on the doctor's behaviour. "' For instance, in Buchan the Ontario Court of 

Appeal found that Ortho Canada had promoted the dmg's safety through sales 

representatives and counteracting reports to such an extent that the physician could not be 

categorised as an independent ca~se.''~ Ortho's barrage of promotionai activities even 

overshadowed the lengthy wamings circulated to the medical cornrnunity in the Rx 

This concI~sion, that the physician's own knowledge forwarded to the patient can be an intcrvening 
causation that might exonerate the manufacnuer fiom liability, can be drawn f?om the context, although in 
this case it was not the creating defendant physician who fully inforrned the plaintiff. Davichon v. 
Connaught Laborarories at 277. 
757 Peppin, at 5 15. 
758 Robins, J.A. stated in: Buchan at 3 1: 

Ortho's failure to give physicians a warning cornmensurate with its actual knowledge of  the 
dangers inherent in its products cornbuid with the efforts of its sales representatives to 
minimize those dangers and counteract reports of adverse side-effects plainiy influenced the 
doctor's opinion as to the dnig's safety and the need to inform patients of n'sks. It is therefore 
not unreasonable to conclude, as  1 infer the trial judge did, that the doctor's hilure to disclose 
the risk of stroke (or, for that matter, any thromboemboiic risk) to the plaintiff was 
contributed to by the inadequacy of Ortho's warniags, devoid as they were of any teference to 
stroke, and the promotional tactics of its pharmaceutical salesmen. in these circumscances, I 
cannot agree that there was no causal link between Ortho's breach of the duty to wam and the 
plaintiff s ingestion of the dmg, and, it follows, the doctor's intervention cannot operate to 
exonerate Ortho h m  liability for its breach of duty. 



bulletids9. Consequently iiability may be imposed to the extent that the QCUK is 

dependent on or luileci by the promotion of the company. Similady, the heavier the 

barrage of promotional materials the more foreseeable is the doctor's fgilure to disclose. 

In most cases the volume of marketing would swamp the trickle of risk information? 

Under these circumstances the physician's intervention cannot be said to oprate to 

exonerate the pharmaceuticaï company h m  iiability for its breach of duty. The leamed 

intermediary does not act independently according to his own opinion m such a mamer, 

so as to break into the causal sequence. He is rather acting in dependence on the 

information issued to hirn by the company, effectively dropping out of the causal chah 

between the manufacturer company and the patient. 76 ' 

c. The physician's warning practice 

A plaintiff may also Iose his action against the dmg company where sufficient evidence 

cari be adduced that his physician makes a practice of not disclosing nsks. In the ideal 

case of indirect warning, the cimg company has to supply the physician with the necessary 

data about the product's use, while the physician is expected to make the individual 

decision about what treatrnent to advise for each patient, based on the right balance 

between the patient's best interests and the information received. However, the 

physician's warning practice was obviously one of the causal grounds on which the case 

759 A +page report prepred by special advisory cornmittee to the Food and Dmg Directorate which 
contained essentiaily al1 the available information, which the Minister of Health had directed to be sent to 
each physician, 
'60 Peppin, at 5 13. "' peppin, at s I 1. 



against the pharmaceutical company failed in Davidson v. connmght ~ o b o r a t o ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ .  In 

this case the court found that even fiiill information that had been included in the sheet 

inserted in the vaccine boxes would not have made any ciifferrace to the two defendant 

doctors. The court found that the evidence was clear that it was not their practice to 

discuss neurological side-enects with their patients. Even though they were aware of 

certain possible side-effects, they decided that they would not tell their patients, because 

they were concerneci that the patients might refuse the tx~atment.~~~ In other words, it had 

not been shown that adequate disdosure would have led the leamed intermediaries to 

disclose the information. Although not pointed out express& verbis, it seems that the 

independent judgment of the defendant doctors intervened in the chah of causation 

between the manufacturer and the consumer, causing the plaintiff s action to fail on this 

basis? A similar result was found, arguably, in Rorhwell v. ~aes'~', where the wamuig 

given to physicians by Comaught Laboratones about side-effects inherent in a multi- 

purpose vaccine designed to give protection against pertussis (w hooping cough) was 

found inadequate. The infant plaintiff showed signs of devefopmental abnorrnality, which 

rnight have Seen attributable to the vaccine. While Osler, J. followed Buchan in 

presuming that the physician would have wamed of the nsks if the pharmaceutical 

company had wamed the physicians adequately, he concluded on the evidence that the 

presurnption was not overcome, because both physicians involved had made it plain that 

DandSon Y. Connaught Laboratones at 277. 
Ibid. 

764 Peppin, at 5 12. 
(1989) 54 D.L.R (43 193 at 339. l f f irmcd (199 1),76 D.LR (49  280. 



it was not their practice to discuss the nSks of grave happenings such as befeil their 

patient in this case. 

It wiii be remembered that according to the rationale set out in the more recent decisions 

of ~ u c h o n ' ~ ~  and ~oll ir'~' ,  negiigent conduct by the intenrening physician does not 

automaticdy break the causai sequence show by the plaintiff as an independent cause, 

which then necessady relieves the manufacturer fiom liability. It is more a matter of  

weighing ail the available evidence in the ckumstances at han4 as put forward by the 

defendant, to determine if such a conclusion can be drawn in the particular case.768 As a 

result the pharmaceutical company may be fiee of liability because of the non-disclosure 

practice of the physician. Consequently the possibility of hm-avoidance has been 

minimised and whatever deterrent effect ton law has is 10st.'~~ The patient is denied 

compensation fiom the company that created the harm, though the possibility of suing the 

768 Excursus: ïhese circurnstances Iead to another relevant issue. it is important to discover, what kind of 
influence the leamed intemediary d e  has regarding the quality of the warning duty of the learned 
intemediary. On the one hand the learned intermedias. has his own instruction duty in informed consent 
cases. On the other hand he is the second link in the waming chain afier the manufacturer, who can 
exceptionally discharge his duty towards the consumer by providing the Ieamed intermediaxy with the 
necessary information. 
This poses the question, whether there is any difference in the waxning of the learned intennediary, when he 
gives his patient hl1 disclosure or when he provides the patient with the information given by the 
manufacture? If he were only the mouthpiece for the pharmaceutical companies, he would not be liable for 
misinformation. But this is not the case here, because this does not relieve him fiom his own duty, which 
perhaps even forces hirn to an additional obligation, namely to prove the information given h m  the 
manufacturer. 
This exactly shows the distinction between the qwlity of the warnings in either relationship. in the ideal 
case the learned intermedias. passes the filtered waniing on to the patient, adjusted to his particular needs. 
This means the information passed on can be additionally, but can also be fully, absorbed in the doctor's 
warning. 
Who wiil in this situation be able to prove, that the hypothetical possibility of the leamcd intermediary's not 
warning according to his disclosure practice would have causai the injury anyway? Which pan of the 
doctor's warning would it be that bas to be shown as not missing according to the defendant's arguments, so 
that the plaintiff would have a chance of wi-g his action against the manuficturer? 
" Peppin, at 5 15. 



non-disclosing doctor rrmains open to him. The plaintiff wili ody be mccessfid in his 

claim against bis physician, though, if the materiality of the risk can be demonstrated, 

seemingiy according to the higher standard of informeci consent raîher than according to 

the very low probabilities in the cimg products liability cases, and if causation can be 

demonstrated under the contexnial reasonable person standard established in ~eibl ."~ 
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